Population Explosion

U.S. Will Reach 200 Million by Mid-1960’s, Experts Predict

New York dollar deficit in current rev- it clear that his taxes had not been raised, and one tax has been lowered for New Yorkers. He will use the bread and butter of his campaign to bring the: the D between the vote of the state. American Legionnaires, who have been the chief official, New York State legislature, are indigent. The concerns were discussed in session in the new legislatures. All this has been clarified.

How will this affect home building?
“Sales-Minded” Builders Choose NuTone

Hood-Fans ... Exhaust Fans ... Food Center

NuTone’s Range Hood-Fan acts like a huge vacuum to keep kitchen air fresh.

NuTone’s Exhaust Fans get rid of cooking odors, grease, steam, excess heat.

NuTone’s Oven Hood-Fan traps the scorching heat when oven door is opened.

Guaranteed Nutone Built-Ins ... for modern built-in convenience in the home.
NuTone's Intercom-Radio is a blessing for a busy mother...saves her walking to far-away rooms. Fills the home with music and favorite radio programs.

NuTone Door Chimes make any home more inviting...with a friendly “hello” for friends and family. A musical welcome that's so soothing and cheerful.

"Sales-Minded" Builders Choose NuTone

Door Chimes... Intercom-Radio... Music
Nutone Built-Ins


"Sales-Minded" Builders Choose Nutone

Ceiling Heaters . . . Exhaust Fans . . . Built-In Scale

* Heat-A-VentLite is Heater, Fan and Light

Nutone's Ceiling Heaters provide instant heat on chilly mornings. They're safe — no danger of burns. Luxurious Nutone Built-In Scalin are so convenient for daily use to help control overweight problem.

Nutone Bathroom Exhaust Fans get rid of damp moisture condensation . . avoid lingering bathroom odors.

Send for FREE...
1959 DELUXE CATALOGS IN BIN
Write to NUTONE, INC., Dept. H
Cincinnati 27, Ohio
Another home with sun glasses...

AMERICAN Lustragray glass walls reduce sun glare and heat without sacrificing vision

Lustragray makes for the "easiest livin' under the sun"—a fact that's apparent to home buyers at a glance. Besides effectively reducing sun glare and heat, Lustragray provides cheerful "clear glass" vision from the interior, added privacy from the exterior.

Lustragray's expensive appearance will give your homes greater sales appeal at very little cost. Write us today for complete information and for the name of your nearest glass distributor.
MASTIC TILE CORPORATION OF AMERICA announces a $25,000 Annual Design Competition to stimulate a major contribution to BETTER LIVING FOR THE MIDDLE INCOME FAMILY

Large scale development of homes known as "Tract Housing" is a field in which the architectural profession has not been significantly active in recent years. Yet such developments are the only areas where many families can turn for the solution of one of the great human needs—a place to live and rear a family. It is hoped that through the medium of this competition an awakened professional and student interest will be directed to the problem of better living for the middle income family and that a closer amalgamation between the architect and the large scale operative builder will be encouraged.

APPROVED BY THE COMMITTEE ON COMPETITIONS OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS

OPEN TO ALL CONTESTANTS

Grand prize $10,000.00
2nd prize 5,000.00
3rd prize 3,000.00
Merit Awards: 4 of $250.00

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY
1st prize $2,500.00
2nd prize 1,500.00
3rd prize 1,000.00
Merit Awards: 4 of $250.00

Jury
PIETRO BELLUSCHI,
Dean, School of Architecture, M.I.T., F.A.I.A.
EDWARD H. FICKETT, A.I.A., Los Angeles, Calif.
GEORGE FRED KECK, R.A., Chicago, Illinois
JOSEPH H. ORENDOFF, Special Assistant to the Administrator, Housing & Home Finance Agency
REGINALD ROBERTS, A.I.A., San Antonio, Texas
Professional Adviser
A. GORDON LORIMER, A.I.A.

Eligibility
OPEN TO:
Registered architects of the U.S.A. and Canada.
Architectural assistants to registered architects.
Undergraduate students of schools which are members or associate members of Collegiate Schools of Architecture as of 1958/59 and to Graduates of such schools.
Note: Special awards for undergraduate students not successful in general competition. Students winning a major award will not be considered for student awards.

ENTRANTS ARE REQUESTED TO REGISTER PRIOR TO MAY 15, 1959

Mastic Tile Corporation of America
Dep. 14-1, P. O. Box 128, Vails Gate, N. Y.
I intend to enter the Mastic Tile Corp. design competition. Please send me ___ additional copies of the program for the design competition and an 8" x 10" reproduction of the tract plot plan.

Name ________________________________
Firm or School __________________________
Address ______________________________
City _______ Zone _______ State _______

ADDITIONAL ENTRY FORMS ARE AVAILABLE FROM MASTIC TILE CORPORATION, THEIR REPRESENTATIVES AND DISTRIBUTORS.
Ah, cut the comedy, Charlie. Who heard of installing a lockset without mortising for the latch? Boy, that's a hot one!

"No kiddin'? I'd like to see the latch that installs that fast and easy. No screws? I think you've got a loose one, man!"

"This it? Great idea...the Kwikset round face latch...with a round face you don't have to mortise the door edge. Pretty cute!"

I'm with you up to there, Charlie, but how does it stay in place without screws?"

"I see. These little ridges on the sides hold the latch positioned so it can be installed even before the doors are delivered. What a break for the tract and prefab builders! That'll really clip off installation time."

"And you say that the stems on the Kwikset lock anchor the latch permanently? This is really worked out to a T—nothing can go wrong."

"You mean to sit there and tell me this round face job costs the same as a regular latch? No mortising, screws or trouble? I've got it made, Charlie, and you've got yourself an order."

Product improvements such as the new ROUND FACE LATCH make the Kwikset "400" line America's largest selling residential lockset.
THE NEW CARLRIM SINK
makes perfect installation so easy!

JUST DROP IT IN THE CUT-OUT COUNTER TOP, THEN TIGHTEN THE
ADJUSTABLE LUGS—AND IT'S SEALED IN PLACE FOREVER!

The ULTIMATE in Stainless Steel Sinks
for Kitchen Beauty and Efficiency

There's a dollar or two extra for you in every new Carlrim Sink you install—a dollar or two that you will save on installation time. But aside from the extra money you make, you save on costly headaches, too! No more frantic phone calls from homeowners complaining about a rusting or loose rim. No chance of a Carlrim installation ever gathering rim dirt or smelly waste! Here's the most sanitary installation possible when the sink and counter top are of different materials. And, of course, every Carlrim Sink also has all the exclusive features and engineered beauty that have made CARLTON STAINLESS STEEL SINKS the homeowner's preference the world over!

Special Note to Installers
All Carlrim sinks fit any standard cut-out. All Carlrim shipments contain simple installation instructions. Carlrim is helio-arc welded all around (not spot welded) so there is no possibility of dimples or spots showing up when the necessary lug pressure is applied during installation.

Ask your wholesaler to show you the new Carlrim design or else write Dept. 391 for the name of the nearest Carlton distributor.

Sink Division, Carrollton Manufacturing Company, Carrollton, Ohio.
You can live better... electrically.
This home is equipped with QO
— the finest circuit breaker ever built!

It's very easy to prove that
Circuit Breakers help sell homes!

- Today's home buyers are "housepower"-conscious. The "Live Better Electrically" and "Medallion Homes" programs have focused attention on the home's electrical system. Electrical equipment and appliances now are being provided and promoted as an integral part of the home. It takes adequate wiring to provide for these "built-in" electrical features and others that will be used later on.

When you install QO "qwik-open" circuit breakers in your homes, you have a potent selling feature. You're providing far more than just adequate wiring. You're providing convenience. There are no fuses to replace. Even a child can restore service, quickly and safely. You're providing modern protection against overloads and "shorts." And—you're providing for extra circuits as they're needed in the future.

You put a proven selling feature to work for you when you install QO — finest breaker ever built!

This may be for you
Square D has a "packaged" plan that helps sell homes. If you're interested, clip this panel, attach it to your letterhead and mail it to S. C. Hunt, Square D Company, 6060 Rivard Street, Detroit 11, Michigan.
Louis the XIV thought this was the berries!

When France was frisky,
And Louis was risqué
This knob opened doors
To many boudoirs.

Were Louis here today
To his kingdom he'd convey
This new and better way
To ................................
(Finish this line in 25 words or less.)

TODAY there's a Better Way . . . . . .
thanks to MODERN

SOSS HARDWARE

SOSS LEV-R LATCH

Replaces knobs. Makes it possible to easily open doors with the flick of a finger. Extremely low in cost. Can be installed on any door in less than 5 minutes! Modern design beautifully compliments contemporary architecture. Available in all standard U.S. finishes.

SOSS INVISIBLE HINGES

Eliminates ugly protruding hinge butts. Entire hinge is hidden from view when doors or lids are closed. Used the world over, in all type buildings, whenever the ultimate is demanded in materials and design. Available in a wide range of sizes for nearly every wood or metal application.

SOSS OLIVE BUTT

In those instances where it is mandatory to use a butt hinge this one does the job in a very complimentary way. The low price makes it doubly attractive.

For complete information and prices on these advanced SOSS Products see your nearby building supply dealer or hardware dealer or write:

SOSS MANUFACTURING COMPANY
P. O. Box 38 • Harper Station
DETROIT 13, MICHIGAN
TRY THESE COST-CUTTING
BOSTITCH TOOLS ON YOUR JOB

See how they boost your profits wherever you use them

Rugged Bostitch tools speed work on hundreds of building jobs. Every time you use one, you save time. The time you save means jobs completed sooner—and at more profit.

Time saved is money saved. That's extra profit. When you lower costs, you can bid lower . . . get more contracts, too.

Try Bostitch tools on your jobs. See how savings mount and your profits increase. Most building supply dealers have them.

Fasten it better and faster with

BOSTITCH
STAPLERS AND STAPLES

521 BRIGGS DRIVE, EAST GREENWICH, R. I.
Harris BondWood gives you these exclusive benefits

ELIMINATES 98% OF CALL BACKS

SOLID HARDWOOD FOR MASTIC INSTALLATION
BondWood Units are 5/16” x 19” x 19” composed of 16 squares 4-3/4” x 4-3/4”, consisting of several small slats and held together with paper which is removed during installation.

ADDs BUYER APPEAL

Greater Stability
BondWood changes grain direction every 4-3/4”, resulting in minimal contraction and expansion. BondWood does not buckle, when installed according to our instructions.

Unlimited Patterns
BondWood can be installed in a variety of patterns—plain, with decorative strips, with insets, etc. . . . flexibility, because of BondWood’s unique construction. Available in Oak, Walnut, Maple, Beech, Cherry, and other domestic and imported hardwoods.

HARRIS BondWood®—so outstanding, sale!
Inter Fit

ve adhesive and unique construction prevents shifting—makes ood the most stable parquet you'll ever step on! Install equally over concrete or wood sub-floor.

Eliminates Squeaks

BondWood is solid hardwood, without tongue and groove—no hollow noise, no squeaking!

nish More Times

ood provides a full 5/16" of wearing surface—can be refinished times without hitting a core or tongue—81.8% thicker than d block.

No Dirt-Catching Cracks

ondWood units are unbeveled, square-edged, with flush joints—no gaps, no cracks to catch dirt!
Since 1875...

A COMPLETE AND DEPENDABLE

ALL-IN-ONE SOURCE FOR

QUALITY MILLWORK . . .

Years of insistence on quality . . . on craftsmanship . . . on interested service and cooperation go into every item of Qualitybilt Woodwork. This is your assurance of customer satisfaction . . . profitable repeat orders . . . the "reason why" that the Qualitybilt name has become synonymous with outstanding value in Birch cabinets, Ponderosa Pine windows and casements, hardwood and softwood doors; also—mantels, china cases, stair parts, etc. Ask your supplier for Qualitybilt by name! Let us prove how this complete line will meet your every requirement.

VISIT OUR DISPLAY AT
THE NAHB SHOW
BOOTHs 577-578-579
HOTEL SHERMAN

FARLEY & LOETSCHER MFG. CO.
DUBUQUE, IOWA

ENTRANCES • DOORS • FRAMES • SASH • BLINDS • CASEMENTS • SLIDING DOORS • SCREENS • COMBINATION DOORS
STORM SASH • GARAGE DOORS • MOULDINGS • INTERIOR TRIM • SASH UNITS • LOUVERS
KITCHEN CABINET UNITS • CABINET WORK • STAIRWORK • DISAPPEARING STAIRS • "FARLITE" LAMINATED PLASTICS
SPOTNAILS MEET F. H. A. STANDARDS

Increase Production and Reduce Net Costs with Heavy Duty Galvanized Spotstaples

BOOKLET GIVES NEW F.H.A. STANDARDS

Write For Free Copy

SPOTNAILS INC. EVANSTON, ILL.
STUDENT ARCHITECTS!

EDISON ELECTRIC INSTITUTE
announces the 1959 annual

Light for Living Competition
Medallion Home Design Competition for Student Architects

$18,000 in Cash Awards

4 First Awards $2000 each
16 Honorable Mentions $400 each
Additional Awards to all winners' schools (equal to 25% of winning students' awards)
A Special Certificate to every entrant
National publicity for winners' plans
(Approved by the Committee on Competitions of the American Institute of Architects.)

Who may enter:
Any student presently enrolled in an accredited architectural school.

What to do:
Design a Light for Living—Medallion home, any style, with special emphasis on lighting and electrical living.

When to enter:
Competition closes March 1, 1959.

How the competition will be judged:
A competent jury will judge the competition on the basis of (1) best practical lighting design, and (2) best architectural design for the region in which it is submitted (Northeast, Southeast, Southwest, Northwest).

Light for Living Competition
Edison Electric Institute (Room 29)
750 Third Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Gentlemen:
Please send me, immediately, entry form and reference materials for the 1959 annual Light for Living—Medallion Home Design Competition for Student Architects

NAME

ADDRESS

NAME OF SCHOOL

For official entry form, rules, and additional information to help you win, mail coupon today.
**Broan** set out to design

**Far Better Ceiling Heater and Light Combination**

And here it is—the **Broan Leader**

It's even a leader in price

You'll see many points of superiority is new Broan fixture:

- Abundant heat — 1500 watts — 5000 BTU. Propels a gentle, diffused stream of warm air downward over a wide area. **NOT** a drafty jet stream from a high-velocity blower.

- Greatly improved illumination — 120 watts of intensified, glare-free lighting, flooding from a large, prismatic crystal lens — not frosted glass.

- Stainless steel grille with lifetime mirror finish — unaffected by bathroom moisture.

- Easiest fixture of all to install. Electrician completes all field connections in outlet box in housing when roughing in. No other electrical work. Unit installs later — swings into place — plugs in automatically. No trailing wires.

- Safe — thermal overload protected.

- Compact design. Fits between 6" joists. 11½" square housing; 13½" square grille gives ample overlap. A single, economical installation for both heat and light. Vibration-free housing.

- Costs less than other units and costs less to install. 5-year guarantee.

**Exhibiting at NAHB Show**

**Coliseum**

**BOOTH 979**

No. HL-15

**Fast, EASY Installation**

Field connections are completed when housing is installed. No further electrical work.

Unit hooks on hinge pins — swings up — plugs in automatically.

A single thumb screw fastens unit securely to housing.

This unit exactly matches the Ceiling Heater and Light; teams beautifully with it to make an outstanding twin light installation. Alone, it provides a luxury touch at a budget price. Has the same stainless steel grille as the twin unit, with air intake all around. Backdraft damper fits snugly against resilient gasket. Economical — one installation serves a double-purpose fixture. Uses 3" round duct. Single or double switch; fan time-switch available. Five-year guarantee.

**Broan MANUFACTURING CO., INC.**

924 West State St., Hartford, Wis. (Near Milwaukee)

Specialists in Quality Ventilating Equipment for More than 25 Years
Don Kilps discusses the planned telephone facilities of his 1958 "Parade" home with Al Broun, of Wisconsin Telephone Company. At right, he points out one of the 16 telephone outlets going into his own new home, now under construction.

"90 per cent of our prospects want a telephone-planned home"

—SAYS DON KILPS, CUSTOM BUILDER OF MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

"We build for discriminating buyers who want custom advantages in their homes," says Mr. Kilps. "So we provide plenty of telephone outlets—for portable as well as permanent phones—and with wiring fully concealed.

"Telephone planning is a first-rate sales feature. Prospects can see the virtues of hidden wiring and planning for growing telephone needs. In fact, 90 per cent of them comment on it. And, working with the telephone company, we find it costs us so little to offer it."

Mr. Kilps is General Chairman of Milwaukee's 1959 "Parade of Homes," which will feature exhibit homes by more than 60 registered builders in the area. His contribution to the 1958 "Parade" is shown above.

Wm. Kilps Sons build about 50 units a year in the $12,000 to $50,000 price range—and telephone planning is a feature of every one.

* * *

Your local Telephone Business Office will be glad to help you with telephone planning for your homes. For details on home telephone installations, see Sweet's Light Construction File, 81/Be. For commercial installations, Sweet's Architectural File, 32A/Be.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

BUILDERS: Attending the NAHB Convention in Chicago? Be sure to visit the Bell Telephone System exhibit, Conrad Hilton Hotel—booths 15 and 16.
GET THESE IMPORTANT BOOKS!

The three books at the left are a “must” for anyone who is interested in good masonry construction. One describes the type of workmanship recommended to secure dry brick walls. The second describes the specifications recommended to secure dry brick walls. The third describes the type of workmanship recommended for good concrete-block walls.

Each of these books has been endorsed by foremost authorities. Each has received a citation of merit from the Producers’ Council and the American Institute of Architects. Each is fully illustrated, clearly written. Each contains a wealth of really valuable information.

These books are not advertisements for our product, Brixment. They are published and made available to members of the building trades solely as an industry service. Mail the coupon, today, for your free copies.

LOUISVILLE CEMENT COMPANY, LOUISVILLE, KY.
Manufacturers of
BRIXMENT FOR MORTAR

Louisville Cement Company—Dept. HH-8
Second and Walnut Streets, Louisville 2, Kentucky
Gentlemen:
Without cost or obligation, please send me a copy of each of your three books on masonry construction.

Name __________________________
Firm __________________________
Street __________________________
City __________________________ State __________________________
Add to the beauty and liveability of your bathroom

Inch for inch, the bathroom gets more hard wear than any room in the house. Making it into a showplace and keeping it that way requires more than good intentions. That's why so many architects, builders, and homemakers specify Hall-Mack Accessories. They know these quality fixtures retain deep, gleaming beauty under rugged usage. And they recognize at a glance the highly original ideas that make these accessories extra convenient for family and friends. Skillfully designed to blend with any decor, these famed accessories combine sparkling beauty and unusual utility to add real livability to this important room. Hall-Mack Accessories... first choice far and away.

HALL-MACK COMPANY Division of TEKTRON INC.
1380 W. Washington Blvd., Los Angeles 7, California

Please send your FREE color booklet of new bathroom ideas.

NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY ______ ZONE ______ STATE ______

HALL-MACK bathroom accessories in sparkling chrome

Concealed Toilet Paper Holder is recessed—has a gleaming chrome cover that lifts at the touch of a finger!

New chrome Towel Ladder gives extra towel space so often needed.

Sold by leading plumbing, tile, and hardware dealers everywhere.
the profit line for '59

BESTWALL GYPSUM BUILDING PRODUCTS
First with Glass Fiber Reinforcement

Bestwall Gypsum Wallboard is reinforced with glass fibers for greater strength. You'll find less cracking, easier scoring and snapping, less shipping damage, less breakage on the job. Available plain or pre-decorated. Line includes Insulating Board plus Firestop Bestwall for fire-rated construction.

Bestwall Gypsum Plasters are “plastisized” for smoother working, longer storage life, less droppings, no balling, faster clean up. Available neat and mill-mixed, fibered and unfibered, also designed for machine application. Fibered basecoat plasters contain glass fibers for greater strength, easier working.

Bestwall Gypsum Sheathing is reinforced with glass fibers to give greater structural strength and fire resistance. Core and papers are water repellent; tongue and groove V-edges. Light weight means easier handling, faster installation.

See the Bestwall Gypsum “Profit Line for '59” at the NAHB convention — Chicago — Hotel Sherman—Booth 469—January 18-22
"OUR DEPENDABLE FORD SIX IS ALWAYS ON THE JOB!"

says Harold G. Strait
Strait's Hardware
Mansfield, Pennsylvania

"We bought our pickup in '55 and haven't had the head or pan off. It starts real easy, even in the coldest weather.

"And this Ford F-100 pickup is sure economical! We get good gas mileage, and I don't even remember having any troubles with it, or spending one dime on repairs. All we've done is had it greased and the oil changed regularly.

"We have the Custom Cab, and it rides well and makes driving easier. Another reason for having a Ford truck is the confidence I have in our local Ford Dealer.

"This store was started by my father in 1891 and I've been in the hardware business for 38 years. We do plumbing, heating and air conditioning, too! I've used Ford trucks beginning with the model T, and plan to get a '59 Ford pickup soon."
Go Ford-ward for savings, with '59 Ford Trucks!

Join the Ford-ward march to savings! Whatever your job... wherever you do it... you'll discover, just as Mr. Strait did, that a Ford truck is your best investment. And for '59 there are even more reasons to make this worthwhile move. You'll find:

**Husky new ½-ton Panel** (pictured above) offers 158 cubic feet of loadspace on 110" wheelbase. All-steel body and weather-sealed plywood floor make this an excellent truck for hauling all types of tools and equipment.

**New gas economy** in the industry’s most modern 6-cylinder engines.

**Rugged durability** in the box girder construction of the Styleside pickup’s cab-wide box.

**Wider choice of transmissions** including Ford’s new Heavy Duty Cruise-O-Matic.

**Smoothest ride** of any half-ton pickup.

And for the 13th straight year, independent insurance studies prove that Ford trucks last longer! For a truck that goes all out to save time, work and money on your job, see your local Ford Dealer and go Ford-ward for savings!

**FORD TRUCKS COST LESS**

LESS TO OWN... LESS TO RUN...
LAST LONGER, TOO!
The "hidden quality" of Long-Bell Plywood is in the laminations. Hidden from the most practiced eye is sound, firm wood fully up to grade with proven and tested glue line. Herein lies the secret of Long-Bell Plywood's greater uniform strength. This is where "hidden quality" really counts.

There's a Long-Bell Plywood made especially for your job; paneling, sheathing or marine use ... interior and exterior.

And, even though we think we have the best plywood ever made, we're constantly working to improve them.

That's why you're years and dollars ahead with Long-Bell Plywood ... the plywood with "hidden quality".

**it's what you can't see that makes it better...**

Long-Bell Plywood

From 27 Modern Plants—
Long-Bell Supplies These Quality Wood Products:
OAK FLOORING
Plywood: Fir, Knotty Idaho White Pine and Ponderosa Pine, Fir Texture 1-11, Birch, Philippine Mahogany, Plyron and other special items.

LONG-BELL FLAKWOOD®
LONG-BELL VEN-O-WOOD® PRESERVATIVE TREATED PRODUCTS: Lumber, Plywood, Posts, Poles and Piling pressure treated with Creosote, Pentachlorophenol ("Penta") and Wolman Salts®
KITCHEN CABINETS: Rift Grain Fir and Birch Fronts.
PREFABRICATED TRUSSES AND FRAMING.
WORTHWOOD® End Grain Strip FLOORING.

From 27 Modern Plants—
Long-Bell Supplies These Quality Wood Products:
OAK FLOORING
Plywood: Fir, Knotty Idaho White Pine and Ponderosa Pine, Fir Texture 1-11, Birch, Philippine Mahogany, Plyron and other special items.

LONG-BELL FLAKWOOD®
LONG-BELL VEN-O-WOOD® PRESERVATIVE TREATED PRODUCTS: Lumber, Plywood, Posts, Poles and Piling pressure treated with Creosote, Pentachlorophenol ("Penta") and Wolman Salts®
KITCHEN CABINETS: Rift Grain Fir and Birch Fronts.
PREFABRICATED TRUSSES AND FRAMING.
WORTHWOOD® End Grain Strip FLOORING.

LONG-BELL VEN-O-WOOD® PRESERVATIVE TREATED PRODUCTS: Lumber, Plywood, Posts, Poles and Piling pressure treated with Creosote, Pentachlorophenol ("Penta") and Wolman Salts®
KITCHEN CABINETS: Rift Grain Fir and Birch Fronts.
PREFABRICATED TRUSSES AND FRAMING.
WORTHWOOD® End Grain Strip FLOORING.
1959 Magic Chef Built-In Gas Ranges

the gas range American housewives know best!

Curtain Going Up at the NAHB convention

More women cook on Magic Chef
than any other gas range

Magic Chef built-in ranges on display in the unified AGA exhibit
Booths 703, 704. Chicago Convention
Packaged Estate, $24,000 - Three-bedroom ranch with Roma r 15' x 30' pool in completely fenced pool patio... Midwestern city, high construction costs.

Indoor Romar Pool - Romar Pool in moisture-sealed pool room off family room in new home near Midwestern city. Four-bedroom split-level type home, 1,860 sq. ft., 2-car garage with pool, sold for $28,500 plus land.

FOR THE FIRST TIME, top-quality Pool Packages at realistic prices under a single warranty — for Outdoor or Indoor installations — with new or older homes — and you, Mr. Builder, sell and install them as the Romar Dealer!

ONLY a few years ago, the residential swimming pool was an afterthought luxury addition to properties of the very wealthy. Today our Romar deals are selling them everywhere as low-cost options — or integral equipment — with properties in the $20,000 to $35,000 bracket.

Home swimming pools, outdoor and indoor, have arrived! No longer a luxury, they're a solid and salable feature. Better class home buyers want them and will pay for them (at $2,000 to $4,000 installed, including a tidy dealer profit) and now Romar, a pool industry pioneer, has established the policy of franchising Merchant Builders as its primary sales-installation outlets.

Consumer demand for the “packaged estate” — the property with a Romar Pool, as its built-in recreational and entertainment center — is based on realities. Crowd public and private pools and beaches, jammed highways, high vacation costs, larger families, more youngsters and adults enjoying swimming and bathing — these and more are forcing families to stay at home, play at home.

What is more natural, then, than for middle-income families to regard a fully equipped quality pool — sold and installed by their builder — as a good investment increasing property values? And what is more wise for you... seeking increase your 1959 sales and profits... than to cash in on this rapidly developing market before your competitors do?

**BUILDER BENEFITS** with Romar Pools

1. Substantial profits on every sale: your installed cost $1,100-$2,400; your sales price $2,000-$4,000.
2. Single-source warranty, Romar gives one-year Manufacturer’s Warranty on all equipment of Romar manufacture.
3. Installed and shown with your model homes, a great new talking point for open house promotions and tie-in sales.
4. The “second sale”: go back and sell recent customers a Romar Pool... use your salesmen, crews and equipment in the off season.
5. Sell customers of others: where new or older homes have space for outdoor pools, sell them and add a department to your business.
6. Attract better buyers, people with more cash, by selling pool-equipped homes... step up out of the competitive rat race.
7. Romar Pool packages are complete: everything you need from filters to underwater lights, from liners to ladders (send for list).
8. Complete sales, installation and advertising aids... including the industry’s best installation manuals and tips on indoor/outdoor pool designs.

**Merchant Builders** Get the Romar story personally from our president, Philip Roden, at the NAHB Convention and Exposition. See our display, Space 929, Chicago Coliseum, or contact us at the Conrad Hilton.
See the

BILT-WELL all-new streamlined casement
BILT-WELL Super 7 removable double-hung window
Versatile BILT-WELL 3-way awning window
Popular BILT-WELL kitchen and storage cabinets
Exciting New Orleans doors

at the NAHB Show in Chicago

January 18 to 22, 1959
Visit our display at Hotel Sherman—Booths 558, 559, 560
See exciting, profit-building new features! Learn why

Bilt-Wells the line for '59
Sleek BILT-WELL casement has unitized sill, integral with frame which offers the utmost in design flexibility and simplicity. It permits speedy, economical installation. Both length and height-wise arrangement combinations are unlimited as any number of units can be grouped without the need of installing long cumbersome sills.

BILT-WELL Twin-system Weatherstripping (one of vinyl tubing and one of stainless steel) plus snap-on storm panels or insulating glass are lifetime money savers that reduce heating costs as much as $28 a year for twenty window home.

NEW BILT-WELL concealed hinges (eliminates protruding hardware on exterior—streaking paint from rust and corrosion) give uncluttered appearance. Prowler-proof—dependable—fully guaranteed.

Easy-opening BILT-WELL casement features full right-angle opening. This provides adequate space between the edge of the sash and frame for cleaning the exterior surface of the glass. Painting as well as cleaning is facilitated by the absence of protruding hinges or hardware.

When you use the all new BILT-WELL streamlined casement you profit three ways. You add exclusive sales features. You reduce labor costs. You build your reputation.
BILT-WELL cabinets in this beautiful BILT-WELL-FRIGIDAIRE "NORDIC" kitchen are an example. Their unmatched flexibility makes them perfect for every storage need. Unlimited arrangements possible in beautiful clear select birch or warm Ponderosa Pine. Wall and base cabinets are built in 3-inch modules from 15" to 48", semi-assembled, ready to install. Drawers and doors operate smoothly, easily, silently. All the advantages of custom-built kitchens at a fraction of the cost.

Here's another big feature to offer in the homes you build. You can divide floor areas with BILT-WELL storage walls and cut labor costs appreciably. Every variety of drawer and door storage. You can use BILT-WELL Cabinets in living room, playroom or child's room as well as in kitchen. A variety of vanity arrangements for bedrooms and bathrooms. Louvered doors to add a luxurious touch.

*ELL Storage Walls increase home "saleability"

LT-WELL products are supported by an aggressive program of National advertising that immortalizes your prospects with the BILT-WELL name!
1. Easily removable from inside without sacrificing weather-tightness
2. Unitized sill facilitates groupings
3. Counterbalanced-flat over head balances
4. Completely weatherstripped
5. Manufactured from clear, kiln-dried Ponderosa pine, water-repellent preservative treated
6. Standardized—fit all standard walls
7. Guaranteed. Bear AWWI seal of approval

Standard sizes: Sash Opng. Widths 1'-8" thru 3'-8"; Heights 2'-10" thru 5'-6"

They're versatile—You can use same basic window as hopper, awning or fixed window, as casements or in combination with picture windows
They're weathertight—Completely weatherstripped with rolled-on anodized aluminum top and bottom of sash and sides of frame
They're selective—You can choose any of four operators—jointed bar, rigid bar, lever or gear type operator
They're quality—Manufactured from clear, kiln-dried Ponderosa pine, water-repellent preservative treated

Awning windows from 28" x 14" to 44" x 30" glass sizes
Picture sash from 36" x 40" to 44" x 48" glass sizes

The New Orleans—12" x 48" glass panel with fired ceramic decorative designs fused into the glass. The last word in attractive design.

The Belvedere—three 16" square panels of decorative glass, plain glass or raised wood panels give this door its up-to-the-minute beauty.
Both available in kiln-dried all clear Ponderosa pine.

Don't miss our display of BILT-WELL new and improved wood products at the Chicago NAHB Show! Hotel Sherman, Booth Nos. 558, 559, 560.

CARADCO INC
(formerly Carr, Adams & Collier Company)
Dubuque, Iowa

For complete information on BILT-WELL Products
see Sweet's Architectural 17c/Car and 24b/Car, or
Sweet's Light Construction 6c/Car and 12a/Car

Bilt-Well's the line for '59
Help your kitchens sell your HOMES!

Build extra selling power into your homes! Install brilliant, all-new Roper gas built-ins. Smart, modern styling sells on sight. Roper's reputation identifies your homes as top quality. Customer satisfaction assured by Roper dependability and cooking advances. Easy, economical to install. Feature fast, clean, modern Roper gas built-ins...and sell!

MAIL COUPON TODAY

Please rush full information on the new Roper Gas Built-Ins.

ROPER ADVANCES MEAN BETTER COOKING...BETTER SELLING!

TEM-TROL TOP BURNER WITH "FLAME-SET" CONTROL
Fully automatic...won't burn foods. No potwatching. "Flame-Set" allows choice of starting flame size.

HUDEE RIM
Cooking top mounts snug and flush with counter top. So good looking. Easy to clean. Won't catch dirt.

"THERMO-SPIRIT" ROTISSERIE
Dial on spit shows internal temperature of meat as it barbecues. Accurate...no guesswork. Easy to read.

SMART NEW STYLING
Crisp, clean lines look well in any kitchen. Choice of four colors or rich Satin Chrome metallic finish.
MRS. AMERICA CAN BE YOUR NUMBER ONE SALESMAN THIS YEAR

the nation's number one homemaker joins the famous Johns-Manville 7-Star Promotion Plan for 1959

Now, you can cash in on the exciting public and powerful sales-making influence of the famous Mrs. America® program. This service is a Johns-Manville exclusive for home builders. Yes! In the home-building field Mrs. America and all the State Winners in the Mrs. America contest feature exclusively Johns-Manville 7-Star builders and Johns-Manville building products.

The Mrs. America promotion is only one of the many features of the tested and proved Johns-Manville 7-Star Plan. Again in 1959, Johns-Manville will continue to offer 7-Star builder local newspaper advertising, national advertising and sales aids that last year helped 435 builders sell more than 29,000 homes.

Before you make final plans for your homes, learn how the Johns-Manville 7-Star Plan and the Mrs. America promotion can help you sell more new homes. Write for full details to Johns-Manville, Box 111, New York 16, N. Y.

MEET MRS. AMERICA, IN PERSON, AT NAHB SHOW
at Johns-Manville Booths 84-85-86, Chicago, January 18.
Modern windows, like the modern tractor-trailer unit, are removable. With sash out, builders install the lightened units in half the time—with half the labor—required for ordinary units.

Job site damage and delays are almost entirely eliminated. Painting time is shortened, too, by cutting-in sash separately on easel or bench.

Buyers prefer homes with modern, removable R-O-W Wood Windows—now balanced with the exclusive LIF-T-LOX mechanism which permits instant sash removal.

R-O-W and LIF-T-LOX are the registered trade-marks of the R-O-W Sales Company

R-O-W SALES COMPANY • 1300-1 ACADEMY • FERNDALE 20, MICHIGAN

NAHB SHOW
Booth 104
Conrad Hilton
Booth 538
Sherman Hotel
custom-created
elegance with the
world's most
economical home-
building material

RIGHT: Three distinctively dif­
ferent patterns are featured
here. At left, an eye-catching
offset pattern to give your
walls new dimension and in­
teresting shadow play. In the
background, a stacked pattern
to add quiet dignity to the
dining area. Running bond
pattern at right creates an
expansion of flowing motion while
wrapping the living room in
timeless beauty. Photograph
courtesy "Living for Young
Homemakers."

imagineive concrete block for new homes

Elegant wall renditions of Concrete Masonry are setting
the trend for 1959! Here truly, is a marriage of fashion
So alive with dimension and design. So unbelievably low
in cost. Choose from a myriad of patterns—for block is
as versatile as your own imagination. Know a lifetime
of priceless security—for block is completely fire-safe.
Relax in the comfort of quiet—for block absorbs a max­i­
mum of unwanted noise.

Your local NCMA member can give you
complete details on all that's new with
Concrete Masonry. He's a good man to
know. See him soon.

National Concrete Masonry Association • 38 South Dearborn • Chicago 3

ABOVE: Shadowal block,
newest innovation to
amazing Concrete
Masonry! As light
crosses its sculptured
corners your pattern
is stylishly defined.
Now virtually thou­
sands of distinctive
wall designs can be
created with excit­ingly new Shadowal
block. Pattern shown
is hour-glass. Floor is
of patio block.
Since the close of World War II, Dixie has rapidly assumed the leadership of the popular-price market in free-standing ranges. Now, in their initial NAHB exhibit, Dixie is bringing to the built-in field their skill and success in pleasing most American housewives. Now, you can BUILD WITH DIXIE.
HOMES WITH Shakertown®
GLUMAC SHINGLE UNITS

GO UP FASTER!

HOMES WITH Shakertown®
GLUMAC SHINGLE UNITS

GO UP FASTER...COST LESS!

HOMES WITH Shakertown®
GLUMAC SHINGLE UNITS

GO UP FASTER...COST LESS...LOOK BETTER!

Now you can nail down extra profits on every job. Because Shakertown Glumac Units have a lower applied cost than any other type of siding, you build a better home for less money. Big easy-to-handle Glumac Units can be nailed over studs or sheathing in less than half the time it takes to apply any other siding. Matching colored nails (furnished) and Jiffy Corners make finishing faster and easier! Produced with special backer board for maximum insulation, nationally-advertised Glumac Units are genuine red cedar shingles pre-stained in 12 colors with real sales appeal. Get all the facts before your next start!

Shakertown®
CORPORATION

Listed in the "Yellow Pages" under Shingles/Shakes

Send today for your free copy of the Shakertown Color Ideabook.

Shakertown Corporation
Department HH-19
20310 Kinsman Road • Cleveland 22, Ohio
Please send me the Shakertown Color Ideabook.

NAME
COMPANY
STREET
CITY ZONE STATE

Shakertown Regular, DeLuxe & DeLuxe Jumbo GLUMAC UNITS • SIDEWALL SHAKE • STAIN • JIFFY CORNERS
SAFE Electric HOME HEAT

IT'S FOR YOU RIGHT NOW!

ELECTROMODE

Electric
BASEBOARD HEAT

Completely SAFE
These heaters have the Safety Grid heating element, an exclusive Electromode feature. All electric wires are insulated, embedded and sealed inside. No open wires or glowing elements. Hence, no danger of fire, shock or burn.

Send for full-color catalog on Electromode complete line of home heaters.

ELECTROMODE

Send for full-color catalog on Electromode complete line of home heaters.

ELECTROMODE

BASEBOARD HEAT
Lends a touch of modern charm to your home, as well as genuine comfort. Radiant warmth surrounds the room, thermostatically controlled at temperature you select. This healthful heat, free from dust or fumes, is so easy to install anywhere. Matching fittings make it completely flexible to room design and dimensions. It's the heat of TOMORROW, ready for YOU today!

ELECTROMODE

BATHROOM HEATER
You get "built-in" comfort with this wall-type heater, especially designed for bathrooms. Quick, fan-circulated heat at your finger tips. So convenient for drying hair and lingerie, too.
You will sell more houses

There's more to show, more to sell with these complete kitchens and many more advantages.

And, they are kitchens that give you big opportunities. You obtain everything you need — appliances and cabinets ... from one quality source of supply. Ordering is simpler and less confusing ... service is fast ... and you get a package of items at a package price. Here's an important extra advantage: you can have an RCA WHIRLPOOL kitchen designed and installed for your houses by the staff of a leading magazine, "LIVING FOR YOUNG HOMEMAKERS.

Write for full details.

RCA WHIRLPOOL . . . America's first family of home appliances

ith RCA Whirlpool kitchens

Everything for the modern kitchen with one brand name... RCA WHIRLPOOL

Contract Sales Division
Whirlpool Corporation, St. Joseph, Michigan

Please send me complete information on the new RCA WHIRLPOOL kitchens and appliances.

NAME _______________________
FIRM NAME _______________________
FIRM ADDRESS _______________________
CITY ______________________ ZONE ___ STATE ______

HH-1
CRYSTALITE™
VINYL
TILE

A new dimension of translucent depth for fine residential floors; also for commercial areas removed from direct street traffic. For color selection, call your Kentile Representative for samples, or consult Sweet's File.

©1959, Kentile, Inc., Brooklyn 15, N Y

SPECIFICATIONS—
Sizes: Standard—9" x 9", 12" x 12" and 37" x 37" (untrimmed). Special—9" x 18", 18" x 18", 24" x 36", 36" x 36". Thickness: 1/8".
Bright Gold and Bright Silver Feature Strip: 1/16", 1/4", 1" and over widths in 36" lengths.

another exclusive style in KENTILE FLOORS
Roundup:

**Mortgage men develop plan to sell shares in FHA loans**

A group of mortgage bankers is quietly working on a plan to let them sell participation shares in FHA mortgages to the public and other investors—pension funds, they hope. FHA opened the way for such a setup in July 1957, but no one has tried to do it—primarily because it is too big a job for one firm alone. MBA General Counsel Sam Neel is preparing the necessary complex forms, a prospectus for the SEC and details on interest-bearing obligations which will be marketed.

If such a plan works, it could go a fair distance toward easing what is beginning to loom as a permanent shortage of mortgage money.

**First signs of lower discounts on FHA, VA loans**

The mortgage market shows signs of another turnabout. After hitting bottom in early November, prices on FHAs and VAs edged up slightly in four cities in December (see p 56D). Many mortgage bankers predict higher prices early this year. In conventional lending, it is becoming clear that few savings & loans will be making the 90% loans just approved by the Home Loan Bank Board (see p 56D).

**First report on ’58 housing starts: at least 1,105,000**

Figures are not final yet but best estimates are that private housing starts in 1958 reached at least 1,105,000—which would make it the biggest year since 1955. Most of the gain came in the last half of the year. The 100,000 private starts in November set a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 1,330,000—highest since July 1955. FHA-financed starts led housing comeback. They accounted for an estimated 26% of private starts vs 16.6% in 1957. VA's share of starts slipped from 13.3% to 9%, conventional's from 70% to 65%.

FHA applications began to slow down in November, another indicator that housing has reached its high (see p 40). But this is still the highest November total since 1954.

**Integrationists ask President to fire Al Cole**

Ouster of HHF Administrator Albert M. Cole is being demanded by the Natl Committee Against Discrimination in Housing.

Its ire was stirred up by Cole's surprising stand on the government's role in ending housing segregation. The housing chief let a roomful of reporters at the NAREB convention in San Francisco (Dec, News) understand that the government was under no obligation to impose integration on housing that received federal aid (ie, FHA, VA or public housing).

The committee, representing 28 civic, religious, labor and civil rights groups, wrote President Eisenhower: “Do you approve the statements . . . ? If so, how do you reconcile them with your own pronouncements and our constitutional guarantees?” Chairman Algeron Black added that if Cole's stand does not reflect the Presidential view, “we think a change in personnel is indicated.”

His letter also charged that Cole's statement is “emphasized” by his past record. “On taking office,” it said, “he began emasculating the [HHFA] race relations service.” Lately, it added, “he completed the process of destroying [it] by transferring the last two staff members to other and unrelated positions.”

A 59-word White House answer came from Rocco Siciliano, special assistant to the President. He wrote that Eisenhower was “deeply concerned about this matter” and the points raised were receiving “careful consideration.”

**Government starts loan program which can help builders**

The government has opened up four new avenues for builders to get help in buying land. The Small Business Administration has just issued final regulations covering a law passed last year which lets small business investment companies be set up to help small businessmen raise capital. The investment companies must have paid in capital of at least $300,000. But they can borrow up to $150,000 from SBA for up to 20 years at 5% interest.

Four ways this could help builders: 1) a builder can create a separate corporation to buy, develop and sell raw land and get a loan from a small business investment company for up to 20 years with a renewable provision; 2) an investment company can purchase convertible debentures of a land development company which later may be converted into stock; 3) there can be a combination of the first two; 4) a builder can create a separate corporation to buy, develop and sell raw land and get a loan from a small business investment company for up to 20 years with a renewable provision.
Masonite's forecast for tomorrow

A new wall system... improved storage... more beautiful interiors... all bring faster, easier building and more house quality.

Beautiful walls double as storage areas. It's Masonite Panelok, the system that combines a wood-grain pattern on the face with metal lock strips hidden in the joints. These hold any of the easily removed Adjust-A-Bilt* fixtures to create storage spaces or display of family treasures.

Two baths with but a single tub! Lustrous Marlite plastic-finished panels present a permanent, colorful finish on the walls and ceilings, end worries about heat and moisture.

Why not a door that goes all the way to the ceiling? Masonite did it—and fit it with the hand-sanded Royalcote Misty Walnut skins. No more over-1-door framing.

You'll guess way high on the cost of these glamorous walls. They're Masonite® Royalcote® in Misty Walnut wood-grain pattern. They add immensely to that all-important "first impression."

At the NAHB Research House

Much so new in the exciting NAHB Research Institute—Masonite House! So many steps forward in the science of building better, more efficiently. So many dramatic advancements in the art of appealing to prospects, especially those on a tight budget.

Here you see how Masonite research has brought you new panel products, pleasing in appearance and designed to make application faster and lower in cost.

If you cannot visit this house in person, plan to see the demonstration at the NAHB show. Or ask your Masonite representative to show you the working drawings and ask him why they point the way to better building, more value for your customers. Masonite Corporation, Dept HH-1, Box 777, Chicago 90, Ill.

Don't miss the demonstration at the Coliseum. See the modern techniques used to build the Research House.

and

Visit Masonite's exhibit, Booths 30 and 31, at the NAHB Show in the Conrad Hilton Jan. 18-22

Don't miss the demonstration at the Coliseum. See the modern techniques used to build the Research House.

and

Visit Masonite's exhibit, Booths 30 and 31, at the NAHB Show in the Conrad Hilton Jan. 18-22

cost feature with big appeal! Masonite heavy-duty 3/4" Peg-Board® panels store lawn and garden tools neatly off the floor. Even the heavier tools are on these easily painted panels.
Is 1959’s problem the sales market, or saving VA from strangling?

Housing has apparently already experienced all, or most, of the recovery it is going to show for a while. That doesn’t mean this year looms as a disappointment. Far from it. Seldom have so many experts agreed on precisely the same forecast for a year’s nonfarm starts: 1.2 million. Among them: House & Home’s Miles Colean, the Commerce & Labor Depts, the Federal Reserve, such economists as Sumner Slichter and Saul Samuelson, Gypsum Tycoon Melvin Baker—the list goes on and on.

Last year’s recovery, fueled greatly by the $1 billion of Fanny May special assistance mortgages at subsidized prices, was both sharp and dramatic. The annual rate of private starts bounced up 45% between February and November (from 915,000 to 1,330,000).

Now the nagging question is: can housing hold the 1.2 million rate all year?

Builders are taking the party line that sustaining that much private housing will require fresh financial aid from Congress. Their main worry is VA, which is again sliding toward extinction because its politically-frozen interest rate means discounts so big lenders don’t want to lend and builders fear operations will be profitless. Congress seems unlikely to boost VA’s 4 3/4% interest ceiling. But it may well pump more Treasury money into Fanny May for subsidized mortgage buying—barring a Presidential veto. “It is hard to see more than 1 million private starts without new legislation to open up VA,” forecasts Economist Charles Young of Weyerhaeuser.

Has all the talk of running to Washington for easier or more plentiful money overlooked the biggest market facts of all?

The facts: 1) new housing is a postponable consumer expenditure, 2) perhaps half of the potential market for new homes are families locked into their existing houses for lack of easy-trade-in arrangements and 3) vacancies are becoming a problem in some cities.

Warns Market Analyst James C. Downs of Chicago: “The problem of housing in 1959 will not be money, but markets. The market expansion in urban centers has slowed down because of the recession, and employment is still below previous peaks. Vacancies are higher than they have been since 1942.”

Agrees Economist-Treasurer Walter Hoadley of Armstrong Cork: “It’s going to be tough to get housing above the level you have now. Vacancies are going higher.” Nearly a third of the nation’s vacancies, the national housing inventory found, are substandard dwellings (many of them, apparently, on farms). But new rental projects in some cities are experiencing 6, 8 and 12% vacancies, which are bound to dampen single-family house construction.

Sums up a top Federal Reserve spokesman: “The areas in question for 1959 are housing and automobiles. In autos, it is simply a question of whether people are interested. In housing, the cost of money will not be a controlling factor.” Even so, private starts can hardly shrink below 1.1 million. And 1.2 million total starts is a good bet.
What leading builders are planning for 1959

For the third year in a row, HOUSE & HOME has asked the same panel of leading builders across the nation the same question: how many houses are you planning to build this year—and why? Results:

Nearly half of them (45%) plan to build more homes this year than last. This spate dovetails with many others—from economists, the government, other surveys. So it reinforces forecasts that 1959 will turn into housing’s best year since 1955. Of the panel, 35% expect to start the same number of homes this year as last. Only 5% plan fewer. And 15% shy away from definite predictions (last year 22% were too uncertain to predict).

Nearly a quarter of these “builders other builders follow” (23%) have decided to move up to a more expensive price bracket. Most of them hope to give customers a much better house for only a little more money. Only 15% will switch to smaller and cheaper units. As usual, a majority (61%) plan to stay with the same home at about the same price.

Last year was a good year for this blue ribbon group. Queried a year ago when mortgage money was just beginning to thaw after its 1956-57 freeze, they were pessimistic about 1958. But results show 59% of them planned.

Cumulatively the builders started 9,615 houses last year, 1.4% more than the statisticians consider public housing) . Only 24% built fewer and 18% did about the same number of homes this year as last. Only 5% plan to build more homes this year than last. This year be will move back to the $12,500 to $15,000 price range.

General Manager Ed Northway hedges his '59 outlook: “We might be held to 350 if Congress doesn't pass some helpful legislation and relax the VA interest rate.”

Hutchinson Construction Co of Denver started 510 houses in 1958—just 10 more than expected. The firm hopes for 750 starts in '59.

Mackle Co of Miami hoped to start 3,000 houses in 1958, did hit 2,504. The firm plans 3,500 in 1959.

Partner Frank Mackle expects most 1959 production to be at the company’s huge Port Charlotte tract on the west coast and its new Port St Lucie development on the east coast. Mackle has only 235 lots left in its 3,000-home Miami project started in 1955. The company now has seven tracts going in Florida. Prices range from $6,900 to $19,200.

Maurice Fishman of Cleveland was so pessimistic a year ago he planned no 1958 starts. Actually, he did 40. This year he expects to start some but won’t estimate how many.

Leo Rush of Portland, Ore., hoped to start 500 tracts in 1958, actually built 550. He expects to start 500 to 600 this year.

“The way they’re selling the mortgage market would disrupt his plans, he predicts.

Burnside Construction Co of Chicago planned 250 houses in 1958, started just that. The firm hopes to equal that record in 1959.

Leo Rush found the market too slow for the $25,000 houses he was building, spent 1958 selling his 1957 inventory and lots in his tract to other builders. This year he will move back to the $12,500 to $15,000 price range.

President George Arquilla Sr will stay in the $17,000 to $24,000 price range. Only more tightening of the mortgage market would disrupt his plans, he predicts.

Fox & Jacobs of Dallas planned 200 houses for 1958, built about that many. They plan 600 or more in 1959.

President George Arquilla Sr will stay in the $17,000 to $24,000 price range. Only more tightening of the mortgage market would disrupt his plans, he predicts.

Leo Rush found the market too slow for the $25,000 houses he was building, spent 1958 selling his 1957 inventory and lots in his tract to other builders. This year he will move back to the $12,500 to $15,000 price range.

Maurice Fishman of Cleveland was so pessimistic a year ago he planned no 1958 starts. Actually, he did 40. This year he expects to start some but won’t estimate how many.

His 1958 performance was better than expected Fishman explains because “sales in these cheaper tracts have been unexpectedly strong.” He expects to build 500 houses in 1959.
ADDS SALES APPEAL

The family or recreation room becomes a complete hospitality center when you plan to include a Dwyer Snack Bar. Choose from several models, ranging from a handsome refrigerated beverage bar, to a full compact kitchen complete with refrigerator, range, sink and storage. Each is designed for fast, economical installation.

Which of these fun centers fits your plan?

**Dwyer Snack Bar**
Richly paneled in your choice of several fine woods, or in unfinished fir for custom decorating on the job, the Snack Bar comes complete with big refrigerator, deep sink, rangetop and oven (both optional), plus storage cabinet. There's also a lock-up beverage keeper and a utensil drawer with sandwich board. Available in sizes from 57" to 89" in length, each with stain and mar-resistant top.

**Maitre "D"**
In sleek ebony set off against gold-colored aluminum trim, the Maitre "D" opens at the touch of a button to provide at-hand refreshments and light snacks. Five-plus cubic foot refrigerator has convenient roll-out shelves and freezer that can hold nine ice cube trays. Lock-up beverage keeper, utensil drawer with cutting board and towel rack. Plugs into 110 AC outlet.

**Dwyer "400"** A full buffet kitchen in a smartly styled piece of furniture. Contains big refrigerator, freezer, rangetop, and sink (optional), with plenty of storage space. Roll-out utensil drawer and towel rack. Top lifts at touch of a finger, automatic light illuminates countertop. Key lock. Available in blonde or mahogany color.

For 30 years, America's leading manufacturer of compact kitchens.

---

Dwyer PRODUCTS CORPORATION
Michigan City, Ind., 46360

Gentlemen: Please send complete information on:

- Snack Bars
- Maitre "D"
- Dwyer "400"

MY NAME

COMPANY NAME

ADDRESS

CITY, STATE

Also send information on full line of conventional compact kitchens.
TEXTRON METALS

Windows of tomorrow help you sell today!

TEXTRON METALS
Sells them all...

SLIDER

DOUBLE HUNG

AWNING

SLIDING DOORS

JALOUSIE

JALOUSIE DOORS

DOUBLE GLAZING
A feature that adds the premium touch to every home. Here is the economical, practical way to create window insulating efficiency. Textron Metals removable, insulating sash is an optional feature that helps eliminate drafts, increases overall home insulation.

INSULATED FRAMES
Frame sections are uniquely designed in two sections causing a break in thermal conductivity. The insulation factor is tremendously increased, and bothersome problem of condensation reduced to a minimum.

Last year with the introduction of Textron Metals "Windows of Tomorrow" builders throughout the nation became aware of an exciting new concept in window design. And now with an even more exciting 1959 version Textron Metals residential windows are attracting more acclaim from America's leading builders. Impressive in design, yet priced right, this TM "Window of Tomorrow" provides all the wonderful qualities of long lasting, no-maintenance aluminum plus the most advanced unique window features in years. With TM's aluminum windows you can be sure of year-to-year technical advances in window engineering because of Textron Metals vast research facilities. TM also gives you more experience from design to assembly and a nationwide network of plants and warehouses to service you better.

Textron Metals "Windows of Tomorrow" are available in both single and double glazed models. The complete TM line includes sliders, single hung, double hung, awning-type and jalousie windows—also a newly designed glass sliding door and a jalousie door. See Sweet's . . . or write for literature.
A 12 CU. FT. DELUXE REFRIGERATOR AND A 6 CU. FT. UPRIGHT FREEZER ALL IN ONE CABINET ONLY 41" WIDE, 63" HIGH AND 25" DEEP

Imagine the woman-appeal of offering both a deluxe refrigerator and an upright freezer in your kitchen! It's easy with the Fabulous FOODARAMA! Women fall in love with its striking beauty and convenience the moment they see it.

How do we know?
Because we asked hundreds who have one. Their answers added up to just one thing: women find FOODARAMA almost irresistible! And there's nothing else like it!

Smart builders will be the first to offer it—either built-in or free-standing—in their areas.

See America's Most Admired, Most Desired Home Appliance At The

CHICAGO BUILDERS' SHOW
January 18 through 22, Booth #1, Conrad Hilton Hotel

Plus Kelvinator's New Line of Built-In Ovens and Surface Units, Electric Ranges, Washers, Dryers, Dishwashers.

WITH FOODARAMA IT'S LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT

"We really didn't have a reason for buying our Foodarama. We saw it in the newspaper and thought we would stop by and look at it. After we saw it, we fell in love with it, and bought it."
—Montgomery, Ala.

"I looked at the Foodarama twice and bought."
—Perry, Florida

"When I saw it, I knew I wanted one."
—Golden Meadow, La.

"My wife remarked that 'there is the refrigerator I want when we buy one,' when she saw it demonstrated on TV for the first time. She is even more enthusiastic since she has used it for a year."
—Tuscaloosa, Ala.

"We loved it on sight."
—Pasadena, Calif.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!

KELVINATOR DIVISION
14250 Plymouth Road
Detroit 32, Michigan

Please send complete details of the Special Foodarama Builder Plan

Name
Company
Street
City State

More for Americans
Live Better Electrically

American Motors

HOUSE &
Big builders Lively, Woodrow aim to be bigger in 59

continued from p 41

a number of old homes for people and sell them new houses." As for 1959, he says: "We'll build as we'll sell. Where that will lead us I don't know. We haven't sold a house now in two months."

He credits his better-than-expected 1958 record to "the emergency Housing Act and the fact we went into lower priced houses this year. He had been building houses priced from $8,000 to $17,000—scaled it down last year to $8,000 to $14,000. He'll stay in that price range this year.

Tally will finish one tract of $16,000 to $19,000 houses—40 or 50 units—then start a 90-house tract priced from $20,000 to $30,000. He says: "The higher price is the market to shoot for. Everybody else is building in the middle range. There's only one way to go and that's up."

LOCAL MARKETS:

Sales soar in Phoenix and Seattle, slide in Detroit

Phoenix: Builders had a record-breaking year in 1959. With November and December figures still to be tabulated, Maricopa County showed 10-month starts of 10,725—more than the 10,404 record set in all of 1957:

10 MONTHS 10 MONTHS YEAR
1-family houses 8,156 6,981 8,430
Multiples 2,559 1,714 1,974

Phoenix's continuing boom is based on swelling population (up from 450,000 in 1955 to an estimated 560,000 on Jan 1).

Big Builder John Long stepped up his production again last year, reaching 2,500 (vs 1957's 1,787). He thus remains the giant of the industry in Arizona. He plans 3,000 units this year.

Los Angeles: Market prices of existing single-

from spring 1954 and up 42% from 1950. Rising land values are among the biggest causes. A home that sold for $5,000 in 1940 would now sell for about $16,200, according to the Residential Research Committee of Southern California.

Louisville: Subdividers have come out of their recession hibernation and are planning three times as many projects as they did a year ago: 43 in the first 11 months last year.

Detroit: Housing starts plummeted to about 21,000 last year, lowest since 1947 and a drop of 47% from the last boom year of 1955. Auto unemployment was the big reason for Detroit's slump. And even though automen view the prospects for 1959 with guarded optimism, the employment outlook in autos is not bright. Fewer workers are out 579,000 units in November 1957. Last November, 490,000 workers produced about 500,000 cars, probably added another 390,000 in December.

This kind of increased efficiency is a normal product of recessions. The last one seems to have been no exception. But it may well mean a slowdown in Detroit's housing pace until the basic situation changes.

Seattle area starts topped 17,000, contrasted with just over 12,000 during 1957. One cause was a new and tougher zoning code which produced a rash of new apartments to be at its effective date. But the general tone of Pacific Northwest business is still tied to the lumber industry. How it fares (badly for the last two years) depends on housing nationally. Says Weyerhaeuser Economist Charles Young: "We are looking for a better
On "WALT DISNEY PRESENTS...", Fridays 8-9 PM, EST, Reynolds brings America two great new series—
5-6 PM, Reynolds brings to the sports world thrilling matches by the top names of the game. Watch the
"HOUSE OF EASE" shine on these great programs!

Watch Reynolds' New TV Shows "Walt Disney Presents" and "All Star Golf" Every Week on ABC-TV.

REYNOLDS
PROVED success! Wherever the "HOUSE OF EASE" has been shown, it has outsold comparable houses ... and boosted the builder's total sales! The "HOUSE OF EASE" is preferred 7 to 3 . . . that's the average experience in Boston, Wilmington, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis. And in housing as in all progressive industry, light yet strong aluminum has proved itself a labor-saver. Given one fair trial it wins the workers' support! Note another big advantage, too . . . variety. The "HOUSE OF EASE" is any home, any design . . . so long as it has the Reynolds Aluminum package. And that package is infinitely variable . . . in textures and colors of roof and walls, in horizontal or vertical siding lines, in modern treatments of gutters, eaves and soffits. So give the people what they want . . . permanent beauty, savings of $10 to $20 a month on maintenance, heating, air-conditioning, better protection for their investment, higher re-sale value. Remember, they can afford your better homes with the money they save month after month in the HOUSE OF EASE". Get the facts! Call any Reynolds sales office or write to Reynolds Metals Company, Richmond 18, Va.

Remember, you've got a Star Salesman in REYNOLDS WRAP ... greatest home demonstrator of aluminum ... standard-bearer of the Reynolds name!

Emblems like this on more and more products all promote the "HOUSE OF EASE"
ROANOKE PARK, a 96-unit garden apartment project in Kansas City, Mo., is being occupied as quickly as buildings are completed. Big attraction has been an individual tenant-controlled American-Standard furnace in each apartment. Heating contractor Sam Rapschutz of Quality Furnace Co. estimates heating costs per tenant will average only $45-$50 a season.

Read what developer-builder Howard W. Swan says:

"We're really sold on individual apartment furnaces...and so are our tenants"

Howard Swan, a man who's been in the construction business for 35 years, is a strong booster for separate, tenant-controlled furnaces in every apartment of a development. He installed 200 furnaces in one project a year ago...and his latest development, Roanoke Park garden apartments, will contain 96 American-Standard furnaces.

He gives many reasons for preferring individual heating units. As a builder, he doesn't have to put in complex piping or ductwork, or sacrifice basement space for heating equipment. As a landlord, he can completely forget about heating costs, since each tenant pays for his own fuel. And, of course, there's no such thing as a tenant complaining, "There's not enough heat." (No more worries, either, about the possibility of a single breakdown that would leave the entire building without heat.) "Naturally, we're price-conscious, and we think individual furnaces are more economical than central heating," says Howard Swan. "And, in this case, we're also pleasing our tenants."

Why did Howard Swan select American-Standard? Simple—he wanted a top-quality warm-air heating unit at a competitive price, and American-Standard filled the bill on both counts.

Your American-Standard warm-air dealer will be glad to tell you more about the advantages of individual-apartment warm-air heating units. He's listed in the Yellow Pages under "Furnaces."

American-Standard, Air Conditioning Division, 40 West 40th Street, New York 18, New York.
The booming Boeing aircraft plant is soothing sales for most builders. Bell & aldez had a $6.8 million year contrasted this year. Bell & aldez had a $6.8 million year contrasted this year.

Major backstop for housing is fast-growing Aerojet-General Corp's arch-his biggest yet, he thinks. He will build 11,000, could double in two more years. Architect is Mogens Mogenson. Engineer Joe Spink, planner Ronald Campbell.

Why people buy

Easier financing, not style or newness, gives tract homes in the San Jose area an edge over older houses. And nearly half of buyers fail to find what they most want in a new home—enough space.

Florida town forbids frame house construction

An effort to establish frame house construction in south Florida—where concrete block has long reigned supreme—has hit a snag. The small town of Lake Park (pop. 2,000) north of West Palm Beach, has passed an emergency ordinance banning use of wood on the outside walls of any new or repaired home. The ordinance says it is aimed at "sub-standard housing." Its practical effect has been to block construction of a new component frame home, prototype for a proposed tract.

The component homes were designed by John Stetson of Palm Beach, president of the Florida Assn of Architects. They are being built by Coastal Properties Corp, headed by Elmer Hedrick, immediate past president of the Florida Assn of Home Builders (June '58, News).

Hedrick, who is producing the component homes in a West Palm Beach plant, contends his method cuts labor costs on a finished home by 60%, even though he uses union labor. The homes are designed on a 4' module allowing unlimited variations in component composition. Wiring and plumbing are put in place at the factory.

Coastal built several homes itself to demonstrate have building officials in Palm Beach and West Palm Beach. Even Miami builders are interested—if they can be convinced of the market acceptability of frame.

But Lake Park Building Inspector Harry C. Brown, calls the component house "flimsy." He particularly objects to the treated, termite-proof plywood panels used on the exterior. And he convinced the town commission he was right. Retorted Architect Stetson, in a "congratulatory" letter to the commission: "To my knowledge, man's history can show no other political entity capable of depriving man of the use of the most common building material ever devised . . . for a building . . . We can foresee many joyous citizens rallying to your cause . . . I trust that all present and future citizens of your town are so wealthy they will not require a cheap exterior treatment but can face all buildings with long lasting materials such as marble, granite and brick. With all-wood residential construction comprising 90% of all homes in the United States . . . it is refreshing to find five men who seek to turn the tide in favor of other materials."

In mid-December, the Lake Park commission agreed to talk the matter over again with Mr. Hedrick.
DeVAC GLASSWALLS®

HIGH, WIDE and HANDSOME

Your new home and remodeling prospects will be sold on DeVAC GlassWalls at first sight. The clean, modern lines of these porch enclosures frame a wide-angle, floor-to-ceiling view of all outdoors. Weather-tight in winter, wide-open in summer, they provide the kind of versatile living space everyone wants today. The three sliding glass panels that raise and lower independently are an exclusive, sales-clinching DeVAC feature.

DeVAC offers you a product with a proven appeal in both the new construction and remodeling markets, and backs your selling efforts with an all-out program of consumer advertising. Sell complete porches, or convert porches and breezeways. Every homeowner is a prospect!

DeVAC GlassWalls: Extruded from high-grade heavy-duty aluminum...precision engineered for trouble-free performance...full-length Fiberglas screens. Send coupon for complete specifications and application details.

Visit our booths #368 and #369 at the Annual BUILDERS SHOW—Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago
(A few distributorships still available)

DeVAC, Inc., Dept. HH-1
5900 Wayzata Blvd. • Minneapolis, Minn.

Please send me complete information on DeVAC GlassWalls.

NAME ____________________________
COMPANY __________________________
ADDRESS __________________________
CITY ___________ STATE ____________
PERFECT BACKGROUND for beauty... and so beautiful in itself... that's why architect and designer choose California redwood for interior walls. And that's why they specify CRA Certified Kiln Dried Redwood.

All the wonderful warmth of wood is best expressed in redwood.
Opinions
Noteworthy comment on matters of moment to housing:

Chairman Melvin H. Baker of National Gypsum, in a talk to NRRLA:

"The American consumer has grown tired of the same old thing. He has seen the beginning of the space age and submarines that travel under the north pole. Such deeds—have developed a new awareness of science and technology. Because of this, it seems to me the public is looking for something new in home construction... Our industry has been developed a new awareness of science and the public is looking for something new in homes and home environment."

NAREB President H. Walter Graves, to his New Jersey association:

"In no area is the demand for higher standards more apparent than in the demand for homes and home environment."

Builder Paul Tishman of New York City:

"I am convinced that suburban developments are our future slums. They have mushroomed without adequate planning for schools, sewers and other public facilities and their traffic problems are getting as bad as those in the big cities."

Knox Banner, past president (1957) of Natl Assn of Housing & Redevelopment Officials:

"These fanatics opposed to public housing can't understand that all we want them to do is build an adequate supply of housing."

Catherine Bauer Wurst, lecturer on city and regional planning, in a speech on public housing problems:

"I am not at all convinced that the present federal officials are any worse than federal officials have ever been. Federal bureaucracy is federal bureaucracy. I doubt that pressure from local authorities alone will ever cure [the situation]. They are too dependent on federal largesse."

Can FHA loans for land development ease woes of scattered subdivisions?

Ever since the postwar housing boom used up the nation's Depression surplus of developed building sites, builders have struggled with more and more land development problems. Prices of raw acreage have soared to such a point that developers, leapfrogging speculators, press further and further into the countryside in search of tracts cheap enough for low-priced homes that can sell on low-down terms. Exurban towns, staggered by the prospect of costly expansion of schools and community facilities, rear up zoning and other artificial barriers to the housing of the exploding US population. Freeways, planned not by planners but by highway technicians, carry more and more commuters into the resulting suburban sprawl.

Same old mistakes

"Suburban sprawl," HHF Administrator Albert M. Cole said recently, "means we are on the way to creating a septic tank suburbia, repeating in principle the mistakes we permitted in our cities and which we are spending billions to correct. Because our cities grew planlessly, people have been beating it out of the country. At last we want to be the same." In many, if not most cases, there isn't a plan, or what plans there are aren't being implemented in relation to the whole. The cost of straightening out this mess is going to be enormous.

These ideas are catching on. "Something drastic," an urban renewal official said last month, "needs to be done to cut down such vast subdivision scat teration. Whether it is a new kind of control over land development or a new means of providing sewers and other utilities, Atlanta's Bruce Tedd told a home builders meeting, it must come soon. Otherwise, every middle-sized and large US city soon will face trouble and be unable to pay its bills. "So long as people get scattered all over the countryside, the cost of furnishing them with roads, utilities, schools and services is going to keep going up," he warned.

FHA to the rescue?

One effort to do something about this Gordian problem was started last month by FHA. Commissioner Norman P. Mason convened a 15-man advisory committee to study whether FHA should ask Congress let it insure loans for land development.

Conferences were unanimously in favor of the idea, several of them told House & Home. Some disagreement developed, however, over whether such loans should be limited to complete neighborhoods or open to developers of, say, 100- to 200-acre tracts as well.

How would such loan insurance work? The committee talked over several ideas. Says one member: "Perhaps the land might be cleared by the developer, then FHA would insure a loan for enough to put in the improvements. Or FHA might insure the loan for 70 or 75% of his actual costs."

Some industry leaders fear that it now can't be run as hotel

Can FHA force builders and lenders to conform to changes in its regulations long after it insures a mortgage?

Some industry leaders fear that it now can't be run as hotel. And they point to a recent Supreme Court decision in a long-pending 608 case to prove their point. "It says, in effect," according to one housing attorney, "that you are never safe dealing with FHA."

The case in point involved the 156-unit Darlington Apartments in Charleston, S.C. It was built by Contractor Leonard D. Long in 1951, before the 1954 Housing Act banned violation of 608 projects as transient hotels. Long insisted he was not bound by the 1952 law, and rented some units as hotel rooms. FHA filed suit in 1955, contending Long was violating the law.

In 1956, a federal district court ruled Long's favor. It held that FHA could not bind Long to adhere to the 1954 law in a project built in 1951.

But now the Supreme Court has overthrown this decision in a 5 to 3 vote. It held, in effect, that the 1954 change in the 608 law continued on p 56
Builders offer plan to put FHA, VA interest rate under Fanny May rule

The FHA and VA interest rates are subject to being set by the government, but now there is a plan to put these rates under the control of Fanny May. The idea is to end big discounts, which no one likes. Congress has usually shied away from setting rates, but if ever a case can be made it is now, with VA loans going: 3 /4 to 1 1/2 points discount on the West Coast. VA officials themselves back the idea of giving them the flexibility to adjust rates.

COMMUNITY FACILITIES:

Sewage ban hurts building in 6 more Nebraska towns

State Health Dept ban which crippled meubuilding in the Omaha area has been extended to six small Nebraska communities along the Missouri river. The ban prevents extension of sewer lines into these communities. The 6th district warned the six towns that they are "showing no activity of sufficient importance to indicate steps are being taken to solve the problem." This crackdown comes just as the state's Iter Pollution Control Board is about ready to lift a sewer extension ban in the eastern part of Omaha imposed in August (Oct.). This follows approval by Omaha in November of an $8 million sewer bond to finance a start on the desired work.

OMAHA: Public Housing

Prefab public housing shows little increase

Prefabbers are finding the going slow in their efforts to crack the public housing market. Big problem is cost. Says a PHA memorandum: "The claims of manufacturers that at least $1,000 per unit could be saved have not been borne out so far." It adds: "Three projects provide too small a sample of a building method that is based on volume production to draw any final conclusions."

But in South Norfolk, Va., when public housing announced a 100-unit project, the two low bids were for conventional construction, the four high bids for prefabs. Now, prefabbing's potential for cutting public housing construction costs appears about to undergo its biggest test. PHA says there are 3,926 wood-frame units of public housing being planned for this fiscal year where prefabrication could be used. The agency predicts prefabbing or use of factory-built components will "increase steadily" because of: 1) the high cost of on-site labor, 2) better quality control in factory production and 3) quicker building via prefabrication.

Bulk of the possible prefab public housing units now on the drawing boards are in New York, New Jersey and New England, according to PHA figures. Samples: Chicopee and North Adams, Mass. both plan 150 units of brick veneer on wood frame. Plattsburgh, N.Y., plans 50 frame units with some brick veneer. The market potential, by regions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Possible Prefabs</th>
<th>Regional office</th>
<th>Localities</th>
<th>Projects</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,960</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Worth</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2,375</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>198</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2,760</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2,760</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTALS 37 38 3,926

AIA warns public housers

Architects have handed the Public Housing Administration an ultimatum: boost fees or AIA will withdraw its support of "the incumbent administration of PHA."

AIA also kicks that PHA does too much construction supervision, relegating architects to a secondary role. The design men think they should be free to negotiate any deal they can with local housing authorities.

For years, AIA has been the only private housing industry group backing public housing.

$50 security deposits

Chicago's biggest landlord, the Chicago Housing Authority, has begun collecting $50 deposits from its 18,500 tenants—security for damage or nonpayment of rent. Comments the Chicago Tribune: "This is another small step away from the authority's former policy of operating subsidized slums largely for the benefit of relatives and shiftless persons."

Housing the aged

Federal public housing, its officials have just found, is home for some 84,000 persons aged
Casual Random's beauty secret:

Not so very long ago, all drilled fiberboard ceiling tile—including Insulite—was produced with ordinary twist-type bits. So all tile had fuzzy, bewhiskered holes, sometimes badly clogged with fiber.

When Insulite switched to the use of costly core drills, ceilings finished with our new Acoustilite instantly showed a finely detailed, cleaner and more handsome look. This sharp edged, cylindrical drilling makes a truly amazing difference—both in regular drilled Acoustilite and in our tremendously popular Casual Random pattern, shown above.

Hollow-core drilling is one dramatic difference in ceiling tile that every buyer can see at a glance. Show that difference to homeowners, to commercial
fuzz-free hollow-core drilling!

building owners, and to architects. Here's a marvelous extra-quality feature at no extra cost. It means more ceiling tile jobs for you . . . easier selling . . . and perfectly satisfied customers! For special information on Casual Random or any of the other fine Insulite ceiling tiles, write us—Insulite, Minneapolis 2, Minnesota.
Is the price of money easing again?
Discounts shrink in four cities

First signs are appearing of another turn in the mortgage market. Discounts on FHA and VA loans have shrunk in four key cities: Boston, Philadelphia, Houston and Los Angeles.

This shift comes just four months after discounts went into a steep rise. It comes just one year after the start of the recession's short-lived spell of easy money. Details:

**Boston:** "There is definitely more money available," reports Robert M. Morgan, vice president of the Boston Five Cents Savings Bank. The Boston out-of-state market on minimum down FHAs is up from 96-961/2 to 96-97.

**Houston:** Minimum down FHAs are up to a 961/2-97 spread from the 96-97 of a month earlier—with a tendency to the high side.

**Los Angeles:** VAs are up from 911/2-92 to 92-921/2. Minimum down FHAs are up 1/2 point to 96-961/2.

**Philadelphia:** The FHA market has firmed up at least a half point, though there is still a 981/2-par range because local investors are still offering over the market prices.

Smaller discounts seem to reflect a scarcity of mortgages more than any significant increase in investor demand.

Insurance companies, which normally buy chiefly on quotas, are buying few uncommitted immediates. New York mutual savings banks are bargain hunting as usual. Only the New England savings banks are seeking mortgages aggressively.

Robert E. Morgan, executive vice president of Colwell Co in Los Angeles, has this explanation for the 1/2 point price improvement: "Most of the mortgages being produced now have already been committed, either by private investors last spring or summer or by Fanny May in its special assistance program. 10." Morgan says some lenders are hedging against the chance Congress may vote more money into the par-purchase special assistance program. This would grab mortgages away from the private market, tending to push up prices.

One Los Angeles savings & loan is so anxious to put its money out, it is paying 92 for $13 million worth of VA 4 1/2s—and buying them from local sources. The price is the equivalent of 94 on VA 4 3/4% loans.

More mortgage bankers look for smaller discounts early this year.

Comments Maury O'Hearn, vice president of the Bankers Mortgage Co of San Francisco: "Savings banks are showing more interest in what we will have available after the first of the year. The general tone and feeling of our conversations is that they will be back buying. I believe prices will tend up slightly." Another mortgage man in the Southwest says he will take no offer less than 98 1/2.

Whatever may happen in 1959, mortgage bankers in the South, Southwest and West are praising Fanny May as the hero of the 1958 fall mort­gage slump.

Fanny May did not cut its FHA and VA secondary market prices in October and November though at the time they were slightly above the market. Says Jack Yates, vice president of Stockton, Whatley, Davin & Co of Jacksonville: "Fanny May really bolstered the market. If it had cut its prices the savings banks would have cut theirs immediately, regardless of other factors in the market. The New York savings banks always offer a little less than Fanny May in hope of getting a bargain."

Despite Fanny May's higher prices, its secondary market buying has not risen nearly as much as some mortgage men had expected. Purchases totaled $20 million in November, up from $10.8 million in October but still well below the $85.1 million-per-month rate of 1957.
Builders gird for major effort
to get central mortgage bank

Builders have been talking fondly of a Central Mortgage Bank for years without ever making a real effort to get one. But apparently they have decided that this is the year.

NAHB's legislative policy committee has proposed to the executive committee that a central mortgage bank be a major goal in the 86th Congress.

Ground for this legislative push is being well spaded. At least four papers presented to Sen John Sparkman's housing subcommittee for its long-range study of mortgage credit needs suggest either a central mortgage bank or changes in Fanny May which would go far in the same direction.

The aims of a mortgage bank are well known (see below). They were set down at a House & Home Round Table (Aug '51) and restated at another Round Table five years later (H&H, Nov '56).

But individual ideas vary as to how a central bank should operate. These differences may spell the difference between passage and defeat.

Some central bank advocates, like Housing Securities' President Tom Coogan, insist the bank should have access to the Treasury--be allowed to sell its debentures to the Treasury when the private market is not favorable.

The Administration and the Federal Reserve Board are strongly opposed. But--as long as the bank gets its money only from the open market by selling debentures the Fed is inclined to go along with the whole idea of central mortgage banking--making only one other reservation (see below).

Most central bank supporters believe its board should take over regulation of FHA and VA interest rates to assure that they remain close to the market.

Congressional Democrats, who have made it a matter of piety to keep interest rates frozen, seem unlikely to turn over power to set rates to a non-political body.

On the other hand, the Fed favors a free FHA-VA rate. looks unfavorably on any sort of an administered rate. Judging from statements made at the MBA convention by Dr Raymond Sanfil in, chairmen of the White House Council of Economic Advisers, the Administration shares this view.

Coogan's plan

Coogan, a past president of NAHB (1950), has become a central mortgage bank's most articulate and persistent advocate. In his monograph for the Sparkman subcommittee, suggests that a bank be built on the present foundation of Fanny May. Besides the points noted below, he would:

- Require the bank to pay a price for its mortgages below par to assure continuing direct purchase of mortgages by private investors.
- Use the bank's controls to spur housing during recessions and to brake it when money is easy and over-building is a danger.
- Advise FHA and VA on their operations which affect the mortgage market.

Coogan insists that a sub-par purchase price would preclude the central bank from becoming a primary market. But he contends its operations will have a stabilizing effect, will "prevent the growing practice of investors to play the cyclic swings in mortgage prices."

Lenders divided

No other industry association has a published policy on a central mortgage bank. Savings & Loan men admit they dislike the idea. Mortgage bankers, as an association, tend to frown on it though many of them individually espouse the idea.

Harold Finney, executive vice president of

What a central mortgage bank might do

- Smooth out the flow of credit by selling long and short term debentures to the public, using the proceeds to buy FHA and VA mortgages when money is tight.
- Open the way for pension funds, which have historically shunned real estate mortgages, to put money into housing via the bank's long term debentures.
- Make loans to mortgagees on the security of FHA and VA mortgages, becoming a primary mortgagee.
- Regulate FHA and VA interest rates so they would always be high enough to attract private investors and prevent the mortgage bank from becoming only a dumping spot for loans the private market will not buy.
- Be managed by an independent board, removed from politics, much like the Federal Reserve Board.
- Make firm advance commitments and perhaps even extend a line of credit so

continued on p 61
Individuality rates as a No. 1 requirement with home-buying prospects today. They want homes that are distinctive—not "look-alikes." Curtis helps you sell individuality with 97 different window styles and combinations...88 different door styles!

Quality is another "must" with home buyers. With Curtis doors and windows, quality is guaranteed. More than 30 years of national advertising have made "Curtis" a household word, known and respected by millions.

why progressive builders are making profits with...

Now the individuality and quality of Curtis doors and windows are available for homes in every price bracket! Whether you build five or 500 homes a year, you can use the powerful, sales-making prestige of the Curtis name and reputation. Join the many alert builders who are proving this with profits!
Schmitt of Bob Schmitt Homes, Berea, Ohio, uses Curtis windows to vary proportions of masses and styling with one basic plan.

**AND here’s how CURTIS helps you sell**

**NATIONAL ADVERTISING**
a big schedule of full-page, full-color advertising in Better Homes & Gardens, plus full-page advertisements in New Homes Guide and other consumer building manuals.

**CURTIS GUARANTEE CERTIFICATE**
a powerful sales-making tool, as many builders have found!

**IDEA BOOKLET**
sketches and ideas for builders to use in staging a unique, new model-home promotion.

**SALESMEN’S SALES CLINCHER**
a display folder giving facts and figures proving that it pays to buy a quality home, based on a realtor survey.

**BUILDER AWARD PLAQUE**
certifying you as a quality builder who brings home buyers a high degree of individuality of design with quality materials and workmanship.

**POINT-OF-SALE DISPLAYS**
national ad display easel... window stickers... signs to identify your model homes... plus literature, ad mats, radio and TV scripts, publicity and other localized sales helps.

Start a year of better profits — mail the coupon!

Curtis Companies Service Bureau
200 Curtis Building, Clinton, Iowa

I want to know more about Curtis I.Q. plan for more sales and profits.

☐ Please have your representative explain the plan to me.

☐ Send full information.

Name: ........................................................................................................

Address: ........................................................................................................

Curtis... Individuality and Quality in doors and windows
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Savings & loan associations never had it so good. The housing industry's principal bankers could (and did) point proudly to these statistics of prosperity as they met in San Francisco for the 66th annual convention of the US Savings & Loan League, US housing's oldest trade group:

- Savings growth (despite the recession) outstripped any previous year in S&L history, rose an estimated $6 billion.
- Mortgage lending (12% above its 1957 pace) seemed headed at least for a tie with record 1955.
- S&L growth was horizontal as well as vertical. In the first nine months of 1958, 57 new state-chartered insured S&Ls and 28 new federal S&Ls were started. This boosted the total insured S&Ls to 2,057, federal S&Ls to 1,800.

Worried competitors

Growth of S&Ls in the last decade has been so brisk it has competing mortgage lenders talking to themselves. (Sample: "We have not kept ahead," said President Frederick C. Ober of Fitchburg, Mass., Savings Bank last month.) In 1955-57, share capital of S&Ls jumped 24.6% while mutual banks' deposits climbed only 12.4%.

Will substantial gains continue? Yes, says incoming US League President Clarence R. Mitchell. "But I doubt if it will be at the same rapid rate." Though S&Ls were—in the words of a widely respected Southern Californian S&L executive—acting "fat and sassy," they were not sitting still while industry problems multiplied around them.

Attack on NAHB

Sessions had scarcely opened in Nob Hill's gleaming new Masonic Temple (one of the finest spots in the US for big convention meetings, with its carpeted floors, bright lighting and stage nearly circled by seats), before outgoing President Joseph Holzka took after "organized home builders" for promoting Fanny May special assistance* and VA direct loans. The $1.23 billion poured into the two last year, he noted, "is slightly more" the total volume of life insurance company home loans in 1957. "This means that almost without notice the direct loan programs have become an undesirable new force on consequence in home financing," he continued. "It is a matter of deep concern to me that the greatest support for these unseemly and unnecessary proposals has originated within the national leadership of the organized home builders to whose local chapters so many of our members belong and help support financially.

He also criticized builders not dealing "directly with the problem of housing costs." Holzka called Fanny May special assistance a "thinly disguised government direct loan program." In its policy statement, the league agreed. It opposed more "subsidized competition" in mortgages. It also rapped the idea of 40-year mortgage maturities (which is being espoused by NAHB).

League officials confirmed that they will put aside efforts to persuade Congress to approve their plan to insure the top 20% of otherwise conventional 90% loans. Reason: the HLBB has approved 90% conventional loans for federal S&Ls—although few apparently will make them. The league will ask Congress to raise the insurable limit on S&L accounts from $10,000 to $20,000. And it voted to support HLBB proposals to prohibit S&Ls 1) from paying a commission (usually 1%) to brokers who bring in deposits, and 2) from accepting deposits from savers in other areas than their own.

President Mitchell insisted the flow of eastern capital into California via brokers "causes pressure on savings interest rates generally and in the final analysis on mortgage rates." Executive Vice President Norman Strunk added that while some eastern brokers were "high class, several come close to being bucket shop operators." California S&L men fought the league's stand.

*NAHB has now dropped its support of such aid for under $13,500 homes.

*Except for military housing and housing the aged.

NEW PRESIDENT Clifford R. (for Robert) Mitchell (1) gets his badge of office pinned on by predecessor, Joseph Holzka (r). Mitchell, a ruddy and youthful looking 50, is president of the $36 million First Federal S&L of Kansas City Mo.

HOUSING POLICY discussion brought from Sen John J. Sparkman (r, Ala), chairman of the Senate housing subcommittee (1), a suggestion the FNMA special assistance should be limited to "emergencies like the 'recession'" plus such items as co-ops, military, renewal and the elderly. He shunted aside a suggestion by S&L kingpin Henry Bubb (r) that he set an appropriation "to studv the high cost of housing."

NEW TECHNOLOGY is not being used in housing because of union restrictions, warned Prof James Lendrum of the University of Florida. He urged S&Ls to fight this "so your borrowers can have the advantages they deserve."

FHA's CERTIFIED AGENCY PROGRAM will not be extended until Congress votes FHA more authorization, said Graham Northup, its boss. Now participating: 1,230 commercial banks, 400 S&Ls, 250 mortgage and 60 insurance firms.

TRADE-IN FINANCING is the secret to unlocking the quality house market, noted House & Home Editor P. E. Prentice. He urged the HLBB to let S&Ls make unamortized short-term loans to builders for trade in houses.

FIXUP LOANS make so much pre for his S&L, said President Jan Bent of Hartford Federal, he guards them as "better than government bonds." Bent is also president of rival Natl League of Insus Savings Assns.

Photos: H&H Staff
Citizens Mortgage Co in Detroit likes it, explains: "Let’s hypothecate our loans to take cash and reduce our exposure. There should be some simpler and more direct machinery by which we could issue securities to the public at a lower cost."

Baltimore Mortgage Banker Jim Rouse, in his monograph for the Sparkman subcommittee, agreed. "It is time we reorganized our mortgage lending system to meet the needs of the housing industry."

Realtor Robert E. Scott of Elizabeth, N.J., 1958 chairman of the Realtor Housing Committee, warned that his monograph for the Sparkman subcommittee that Fanny May should be reconstituted as a discount bank. He envisions that at times when the money market tightens Fanny May could function as a "warehouse" until the "banking industry and the secondary market can operate normally.

"Fannie Mae should advance funds to warehouse uninsured FHA and VA loans for a period of one year, advancing the borrower 95% of the reasonable market value established by Fannie Mae." Scott also asks that Fanny May be required to treat mortgages on existing houses the same as those on new homes.

FHA says discounts up but beginning to level off

FHA Commissioner Norman Mason says the cost of mortgage money is starting to level off. FHA's own survey of discounts shows they rose 0.2% from November to December. This compares with a rise of 0.6% during October and a rise of a full point during September.

Prices on 25-year 10% down FHAs slipped to a national average of 97.3 on Dec 1, says FHA. The report is based, not on actual sales; but on opinions of 71 FHA field directors.

Price declines were reported in all regions except the Northwest.

Net Prices FHA 91/4% 203(b) Mortgages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Northeast</td>
<td>98.7</td>
<td>98-par</td>
<td>98.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Atlantic</td>
<td>98.3</td>
<td>96.75-par</td>
<td>98.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeast</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>95-98</td>
<td>97.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Central</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>96.25-99</td>
<td>97.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest</td>
<td>97.2</td>
<td>96-98</td>
<td>97.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>97.3</td>
<td>95-par</td>
<td>97.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>97.3</td>
<td>95-par</td>
<td>97.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FHA Commissioner Norman Mason says the cost of mortgage money is starting to level off. FHA's own survey of discounts shows they rose 0.2% from November to December. This compares with a rise of 0.6% during October and a rise of a full point during September.

Prices on 25-year 10% down FHAs slipped to a national average of 97.3 on Dec 1, says FHA. The report is based, not on actual sales; but on opinions of 71 FHA field directors.

Price declines were reported in all regions except the Northwest.

Net Prices FHA 91/4% 203(b) Mortgages

Mortgage Market Quotations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FHA 5/4% (Sec 203) (b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FHA prices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spec Sodry Assent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96 97 96 96-97 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96 97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 1/2 down of first $15,500: 15% of next $23,000: 30% of balance.


NEW YORK WHOLESALE MORTGAGE MARKET

| FHA 5/4% |
| Va 4/3% |
| Va and FHA 4/1/2% |
| Immediate delivery |
| December 1, 1958 |
| Zone | Average | Range |
| Northeast | 98.7 | 98-par |
| Middle Atlantic | 98.3 | 96.75-par |
| Southeast | 97 | 95-98 |
| N. Central | 97.1 | 96.25-99 |
| Southwest | 97.2 | 96-98 |
| West | 97.3 | 95-par |
| US | 97.3 | 95-par |

VA 4/3% |
| Minimum Down | Minimum Down | 10% or more down |
| 30 year | 20-25 year | 20-25 year |
| 96 97 | 96-97 | 96-97 | 97-98 | 97-98 |
| 96 98 | 96 98 96-97 97 97 | 97 97 | 97-98 | 97-98 |
| 96 97 | 96 97 96-97 97 97 97 | 97 98 | 97-98 | 97-98 |
| 96 97 | 96 97 96-97 97 97 | 97 98 | 97-98 | 97-98 |
| 96 97 96 96-97 97 98 | 97 98 | 97 98 | 97-98 |
| 96 97 | 96 98 | 96 98 96-97 97 98 | 97 98 | 97-98 |
| 96 97 | 96 98 | 96 98 96-97 97 97 97 98 | 97 98 98 | 97-98 98 |
| 96 97 | 96 98 96-97 97 97 97 98 98 | 97 98 98 98 98 | 97-98 98 98 |
| 96 97 | 96 98 96-97 97 97 97 98 98 | 97 98 98 98 98 | 97-98 98 98 |
| 1/2 down of first $15,500: 15% of next $23,000: 30% of balance.

Immediate covers loans for delivery up to 3 months; future covers loans for delivery in 3 to 12 months.

Quotations refer to prices in metropolitan areas; discounts may run slightly higher in surrounding small towns or rural areas.

FHA rates are too small. MBA's FHA committee suggested making the survey.

FHA rates are too small. MBA's FHA committee suggested making the survey.

FNMA Stock

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dec 10</th>
<th>Nov 13</th>
<th>Nov 19</th>
<th>Nov 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bid</td>
<td>58.4</td>
<td>58.75</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asked</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>61.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FNMA Stock

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dec 10</th>
<th>Nov 13</th>
<th>Nov 19</th>
<th>Nov 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bid</td>
<td>58.4</td>
<td>58.75</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asked</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>61.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FNMA Stock
Make sure your homes feature genuine Orangeburg quality. It helps make the sale easier. Means more satisfied customers. So look for the Silver Band to be sure you’re getting genuine Orangeburg: Root-Proof Pipe for sewer lines from house to street; for run-offs from downspouts ... Perforated Pipe for foundation drains, septic tank filter beds. Over 300 million feet in use from coast to coast. It’s the Brand your customers know. Write for “Tips for Installing,” Dept. H-19, Orangeburg Manufacturing Co., Orangeburg, N. Y. or Newark, Calif.
Announcing a new line that helps you build better homes for less money!

**NU HOME ALUMINUM SIDING**

SEE IT AT THE NAHB SHOW

---

**4 Important questions — and 4 straight answers!**

1. **Will I save on material cost?**
   Yes. In most parts of the country, Nu-Home Aluminum Siding can be installed at lower cost than good quality wood siding with three coats of paint.

2. **Will I save time?**
   Yes. Nu-Home Aluminum Siding with its baked-on vinyl finish can be applied as quickly as wood siding. You save the time involved in painting.

3. **Will my home have more value — more sales appeal?**
   Yes. Home owners want carefree living offered by Nu-Home Siding. No painting, no maintenance worries for generations.

4. **Is it a good product?**
   The best. We use only the highest quality aluminum made to our specifications. Our vinyl coating is formulated exclusively for us by the Sherwin-Williams Co. using as a basic ingredient Geon polyvinyl resins by the B. F. Goodrich Chemical Company. And, we do our own manufacturing in our modern plant, using techniques, skills and craftsmanship that are unusual in the industry. We’ve been manufacturing top quality aluminum siding, awnings, wall tile and combination doors since 1947.

---

**Compare these features and you’ll see why Nu-Home Siding is best**

- Siding panels and accessories bonderized and vinyl-coated front and back
- Elongated nail slots and pre-notched panel ends for easy installation
- Concealed weep holes eliminate moisture problems
- Exclusive tension lock installation
- Strong interlocking outside corner pieces
- 12' 6" length panels
- Available in white and five beautiful pastel colors
- 10 year factory warranty on finish
- Meets FHA requirements
- Sold only to building supply firms and builders

**For complete information**

See us in booth 897 in the Coliseum during the NAHB Show. If you do not plan to attend, mail the coupon below, and we’ll rush complete information to you.

---

**HASTINGS ALUMINUM PRODUCTS, INC.**

Hastings, Michigan


---

**Mail this coupon today!**

For complete information on NU-HOME Aluminum Siding.

Hastings Aluminum Products, Inc.
Hastings 9, Michigan

---

Please rush me additional information on NU-HOME Aluminum Siding.

NAME ____________________________

ADDRESS ____________________________

CITY ____________________________ ZONE __________ STATE __________

I am a: ____________________________

Contractor __________ Wholesale __________ Prefabricator __________ Other
NRLDA convention hears cries of profitless prosperity

A price-cutting binge, to keep their yards busy during the recession’s lean months, has left lumbermen with a king-size hangover: practically no profit in spite of improving business. An average 2-3% return on investment is par, according to big and little lumber dealers who trooped to Chicago for NRLDA’s 5th annual exposition.

“This business has become so competitive that nobody can get a fair price,” cries T. Merrit Ludwig of Reading, Pa. “Not the manufacturer, not the supplier, not the builder.”

“We’re just breaking even on the same amount of business we used to do, if we could get the returns,” says Ian K. Dwyer of 840-his company, with over 7,000 dealers, is one of the big boys.

Few lumbermen can get the money out and not many want to. With most, theirs is a family business. They want to cure the headache, not kill the patient. Adding to the trouble,” says Ludwig, “is not the manufacturer, not the supplier, not the government bonds, if you could get it out of the business.”

Adding to the trouble is the fact that many experts figure prefabbers’ financial problems have been their No. 1 competitive weapon. But convention-going lumbermen were much more voluble about prefabbers’ slick merchandising.

1. Prefabbers are stealing their new home market. Many experts figure prefabbers’ share of the mortgage financing has been their No. 1 competitive weapon. But convention-going lumbermen were much more voluble about prefabbers’ slick merchandising.

2. Cash and carry lumber yards are stealing their other customers. Cash and carry yards operate like a discount house in any other line with huge inventory, no credit or sales problems. So they offer materials at rock-bottom prices. Conventional lumbermen, with their multiple, personalized customer services—sequence delivery, with financing, planning and material takeoffs—and consequent overhead—can’t match them.

Perils of diversity

For the remedy-seeking lumbermen, plenty of nostrums were recommended at Chicago. These ranged from getting into the building business more deeply to opening supermarkets and selling everything to do with the building. But the remedies all added up to one thing, in the words of Robert Blackstock of Seattle, son and partner of new NRLDA president H. W. Blackstock:

“The old ‘bricks and sticks’ idea of the lumberman is changing. He is having to package houses, home improvement, industrial uses. People want one-stop service today—financing, materials, everything.

Sell, sell, sell

Lectured from all sides, sometimes gently, sometimes bluntly, about what they should do, the lumbermen heard one theme over and over: sell.

Keynoter Melvin H. Baker, chairman of National Gypsum (and former lumberman), warned that excess plant capacities for building materials plus competition from new materials confront both producers and dealers with threats to their profits. “New producers and increased competition may not do what the market requires,” he said. “Many substitute materials will seek entry into the building market, particularly in home construction. Substitute materials are frequently marketed through miscellaneous channels... Let me make a friendly warning—time is of the essence. We must get organized for better selling.”

He accused manufacturers of “general lack of good salesmanship,” explaining: “We have emphasized what to sell rather than how.”

How should it be done? Said Baker: “Through better selling, we can hope to create more interest in home ownership...”

Because America is built in the American way of life, leadership for promoting better homes has been sponsored through an extensive display campaign recently by Life magazine and similar campaigns by the National Homebuilders Association. Presently, NAHB combined with certain producers of materials and equipment has organized a national company to formulate a program that would further stimulate home ownership. I am happy to be a part of this powerful group.”

Share the blame

Part of the blame for not selling lies with dealers. Baker contended. Said he: “Our contractors know darn well that we spend millions for production facilities. They send thousands of salesmen into the field to move the products. The dealer and manufacturer spend additional millions on advertising and sales promotion to attract customers into your stores. But here, at the most critical point, the customer is often left to fend for himself...”

Forecast William O. Thompson, treasurer and chief economist for Armstrong Cork Co: “A 5% gain in business next year will be far for the course nationally. If the national economy is improving its efficiency by 5%, a guy who is doing everything the same way he was last year will be in a sorry lot.”

It was certain that the lumberman couldn’t hope to keep competing on price alone. He’d already shaved his profit to a nubbin.

“Our contractors know darn well that we sell at 100% markup,” wisecracked Fred Dill of Carmel, N. Y. “They know because we sell, darn near 100% just to get their business.”

The big cash and carry yards, offering nothing but price, have outclassed the full service yard in ability to “make a deal.” Unlisted on the program, they were a top item of talk just the same. “I’d estimate that 95% of the talk here is about cash and carry,” said Ludwig. “Everybody’s interested in it.”

“It’s a new phenomenon,” said Lumberman Thompson, describing the operation of one Midwest chain that now covers five states and may expand. They may have $300,000 in capital investment, $1 million in inventory, and they’ll usually be spotted outside urban areas, in locations where a market survey has shown the place can cover a 70-75 mile radius, and do $1 million a year gross.”

“There’s nothing new about cash and carry,” says H. R. “Cotton” Northrup, NRLDA executive vice president. “We’ve had it for years.” The new spurt of cash and carry activity, he says, “only scares the guy who sits on his fanny and doesn’t want to do anything about it.”

Merchandising service as well as materials, “selling the package” whether it was a whole house or a set of kitchen cabinets is the answer given by most lumbermen who’ve successfully met the cash and carry trends.

Package for profit

“More profit comes from having more control of the work,” says Ludwig, who packages his homes from the prospect to developing land for builders to build on, and including sales of home components. Like many larger dealers, Ludwig is skeptical about the home improvement market which, although yielding the highest markup, also costs the most to sell.

Fixup is a tender trap,” says Lumberman Thompson. “It takes an entirely different kind of approach. A man needs to know his market, his resources and his competition. It could be disastrous to plunge blindly.”

Supermarket sales

For the future, at least one authority feels it didn’t matter—they would all end up the same way as was the lumbermen a few years ago. “You men you see walking around here will be out of business,” said James M. Newman, staffer for Merchandising Expert Joseph Guilloyet. “We’re telling them that. We’re telling them all that will be left are huge material supply stores, and stores selling everything to do with shelter.”

Guilloyet and his staff held six meetings at the four-day convention, each drawing between 100 and 200 lumbermen who heard how to set up supermarkets, sell everything from latches to split-level homes. How did lumbermen react?

“A few are angry and a few are bored, but most of them are interested, and want to go into the thing further,” says Newman.

Raymond Harrell, LDC executive vice president, announced that the organization could now offer an aluminum emblem to be applied to stores filled by franchise dealers, which certify the commitment in a code with FHA special engineering bulletin numbers.

Lumber dealer’s show grows toward big time

In only four years, NRLDA’s Building Products Exposition has grown from the bush leagues of the show to begin rivaling NAHB’s huge annual affair.

Figures for ’58 (210 exhibitors, 9,304 attendance) show the lumbermen have a long way to go to catch the builders (in ’57, 14th annual NAHB show had 738 exhibitors, more than 30,000 attendance). They also show the lumbermen are still growing. There were 202 exhibitors, only 7,300 registered at the NRLDA show in ’57. What they don’t show: exhibitors are beginning to switch from the NAHB to NRLDA to unveil their new lines for the coming year.

“I don’t want to start any fights,” says new LDC executive director, John Makowski, “but 15 manufacturers showed their lines last year instead of waiting for the builders [in Jan].”

Only noticeable switch in composition of exhibitors, according to Dwyer, was the near doubling of the number of kitchen manufacturers showing their wares—15 against only eight in ’57.
Sell reliability, service says new NRLDA chief

1. W. (for Herbert Weaver) Blackstock, 60, new president of NRLDA, is a man who talks enthusiastically about improving merchandising techniques in the lumber industry.

"We've got to improve our selling techniques and let the public know we are the place to go if they want building materials," he says. "The lumber dealer is generally an outstanding citizen in his community—a solid businessman and a substantial citizen. Why should a custome r go to a man like hat?"

Blackstock—powerfully built, slow moving, soft-spoken—fits his own description of the ideal lumber dealer. He has served as president of the West Seattle Chamber of Commerce, vice president of Seattle's bank, as well as in a long list of lumber association posts. He was first vice president of NRLDA in 1958.

Son of a lumberman in Stockville, N.C., he attended Weaver College in that state, then the University of Washington before joining two of his brothers in the lumber business in 1917. He is president of the big L. W. Blackstock Lumber Co.

Blackstock expects to travel some 50,000 miles this year as NRLDA president, spend 0% of his business time at the job.

2. Hire two more specialists to help dealers with market and operations problems as soon as funds are available.

3. Hire one or more staff vice presidents, presumably to provide a successor to H. R. "Cotton" Northup, 65, NRLDA's esteemed executive vice president, nearing retirement.

4. Broaden policy control by including all federated association presidents on NRLDA's board of officers; provide for election, rather than appointment, of regular board members from federated associations.

MATERIALS BRIEFS

Prices: freeze in aluminum

Cement and aluminum producers are going in for price freezing.

- Alcoa and Kaiser are guaranteeing firm prices on all products through the first half of '59. An Alcoa spokesman said the company moved to prevent "chao s" in the industry after Aluminium Ltd Sales, quickly followed by Reynolds Metals Co, announced abolition of the industry's customary 60-day price protection policy—but promised to hold the line on all orders placed by Jan 1 and shipped by mid-'59.

- Cement makers will hold their '59 prices steady—and for the most part at '58 levels. Only exceptions: some producers in the Northeast and West Coast, who raised prices $15/c-bl (their first boost since April '57, while most others went up Jan 1 '58).

Paint: a new sales woe

Paint makers are turning out new, specialized products so fast that they have trouble telling architects and builders about them before they are obsolete. Francis Scofield, scientific director of the National Paint, Varnish & Lacquer Assn, says the situation is causing a terrific sales problem.

"Eighty-five percent of the sales products the paint industry is now making were not on the market 10 years ago," he says. The industry has responded valiantly to a growing demand for more specialized, less general purpose coatings, but unfortunately few know how to best use the products because "almost as soon as properly descriptive material can be prepared, it is obsolete." Scofield says the industry is still looking for the right solution.

LUMBER MANUFACTURERS elected Robert M. Ingram, Aberdeen, Wash. (c) as president. N. Floyd McGowin, Chapman, Ala. (r) board chairman and Thomas J. McHugh, Boston (l) first vice president.

IRS rules rebates taxable

Internal Revenue Service has tightened up its rules on advertising rebates appliance makers allow their dealers.

Now, all such allowances must be included in the price base on which excise taxes are assessed.

Costs: another 5% forecast

Building costs which have risen 152% since 1941 will go up another 5% this year, predicts Myron Matthews of Dow Real Estate Valuation Calculator. Labor is the chief push on costs (excluding land), he adds. (Builders agree.) In the last six months, labor costs were up in 121 cities, unchanged in only 21, materials points to builders were unchanged in 80 cities, down in 21 and up slightly in 41.

MATERIALS PRICES dropped 0.1 point in November—their fourth decline in six months—on a 15 basis. (Source: BLS)

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING COSTS climbed 0.2 point in November to 282.6 on Beech's index. The slight rise was due to higher labor rates in a few cities. (Source: C. E. H. Beech)
New line of Westinghouse saves space...provide

14 CU. FT. BUILT-IN HAS SEPARATE 161 LB. FREEZER
Meat stays fresh for 7 days without freezing, thanks to the exclusive Westinghouse Cold Injector that keeps foods better...chills them faster. This is food storage at its best. Color availability includes Mint Aqua, Frosting Pink, Lemon Yellow, Sugar White, Copper Tan, Copper tex, and Brushed Chrome. Exterior Choose 'n Change Panels come in 5 colors plus 2 wood grains.

REFRIGERATOR-FREEZERS BUILD-IN EASILY.
JUST SLIDE INTO PLACE
AND INSTALL TRIM KIT
New Westinghouse built-in models have no coils on the back. Instead, operating mechanism is located beneath cabinet. Unique concealed hinge permits doors to open within cabinet width at 90°. Available with bottom-located freezer (shown), or top-mounted freezer, they install quickly...add more appeal to kitchens. Westinghouse also makes a horizontal refrigerator-freezer that builds in or stacks on cabinets. And here's good news! Any refrigerator-freezer in the Westinghouse line can now be built-in using accessory trim and grille kits. You'll want further information on this big advantage.

HOME PROSPECTS’ MOST WANTED CLEANUP TEAM
Only Westinghouse built-in dishwashers have the amazing Hot Water Booster that guarantees 140° hot wash and rinse water for spotless, sanitary-clean dishes. Convenient front opening, top-loading design offers extra-large capacity...service for 6 plus pots and pans, or service for 10. Choose from a wide selection of front panel colors and finishes.

Powerful, cushion-quiet Westinghouse Food Waste Disposer grinds food waste quickly and efficiently. Built-in Thermoguard® cuts off current should overload or jamming occur. 3/4 hp. motor. Takes little space and connects easily to dishwasher.
Built-in Appliances
more attractive kitchens!

ELUXE OVEN STACKS OR BUILDS IN . . . PLATFORM HAS REMOTE CONTROLS

he latest in built-in oven design, this deluxe model has convenient
le-mounted controls and lift-off door. Both built-in and stack-on
odes fit 30" cabinet. Features include exclusive Westinghouse
rv-Temp Roast Guard, Built-in Rotisserie and Miracle-Sealed
en. Also available in standard models without Roast Guard and
Rotisserie. In Mint Aqua, Frosting Pink, Lemon Yellow, Coppertan, Coppertex, Brushed Chrome. Where space is limited, use this
ompact square platform with 4 fast Corox® units. Remote Control
anel has Rotary Controls with 1001 heats. Check your distributor
rst for availability of this new oven and platform.

NEW VERSION OF FAMOUS 25" LAUNDRY

Westinghouse Deluxe Space-Mates, matching Laundromat® Auto-
matic Washer and Clothes Dryer, provide a complete home laundry
in 25 inches when vertically installed. They also build-in undercounter
or side-by-side, waist-high. Both units will handle a 9 lb. load of
clothes. Laundromat has famous Revolving Agitator which washes
cleaner, rinses better and cleans itself. Dryer operates on 115 or 230
volts. In Mint Aqua, Frosting Pink, Lemon Yellow and Sugar White.
Standard models also available.

See your Westinghouse Distributor for further information on the complete
lines of Westinghouse built-in appliances, wood cabinets and steel cabinets.
Or, write to Westinghouse Electric Corp., Major Appliance Division, Con-
tact Sales Dept., Mansfield, Ohio.

YOU CAN BE SURE... IF IT'S Westinghouse

WATCH "WESTINGHOUSE LUCILLE BALL DESI ARNAZ SHOWS" CBS-TV MONDAYS
When guests drop in, it's not the refreshment that counts, it's the atmosphere and surroundings. And her new home provides year-round "shade tree" comfort whatever the temperature outside.

Happy as a clam? YES, MA'AM! You built the house, and she's happy with you. Because your heating contractor installed White-Rodgers Controls.

Temperature controls are our business. We engineer and manufacture quality controls for heating, air conditioning and refrigeration equipment. Until your house is sold, our controls are an intangible sales feature. Then it's amazing how real the comfort becomes ... and the appreciation. You'll find White-Rodgers Controls do a remarkable job of keeping the sale closed and enhancing your reputation as a builder.

For a lifetime of good building
specify White-Rodgers temperature controls
... with a lifetime of solid comfort

WHITELRODGERS
St. Louis 6, Missouri
Toronto 8, Canada

MARKERS OF FASHION and PUSHBUTTON . . . World's Most Modern Thermostats
"G-E REMOTE-CONTROL WIRING IS LIKE HAVING AN EXTRA SALESMAN IN MY MODEL HOME!"

Mr. Kenneth W. Flower, Builder, Terwood Park Homes, Upper Moreland Township, Pennsylvania

... People have so many homes to choose from, they take the one with eye-catching conveniences, such as our model kitchen, built-in 'Hi-fi' and G-E one-control system... features they don't have in their old homes... It's paid in Terwood Park, where we sold the 20 houses out of 65 in ten weeks... time when the competitive market in Philadelphia was slow.

3-E remote-control wiring, with convenient multi-point switching, is worth many times its cost as a house-selling feature. People see it and try it right away. Bedroom master selector switch that does the house quickly with light' rates with the ladies out in this wooded city. We've used G-E remote-control here, and plan it for our next project.

Costs only $78 more than conventional wiring

"I put G-E remote-control in Terwood Park for only $78 more per house than conventional wiring", says Harry G. Hey, Ambler, Pa., electrical contractor. "That includes a nine-position selector switch in the master bedroom and 24 switches throughout the house, controlling inside and outside lights. You can't beat the General Electric remote-control system!"

Ask your electrical contractor or General Electric distributor to show how you can install this house-selling feature at reasonable cost. OR: Write for free literature on G-E low-voltage control circuits, to General Electric Company, Wiring Device Department, Providence 7, R. I.

Mr. Flower stands in front of the Terwood Park model home, justifiably proud of his split-level, 3-bedroom design. "Dream kitchen", paneled den, 2½ baths and two-car garage provide "a lot of good living for $21,000 to $23,000."

"G-E switches are good-looking", says Flower. "People like their appearance as well as the convenience of remote-control switching."

Electrical contractor Harry Hey (bottom left), is a great booster for the safety features of G-E low-voltage control circuits. "I've installed a thousand of these systems, with good results every time", says Mr. Hey.
Chicago's struggle to save a high-IQ square mile

Will urban renewal work in a neighborhood undergoing rapid racial change?

Chicago is betting $9.2 million of its own money that it will. And the city has just persuaded the federal government to earmark $28.5 million* for the biggest project of its kind the nation has yet seen: a five-year surgery to slice out 20% of a blight-infected 1.3 sq mi area fringing the University of Chicago in hopes of saving the rest.

If the operation succeeds, it should offer a pattern of treatment for a score of major urban neighborhoods suffering similar ills. Already, successes and failures of the area, known as Hyde Park-Kenwood, have shown many another slum-threatened neighborhood how to overcome profiteering slumlords, corrupt or indifferent officials, legal red tape. It was the birthplace of the neighborhood block group—a tool so vital in fighting blight via rehabilitation and conservation that the idea is becoming national doctrine. It represents the first major effort by a university to mobilize renewal against a collar of slums threatening to envelop its multi-million dollar plant and convert its residential environs into the kind of neighborhood where professors will not live. At least 20 other schools face the same problem. Working toward the same goals, the university and the community around it have developed some of the nation's sharpest slum-fighting methods.

Hyde Park-Kenwood is far from non-controversial. It has refused to sidestep the relation between race problems and blight, at the same time remaining steadfastly interracial in its approach. It is the first area where renewal plans have drawn the heaviest artillery of the Catholic Church in an effort first to block, then amend them. A lot more than money—in fact, whole philosophies of urban renewal—ride on the outcome.

The plan opens a huge market for the private housing industry. It assumes that public funds, used against the worst blight in the neighborhood, will be matched with $30 million by owners of the remaining 80%—goaded by the law if necessary—to remove blight-inviting conditions. And, that the two will make a neighborhood so pleasant to live in that its express-train shift from middle class to poor residency will be stopped.

Pattern for future

If Hyde Park-Kenwood is successful, it should spark a huge amount of rehabilitation work across the nation in old city neighborhoods—work housing contractors can tap if they try. Its value as a demonstration is far greater than its own giant dollar scope. And it will prove the ideas of the men who fought to write the whole concept of urban renewal into the Housing Act of 1954—the concept that the federal government should, as HHF Administrator Cole says, "help those who help themselves."

What does a neighborhood like Hyde Park-Kenwood have to do to set the stage for a $30 million rehabilitation market? Here's what this community has done:

1. Recognized the threat of blight at the grass-roots level and organized to fight it through volunteer effort.
2. Mobilized institutions in the area to add their weight to the fight.
3. Campaigned with unique effectiveness to nudge inert city officials into enforcing existing codes and to get new laws to provide new slum-fighting tools.
4. Conducted a community-wide self-diagnosis and planned carefully and well on the basis of its findings.

Specifically, the plan in Hyde Park calls for demolishing relatively few buildings (600 out of 3,077). Some 105 acres thus cleared will be redeveloped to reduce population density, provide more parks, school space, parking and other amenities. Meanwhile, vigorous enforcement of the city's building and housing laws plus more demolition if needed, will bring remaining structures up to standard.

What gives the plan a prospect of success is the community's monumental battle to get this far, which has generated a uniquely broad understanding of the problem. Big question: can the plan be carried out fast enough and thoroughly enough to keep most of the residents who may otherwise give up the fight and move out? (Planners say yes, though it will probably take longer than the five years allotted.) Big threat: tremendous pressure of low-income families (most Negro) who would replace them.

Hyde Park-Kenwood, (pop 75,000) edged on one side by the breezy, beach-fringe shore of Lake Michigan, on another by the University of Chicago, is collared on two others by the city's notorious South Side Negro ghetto, which includes some of the nation's most crowded slums. Residents of these slums, mostly recent arrivals from the rural South, attracted by industrial jobs and under constant pressure by still more...
The problem was first recognized by a small group of Quakers, who saw that unscrupulous landlords were exploiting the need for Negro housing, charging high rents to force low-income tenants to crowd themselves far beyond the limits of their apartments. In 1949, the group formed the Hyde Park-Kenwood Community Conference, organized the neighborhood to watch for and report illegal housing practices. At the time they welcomed and attempted to interest new arrivals of all races in keeping up the neighborhood.

Two years later the university, alarmed at the decay which was spreading in spite of the grass-roots effort to stop it, stepped into conciliatory persuasion left inert officialdom still inert (e.g. over street lighting, building code enforcement, police protection). Slumlords proved unrepentant. Levi roared in with a frontal assault using the financial and political resources of the university, un-globally voiced Levi and mild, trim Julia Abrahamson led a team that won the respect, eventually the support of city aldermen. By 1956, when Mrs. Abrahamson left the conference (April News) physical conversions of good apartments to cell-like slums had been stopped dead and city services to the community close to par. But conversion by use—moving three or four families into one apartment—had not. And the population makeup of the area continued to shift until it was far beyond the 20% expert say is the "tipping point" beyond which a neighborhood is black.

The balance of Park-Kenwood has not yet tipped (though by Dec '58 it was Negro), thanks to the strenuous efforts of the citizens and the university. But it was evident that stronger measures than those in which by then included "spot redevelopment" of some blight by the Chicago Land Clearance Commission—were needed. And community was already at work on them. The result was the renewal plan, hammered out by SECC Planner Jack Meltzer—after a $198,000 federal planning advance—for Chicago's Community Renewal Board. Close cooperation with planning committees of community groups, and two long rounds of block-by-block surveys with residents produced a plan that had near-complete community support by the spring of '58.

The fight was not over. While most major issues had been resolved, Chicago's mortgage bankers were (through the Chicago Board of Commerce) pledging to lend the estimated $30 million that to owners would need to carry out their part of the plan, a and impressive adversary arose: the Catholic Archdiocese. Result: the plan was approved without change, but the Catholic Church stood alone in its opposition. In April, the archdiocese could not approve the plan as it stood. If Catholic Church had been the single voice, the plan would have been killed dead. But conversion by use—moving three or four families into one apartment—had not. And the population makeup of the area continued to shift until it was far beyond the 20% expert say is the "tipping point" beyond which a neighborhood is black.

The plan went into effect in 1958, with the support of the city council and community groups, and two long rounds of block-by-block surveys with residents produced a plan that had near-complete community support by the spring of '58.

The fight was not over. While most major issues had been resolved, Chicago's mortgage bankers were (through the Chicago Board of Commerce) pledging to lend the estimated $30 million that homeowners would need to carry out their part of the plan, and an impressive adversary arose: the Catholic Archdiocese of Chicago. In April, the archdiocese could not approve the plan as it stood. If Catholic Church had been the single voice, the plan would have been killed dead. But conversion by use—moving three or four families into one apartment—had not. And the population makeup of the area continued to shift until it was far beyond the 20% expert say is the "tipping point" beyond which a neighborhood is black.

New special contractors' model of the Onan 205A4-1P, convenient separate gas tank... 2,500-watt A.C. output

Our most popular size plant for building contractors. Big enough to keep several men busy with electric saws, drills, lights and other equipment... but light in weight. Choice of voltages. Powered by a rugged, 4-cycle Onan gasoline engine. Four plug-ins. Equipped with aluminum carrying frame, oil bath air cleaner, recoil starter, separate 5-gallon fuel tank with quick-detachable fuel line. Two-wheel dolly available.

Check your phone book for name of your Onan distributor or write for folder on contractor models—500 to 10,000 watts.

D. W. Onan & Sons Inc. Chicago, Ill.
NEW! a smartly designed ... easy to install

VENTILATOR HEATER LIGHT

MODEL 657C

See the complete line at the Builders Show • Space 440-441
Hotel Sherman

... the latest in the LOOK from FASCO—Here is the combination unit that has exclusive features found on no other ventilator-light-heater, and everything is wrapped up in one smart package. 120 watts of recessed, soft, abundant illumination... efficient ventilation to keep the bathroom dry and odor free... plus the adequate gentle warmth of a heater to take the chill out of those crisp mornings.

HERE ARE SOME OF THE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specifications</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Impeller Diameter</th>
<th>CFM</th>
<th>Element Wattage</th>
<th>Amps</th>
<th>BTU</th>
<th>Shipping Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>657C</td>
<td>4¾&quot;</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3412</td>
<td>19 lbs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chrome grille frame • Two speed heater (high speed—both heater and ventilator switch on; normal speed—heater switch only) • Satin chrome reflector—reflects all heat downward • Aluminum honeycomb heater grille—directs heat down • Bimetal motor automatically closes positive damper control directing air over heating element • Automatic reset circuit breaker

FASCO INDUSTRIES, INCORPORATED, North Union and Augusta, Rochester 2, New York

Please send me your new full-color, full-line catalog of Fasco range hoods and ventilators.
Houses really sell...when builders listen to women

Ochsman, of Community Builders, Inc., Sleepy Hollow, Virginia, is one of 35 builders across the country who incorporated recommendations of women delegates to McCall's congress on Better Living in his new homes.

These 35 builders erected 4,452 Congress Certified houses valued at more than $66,000,000 in 1958.

Ochsman's experience was typical. He ran a full-color page in the Washington Post on his Congress Certified Homes. Nearly 10,000 turned out on Saturday and Sunday," he reports.

"We sold twenty-one houses ($1,000 deposits) and have many, many more contracts working."

In 1959, McCall's is expanding the Congress on Better Living Home Certification program to include both spring and fall issue promotions. All builders are eligible to submit their plans for Certification. For applications, write to: Director, Home Certification Program, McCall's Congress on Better Living, 230 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.—or see a McCall's representative at Booth #852, the Coliseum, during the Home Builders' Show in Chicago.

Mrs. Don C. Titus (left), Huntington, W. Va., and Mrs. William Fickinger of Salt Lake City, delegates to McCall's-sponsored Congress on Better Living, discuss features of new Community Builders' house in Sleepy Hollow Woods, Va., with builder Ralph Ochsman.
Census bombshell: rehabilitation ends most slum units, demolition puny

New evidence uncovered by the Census Bureau is about to explode a lot of widely accepted notions about blighted housing, slums and urban renewal.

If the government figures are right, the vast sums the federal government is pouring into slum removal through redevelopment and public housing may well come under sharp new attack. The Census Bureau says they only amount to a drop in the bucket in getting rid of blight. What does work, Census finds, is rehabilitation.

The explosive evidence has already been dropped before the nation's No. 1 shaper of housing policy, the Senate housing subcommittee. It is in a report by Prof. Reinhold Wolff and David Gillogly of the University of Miami for the subcommittee's study of mortgage finance needs for the anticipated housing boom of the late '60s. Their findings are based on hitherto unpublished figures from Census' 1956 National Housing Inventory (Jan '57, News). Major items:

It is not true that there is a vast number of substandard housing units which need to be torn down.

Census figures show that fixup and rehabilitation have done "a marvelous job" of improving the US housing stock. Between 1950 and 1956, some 4½ million units were rent in actually. Four-fifths of them involved addition of plumbing facilities; only one-fifth was repair of dilapidated structures. At the same time, only 1.4 million units fell into substandard shape. "The miracle of our age," says Wolff, "is that while our housing stock is ever on the increase, our substandard housing is not only diminishing in relative terms, but in actual numbers as well." Only 23.7% of US housing was substandard in 1956, vs 36.8% in 1950 and 49% in 1940.

Changes in Substandard Housing, 1950-1956 (1,000 units)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Increases</th>
<th>Decreases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Totals of components</td>
<td>3,508</td>
<td>-3,852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substandard units rehabiliated</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-4,538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard units lapsed to substandard</td>
<td>1,431</td>
<td>-1,431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New construction</td>
<td>1,010</td>
<td>+1,010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demolitions</td>
<td>816</td>
<td>-816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversions</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mergers</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other causes and sources</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>1,038</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is not true that a big volume of substandard units has already been demolished.

Reports Wolff: "Demolitions are a drop in the bucket. And unless the federal urban renewal program is put on a much more grandiose scale, demolitions will continue to be a drop in the bucket. Postwar slum clearing and urban renewal razed only 115,000 substandard units—a number normally replaced by one month's building. Even if losses from fire, windstorm and other causes are included, less than one year's new construction is needed to replace this entire decade's loss from the housing inventory." Surprising figure: only 800,000 total demolitions from 1950 to 1956. At this rate, the nation will tear down less than 1% of its pre-1919 housing during the 1950-60 decade.

It is not true that most substandard units are in central cities.

Some 70% of 1956's 13 million substandard units lay outside standard metropolitan areas—areas which have 60% of the US housing stock. And more housing outside SMAs is lapsing into blight then inside.

Wolff says: "A popular view seems to have associated poor housing with slums, and slums with our large older cities... Even if this once may have been partly true, it is not accurate today... The fact is that met areas have improved their housing at a much faster clip than non-met areas... Slums may even now be greatly a farm problem, a rural problem... The United States housing inventory did not compare farm and non-farm substandard units. But the met area figures imply, says Wolff, that "a major portion of the task ahead lies in improving our stock of rural housing."

It is not true that the bulk of substandard housing is minority housing.

Census figures for 1950 show only 15% of substandard units were occupied by nonwhites. "On this basis, we cannot assign a role of major responsibility for deficient housing to the Negro, even though his share is staggering out of proportion to his small share of the total housing stock. Minority housing is unquestionably a major social problem which needs public attention, but it is not the root of the problem."

Where vacancies really lie

Two other surprises emerge from Wolff's analysis of the new Census figures:

1. Nearly half the nation's vacant housing units in 1956 were substandard (vs about 20% for occupied units). To state it another way, while vacant inventory accounted for only about 10% of the nation's housing, it contained 20% of the substandard units. And Dr. Wolff forecasts: "It appears probable we will continue to shift more and more substandard units into vacancy."

2. Nearly 10% of new construction is substandard. Of the 10.9 million new units built between 1950 and 1956, more than 1 million were rated deficient. "The problem," Wolff adds, "lies mainly with rural areas and smaller towns and cities..."

While Wolff sees it, the 1956 NHI figures not only disclose for the first time the tremendous impact of rehabilitation on creating better living standards for the nation. They also suggest that the real problem is not the substandard home, but the substandard neighborhood. (This idea is coming in for more and more attention from Administration officials—see p 52.) "The gains we have made have been toward solving the housing problem of the 1930s and 1940s—essentially the removal of the substandard house," says Wolff. "Completing this task is now manageable. The 1950s and '60s face us with new and different problems: deficient neighborhoods... It is the problem generated by the expanding city in sections where planning was inadequate, enforcement lax. Neighborhoods, with poor housing interspersed, developed before controls were imposed. Now, good houses beside bad with the latter breeding the intrusion of lower economic levels throughout... Central city areas, handicapped by lack of space, air and traffic, are urgently motivated to renewal or prevention. But this force tends to diminish [with] distance from the center. So the fate of the substandard house in our suburbs lies in early arrest of blight. Control of land uses, street widening, improvement of sewers and other utilities, better recreational facilities and schools all become part of the problem of housing. In the decade ahead, we may solve our present problem—the substandard house—but the decline of the outlying neighborhood continues unnoticed."

FHAide says old dogs stalling UR in field

For years, sponsors of Title I Redevelopment projects have cited the mossback policies of FHA's local insuring offices as a major drag on residential rebuilding. And for years, agency officials have sloughed off the blame.

Now, a top FHA aide, C. Franklin Daniels, special assistant for urban renewal to Commissioner Norman P. Mason, has publicly admitted, that the finger may well be pointing in the right direction.

Addressing a conference on land disposition held in late November in New York City by FHA's Region I (New York-New England), Daniels told 400 investors, realtors, bankers and local officials that for years the phrase "economic soundness" has acted as "a retreat behind which our local insuring offices could hide" when they didn't wish to insure a project.

In 1944, when it created Secs 220 and 221 for urban renewal, Congress eliminated the criteria of "economic soundness." FHA insuring officials are supposed to "resolve any reasonable doubts in favor of going ahead," said Daniels.

But Daniels, who said his job is to visit local appraisers and "instill in them the concept behind the urban renewal program," admitted it's not easy to teach old dogs new tricks.

Blunted Daniels: "I must say that I find that by and large it is difficult to persuade the local insuring directors. It is sometimes a little bit more difficult to persuade some underwriting personnel who for years have been imbued with the idea that FHA is a conservative insuring company."

One possible cure now being explored by FHA, said Daniels, is to hire a special staff for urban renewal in local insuring offices.
Pittsburgh ordinance bars race bias in private housing, aims at realtors

Pittsburgh has become the second US city to adopt an ordinance making racial discrimination in private housing illegal.

The law is modeled after the first one, New York City's (Jan '58 News). But Pittsburgh's is tougher in two ways: 1) it applies to all groups of five-or-more units under one ownership (compared to ten contiguous units in New York) and 2) it goes out of its way to prohibit discrimination because of "race, color, religion, ancestry or national origin" by real estate brokers, salesmen, agents and lenders, as well as owners.

The law is the kind of legislation that Mayor Richardson Dilworth has been urging Philadelphia to shun—not because he favors segregation but because he fears its effect would be to increase the concentration of Negro families in the city as long as the surrounding suburbs lack a similar ordinance.

The Pittsburgh law passed the city council Dec 8 without debate or comment. It is effective June 1. This is to give the city's Commission on Human Relations, which must enforce it, time for an educational campaign.

In New York, the enforcing commission will have power to investigate complaints of racial bias from victims, from organizations like NAACP, or on its own motion. But, Executive Director George Culberson says the approach will be chiefly via "friendly persuasion"—discussion and conciliation.

If conciliation fails, the commission will hold private hearings followed, if necessary, by public hearings. If it finds a violation exists, it will then refer the case to the city law department for court prosecution. Maximum penalty: $100 fine and costs, or 30 days in jail.

Under the stiff terms of the ordinance itself, it will become "unlawful housing practice" in Pittsburgh, if racial discrimination is the reason:

- For realty brokers to "represent that a housing unit is available for inspection, sale, ... or rental when in fact it is available."
- For any realty broker or owner to "discriminate in the furnishing of any facilities or services."
- For "any lending institution to discriminate in lending money."
- For realty men, owners or lenders "to publish or circulate ... any notice, statement or advertisement, or to announce a policy, or to use any form of application, ... or to make any record or inquiry in connection with the prospective purchase, rental or lease of housing, which expressed directly or indirectly any limitation, specification or discrimination . . . ."

Even the public hearing which preceded the ordinance's passage produced only a little opposition—all from realtors. Said past President Craig H. Grugan of the Pittsburgh Realtors: "The question that has to be faced by the builder and the mortgage company is whether ... [proposed apartment houses] will be highly occupied with enforced integration of colored and white, or whether the white will move, creating vacancies or creating mixed occupancy at a lower scale of rents. Without the assurance of high occupancy, there cannot be adequate mortgaging. Without adequate mortgaging there can be no building. This legislation can dry up construction because lending for integrated housing would be a hazardous adventure by conventional mortgage standards and from an assured profit angle."

John B. Nickles Jr, chief counsel for the realtors, contended the law itself was discriminatory for limiting its application only to those owners with five or more units of housing for rent or sale.

In rebuttal, Culberson of the Human Relations Commission said that owners' fears of losing property rights and of declining values have been fostered by real estate operators. He said the realty board "has consistently overemphasized the compulsory aspect [of the law] when it has shown no interest in doing anything on a voluntary basis."

Indications are that state legislation now pending on the same subject will not have as easy a time of it. Roland S. Catarinella, first vice president of the Pittsburgh home builders (who were officially silent on the city law) indicated his organization would fight the proposed state law. "I never have nor would I sell one of my properties to a Negro in a white district because I would not like to jeopardize my investment," he said at a public hearing Dec 2. He added: "The Negro should have a program of education, too. They have to pick themselves up by their bootstraps and make the whites want to live with them."

Most HBA members operate in the 128 communities outside the city limits, are unaffected by the city law but would be affected by a state law.

At the same time, ASA urged regional code organizations (whose solid opposition helped defeat the project) to 1) make "further effort at code unification" and 2) extract from their comprehensive building codes provisions applying to one- and two-family units to make it easier for cities to adopt them.

The standardization plan was submitted to ASA last June by Henry R. Luce, editor and chief of House & Home and other Time Inc publications, on behalf of 14 housing industry trade groups. ASA convened a conference Sept 9 in New York City to see if a consensus of affected interests favored the idea. The final vote by 84 groups: yes 29, no 24, not voting 21, no votes received 10. This ruled ASA, was no consensus—even after allowing for the relative weight of proponents and opponents.

ASA decides against uniform code project

As expected, American Standards Assn has turned down proposals to develop a single code.

Another model code

Another building officials' group has just published its own model code. This one is the work of the Midwest Conference of Building Officials. It was adopted last year. It will be supplemented annually with a re-issue planned every three years. Copies are for sale (for $6.50) at 309 W. Water Ave, Chicago 6.
NOW! you can offer either at no extra cabinet cost!

Whether the prospect wants gas or electric, you can now give him whichever it takes to sell the house, with no change of cabinets. Same size opening is used for ovens and cook tops in either gas or electric of corresponding models. And, when you offer prospects the new Suburban, you're offering the built-in range with all the features most women want... all the features Home Economists all over the country have said women want! Your prospects will see and want these features in the Suburban unit you put in your kitchens... just as they see them pictured in black and white and in full color ads in leading home magazines.

NEW SUBURBANETTE!
Be sure to see the new Suburbanette ovens designed and built especially for builders. Space 763 and 764 in the Coliseum, or write for complete details.
What will a prospect pay for confidence?

To take on a mortgage the size of a house, a man needs confidence.

Conspicuous use of copper can help you give him that confidence.

Forty years ago a builder knew most of his customers personally. But today he sells houses to more people — many of them outside the community. Therefore, the houses themselves must do more of the selling job. How can a prospect judge a house? Often he doesn’t understand subtle construction details, and a lot of them he can’t see.

There’s one thing, though, that he can see — trust — copper. He remembers how someone proudly insisted on copper flashing, roof flashings, gutters and downspouts to build into a house, he feels pretty safe in assuming that the unseen construction is of similar quality. This kind of confidence is valuable to him and he will pay for it.

Fortunately, he needn’t pay much. Copper flashing, gutters and downspouts cost a little more, to be sure, but they’re some of the cheapest salesmen a builder can hire. And many builders have found that.

Copper lasts. Builder call-back records show it. Prospects know it. So do their bankers — and yours — who, too, are interested in demonstrated quality. If you’d like further information on the use of the copper metals in residential construction, write the Copper & Brass Research Association, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York.

There’s a new frontier in...

COPPER · BRASS · BRONZE
Group mortgage buying by New England banks gets a new aide, Bernard Dill

Massachusetts' FHA Purchasing Group, which buys out-of-state FHA and VA mortgages for 60 New England savings banks, has hired its first fulltime officer. He is Bernard V. Dill, for 24 years an examiner for the Massachusetts bank commission. His last post was director of savings bank examination.

Hiring of a staff employee marks the 10-year-old group's first effort to spread out its mortgage buying by making more allocations to correspondents, rather than buying mostly for immediate delivery. Dill will direct rela-
sions with participating banks. But buying mortgages and relations with servicers will remain the responsibility of Robert M. Morgan, vice president of the Boston Five Cents Savings Bank.

Morgan is one of the founders of the purchasing group. As its secretary, he has handled all of its business from his office since the group started with eight members. Since its founding, the group has bought more than $300 million in FHAs and VAs—all from seven southern and southwestern states.

"We have made some allocations in the past," Morgan comments. "But now we expect to get into it much more heavily—probably doing 50% of our buying that way."

Massachusetts-born Dill, father of four, lives in nearby Quincy, is also a director of the Boston University Alumni Assn. Morgan, graduate of Dartmouth and the Harvard Business School, was a member of the President's advisory committee on housing policy in 1953. He is generally regarded as one of the most astute mortgage men in the business. Hiking and climbing are his chief recreation.

OFFICIALS: FHA has created a new operating division for cooperative housing and named Harry E. Johnson, director. Johnson has been a specialist in co-op matters for FHA's legal division since 1951. He became chief council of division's co-op section in 1956. Dwight D. Townsend, special assistant to the commissioner, remains in overall charge of FHA's co-op program. John A. Grubbs, North Florida director for FHA since last February, is new Miami director, replacing Charles B. Spofford Jr., who retired after 41 years' government service. Libburn Homan, New Mexico FHA director since March 1955, resigned to manage New Mexico operations of Hughes Investment Corp, Texas firm headed by past NAHB President Dick Hughes.

Loebbeke bests Breliant in LA merger competition

William Breliant, brash young (36) president of Los Angeles' Security Title Insurance Co., seldom loses a fight—but he just lost one of his biggest.

He lost to his arch adversary, Title Titan Ernest Loebbeke, president of Title Insurance & Trust Co of Los Angeles, the nation's biggest title company.

Two years ago Breliant, whose ambition has been to make Security bigger than TI, failed in an effort to merge with California Pacific Title Co of San Francisco. Reported reason: inability to agree on management of Calpac after merger.

Last year, Loebbeke's Title Insurance made an offer to Calpac. The deal called for exchange of 1.85 shares of TI common stock for each 5.1 shares of Calpac common with a one for one deal on preferred. Chief advantage over a cash deal (which TI offered as an alternative): Calpac stockholders would not have to pay income tax until they sold the stock.

Breliant, who gained control of Security Title in a proxy fight (Dec '56, News), promptly made another offer which he insisted was better than TI's. Security would purchase each share of Calpac for one share of Security plus $50. Preferred stock would be exchanged one for one plus $5.

From a cash standpoint, Security's offer sounded better. But it would put a big tax bite on Calpac stockholders because of the cash factor.

Calpac's board mulled both offers for a week, then announced in mid-December that it was going ahead with the Title Insurance merger, subject to approval of shareholders of both companies.

Breliant has the consolation that even if he had won, a combined Security-Calpac would still have been much smaller than Title Insurance. The figures (in millions):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Assets</th>
<th>Gross</th>
<th>Title Insurance</th>
<th>Security</th>
<th>California Pacific</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$68</td>
<td>$339</td>
<td>$68</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>California Pacific</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How? This is his recipe:

- Forget current notions of the city block an institute "sectors"—mile square enclosures with auto freeways and parking space on the perimeter, dead-end streets thrusting toward the center and a "completely human" space in the middle for shops, playgrounds and markets—with no autos.
- Abandon the trend to expand Washington's concentric circles, which have tangled thousands of commuters in hopeless traffic snarls coming to and from work in Maryland and Virginia.
- Reshape the city's growth along north-south freeways paralleling the Potomac, and let the river itself become the biggest freeway of all carrying commuters by boat.
- Put a strong central body in charge of urban renewal and planning because too many cooks are spoiling southwest Washington redevelopment. A good planning proposal, like cars dead-end streets, gets bogged down when the fire department claims they're a fire hazard. "They closed off some streets in Baltimore," Doxiadis, "and people were very happy I asked them."

Developers Desser, Garfield take over Lefcourt Realty

Big developers are rapidly tying up high hunks of Florida land—a fact which continues to produce some king-sized real estate deals.

In the latest, Developers Arthur Desser and his partner, Harold B. Garfield, have turned over all their holdings to the Lefcourt
LAVOR:

Same workers but a different union
bring productivity boost in Fresno

Homebuilders say they ask only a good day's work for a day's pay from union tradesmen. They seldom get it in most cities. But they do in Fresno, Calif., where builders have just signed a new three-year contract with John L. Lewis' United Construction Workers. Builders report happily that productivity is up and labor relations are fine.

The Homebuilders Assn of the San Joaquin Valley signed its first contract with the UCW at the time the AOUU contract expired, thus averting a six-month strike by AFL-CIO carpenters. UCW is an offshoot of the United Mine Workers catch-all District 50, which has organized heavy building trades in eastern mining areas—but few in homebuilding anywhere.

In the past year, say Fresno builders, they have experienced no slowdowns, no unauthorized walkouts, no jurisdictional squabbles to hold up work. And featherbedding is down to almost zero.

More pay for more work

Now getting what they believe is more for their labor dollar than ever before, builders gladly pay a wage scale which is currently higher, trade for trade, than that paid AFL-CIO tradesmen in the same area by general contractors. Says Builder Don Mathews, who has doubled as the HBA's executive vice president for the past year: "They treat us like kings. It's wonderful.

"With the AFL-CIO building trades, if our men didn't like conditions or work assignments they would do what they wanted, not what we wanted. The UCW is different. Now the men do what we want.

"The union demands a day's work for the men. They aren't as prissy when it comes to working conditions."

Actually most of the tradesmen are the same men who worked on the builders' jobs as members of the AFL-CIO. Most have quit the AFL-CIO now, though a few have dual membership and work also on heavy construction jobs. (AGC still has a contract with the AFL-CIO.)

They simply do more work for builders now. The UCW is lenient about power tools, will let almost anything be used on a job—something they seldom get it in most cities. But they do in Fresno. They aren't as prissy when it comes to working conditions.

More work for crews

Homebuilders have willingly made life for their workmen more pleasant. Many now make an effort to spread out work to keep the same crew working regularly.

In the first months after the UGW contract was signed, this was especially welcome to union men. AFL-CIO officials at first said they would strike any day building tradesmen work on general contracting. That would allow neither as recently as last summer.

These conciliatory actions are more defensive than fraternal. The AFL-CIO has shelved threats of retaliation (eg picketing) against UCW. Efforts to woo the UCW men back with promises to raise wages and to get rid of blacklists have failed.

Yet Loyd Myers, executive secretary of the AFL-CIO Building Trades Council in Fresno, insists his union has nothing to worry about, while UCW is doomed. "We have seen this thing happen before in other parts of the country and it won't last. We're just not getting very excited about it," he says.

Since UCW's success in Fresno, it has moved strongly into San Bernardino. Now it is starting to organize in booming San Jose.

Union approves any devices which will speed bricklaying

The bricklayers union has decided to accept any devices which will help its members lay bricks faster on new home construction. Approval, voted at the union's annual convention, opens the way for use of the corner pole. This slotted pole, used with guide lines, lets the bricklayers lay brick all along a wall instead of waiting for the corners to be built up first.

Structural Clay Products Institute which

---

TRADE | OLD UCW | NEW UCW | AFL-CIO
--- | --- | --- | ---
Carpenter | $3.25 | $3.45 | $3.7176
Laborer | 2.50 | 2.70 | 2.688
Plasterer | 3.35 | 3.55 | 3.50
Bricklayer | 3.70 | 3.90 | 3.75
Painter | 3.15 | 3.35 | 3.23
J. R. V. M. "Jake" Lefferts, G. T. "Buster" Kilcomins and R. S. "Bob" Eimer, who build and sell all-Gas homes in Oak Hill, New Jersey report: "Only Gas, and modern gas appliances, can give home buyers all the conveniences they want—with the economy they demand!"

Leading New Jersey

"For Builder and Buyer

NEW GOLD STAR STANDARDS!
AUTOMATIC . . . ALL THE WAY! 
Now you can show your customers they're getting the latest in range design! This Gold Star seal guarantees at least 28 cooking conveniences! You can offer such sell-on-sight features as an automatic rotisserie, griddle, meat-thermometer, Burner-with-a-Brain*-everything designed to make Gas cooking even faster, cooler and cleaner than ever. Choice of 14 makes—the finest Gas ranges made.

ICE CUBES—AUTOMATICALLY!
No more trays to fill or empty. An RCA Whirlpool Gas Refrigerator delivers non-stick ice cubes ready to use, makes more as fast as they're needed. Even the water is supplied automatically. Roomy freezer locker. Automatic defrost. Constant balanced cold—never any "on-off" fluctuation. Comes in beautiful pastels as well as white. 10 year warranty.

FASTEST LAUNDRY!
Today's Gas Washer-Dryer combinations (or separate units) are completely automatic. And so fast! No warm-water so the total wash-rinse-dry is shorter. Gas is more economic to use, too. And gentle clothes. Gentle Gas heat dries naturally from the start—can't stiffen even the delicate fabrics.

You save on installation . . .
they save on the monthly bills—

© Am. Gas Assoc., Inc. *A.G.A. Mark

©Am. Gas Assoc., Inc. *A.G.A. Mark
builders say,

The Best Bet is GAS!

WATER—ALWAYS
modern Gas Water
The moment you
the hot water faucet,
der the tank comes
ore, heating more.
off automatically,
sy to install. Extra
ical—because Gas
so fast, a family
need as big a tank as
with any other fuel.

HEATING AND COOLING—
ALL IN ONE!
Now one compact unit heats the
whole house in winter, cools it in
summer. What a money-saver for
both builder and buyer! A single
unit takes less space, requires the
installation of only one set of ducts
and, a single thermostat. And, ef-
ficient Gas costs less to use. Avail-
able in a choice of models to fit
any size house.

SMOKELESS, ODORLESS
INCINERATOR
Exciting new convenience
that insures a more sanitary
community, reduces insect
pests. Homeowners will wel-
come it. So easy to operate
—just drop in trash and gar-
bage. The Gas flame does
the rest—immediately. No
smoke, no odor, for a Gas
flame consumes these, too.

PICTURESQUE—
BUT PRACTICAL!
Newest idea in outdoor
lighting, Gas lights add
graciousness to steps, door-
ways, patios, porches.
Adaptable to post, pipe or
bracket mountings, they
provide soft, non-glare il-
illumination—at lowest
possible cost.

American Gas Association

does so much more...for so much less!
"Andersen Windows install easily, help sell, eliminate maintenance"

...says John Weber, North Canton, Ohio, builder of quality homes

I’m constructing around 70 homes in the $23,000 to $30,000 range in my East Maple Heights development," continues Mr. Weber. "I’m using Andersen Windows, double glazings and screens in every one. I like their low initial cost, easy installation. And maintenance cost is nil. The public is very familiar with them, too. They prefer wood windows. This helps greatly in selling my homes.

"Another thing. Andersen Windows are easy to clean and operate from inside. And they close weathertight. I’ve checked them during cold weather and found no infiltration of air at any point."

Andersen Windows are helping to deliver extra money and savings to builders everywhere. They can do the same for you. Their handsome wood sash and frames add character, natural warmth and beauty to your homes no other window material can match. Their precision manufacture assures trouble-free operation..."
Extra sales appeal, extra savings! Handsome wood sash and frames of Andersen Beauty-Line® and Flexivent® Windows above add unmatched natural warmth and beauty to Weber homes. And buyers not only know Andersen Windows, they prefer them 9 to 1 over any other brand according to a recent national survey. Precision design and construction of Andersen Windows practically eliminates callbacks. As Mr. Weber, above left, says, “Maintenance is nil!” For all their advantages, Andersen Beauty-Line Windows have a lower total installed cost than many inferior windows—including many cheap double-hungs.

*Patent pending
The "OVERHEAD DOOR"...featured by National Homes
...installed by factory distributors

Important to National Homes and to all manufacturers and builders of homes is The "OVERHEAD Door" Distributor Installation Plan. The builder of a manufactured home gets The "OVERHEAD Door" as part of the home package. But the garage door comes to him direct from The "OVERHEAD Door" distributor in his vicinity. And this distributor's service experts can install the door in less time than the builder's crew would require. The manufacturer carries no garage door inventory. The builder gets a top-quality door...fast, professional, guaranteed installation...and freedom from maintenance. Look for "OVERHEAD Door" in the WHITE PAGES, or mail the coupon...today!

VISIT BOOTH 92 AND 93 AT NAHB SHOW, CONRAD HILTON HOTEL

FOR 37 YEARS more people have bought "OVERHEAD Door" than any other brand. MADE ONLY BY Overhead Door Corporation, originator and perfecter of the unacting sectional door. SOLD ONLY BY the Overhead Door Company of your city.

Overhead Door Corporation
Dept. HH-1
Hartford City, Indiana

Please send more information about "OVERHEAD Door" and installation by Overhead Door distributors. Also send for building extra living space into our

Name
Company
Address
City    Zone    State
THE HOUSE THAT SAYS GOODBYE
TO PAINTING CARES AND COSTLY REPAIRS!

"Chateau," 1700 square feet of exciting California Contemporary design. Charm-filled interiors complemented by practical, maintenance-free aluminum exteriors.

National Homes new “Viking” models feature weather-tight, maintenance-free “ALODIZED” aluminum sheath over entire house!

of it—no more costly repair or painting bills to worry about. Virtually every inch of every “Viking” home exterior is clad with a permanent, corrosion-proof skin of aluminum, a lighter metal, and treated with ALODINE, a development of AMCHEM Products, Inc.

ALODINE coating forms a durable anchor for paint, preventing chipping and peeling of finishes.

In dollars and cents, National Homes estimates ALODIZED aluminum exteriors will mean a saving to the home owner of more than $4,000 during the first 20 years—enough to furnish the home in lavish style!

Here is truly the house of the year. Many style-wise decorator designs to choose from. Gay, spacious interiors with room to grow in. Lavishly endowed with convenience features. The “Viking” Line is National Homes realistic answer to modern living at the same prices as conventional model homes!

The “Viking” Line is on its way to a preview at your city soon—watch for the announcement. You owe it to yourself to see the house of the year that’s sure to become the home of your dreams!

**AMCHEM PRODUCTS, INC.**
Ambler, Pa.
Formerly AMERICAN CHEMICAL PAINT COMPANY
here's Comfort assurance that can help sell your new homes

The year 'round living comfort assured by this famous quality brand is a big factor in selling homes. That's why you see so many successful builders installing GM Delco heating and air-conditioning units.

Quiet ... dependable ... economical ... GM Delco systems, developed and built by General Motors, have strong consumer acceptance. Today's home buyer looking for quality brands—Delco in your homes helps their sale.

Take advantage of national brand product acceptance. Eliminate any uncertainty about comfort in your homes in any climate by using General Motors Delco Heating and Air Conditioning. Write, wire or phone for more details.

DELCO APPLIANCE DIVISION
ROCHESTER 1, NEW YORK
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
Among the most exciting features of this new National Home are two entirely new designs in rolling glass doors by Capitol. Opening an entire wall to the out-of-doors, they are the key to modern indoor-outdoor living.

In the Roll-Fixed-Swing, one panel slides, one is fixed, and one is a hinged glass door. The Roll-Fixed-Roll has one fixed and two moving glass panels. Both designs are exclusive with Capitol.

These units and the revolutionary new sliding windows with integral outside trim bring the National homeowner new dimensions in livability—spaciousness, beauty, and year-round comfort.

Add to this the ease of operation and freedom from maintenance characteristic of all aluminum building products by Capitol!

More and more successful builders are turning to Capitol for their door and window needs.
QUALITY INSULATIONS

Their many advantages are now available to you within 24 hours regardless of your plant's location:

The CHATEAU model in the new Viking Line being offered by National Homes Corporation, Lafayette, Indiana

- With 21 years experience in furnishing the insulation requirements of home manufacturers, American Rock Wool Corp. has worked with the industry since its inception.

Now, with mineral wool plants located from coast to coast, THERMAFIBER insulation products are available on an overnight shipping basis anywhere in the country.

Top quality, continuous research on improving insulation products and better service are why you should specify THERMAFIBER in your homes!

NATIONWIDE SHIPPING FACILITIES
From 7 Strategically Located Plants

Thermafiber Insulation Products Include:

- Plain Felts (no paper)
- Open Face Batts (vapor barrier paper only)
- Enclosed Batts (vapor barrier and breather paper)
- Single Foil (vapor barrier foil only)
- Double Foil (vapor barrier and breather foil)
- Reverse Flange Batt (for factory sidewall application from exterior side of panel)

All of these products are available in standard sizes and also special dimensions. In addition, THERMAFIBER felt and granulated and loose fill insulations are offered for special applications.
here's a free-as-a-bird feeling that women like in the '59 Viking!

- No feeling of confinement here. National Homes' new Viking Line adds zest to living through "open planning". With space dividers instead of eye barriers. And wonderful sliding glass doors that are "light as a feather" to open or close.

In these doors, National Homes offers genuine L·O·F Thermopane® insulating glass . . . the insulating glass they've used exclusively for eight years . . . to make homeowners more comfortable all year 'round.

Be sure to see the 1959 Viking on display this month during the N.A.H.B. Convention. It may well be just the line you're looking for. And be sure to use L·O·F Thermopane as a house-selling feature. It's a quality product people know and want.
FRUITWOOD

is just one
of the exciting
NEW
YOUNGSTOWN
KITCHENS

You will see at the Builder Show.
CONRAD HILTON HOTEL
BOOTHs 118-122

NEW
“SNAP-ON” FRONTS
A GREAT NEW
INNOVATION...
DESIGNED FOR BUILDER NEEDS!

Now builders can offer any
buyer a complete choice of kitchen styles.

AMERICAN-STANDARD
YOUNGSTOWN KITCHENS DIVISION

24 Quality Houses

I am very disappointed in the 24 Quality Houses for 1959 (H&H, Nov '58). They may be all right for Hollywood, Palm Springs, or Miami Beach, but for the average worker, it is only a pipe dream that can’t come true. The local contractor that I showed them to just laughed and said try to sell one of those. Why don’t you come down to earth and quit dreaming?

KELM’S LUMBER
Rosamond, Calif.

I found in your current [Nov] issue a truly brilliant floor plans and authentic advanced-design homes that have ever appeared between the covers of housing publication.

JOSHP. F. PC
Philadelphia.

Manufactured homes

The December issue of House & Home arrived today with your outstanding view of this year’s progress in prefabrication. We feel that your presentation is factual and to the point.

EUGENE E. KURTZ, PRES.
Inland Homes
Piqua, Ohio

Your December issue devoted to manufactured homes has produced kind comments from the staff of the magazine. It is representative of the high quality editorial excellence which everyone expects from House & Home.

CONRAD “PAT” HARNESS, EXEC. VICE PRES
Home Manufacturers Association

US Gypsum’s Sheetrock

On page 156 of your October issue, the trade name, Sheetrock, appears generically. As I am sure you know, Sheetrock is the trade name of the US Gypsum Co’s brand of gypsum wallboard.

M. P. REED, PUBLICITY MAN.
US Gypsum Company
Chicago.

More on wood

An important point to remember when working with wood is its natural ability to absorb moisture. This is the basic cause of warping, checking, grain raising, swelling, and shrinking. Moisture also supports the growth of fungus, rot, and decay and can be done with a good preservative which makes the wood toxic. Fortunately, preservatives are available which provide both types of protection (water repellent and toxic preservation) in one application.

The manner of treatment or method of application is almost as important as the type of treatment used. For example, it would be foolish to brush treat a post which is to be in direct contact with the ground and expect good results when such treatments are not applied to high reten or are not toxic. Such treatments are unnecessarily costly for such purpose.

H. C. KENNEDY, VICE PRES.
Protection Products Mfg Co.
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Grady Clay, Louisville, Ky.

Majestic Thulman goes all the way to make beautiful fireplaces more practical and economical to plan, to erect, and to enjoy!

Clearances are built-in. Fireplaces can set on wood floor or subfloor. Fireplaces and chimneys can go flush against wood beams, joists, studs or other combustibles—all the way to the roof.

The units are all-metal. No breakage problems. No on-the-job losses or delays. The stainless steel flue liner is rustproof, and acid-resistant—so nearly friction-free you're sure of maximum draft and high capacity.

Hearth can be raised, or at floor level. Any mantel design can be added—of any material or size (marble or black glass surrounds available, which fasten to face of fireplace with mastic). Fireplaces even have built-in sliding screens.

Choice of 30" and 36" fireplace opening widths. Chimney top housings in several sizes, and in simulated-brick pattern with choice of colors. Write for full details on Majestic Thulman Fireplaces, Chimneys, and GAS Vents.
Again, SCHOLZ HOMES and America's leading building industry manufacturers bring to the nation's builders and homebuyers the newest products from their research and development programs presented in the greatest nationwide promotional program in the history of home building.

YOU CAN BUILD THIS HOUSE...
IN YOUR COMMUNITY, AND HERE IS WHY YOU SHOULD!

"A" MODEL
$14,000 to $17,000 including land

"B" MODEL
$16,000 to $21,000 including land

"C" MODEL
(conventional ceiling)

"D" MODEL
(studio ceiling)
$22,000 to $30,000 including land
THIS PROGRAM IS SO GOOD...
YOU CAN'T AFFORD NOT TO BUILD THIS HOUSE!

1. 80% construction loan financing, you tie up no cash of your own.
2. Priced from $14,000 to $30,000 in 3 size ranges. (including land)
3. A buildout cost at approximately $9 per square foot.
4. The most complete program to sell builders' houses in the history of home building outlined on following pages:

THE Mark 59

"America's most exciting homes" require the dramatic, clean lines, the rich custom styling of America's most distinctive garage doors... by Crawford, of course. For Crawford offers a door model to harmonize with every style of architecture, custom design to enhance any decorative motif, a size to fit any opening. Add to this eye-appealing beauty a smooth, silent, effortless action that makes a Crawford door a pleasure to operate, and you can readily appreciate why Crawford garage doors were selected for the "House of the Year"... and why Crawford should be your choice too.

SCHOLZ HOMES are now available everywhere in the United States from one of eight plants near you. CALL, WIRE or WRITE us in Toledo immediately.

The Mark 59 will also be on display at the Chicago Show. See us...
YOU CAN BUILD THIS HOUSE...
IN YOUR COMMUNITY, AND HERE IS WHY YOU SHOULD!

1. 80% construction loan financing - you tie up no cash of your own!

THE Mark 59
features
the products of:

ALWINTITE
PLUS VALUES

The comfort and convenience of modern, trouble-free living is additionally assured with ALWINTITE Aluminum Sliding Windows by General Bronze Corporation. Windows which are recognized by builders and home owners for their many "PLUS VALUES".

Carefully designed and precision made, they offer visible evidence of quality construction. Flash-welded frames give extra strength and rigidity to these easy-slide windows.

Home buyers also appreciate their fine performance and beautiful appearance. The name and reputation of General Bronze for quality building products stands behind every ALWINTITE Window.

MASONITE CORPORATION

Here are exterior walls that will remain carefree in so many ways, year after year. With today's exciting range of materials - like the Masonite® Siding products you see here - all the old limitations are off. The way is cleared for your home to express more of you ... to boast a personality all its own.

There's no thought of splits, splinters or cracks - now or ever. These hard, dense panels take paint like a dream ... stand up to wind and rain ... require so little up-keep you'll find it hard to believe. A truly fine contribution to the modern carefree manner of living are these fresh new siding products by Masonite.
THIS PROGRAM IS SO GOOD...
YOU CAN'T AFFORD NOT TO BUILD THIS HOUSE!

2. Priced from $14,000 to $30,000 in 3 size ranges.
   (including land)

JOHNS-MANVILLE

ASPHALT ROOF SHINGLES
A superior asphalt shingle—gives full protection against the weather—furnished in colors of distinction that add to the luxury look of the Mark 59 Home.

WEATHERTITE SHEATHING
Adds structural strength to the home. Its high insulating qualities help keep the home more comfortable...reduce heating and cooling costs.

PRE-PRIMED ASBESTOS FLEXBOARD
Provides attractive exterior walls in authentic board and batten styling. Made of two minerals, Flexboard is rotproof, weatherproof and fireproof.
YOU CAN BUILD THIS HOUSE IN YOUR COMMUNITY... AND THIS IS WHY YOU SHOULD!

3. A buildout cost of approximately $9 per sq. ft.

Celanese
Eye appeal is sell-appeal! Whether you're building the Scholz Mark '59 model home or another exciting model home, cover every inch with the beauty Celanese contemporary fibers can give. Drape the walls with fabrics of Celanese acetate for extra richness; use Celaperm draperies for colors that keep their clear beauty; let Fortisan provide the ultimate in elegance at the windows. Put Celanese Celaire, the new "life-set" twist carpeting used by leading manufacturers, over every inch of the floor to insure carpeting that is the epitome of luxury at a down-to-earth price.

Celanese® Celaperm® Fortisan® Celaire®

BROYHILL Premier
Furniture by Broyhill Premier brings high fashion and a distinctive degree of prestige to this room in the Mark 59 "House of the Year". This style is one of several represented in the distinguished Broyhill Premier collection of correlated groupings for living, dining, bedroom and random areas in the home, and each style offers a choice from more than 100 color-fabric combinations created exclusively for Broyhill Premier by leading color authorities. Advertised to millions in Life, Look, Living, Seventeen and Parade, and made by one of the world's largest furniture manufacturers.
THIS PROGRAM IS SO GOOD...
YOU CAN'T AFFORD NOT TO
BUILD THIS HOUSE!

4. OVER 13½ MILLION
prospective home buyers will
see your model locations with
major story and advertising
sections in:

- McCALLS
- LIVING
- HOUSE & GARDEN

PLUS, local break announcements on NETWORK TV SHOWS

dramatizing

THE Mark 59

Virden Lighting adds the happy combination of
beauty, comfort and safety throughout the interior
of the dramatically new Mark 59 ... creates night-
time beauty on the exterior too.

Handsome, high-quality Virden Lighting in
both contemporary and traditional designs com-
pliment and add to the fine over-all Mark 59
deforative scheme. Provides, too, the necessary
high level general lighting ... dramatic feature
lighting and concentrated localized lighting re-
quired to make this truly the "House of the Year".

Virden Lighting offers a complete selection of home
lighting as well as fluorescent equipment for com-
mercial and industrial use. For free catalog, write
to the John C. Virden Company, Dept. SH, Cleve-
land 3, Ohio.

A TRIUMPH OF LOCK DESIGN ... "First in fashion, finest in function",
Sargent Residential Hardware combines simple, classic lines and rich
decorative effects with lasting security. There are knobs, roses and finishes
to suit the personality of every room. Available in gleaming brass, rich bronze,
aluminum or chrome, with personalized and high-styled roses.

SARGENT & COMPANY
HARDWARE MANUFACTURERS • NEW HAVEN 9, CONNECTICUT
the general electric medallion kitchen

Hardly a woman can pass up this breathtakingly beautiful kitchen...especially designed for the Scholz home. Step-saving, work-saving, electrical servants that change chores into leisure...offer convenience unlimited to the houseboy.

New G. E. "Straight-line" appliances give you the look of built-in kitchens without built-in expense. A General Electric Range, with 21 inch master oven, makes cooking a breeze...fast, clean and safe. A G. E. Straight-line design Refrigerator fits flush against the wall and lines up at front with cabinets for that built-in look. And the sink center comes complete with a G. E. undercounter Dishwasher featuring the Flush-away Drain...and a Super-Grind Disposal® that grinds and washes food waste away before it has a chance to become garbage! All this, plus the Filter-Flo® Washer and Matching Clothes Dryer in a handy utility room.

Truly here's a kitchen that puts your house prospects in a buying mood...a General Electric Advance Design Kitchen.

Progress Is Our Most Important Product
GENERAL & ELECTRIC

you can build this house in your community...and this is why you should!

5. The complete magazine feature story decorating package made available at cost and financed by Scholz Homes.

Amtico
PERMALIFE
VINYL FLOORING

Here is the ultimate in flooring luxury and durability. Enhancing any decor, Amtico Vinyl Flooring helps create handsome and distinctive sets. Quiet and comfortable, it provides a lifetime of beauty and wear...always looks new with so little effort. Amtico is all-vinyl...colors go through each tile. There is no finer flooring on the market!
THIS PROGRAM IS SO GOOD...
YOU CAN'T AFFORD NOT TO
BUILD THIS HOUSE!

6. Direct contribution to your advertising program from the half million dollar fund set up by participating manufacturers.

7. Support of your advertising program by your local department or furniture store and utility companies.

Universal Rundle

The beautiful new Mark 59 "House of the Year" has been made even more appealing with the installation of Universal-Rundle bathroom fixtures. These lovelly trend-setting fixtures by Universal-Rundle, are the latest in design. Scientifically color-matched fixtures...with gleaming, enduring beauty...scratch, chip and stain-resistant. Here are lavatories with generous water surfaces and anti-splash rims; expansive yet compact, bathtubs; tubs that operate ever so quietly.

For more than half a century Universal-Rundle has developed new and better ways to make U/R bathroom fixtures more beautiful, more efficient, more lasting. They're your assurance that you are using the World's finest Bathroom fixtures.

This Mark 59 bathroom features the lush splendor of genuine Formica® laminated plastic.

On Vanitory and walls the very newest and prettiest of Formica® patterns called White Sequin assures long years of wear with only damp cloth care.

Formica® is unharmed by boiling water...never requires finishing.
Ever since using it in a new home he built for himself over 10 years ago, Don Scholz has been sold on genuine L·O·F Thermopane insulating glass. In the Scholz Mark 59, as in all its predecessors, Thermopane is again a star feature in this gable window wall.

Television and magazine advertising and ever broadening use of Thermopane have made it widely known and universally wanted. Everyone visiting your Mark 59 model home will know Thermopane means warmer in winter and cooler in summer... protection from drafts and reduction of fogging... lower cost heating and air conditioning.

Another terrific Scholz feature!
Letter from The Publisher

What will women want in the sixties?

The girl at the left in the photo is Kathryn Morgan-Ryan, whom you may recognize as the writer of our big Oskaloosa Letter (May 1958). On the right is Paula Treder. She is architect and HOUSE & HOME'S only other woman associate editor.

This month these two teamed up to do our "cover story" exciting forecast of what will be different about life in the sixties, and how these changes are likely to affect you and everyone else in the housing industry. (The story begins on page 104.)

The idea for the story was Paula's; and she and Kathy have been working on it since last September—traveling, interviewing, collecting facts and figures, opinions and predictions, talked or corresponded with over 100 planners, economists, sociologists, and statisticians from Maine to California. They searched for data in universities, government bureaus, and industrial research centers. Kathy attended two housing conferences on housing, listening for the views that would give her a clue to what consumers are thinking about, or just plain hoping—for the future.

They gathered so much material they were soon faced with the need for storage space for the massive collection of records and facts that spilled across their desks.

The two girls make a fine team with complementary talents stemming from their varied backgrounds. Paula recently received a license to practice architecture in New York to the amazement of her friends. She had already had in Illinois. A corporate member of AIA, she graduated from the University of Illinois with a degree in architecture, then went on to earn an MS there. She worked in architectural offices in Illinois and New York City. For two years she was on Harold R. Sleeper's staff and helped prepare the current edition of Architectural Graphic Standards. She became one of our editors in June, 1956. She keeps her hand in active design work, is now doing two beach houses as well as working on a children's book on architecture.

Kathy graduated from the University of Missouri's famed School of Journalism, worked summers on Midwest newspapers. From the time she was 16 she earned her pocket money by selling short stories and articles—even had a play produced which is still used by college drama workshops. She moved from House & Garden to HOUSE & HOME four years ago. She is married to another writer, free-lance Cornelius Ryan, a former senior writer on Colliers' who is now doing a book on the Normandy invasion. They have two small Irish children with Anglican names, Geoffrey and Victoria.

Like every other story in HOUSE & HOME, Paula and Kathy's report on the 1960's is a product of group journalism. This means that several other staffers gave it an assist on its way to you, but the big job was Kathy's and Paula's. I look forward to hearing how you liked it.

Sincerely,

Editor & Publisher
Two Ways to Make More Sales...

How Privazoning works:
above, usual three bedroom arrangement; right, The Privazone version of same house, same space.

Of course you recognize the tremendous sales potential of Privazoning...the new space concept that gives each family member a private retreat for relaxing, bathing, dressing. Privazoning multiplies your market, literally!

And Rheem-Richmond fixtures fit in superbly with this modern trend that means more comfort for the homeowner, more profit for you. Their advanced styling invites the decorator’s art. Their range of seven sparkling colors and exclusive “Whiter-White” makes possible a different color-key for each Privazone area. And high quality is taken for granted in all Rheem-Richmond’s wide variety of sizes and styles. Write for detailed information.

RICHMOND
PLUMBING FIXTURES DIVISION
RHEEM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
METUCHEN, NEW JERSEY
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America's exploding population will bring on the Big Change of the 1960s

At eight minutes past 11 on the morning of Friday, Oct 17, 1958, the population of the US stood at exactly 175,000,000.

And, according to new projections just completed (Nov '58) by the Bureau of Census, the population may reach 181.2 million next year, 199 million by 1965, and 219.5 million by 1970.

So in the decade starting next January the US may add more than 38 million people—just about as many as there were in the whole country in 1870.

Up to now we have been underestimating the future

Until Census released its new figures, it was projecting almost two million less people than it now projects for next year, six million less than it now projects for 1965, and ten million less than it now projects for 1970.

Census makes its projections—not to be construed as forecasts or predictions—at four levels. In this report HOUSE & HOME is using the highest current projection. The lowest puts the future population at 179.4 million next year, 191.5 million by 1965, and 202.5 million by 1970.

Even on the basis of the lowest projection, we are on the threshold of a decade of great change. For example:

The three-week vacation will be standard for white-collar workers. But don’t expect the four-day work week.

Air travel will boom—domestic air lines will log roughly 60 billion miles a year by 1970, almost three times more than in 1956. But don’t expect to see everybody commuting by helicopter.

Electronic cooking will be a commonplace. But don’t expect to see push-button house cleaning.

Some houses will get their light and heat from nuclear energy in the late 60’s. But don’t expect nuclear-powered automobiles.

Biggest news will be the people themselves

Where will they live? How many children will they have? How many of them will be in school? How much will they save? How many will be working? How much new housing will they need? What kind of housing will they want? For a close look at the booming population of the 1960s, turn the page.
Half the population gain will be concentrated in 17 fastest-growing states

These key states will account for 27.6 million of the nation's total expected population increase of 54.2 million, according to Census projections.

The map identifies these states, shows that the greatest percentage gains in population will occur in Nevada (its now-tiny population will increase 92%), in Arizona (79%), in Florida (65%), and in California (its already huge population will increase 57%).

The graph (below) tells you the expected population gain for each of these states, shows that the greatest numerical gains in population will occur in California (its population will increase 7.3 million—much more than any other state's), in Ohio (3.3 million), in Michigan (3.1 million), and in Texas (3.0 million).
The big reason for the projected growth of midwestern states like Ohio, Michigan, and Indiana is the St Lawrence Seaway. But despite the effect of the Seaway, and despite it-growing Long Island, New York State is likely to lose its crown as the state with the biggest population. By 1970, California is expected to have 20 million people, 273,000 more than predicted for New York.

By 1975, New Jersey will probably have the highest population density—about 976 people per sq mile.

And most experts expect Alaska to grow, though 1960-70 figures, that take statehood into account, have not yet been projected.

**Here are the growth areas to watch in each of the 17 states**

- **Arizona**: Maricopa and Pima counties.
- **California**: a belt extending from San Francisco inland to Sacramento, then to Fresno, then to Los Angeles, San Diego.
- **Colorado**: Denver metropolitan area, Colorado Springs.
- **Connecticut**: all counties, especially Fairfield which is within commuting range of New York City.
- **Delaware**: New Castle and Kent counties.
- **Florida**: Tampa Bay, Miami, Ft Lauderdale.
- **Iowa**: Allan, Lake, Marion, and St Joseph counties.
- **Maryland**: Montgomery, Prince George's, Baltimore, Anne Arundel, Cecil, St Mary's, Howard, Harford, and Charles counties.
- **Michigan**: Berrien, Genesee, Ingham, Jackson, Kent, Macomb, Muskegon, Oakland, and Wayne counties.
- **Nevada**: western Nevada, Las Vegas-Henderson area.
- **New Jersey**: Burlington, Middlesex, Monmouth, and Ocean counties; all metropolitan areas, Delaware Valley.
- **New Mexico**: areas around Albuquerque, Los Alamos, Santa Fe.
- **Ohio**: Franklin county, Montgomery and surrounding counties, northeast counties.
- **Oregon**: from Salem to Portland and up to Washington border.
- **Texas**: areas around Houston, Galveston, Ft Worth, Dallas.
- **Utah**: Salt Lake, Ogden, Wasatch Front area.
- **Washington**: from Seattle to Tacoma and down to Oregon border.

**House & Home** compiled this list by surveying government bureaus in each of the 17 key states.

---

**The coming-of-age “war babies” will be a dynamic force in our expanding population**

The 1960s young people, age 18 to 24, will be the fastest growing segment in our population. (See chart, p 109.)

Next year they will number 16.2 million. By 1965 the total will be 20.2 million and by 1970 it will reach 24.9 million—a ten-year jump of 54 per cent.

These young people are the crucial factor in the population.

For most of them—even for many who are still students—these are the years of marriage.

The typical young woman of this generation will be married when she is about 20. (The median age of women marrying for the first time has declined steadily over the years—from years old in 1890 to about 20.1 now. Census projects that median age will drop to 19.7 by 1975.)

The potential of these young adults is nothing short of breathtaking. Most babies are born to women between the ages of 20 and 24. Although the number of births is not predictable with complete accuracy, there may be as many as 48 million babies born in the next ten years. That's an average of nearly 5 million births a year and compares with an average of 3.75 million population at the turn of the century 1935–45.

---

The biggest numerical growth will be in youngsters and oldsters

In 1960 there will be 81.5 million people above 64 or low 18 years old. That is more than the nation's whole population at the turn of the century.

By 1970, the oldsters and youngsters, together, will number 104 million and represent close to half the population—69% to be exact. To see how fast the make up of the population is changing, look at 1950: people over 64 and under totaled only about 59 million and made up only 40% of a population.

In the 1960s the retirement-age group will grow from 16 million to 19.5 million. That is twice as many oldsters as there were in 1940. Although life expectancy is increasing for both men and women, men will continue to have a shorter life span. You will see many more women in this age group living alone or as heads of households in the 1960s. By 1970, nearly 12% of all households will be headed by single or widowed women.

In the 1960s the school kids, 5 to 17, will increase in number from about 45 million to 58 million, and their younger brothers and sisters will gain from 21 to 26.5 million. In 1955, children under 18 accounted for only a third of the total population. By 1970 they will make up almost 40%.

---

In the 1960s, the workers will form a smaller percentage of the population

There will be more people of working age than today, but year by year they will drop in proportion to the total population. The vast majority of skilled workers—in every field—are found in the 25 to 65 age group.

Here are some figures that point to a relative shortage ahead of the effective labor force:

In 1955, the 80.4 million men and women aged 25 to 65 presented nearly 49% of the total population.

Next year the 83.4 million in this group will represent only 48% of the total.

In 1965 there will be 86 million of them—43% of the total—and by 1970 Census projects a total of 90.5 million, but only 41.3% of the whole population.

The problem will be complicated, too, by this factor: five out of six of the 7 million more people in this skilled-labor group will be 45 to 65; only one in six will be 25 to 45.
Income of the "typical family" will jump 34% in today's dollars

Today's typical family has an annual income of about $4,850. By 1970, its income will be about $6,500 in 1959 dollars, says the Research Institute of America.

This 34% increase in income will be possible because we will be producing more:

1. The Gross National Product is expected to increase at least 20% between 1960 and 1970. The GNP will be close to $500 billion by 1960; should reach $600 billion by 1970, the Research Institute believes.

2. The productivity rate of industrial workers is expected to increase at least 30% by 1965. According to Dr. Philip M. Hauser, head of the department of sociology at the University of Chicago and one-time deputy director of the Census, the average productivity rate (GNP divided by the number of man-hours worked per year) is now about $3.25 per man-hour; should reach $4.26 by the mid-60s. (This is probably a faster gain than industrial wages will make, because much of the gain in productivity will result from increased mechanization.)

Even after taxes, consumers will have much more to spend in the 1960s

Consumer income after taxes (disposable income) will be about $335 billion next year; about $450 billion—not allowing for price increases—by 1970, says the Research Institute. “Since the population will increase only about 20% in this same period,” says the Research Institute, “this necessarily indicates a substantial rise in the standard of living.

“Considering past patterns of consumer spending, and the changing population pattern, it is inevitable that a larger proportion of this larger income will go into what economists call ‘discretionary spending’—homes, house furnishings, automobiles, recreation, travel, etc.”

More and more families will be moving into higher income brackets

By 1960, 60% of all families will have a disposable income of over $4,000; 38% will have a disposable income over $5,000; 11% will have a disposable income over $7,500, according to estimates by Arno Johnson.

These percentages are a sharp, four-year rise over the 1956 figures. In 1956, only 46% had a disposable income over $4,000; only 26% had a disposable income over $5,000; only 9% had a disposable income over $7,500.

This rise is of the greatest importance to the housing industry because . . .

The higher a family's income, the more likely it is to own its own home

In 1957, according to the Research Institute of America:

48% of the families in the $4,000 to $5,000 income group (before taxes) owned their own home.

63% of the families in the $5,000—7,500 income group owned their own home.

73% of the families in the $7,500—10,000 income group owned their own home.

76% of the families in the over-$10,000 income group owned their own home.

So, as income rises during the 1960s, there is every indication that the percentage of families owning homes will climb with it.

By the mid-’60s we may need as many as 1.5 million new housing units a year

The coming boom in housing should break all records set by the post-war boom. The upswing may reach boom proportions as early as 1963—if not that soon, probably not much later than 1965.

Spurred by steadily rising consumer incomes (see above), the big, upward thrust in housing starts will break through as fast as the children born during World War II
and their younger brothers and sisters) start maturing, marrying, and entering the using market.

Family formations are now running at higher rate than a few years ago. The will continue next year and accelerating the whole decade. As the chart shows, the total number of married couples in the US has been increasing at a rate of 468,000 each year since 1954. The first half of the '60s average annual is projected at 538,600. It will jump 743,400 the second half.

Reinforcing these marriage figures are the millions of young people who will reach 18 to 24 during the 60s. Next year there will be 16.2 million in this age bracket (only 900,000 more than in 1955). But in five more years—by 1965—the 18-to-24-year-olds are projected at 20.2 million, and by 1970 at just short of 25 million. (See chart, above, and p 107.)

Millions of young married couples are not the only reason for anticipating a housing boom in the 1960s. Other reasons include: 1) strong and steadily increasing demand from millions of prosperous families who want to trade up to a better house; and 2) growing demand for new housing to replace all the units that will be demolished to make way for the new highways, urban renewal, slum clearance, and commercial and industrial buildings.

Experts disagree on the year when the combination of these factors will drive new using construction to record levels.

Harry Held, vice president of New York’s Bowery Savings Bank says: “Starting in 63, it is forecast that the annual rate of housing production will have to be increased a possible minimum . . . of 1.5 million per annum.”

Other economists like Dr George Cline Smith, vice president of F. W. Dodge Corp, think the really big jump in sing starts will not come before 1968. Dr Smith predicts 30,000 units that year. He does not expect to see 1.5 million starts earlier because, he believes, typical homebuying couples are in their early thirties, so World War II “war babies” will not come into the market until the 1970s. But Dr Smith notes a strong possibility of new steps by the government to make it easier for younger couples to buy houses. If so, starts would pass the 1.5 million mark earlier.

**big step-up in housing starts could begin as early as next year**

Housing’s No. 1 Economist, Miles L. Colean, last Fall forecast: 1) 1,215,000 units for this year; 2) a steady market for 1.2 million—possibly 1.3 million—units year through '62 or '63, 3) a substantial increase about ’64 (H&H, Sept '58).

And, Colean now believes, the market could do much better than he originally dictated, provided five big “ifs” turn out right. Here are the five “ifs” that will determine the number of starts in the early ’60s:

1. If mortgage conditions are favorable . . .
2. If prices are held to levels people will pay . . .
3. If builders build the quality and type of house people want . . .
4. If trade-in financing makes trade-up practical . . .
5. And if our economy stays in good shape.

If all these conditions are met, Colean believes there is a market potential of 1.4 to 1.5 million new housing units every year in the early 1960s.

If this potential is realized, Colean then predicts a market potential of 1.6 to 1.7 million starts a year when the “war baby” generation enters the market in the early '60s.
And we'll need different houses - not just more houses

In the 1960s the changing patterns of our population will have an effect on the kind of houses you design and build:

1. We'll need bigger houses for the growing number of families with two to four children

   Here's statistical projection from Census showing how family size will increase in the years ahead:
   - 2.91 children will have been born by 1970 to mothers who were 30 to 39 in March, 1957.
   - 3.79 children will have been born by 1980 to mothers who were 20 to 29 in March, 1957.
   - 4.13 children will have been born by 1985 to women who were 15 to 19 in March, 1957 (the young adults of the early 60's). By contrast:
     - 2.29 children were born to women who had reached 40 to 49 by March, 1957, and had completed childbearing.
   These larger families of the 1960s will need three, four even five bedroom houses.
   They will consider the family room a necessity and the will want some provisions for adult privacy and quiet.
   They will find outdoor living and yard space more important than ever, as family activities spill out of the house and all over the lot.

2. We'll need better houses for the growing number of families able to trade-up

   As incomes rise throughout the 1960s, more and more people who are already home owners will be in a position to buy more expensive houses.
   But these higher-income families will not trade-up unless they are offered better-quality houses. They will want better designs, more workable plans, better materials and equipment. They will want more variety—as opposed to lower-priced, look-alike houses—better neighborhoods, more community planning.
   Right now, says Homebuilding's No. 1 Economist, Mih L. Colean, there is a shortage of more than 15 million better homes that people could now afford to buy on their present incomes. This shortage of quality homes is even bigger than the shelter shortage after World War II. And this shortage could become acute in the 1960's, as more and more people climb the income ladder.

3. We'll need special house types for the growing number of older and younger couples

   We'll need more housing for the young adults who will make up the bulk of more than 3 million marriages from 1965 to 1970.
   By all past indications, these young married couples won't be doubling up with their inlaws. In 1958 only 3.1% of all married couples in the US did not maintain their own households. In 1948 the percentage was 7.2, and most of the decline in the doubling occurred before 1952.
   You can plan on many of the young adults renting apartments—garden or high-rise during the first few years of the married lives. Others will be in the market for good use houses and will then trade up as their incomes grow.
   We will also need more housing to fit the special requirements of our senior citizens in the 1960s.
   Older people will want smaller, more compact houses or garden apartments. And even in this group, the two-bedroom house will be the minimum since older people will want extra space to sleep visiting children and grandchildren.

4. We'll need to plan our houses for more family-centered, leisure-time activities

   Ever since the end of World War II, leisure-time activity—especially in the burgeoning suburbs—has been increasingly centered around the home and family life.
   There will be more—not less—emphasis on home-centered activities in the 1960's, as Americans intensify their demands for the bigger, better houses their larger incomes will allow them to buy. So the home-centered houses of the 1960's will have to have plenty of accessible space for outdoor living, plenty of storage for all the tools and records and books and outdoor equipment people will buy, and plenty of indoor recreation space for the TV viewing, reading, and relaxing that families will enjoy together.

More and more people will be crowding into 180 metropolitan areas

And that is where the great majority of new housing units will be built in the '60s.
Seven out of ten new units now go up in the metropolitan areas, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. These big population centers will gain an even larger share of the new housing in the '60s when they will account for a higher percentage of the total population.
B e n Schnall

JRBAN STREET SCENE is typical of better communities in the fast-growing New York metropolitan area.

The Rockefeller Fund study estimated a year ago that about a million people are leaving farms and migrating to the cities each year.

The farm population today is about what it was 100 years ago. Fewer and fewer farmers are able to produce all the food needed by our growing numbers of people—and thanks to modern fertilizers, mechanization, and techniques, farmers can do it on less and less acreage.

As more and more people spill into the cities and their suburbs, more and more of land itself is added to the total metropolitan area.

Only last month Census found that the number of metropolitan areas has increased from 174 to 180. Census also found that eight of the former 174 areas had spread into new counties.

The metropolitan areas, the suburbs will grow faster than ever

The central cities, population is rising little or not at all. In some cases, the sprawling metropolitan areas are linking up with each other to form huge cities.

Urban sprawl can be observed in most parts of the US. The so-called 600-mile urban area of 34 million people between Portland, Me. and Norfolk, Other major linear cities are in the San Francisco-Los Angeles area, from Detroit to Cleveland, in New York’s Mohawk Valley between Albany and Buffalo, and along much of Florida’s east and west coasts.

Says Alvin Hansen, Harvard professor of economics: “The tidal wave [of metropolitan growth] will throw up economic, fiscal, and social problems, the magnitude of which we have scarcely yet caught a glimpse. Unfortunately, the US is peculiarly unfitted by temperament and historical background, and by our obsolete, balkanized network of multiple local governments, to face this problem.

The metropolitan areas, the suburbs will grow faster than ever

Between 1957 and 1975 the population of the suburbs will grow twice as fast as in the central cities. By 1975, 41% of all the people in the US will live in suburbia.

Signs point to a continued high rate of home building in suburbs. In nearly every metropolitan area, new expressways are making it easier for today’s automobile owner to commute to the city.

And further impetus to new housing in the suburbs is coming from the trend of industry—particularly light manufacturing—to follow the move outward from the city. Says M. J. Murphy, editor of Factory Management & Maintenance: “The trend of new plant construction from city to suburbs is overwhelming. 80% to 90% of plants employing over 100 people are now built outside city centers.”

The metropolitan areas are growing two ways—in population and in land area

The 180 areas already have more than 60% of the total population and they are growing faster than the rest of the country. They grew almost 19 million, 1950-57, which almost equals the total US population growth for those years.

The metropolitan areas are sprawling—into vast linear “megalopolises”

Industrial areas are filling up with homes, industrial and smaller cities. In some cases, the sprawling metropolitan areas are linking up with each other to form huge cities.

Urban sprawl can be observed in most parts of the US. The so-called 600-mile urban area is 34 million people between Portland, Me. and Norfolk. Other major linear cities are in the San Francisco-Los Angeles area, from Detroit to Cleveland, in New York’s Mohawk Valley between Albany and Buffalo, and along much of Florida’s east and west coasts.

Says Alvin Hansen, Harvard professor of economics: “The tidal wave [of metropolitan growth] will throw up economic, fiscal, and social problems, the magnitude of which we have scarcely yet caught a glimpse. Unfortunately, the US is peculiarly unfitted by temperament and historical background, and by our obsolete, balkanized network of multiple local governments, to face this problem.

The metropolitan areas, the suburbs will grow faster than ever

Between 1957 and 1975 the population of the suburbs will grow twice as fast as in the central cities. By 1975, 41% of all the people in the US will live in suburbia.

Signs point to a continued high rate of home building in suburbs. In nearly every metropolitan area, new expressways are making it easier for today’s automobile owner to commute to the city.

And further impetus to new housing in the suburbs is coming from the trend of industry—particularly light manufacturing—to follow the move outward from the city. Says M. J. Murphy, editor of Factory Management & Maintenance: “The trend of new plant construction from city to suburbs is overwhelming. 80% to 90% of plants employing over 100 people are now built outside city centers.”
It may not be easy to find the labor for all the new housing we will need

Every year during the 1960’s skilled labor will form a smaller part of the population. The 25-to-65 age group which supplies almost all our skilled work force is growing in total numbers—but only a third as fast as the non-productive segments of the population. The skilled-labor age bracket made up 48.7% of the population in 1955, will be down to 46.1% next year and only 41.3% in 1970 (see p 107). And this 25-to-65 age group will be called on to produce almost all the goods and services needed to provide a rising standard of living for 20% more people.

Automation will make up for some of the labor shortage—but not all of it. For, experts say, costly automated equipment makes economic sense only in mass-production industries.

So there will be a sharp increase in competition for skill labor in the ’60s. In the manufacturing industries labor expected to increase both its productivity and its earnings (see p 108). To attract workers, other industries—including housing—will have to raise wage rates, too.

Can housing afford to raise its wage rates to get the workers it will need for the housing boom of the ’60s? Probably not, unless housing—like the manufacturing industries—takes full advantage of new and advanced technology to make its labor more productive.

It certainly will not be easy to find mortgage money for all the new housing we will need

By 1965 the demand for mortgage money is expected to top $50 billion a year.

Not more than about $30 billion can come from mortgage pay-offs—so more than $20 billion a year will have to come from other sources. This estimate is by the industry’s top economist, Miles L. Coleman.

To grasp the full import of the problem, compare this $20 billion a year with today’s $7 or $8 billion annual increase in mortgage debt.

In the expanding economy of the 1960’s, other industries will be competing with housing for money to finance plant modernization and expansion. (Industry needs an average investment of $12,500 to create just one new job for one new worker.) And federal, state, and local governments will also be in the money market to borrow for schools, hospitals, roads, water systems, and many other facilities.

Fortunately, we can expect total savings to rise and increase our supply of capital during the 1960’s. Economists predict that in periods of increasing productivity the rate of personal savings also increases. From 1938 to 1956 it more than doubled.

Arno Johnson, economist and vice president of J. W. Thompson Co says: “By 1969, a production level of $1 trillion and personal consumption of $435 billion would make possible an expansion of personal saving to over $35 billion or more than 80% above the $19.2 billion savings in 1951.”

And land for all the new housing will be even harder to get

Land problems in the ’60s are likely to be worse than in the ’50s.

Some builders will be priced out by the soaring cost of land in desirable areas. In the ’50s you’ve already seen land costs shoot up from $1,500 to as much as $6,000 an acre.

Some builders will be zoned out by towns that fear the heavy load on municipal services and the sharp tax rise imposed by hundreds of new homes. You’ve already seen one-acre—and even two-acre—zoning in some suburbs.

Take the need for schools: By 1962 there will be 34.5 million children in elementary school—4.5 million more than in 1957. By 1965 there will be 14 million high school children—4 million more than in 1957. To cope with bursting schools, one state—California—will need 12 million classrooms every day for the next decade.

Some builders will be shut out by the high cost of developing lower-cost raw land and providing all the facilities that must be included in today’s new communities. Yet is on this raw land that much of the housing of the must be built.

But the biggest problem of all could be inflation

“The most important economic problem to be faced by the US during the next 20 years is how to prevent price inflation while maintaining full employment and full production in a free economy,” says Neil Jacoby of the University of California.

That is also the consensus of many leading economists and public officials today. What does it mean to the housing industry?

Runaway inflation (in wage rates and materials prices) could push the price of new houses out of the reach of families who want to buy them.

Runaway inflation could make the problem of finding mortgage money even more difficult, if not impossible.

Runaway inflation could push the price of raw land of sight.

Runaway inflation could hike the cost of new schools and other community facilities so high that communities close their doors to new building.

Runaway inflation, in short, could cancel out all of the trends that are now working for the housing industry.
What can you do now
to get ready for the coming boom?

In the 1960s high building costs will continue to be the key problem facing the housing industry. High costs aggravate every other problem.

So one of the first things to do right now is to spur industry-wide research efforts (like the two NAHB research houses described on the next 18 pages). This is the way to find better and cheaper construction methods, this is the way to perfect a technology based on components and more efficient in-plant labor, this is the way to lick the high cost problem.

But new ideas and techniques are effective only when they are used. Keeping up to date on research—and applying what you learn—will prove to your competitive advantage today and tomorrow. (Next month, H&H will show you how two Ohio builders slashed costs by learning new techniques from Bob Schmitt, new chairman of NAHB’s Research Institute.)

In the 1960s it will be worth more than ever to close the gap in design between the best houses and the average house. Consumers will not trade-up unless offered a house that is better looking and more livable, and the housing industry can not realize its full sales potention unless it uses the full potential of architect-builder collaboration. (Next month, H&H will start a new series on “What an architect can do for the builder’s house”.)

In the 1960s, the community will be the focus of planning. Not so long ago, most thinking was limited to the house itself. Later we started thinking about integration of houses into pleasant, well-planned neighborhoods. Now we have begun to think of houses as part of a community with schools and other costly facilities that somebody must pay for.

Everybody in the housing industry has a vital stake in finding new ways to use land that will enable us to have the new housing, new schools, and new facilities we need without intolerable tax burdens. (H&H will devote its entire August issue to land planning and land use.)

Everybody in the housing industry now has a stake in community planning because the day is past when an industry can live apart from the world it helps to create.
No matter how you build today—

You can learn a lot about building better for less from

1959’s Two Research Houses

The single most impressive fact about the two NAHB research houses shown opposite is that they are research houses. They are evidence of a ground swell of real and practical research in the housing industry.

This kind of research is important to you whether you are an architect or a builder—in fact no matter what your stake is in the future of the housing industry.

This kind of research is important to you because all the plans, all the technical papers, and all the laboratory tests do not mean much until they are translated into reality. Complete houses must be built to prove the real worth of almost any new technique in homebuilding.

This kind of research is important to you because it is a direct attack on the housing industry’s No. 1 problem: high costs. Only by efforts like this will the industry learn how to build quality houses for less money. Only by efforts like this will the value of component building be dramatized. Only by efforts like this will the extensive research efforts by manufacturers to provide better new products for housing be tested and dramatized.

Not all of the new ideas and new techniques and new products in these research houses will prove to be perfect. That is why the research houses are not meant to be taken as total ideas, but rather as laboratories that demonstrate how dozens of different ideas might work together.

Both of these houses are worth careful study because they represent the best thinking of a great many experts

The Knoxville house is co-sponsored by NAHB’s Research Institute and the Masonite Corp. Martin Bartling, NAHB’s second vice president, built it, and Bruce McCarty, AIA, was consulting architect.

The South Bend house was built entirely under the auspices of the Research Institute. Andy Place, last year’s chairman of the board of the Research Institute, built it; and Herman York, AIA, was consulting architect.

Both of these houses are advanced houses which NAHB has set on a pedestal for all to see. Both are full of ideas ready to be copied or adapted. Both are invitations to re-examine your own ideas about the best ways to build better for less.
This is the Knoxville Research House

It adds new techniques to today's building methods .......................... see p 116
It dramatizes a new way to make your own panels .......................... p 117
It promotes a simple and logical erection method .......................... p 118
It tests the case for plastic plumbing .................................. p 120
It explores the possibility of a new wiring method .................. p 122
And it dramatizes many important new products .................. p 123

This is the South Bend Research House

It promotes the use of factory-made components .......................... see p 124
It features a new light, strong, complete exterior panel ........ p 125
It introduces a revolutionary new roof system ....................... p 126
It shows the advantages of pre-finished interior partitions .... p 128
And it dramatizes many other important new products .......... p 130
In its Knoxville Research House

NAHB adds new techniques to today’s building method

You will find new ideas everywhere in this house—from slab to roof top. Specifically, you will see:

1. A good wall panel (opposite). This panel, designed by Masonite, fits the standard 4’ module agreed to by the industry at the H&H Round Table on standardization (H&H, July ’55. See also Sept ’58, p 100). It can be built by carpenter and costs only 65¢ a sq ft (vs 85¢ for a conventional wall).

2. A panel-making jig (opposite). This jig, also worked out by Masonite, speeds panel making, helps insure the dimensional accuracy required in component building. Using this jig, two men with band tools built three panels per hour.

3. A good, and economical, slab (p 118).

4. An important new roofing method (p 119).

5. A simple, logical erection technique for all of the components used in the house (p 118).

The house also includes two experiments that strike two of homebuilding’s biggest cost problems:

1. A plumbing system (p 120) made of plastic pipe assemblies. Joints in the waste lines are made with solvent welds—without threading or heating. (For more on plumbing, see also Round Table, p 132.)

2. A new electrical system (p 122) 80% prefabricated. It includes a prefabricated wiring “tree”, prewired panels, and a remote low-voltage switching system.

Plans for this house are available from NAHB Research Institute, Washington 25, DC for $15.
Here are new techniques to make your own wall panels

Detail of typical panel shows position of framing members, how panel skins extend beyond framing members to fit over line between panels and 2x4 sill.

First step is to place and nail together 2x4 and 1x4 framing. Panel is exactly 8' high, fits a precise 4' module. Both 4' and 2' de panels are used.

Second step is the fastening of sheathing-siding, a hardboard with a board-and-batten surface called (by maker, Masonite) Sunline Siding. Surface can be shop primed for 2¢ a sq ft.

Third step is to turn panel over, install insulation and drill holes in top member for pre-wiring. Aluminum foil on inner face of insulation batt greatly increases U factor.

Final step is to glue prefinished interior skin to panel framing. Base outlet box picks up Romex cable in panel and special beveling tool puts miter on panel skin edge for V-joints.

His panel and jig should sell many more builders on panelization

Why? There are two good reasons:
1) The panel is a good panel. It is complete: it includes exterior skin (siding and sheathing), insulation, vapor barrier, and interior skin (which could be any of several pre-ished materials).
2) The jig allows any carpenter to build this panel to ht, component-house tolerances.

So NAHB and Masonite's sponsorship of this panel opens up the possibility of component building to many more builders—even small ones.

There is an obvious cost saving in material, fabrication, and erection costs mounting to at least 20¢ a sq ft—or $200 on a 40'x30' house. And costs could be cut even more by mechanizing the nailing operations. Masonite purposely hand-nailed exterior skins to the framing, but points out that nailing time could be cut in half by power nailing.
Here are new techniques to use in component building

The first thing that saves money in this house is the simplicity of the foundation (see below). The 8"x16" grade beam cost only $1 a ft. Formwork for the slab was eliminated, by using 4"x8"x16" edge blocks. Slab itself is lightweight concrete. Estimated total saving: $75.

The second thing that saves money is the simplicity of erection of the wall panels and panel-size window bucks and door openings (see below). The panels are easy to handle, easy to fasten to each other and to the slab.

The third thing that saves money is the simple progression of the roof assembly (see opposite). Placement and fastening of trusses is speeded by brackets on the top plate. And the sheathing and aluminum skin go on fast because they are in component-size sections.

Proof of the pudding: exterior wall panels and the roof went up in a day.

1. Insulating slab is built a new way

Slab edge blocks eliminating formwork are laid in mortar over grade beam. Cost of beam and blocks: $1.50 a ft.

Ready for pour, a subgrade of gravel is placed and sprayed for termites. Small pipe is for future termite treatment.

Insulating foam concrete has smooth consistency. Called Betocel (p 125) the mixture is sand, cement, water and a bubble-forming emulsion. Density can be varied from 20-75 lbs per cf. Slab has K factor of .235.

2. Wall panels drop into place, are easy to fasten

Starting at a corner, wall panels are tilted up, nailed through exterior and interior faces to 2x4 sill plate.

Fixed sash buck (Fabrow) is 8' panel of rabbeted 2x6 stock, joined at corner to wall panel with corner post.

Wall panel edges are toenailed to sill before next panel is placed. Sash bucks are nailed to joint spline and panel.
Roof system goes up fast because it is a simple assembly of big parts.

Roofing, in 4x8 panels, closes in house fast. At this point, weight interior partitions go in.

Wood roof sheathing, in 4x8 panels, closes in house fast. At this point, weight interior partitions go in.

Trusses, W-type with big 2x6 top chord, are positioned by hand. Truss connector is H-Brace nailed from one side.

Top chords of trusses are nailed to bracket, tying roof firmly to wall system. 2x6 tail forms 3' overhang.

Trusses, that position trusses are placed oc on top plate, a continuous 2x4 ties together wall panels.

Top chords of trusses are nailed to bracket, tying roof firmly to wall system. 2x6 tail forms 3' overhang.

Roofing, just like that used in South Bend house (p 127), goes up next. Roofing felt is used over plywood.

Edge of trellis opening in roof is caulked and weatherstripped before batten-scan sheet roofing is placed.

Vapor barrier goes up in side sheets, is hand riveted to batten set in clips nailed to plywood.

Ventilating gable goes up in three big louvered sections that leave whole gable open to cool attic.

Finished house uses heat-reflecting aluminum roof and light-color exterior paint. Paint is 20-year finish (p 127).

The simple logical progression of steps used to build the Knoxville house is an excellent basic primer in how to build for less.

Because of the publicity given the house in magazines and the NAHB show later this month, thousands of builders have a chance to compare this method of building with present methods and to see how to use it to cut costs. The component system used not only reduces labor time, duces the level of labor skill needed because, with carefully engineered components, a minimum of on-site fitting and finishing is required. And it tends to eliminate weather problems because it closes in the house much faster than even other truss-roof construction.

Several builders have already expressed interest in the house. NAHB President Nels Severin has said he plans to build "a Knoxville house" in San Diego. And prefab dealer Marley Williams has asked his home manufacturer (W. G. Best) to package the house for him.
Here are new techniques to cut your plumbing costs

In the Knoxville house you can see three ideas intended to help you cut the high cost of plumbing:

1. Plastic piping. Plastic can reduce piping costs a third, says Carl Boester, co-designer (with NAHB) of the plumbing system (see diagram opposite). Some of the reasons: In many commonly used sizes, plastic costs less than metal. Fewer joints are required because plastic pipe comes in long lengths or rolls. Waste and vent corrections can be made much faster (see photo above).

However, this technique must still be termed experimental, primarily because of code acceptance. (See box opposite, and Round Table, page 136 for details.)

2. Sewage grinding. The waste system is Sanitoi System—(see H&H, June '58, p 184 for details). By cutting the amount of water required for flushing, this system makes possible much smaller (and cheaper) waste lines and much smaller (and cheaper) tile field or seepage bed (see below).

3. Surface-mounted plumbing wall. The photo, opposite lower right, shows how the usual double plumbing wall was eliminated by surface mounting plumbing below counter-top height, so kitchen equipment covers it.

Here are the key elements of the sewage disposal system

**Electric grinder** is fastened to bowl flange, placed in box set in slab. With grinder, only 1 gal (vs 6) is needed for flushing, so 2" waste lines are adequate.

**Tank** for sewage has settling and aerating compartments. Sewage is aerated by 100-watt compressor (for aerobic bacteria digestion system).

**Seepage bed** is width of "dozer blade 40" deep, filled with crushed rock. Plas effluent line is perforated. Ground here nearly solid clay.
Here is how the plastic piping is installed

Before slab is poured, 2" polyvinyl chloride waste lines are placed. Lightweight pipe can easily be handled in large prefabricated assemblies.

Boxes for sewage grinders are set and leveled, connections made to waste lines. PVC pipe can also be threaded in field to connect with metal fittings.

Readying connection for sewage grinder is final step before trench is backfilled, slab is poured. Top of box will be flush with floor.

Water and drainage system includes different types of plastic pipe. The best is the ¾" polypropylene hot-water pipe. While this plastic seems suitable for hot-water service, it is still in the experimental stage. The manufacturer, Carlon, is also evaluating other materials that should withstand 180° temperature and house pressures for years without failing. Cold-water system uses two proven and commercially available types of plastic, ANBS and PVC.

ough plumbing, ready for placement slab, was planned all-in-line to minimize pipe runs. Middle box of three is bathtub trap.

Plan shows how kitchen backs up on the two bathrooms in the house, so all plumbing can be concentrated on one wall. Hot water heater is under counter in kitchen.

Plumbing "wall", here seen from the kitchen side, is made up of 2" thick panels. Kitchen equipment will cover surface-mounted lines exposed here.

his plumbing installation could open the door to plastics

With plastic plumbing, every connection in a house might be made in 10 minutes by a trained plumber. More than a few builders know this, and many would like to use a plumbing system like the one in this house. Most of them can't because: 1) code acceptance has lagged, and plastic pipe for hot-water systems is still controversial. 2) This experiment could speed up progress on both counts. Acceptance of plastic pipe for cold-water systems is spreading fast. And plastic (mostly polyvinyl chloride) drainage systems should soon be approved for housing. But many plastics experts are not yet convinced that they have found the right plastic for hot-water systems. The polypropylene used in this system seems to be good, but it is not proven. This experiment will probably accelerate research efforts by all plastics producers. Likely possibility: more houses with plastic cold- and waste-water lines, metal hot-water lines.
Here are new techniques to cut your wiring costs

The wiring system used in this house was 80% completed off the site.

Two new major components—a prefabricated wiring “tree” (above) and prewired panels (below right) make this possible. The wiring tree includes the entrance panel, appliance outlets, and branch-circuit feeder boxes. Wall panels include an outlet box with Romex cable leading out the top. The only on-site work is connecting the panels to the feeder boxes, the service entrance cable to the meter box.

The panels were wired for remote-control low-voltage switching. Remote control relays were placed in the branch-circuit feeder boxes, connected to the switches with bell wire. This system was estimated to be cheaper than the cost of additional Romex cable that would have been needed to get the same degree of switching flexibility. For lower-cost, simpler installations, Romex switch legs in panels could be used.

The system was developed by GE’s Wiring Device Dept and NAHB.

“Prefabricated” wiring may revolutionize wiring costs

The most important thing about this experiment is that it is a direct attack on one of homebuilding’s highest costs.

The wiring tree idea has exciting possibilities. Simply by substituting relatively efficient and lower-cost in-plant assembly for on-site assembly of the entrance panel and feeder boxes, costs are cut sharply. Other industries (aircraft, for example) have long used these wiring harnesses.

On the matter of pre-wiring panels, there is disagreement among experts. Some argue that pre-wiring of panels (as in this house) is the cheapest method of distributing power to outlets in rooms. Others argue that surface-mounted baseboard wiring (as in the South Bend house, see p 129) is the cheapest. In either case, use of three-wire systems and pressure-lock connectors might cut costs still further.
here are the new products featured in Knoxville

LIANCE WARE, INC. Two-sided bathtub serves both bathrooms. An apron on both sides, this tub joins separate toilet and lavatory apartments, is key to Privazone system. Made of pressed steel, the two different colored aprons to match different colors in each bath. For full data, circle No. R1 on coupon on p. 236.

MINUM CO. OF AMERICA. Aluminum sheet roofing, ridge, andia. See page 119. For full data, circle No. R2 on coupon on p. 236.


ILON PRODUCTS CORP. Plastic plumbing pipe. See page 120. For data, circle No. R4 on coupon on p. 236.

W CHEMICAL CO. "Saraloy" plastic flashing is a vinyl sheet used as an adhesive. See page 127. For full data, circle No. R5 on p. 236.

PONT. New large-tube exterior paint which NAHB Research Institute believes may have a 20-year life. For full data, circle No. R6 on p. 236.

OY LAUNDRY APPLIANCES. Combination washer-dryer in a single, encounter appliance. For full data, see New Products review on page 55. For full data, circle No. R7 on coupon on p. 236.

SIDAIRE. New model dishwasher, refrigerator, garbage grinder, etc. Top burner unit, and built in oven. Also the air conditioning unit. Complete line detailed in New Products, NAHB, Dec '58. For data, circle No. R8 on coupon on p. 236.

GINS INDUSTRIES, INC. Hardwood tile flooring 3/4" thick. See page 130 for details on this product.

SONITE CORP. Jig for making wall panels shown on page 117. "Marlite" bath wall covering. New kitchen cabinet concept. See page 144. For data, circle No. R9 on coupon on p. 236.

SONITE CORP. Jig or making wall panels shown on page 117. Plans, circle No. R90 on coupon on p. 236.

INESOTA MINING AND MFG CO. New floor covering adhesive. For full data, circle No. R10 on coupon on p. 236.


KITCHEN shows products by Easy Laundry, Frigidaire, American Bilt­rite, Owens-Corning, Masonite, Elkay, Formica, Moen, Nutone and Mission Appliance.

ese products were also used

EMS ENGINEERING CO. Jalousie doors and windows with red­d casings, set in FABROW bucks. For full data, circle No. R17 on coupon on p. 236.

HEAT, INC. Electric resistance hot coil frame set in duct to provide warm air heat with a/c fan. For full data, circle No. R18 on p. 236.

ISOLITIDORIZED GENERAL PRODUCTS. "Veni-Flex" closet doors. For full data, circle No. R19 on coupon on p. 236.

INE CO. Round lavatory set into counter top. For full data, circle R20 on coupon on p. 236.

AY MFG CO. Stainless steel kitchen sink. For full data, circle R21 on coupon on p. 236.

ROW MFG CO. Structural door and window panels. For full data, circle R21 on coupon on p. 236.

IMICA CORP. Counter tops. For full data, circle No. R23, on p. 236.

ERAL ELECTRIC CO. Wiring devices and hardware for exper­i­mental wiring tree. For full data, circle No. R24 on coupon on p. 236.

RACE INC. Roof trusses are made with H-Brace metal connectors clip foundations. For full data, circle No. R25 on coupon on p. 236.

EPENDENT NAIL AND PACKING CO. Various types of screw­headed nails. For full data, circle No. R26 on coupon on p. 236.

McKINNEY MFG CO. Self-mortising hinges cut door hanging time. For full data, circle No. R27 on coupon on p. 236.

MISSION APPLIANCE CORP. Hot water heater. For full data, circle No. R28 on coupon on p. 236.

MOEN FAUCET CO. Faucets. For full data, circle No. R29 on p. 236.

MOHAWK FLUSH DOORS CO. Factory-built interior Masonite panels and doors. For full data, circle No. R30 on coupon on p. 236.

NUTONE, INC. Vent fans, chimes, kitchen center for mixing, blending, etc. For full data, circle No. R31 on coupon on p. 236.

ORKIN EXTERMINATING CO., INC. Termite treatment given to sub­grade. For full data, circle No. R32 on coupon on p. 236.

SANITOI, INC. Water-saving closet and sewage disposal system. Detailed on page 120. For full data, circle No. R33 on coupon on p. 236.

US PLYWOOD CORP. Roof sheathing. For full data, circle No. R34 on coupon on p. 236.

VISKING CO. Polyethylene vapor barrier. For full data, circle No. R35 on coupon on p. 236.

WASCO PRODUCTS, INC. Laminated acrylic shower doors and decorative sliding doors. For full data, circle No. R36 on coupon on p. 236.

YALE & TOWNE MFG CO. Exterior door locksets and bath accessories. For full data, circle No. R37 on coupon on p. 236.
In its South Bend Research House

NAHB goes all out for factory-made components

From sill plate to ridge cap this research house was made in the factory.
It was not built, it was assembled at the site from a series of prefabricated components.

Basic element of the house is a sandwich panel (Koppers) made of plywood and foamed styrene. This panel is used for exterior walls, is a major element of the roof, and is used for interior partitions. The logic of the panel is simple: A single unit made of just two materials, it replaces the usual seven or more separate, hand-fitted layers of a conventional wall or the seven layers of a conventional roof.

Because the panels are used for exterior walls and roof and interior partitions, this house could not have been built if it had not been carefully designed to fit a standard module. It is built to the basic 4' module (see H&H, Sept '58), though some half-module (2') and quarter-module (1') panels are used.

Careful design assured that the precisely-made panels would fit precisely. (It is easy to cover a 1/4" gap left in conventional construction, but there is no good way to hide gaps caused by inexact dimensioning when you use panels.

Even in this first experiment, the advantages of this kind of component building are obvious; the house was close in (wall panels up and roof assembled) in only 35 man-hours. And not only does this type of house reduce the labor time needed, it reduces the level of labor skill required.
ACTORY-MADE PANEL has core of expanded polystyrene glued to wood faces. Panel must be factory-made because it must be made in a huge press and high-pressure steam is required to foam plastic. All exterior wall panels were 3” thick, 8’ high, 4’ or 2’ wide.

Factory-made exterior panels are light, strong, complete

Each exterior wall panel weighs less than 100 lbs, can easily be set in place by two men. Yet, in tests at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, they withstood loads in excess of 4,000 lbs per lineal ft (well in excess of FHA’s MPS requirements for a stud wall).

Projected cost of these panels: 60¢ a sq ft.

Section starts with exterior wall panels and temporary bracing. Outside face of panel is nailed through to sill plate. Inside face is fastened down with sheet-metal anchors (see detail above).

Nailed spline joint between panels is caulked. Sashless window (Pierson) is used for window panels. Window jambs are structural members running full height of panel.

Window and door panels fit precisely with solid panels on module. Battens are glued and nailed over panel joints. Foam in panel provides moisture barrier, gives walls a U factor of 0.09. Total heat loss through walls and roof is a low 54,000 btu. Slab is insulating concrete (see p 130), made like all of Place’s new slabs (see H&H, June ’58).

AHB’s use of the factory-made components is big news

It is big news because it promotes the idea that one of the best ways to fight high costs is to build as much as possible of the house in a factory, as little as possible at the site. It is big news because it promotes the idea that another best way is to fight high costs is to build with the best pieces that can conveniently be handled. These panels were made in Kopper’s pilot plant, but chances are good that they will be available soon. FHA has OK’d them for roof and partition use, and acceptance for exterior-wall, load-bearing use is pending. (Other similar panels may soon be on the market: National Homes has been experimenting with several metal-faced panels; see H&H Dec ’57. And a major manufacturer hopes to announce shortly a new factory-made load-bearing panel for roofs and walls; see H&H next month.)
**Factory-made roof sections offer revolutionary new roof**

This roof system is probably one of the simplest ever devised. It uses only three basic components (see drawing above). These components are all prefabricated and highly engineered, assemble quickly and easily, and provide structure, interior ceiling, insulation, vapor barrier, and exterior skin.

Two plywood box girders (1 on drawing above) are the main roof support. The 18' panels (2) are also structural and they form a cathedral ceiling inside. The aluminum sheet roofing (3)—also used in Knoxville—makes a permanent, heat-reflecting outer skin that goes on fast, actually "floats" on the roof panels. Aluminum needs room to expand so roofing is fastened to batten bars which can move on series of clips which hold them to the roof panels.

Panels were used to make unusual carport (see page 11).

**Panelized girder sections** are light enough to be manhandled into position. Male end (above) joins female end of next section to make joint over bearing partition.

**Roof panels**, all 4'x18' and 4" thick, weigh only 190 lbs. 1 end of panels cantilever past girder to ridge line, reduce tensile stress in main span of panel.
Nailed spline connects adjacent panels. All splines must be milled to exact size to avoid a too-loose or too-tight fit (dimension lumber can vary + or −¾").

Aluminum roofing goes on in 4' wide sheets, 18' long. Roofing is .019” thick, now costs less than 20¢ a sq ft installed, might cost only 13¢ with volume, maker (Alcoa) says.

Hand riveting tool makes a watertight connection of sheet roofing to batten bar in one motion. Roofing and batten bar expand and contract together, moving in clips shown at top.

Plastic flashing, a vinyl sheet made by Dow Chemical, is applied in minutes. Roof and vent are coated with adhesive; holes cut in vinyl and it is pulled over stack, smoothed in place.

Ridge cap closes over weatherstripping (black line above) and caulk. This roofing must be pre-engineered because cutting and fitting in the field is costly.

This new roof system may be a big cost-cutter

Because it is assembled, simply and logically, from a small number of big parts, it offers the possibility of great savings in erection time.

These savings are not dependent on using the whole system. You can get part of the saving by using any one of the three basic elements. The aluminum roofing can prove its worth on any type of production house (as in the knoxville house). The roof panels can let you realize the theoretical savings of a cathedral ceiling and roof; they provide strength, finish, insulation and low cost all in one. And the two big box girders have three distinct advantages over a single large ridge beam or girder: individually, they are lighter and easier to handle; they rest on the top framing member of the walls so there is no load on the gable; and, because spans are smaller when you use two girders, rather than one, roof framing can be lighter.
INTERIOR PARTITIONS have same basic structure as exterior panels, fit same 4’ module; but they are thinner (2”), come with several finishes.

Factory-made interior partitions cut finishing costs

Pre-finishes provide variety, cut finishing time

Simulated masonry is actually brick dust imbedded in a layer of mortar keyed to expanded polystyrene by grooves cut in core of the panel. Scoring brings out pointing. Complete panel is called Pan-L-Brik (American Cement Products). Plywood panel is prefinished. Skin of box girder at ceiling is wire-brush etched plywood.

The big modular interior partitions in the South Bend house went up quickly and easily (see above), and required minimum of finishing and joint treatment.

The partitions require a minimum of finishing because 1) the drywall or plywood faces are glued to the panel core so there are no nail heads to cement, 2) plywood faces are pre-finished in the plant, 3) “brick” faces—like the one in photo at left—are made as an integral part of the panel (see description below, left).

The partitions require a minimum of joint treatment because only the drywall faced panels need to be taped and cemented, the others are left with a barely visible expose joint. By the same token, only the drywall panels require painting (although a new vinyl wall covering by Dow was applied to the panels of some rooms as a test).

As shown in drawing above, partitions are fastened at the bottom with sheet-metal anchors nailed to screeds set in the slab. They are fastened at the top to a nailer which in turn is fastened to a ceiling panel.

The 2” thickness of the panels dictated a surface-mounting approach to wiring, plumbing, and accessories. For example, the wall-hung toilets (opposite) were “hung” from steel Ts imbedded in the slab; since normal X-brace hange could clearly not be mounted in the panel. Doors (opposite) were surface-mounted, extend full height to the ceiling; avoid framing over the door. Cabinets and outlet wires were also surface-mounted. (The leads to the baseboard were run in panel-edge chases, shown in drawing above.)
Wall-hung toilet gets strong support from the slab, not from the panel

The problem of hanging the toilet was solved by welding metal channel into two big Ts and imbedding the tops (upside down) in the slab. This system is just as strong as the standard hangers for wall-hung toilets, which require a frame wall construction much thicker than the thin sandwich panels used for interior walls in this house. Bolts to hold the bowl were fastened through panel to upright legs of Ts in scored-out section at bottom of panel. Exposed vent stack is angled into next room, covered by wall cabinet there.

Photos: H&H Staff

Surface-mounted doors eliminate cutting and fitting

All of the door openings are formed by simply leaving out a panel. The doors do not fit into the opening; they cover it. Thus, the opening (left photo) does not have to be exactly square. The 8’ high doors eliminate need for a panel section above the door head. Weatherstrip (center photo) helps sound-proof the door. Center and right photos show hardware (Stanley), “Refrigerator-type” latches require no knobs, need just a touch to open or close. Thumb latch in strike plate locks door.

Surface mounted cabinets and wiring cut installed cost

Medicine cabinet above is screwed to plywood panel skin. Use of sandwich panels also forced wiring out of walls—and so made installation easier. The edges of the partitions have a chase behind the spline, for wiring drops to switch boxes at panel edges and baseboard outlet strip (photo above) fastened to bottom edge of panels.

The partitions emphasize two important lessons

The first lesson is in the economics of pre-finishing. When pre-finished partitions are set in place, the job is complete. There is no need for fussy, time-consuming on-site finishing (in the shop, panels can be spray- or flow-coated at a fraction of the cost of on-site work.)

The second lesson is in the economics of surface mounting. The 2” thickness of the partitions forced surface mounting in this house, but the advantages are apparent even if you use conventional frame construction. For example, when you use a surface-mounted ceiling height door, there is no need to frame in a piece of wall over the door with cripples and doubled-up studs. A door can be mounted to close against an opening in any kind of wall. And using the slab to “hang” a wall-hung toilet can cut the added expense of bigger framing members which you need in most wall-hung plumbing partitions. The vent stack can be covered with a cabinet.
HIGGINS HARDWOOD FLOOR TILES used in both the South Bend (photos above) and the Knoxville Research Houses, are 9" square and ½" thick. They are solid (not laminated) pieces made from an African hardwood. (The wood comes from trees which grow 120' tall without branches, so knotholes are not a problem.) The wood is literally stretched (during the process it grows more than 1" in 10") and dried so that it is permanently larger across the grain than in its natural state.

Thus, maker says, it can absorb moisture without changing size. A baked-on finish resists greases, water, most solvents, fruit juices, etc. The product may be applied by adhesives direct to slab or wood sub-flooring, with conventional tools. Price: competitive with the lower priced resilient floorings. Next month House & Home will report at length on this Higgins Industries product. For details, circle No. 38 on coupon on p 236.

Here are the new products featured in the South Bend

ALCOA. Aluminum sheet roofing, ridge and fascia. See story, page 126. For full data, circle No. R40 on coupon on p 236.

AMERICAN BILTRITE RUBBER CO. Amtrico Care-Free Tile. See New Products review, p 167. For full data, circle No. R41 on coupon on p 236.

AMERICAN CEMENT PRODUCTS. Pan-L-Brick accent panels prefabricated at the factory is compounded crushed brick and Portland cement. For full data, circle No. R42 on coupon on p 236.

CHRYSLER AIRTEMP. Full air conditioning system combines an 80,000 Btu output, gas fired counterflow furnace, 2-hp air cooler, and electrostatic filter. Filter system also includes activated charcoal filters and sterilizing lamp. For full data, circle No. R43 on coupon on p 236.

COLUMBUS COATED FABRICS. A wall covering made of sheet vinyl, with a slight embossing to give a feeling of depth. Several colors are available. The fabric is applied conventionally. For full data, circle No. R44 on coupon on p 236.

DOW CHEMICAL. A filament yarn still being developed by Dow as a textured wall fabric is used as the wall covering in the kitchen, bath and one bedroom of the South Bend Research House. The material, Fiber 957, was applied conventionally, first at the ceiling, then along the edges and butted before being brushed out. Not yet available commercially.

FIBERESIN PLASTICS CO. Solid panels for cabinets and counters in kitchen and dining area are molded of wood fibers and thermosetting plastic resins. Three colors used are light beige cherry, toast elm and white. For full data, circle No. R45 on coupon on p 236.

TIONAL FIBERGLAS plastic lavatory has bowl and counter top one piece. Fixtures are not included, but overflow is built in. Drain pre-drilled, but faucet holes are drilled by plumber as desired, with standard wood bit. Material is Owens-Corning Fiberglass polyester in. Size is 36" long and 21" deep, with the 4" splash at either or h ends. Eleven pastel colors are available. For full data, circle No. 9 on coupon on p 236.

Research House

PPERS CO. Exterior walls, interior partitions and roof of carport breezeway are factory-made panels of foamed styrene and plywood. See story, page 125. For full data, circle No. R47 on coupon on p 36.

KOR CARPET CO. Foam backed carpet. See New Products review, Dec '58, p 145. For full data, circle No. R48 on coupon on p 235.

SONITE CORP. A misty walnut hardboard, tempered and primed, available in grooved patterns or plain. It is used on interior doors to South Bend Research House. For full data, circle No. 49 on coupon on p 236.

INEAPOLIS-HONEYWELL REGULATOR CO. Indoor-outdoor ther­mic control. See New Products review, p 160. For full data, circle R50 on coupon on p 236.

HAWK DOOR CO. Eight-foot-high interior doors fit the standard bale of the Research House. The floor-to-ceiling height eliminates 1 for a panel over door. For full details, circle No. 51 on coupon p 236.

LECTAL CORP. subsidiary of Borg-Warner. Betocel foamed light­tight insulating concrete floor slab. For full data, circle No. R52 on coupon on p 236.

IES B SIPE & CO. Urethane paint is mixed from two ingredients at a job site. It can be brushed, sprayed or rolled. Inside coats include aler and one coat of urethane, outside coats require a sealer coat two urethane coats. For full data, circle No. R53 on coupon on p 236.

NLEY WORKS. Special hardware for surface-mounted doors, in­cluding hinges and new refrigerator-type latch and strike. Brush­hed brass. For full data, circle No. R54 on coupon on p 236.

IRLPPOOL CORP. Thirty-six-inch width of the refrigerator helps it into the 4' module of the South Bend Research House. See New Products review, page 153. For full data, circle No. R55 on coupon p 236.

These products were also used in the research house

AMERICAN-STANDARD. Kitchen sink, garbage disposer, hot water heater, bathtub and wall-hung water closet. For full data, circle No. R56 on coupon on p 236.

AMERICAN VITRIFIED PRODUCTS. Ceramic tile heat duct with accessories. For full data, circle No. R57 on coupon on p 236.

AMOS-THOMPSON. Molded kitchen drawers of high-impact polymy­rene. For full data, circle No. R58 on coupon on p 236.

UNION CARBIDE PLASTICS. Entrance closet lighting; rigid vinyl light-diffusion sheeting. For full data, circle No. R59 on coupon on p 236.

BRIDGEPORT BRASS. Copper pipe. For full data, circle No. R60 on coupon on p 236.

CONDENSATION ENGINEERING. Prefabricated Vitroliner fireplace chimney. For full data, circle No. R61 on coupon on p 236.

DURETHENE. Slab vapor barrier, 4-mil polyethylene film. For full data, circle No. R62 on coupon on p 236.

EMERSON PRYNE. "Instant Heat" infrared bathroom ceiling heater. For full data, circle No. R63 on coupon on p 236.

FRIGIDAIRE. Counter-top range and oven under range. For full data, circle No. R64 on coupon on p 236.

GENERAL ALUMINUM. Combination screen-storm doors. For full data, circle No. R65 on coupon on p 236.

INDEPENDENT NAIL. Nails for roof panel connections. For full data, circle No. R66 on coupon on p 236.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC PRODUCTS. Electrical surface-mounted base­board raceway in bedrooms. For full data, circle No. R67 on coupon on p 236.

NUTONE. Bath and kitchen exhaust fans. For full data, circle No. R68 on coupon on p 236.

OBRIEN. Interior paint. For full data, circle No. R70 on coupon on p 236.

PEASE WOODWORK CO. Pienon sashless windows. Product review, Mar June '58. For full data, circle No. R71 on coupon on p 236.

PROTECTION PRODUCTS. Woodlife preservative treatment of redwood plywood and window frames. P A R protective redwood stains. For full data, circle No. R72 on coupon on p 236.

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS. Glazing. For full data, circle No. R73 on coupon on p 236.

RUUD MFG. Sanifax dishcleaner. For full data, circle No. R74 on coupon on p 236.

SIMPSON TIMBER. "Combed" redwood batten plywood for exterior wall panels and redwood beam facing. For full data, circle No. R75 on coupon on p 236.

SQUARE D. Electrical service panel. For full data, circle No. R76 on coupon on p 236.

TRUSCON STEEL. Hollow metal exterior doors. For full data, circle No. R77 on coupon on p 236.

US GYPSUM. Sheetrock gypsum board for interior panels and dropped ceiling. For full data, circle No. R78 on coupon on p 236.

US PLYWOOD. Paniflex Bi-Fold closet doors and hardware. For full data, circle No. R79 on coupon on p 236.

WIREMOLD. Plugmold electrical surface-mounted baseboard raceway. For full data, circle No. R80 on coupon on p 236.

YALE & TOWNE. Exterior door locksets and bath accessories. For full data, circle No. R81 on coupon on p 236.
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Suggests that the breakthrough of plastics in housing may come sooner than you think

"Builders want anything in plastic that will reduce their on-site labor, because the high cost of field labor is pricing housing out of the market. We are interested in plastics not as a substitute for existing materials but as a means of building with lower labor costs."

—Builder Andrew Place, ’58 chairman of the NAHB Research Institute

"Plastics can be designed to do anything that builders want them to do."

—Charles Topping, senior architectural consultant of E. I. du Pont de Nemours and president of Building Research Institute

Building professionals who have gone farthest in research to cut their costs know they want plastics in new forms. And plastics producers know they can give them what they want, once they get specific. The question is: how soon will the housing industry get the plastics it needs in the forms it needs and at the prices it can afford to pay? What is the delay?

To explore this problem, HOUSE & HOME brought the two sides together for a two-day Round Table discussion. Invited were over 20 architects, builders, home manufacturers, construction experts, and materials dealers and nearly 50 plastics producers, distributors, university professors, and other plastics experts.

There was no attempt to reach hard and fast agreement now. There was an attempt to exchange information that can lead to agreement later.

The Round Table served the all-important purpose of showing both sides—the giant, fast-moving housing industry and the giant fast-moving plastics industry—what research and communications gaps exist. And it suggested ways they can be overcome.
Pinpointed: the biggest single problem is communication between the housing industry and the plastics industry

At the Round Table, there seemed to be little doubt that people in both industries are frustrated, as well as hopeful, about more use of plastics in house construction.

Charles Topping, president of BRI and senior architectural consultant at Dupont, stated the problem this way: “The building industry is not as attractive as it should be to the plastics industry. The virtual absence of building science makes it difficult for builders and architects to describe their needs in the precise definitions the plastics people must work with. What is needed is basic building research that will quantify the presently vaguely worded requirements.”

From the housing industry’s side of the table, NAHB’s Johnson said: “We have asked for molded bathrooms. We have gotten nine million reasons why we can’t have them. The plastics industry should get closer to the market and spend enough time and money so they can reach it.” And Builder Place pointed out: “Three years ago Dave Slipper pleaded at the bathroom Round Table for a wall-hung toilet to fit a 55½” wall. The answer was it couldn’t be done. Now we have it.” And last year 30,000 mobile homes were rolled down the road as molded, integrated units. Why do we have to stick with little pieces and parts?”

From the plastics industry’s side of the table, Wasco’s O’Morrow said: “We have liquid products that should permit spray-on application for flat decks for pitched decks. But we have only years of records. We can’t very well offer these products to builders because they want a guarantee. The first question builders ask is: ‘Where have you used it?’”

Suggested: the key to progress is cooperation

MIT’s Prof Dietz reminded the Round Table: “When concrete was first introduced to the builders, everybody tried to use it pretty much the way they had been using stone. . . . Let’s work together to select the most efficient shapes and learn to live with these shapes.”

“In other industries,” said Walton of Minnesota Mining, “new products have been developed by cooperation between our technical people and their technical people. But we have a hard time finding the technical people in your industry who can 1) provide us with technology we need, and 2) provide some promise of the volume we need to make our investment in research and development worth while.”

And, said Allied Chemicals’ Bigelow: “We can’t put up houses in laboratories the way builders do it in the field. We must experiment with the help of builders and architects.”

Monsanto’s Gigliotti explained: “The plastics industry is not competitive, like to pour stuff out, to mold it most any way you want. We are trying to take risks based on your expectations. You could have pre-wire pre-finishing, pre-roofing right through.”

Andy Place said: “There is in a lack of communication between two industries. What we need is research. This research is going to have to be done by our Builders Research Institute has over 100 members who will work with us, not as manufacturers but as clients. The builders will get an awful lot of this research. They will get the data based on the research and on what you want them used, and us full data.”
Architects and builders proposed exciting ways plastics might make houses cheaper and better

The suggestions (listed below) made at the Round Table left no doubt that plenty of architects and builders have plenty of interest in plastics—they want products ranging from replacements for existing products to entirely new systems for putting houses together. And the sooner the better—in as finished a form as possible. "Please give us plastics in finished forms—field labor costs 9¢ a minute," said Andy Place, reflecting most builders' main interest: lower labor costs.

Here are some of the Round Table's ideas:

**The roof is wide open for use of plastics," said Builder G. E. Medford. "Little has been done about improving the roof in 30 years. We pay 85¢ a sq ft for a cathedral roof. If we could get something in plastics that will span 40' and go up in units 10' or 12' long, we would have a welcome material."

**Pre-stressed plastic bends," Architect John Highland said, "would help enclose larger areas. We want a bent giving us a 20' or 30' span, hinged at the center and giving us a side support and roof support with no problem of flashing at the joint."

**New shapes are entirely feasible for houses," Builder Martin Bartling said. "We could even take bubbles if the cost was right. But if the new shapes are equal or higher in cost you will find no more conservative customer than a builder."

**We want big pieces," Andy Place insisted. "How about walls 30' long? Anybody can rent a lift. There's no problem."**

**Plumbing offers a tremendous possibility," said Bob Schmitt. "Present requirements say plumbing must be buried in the walls forever, so materials and workmanship must withstand extreme tests. With plastics you might make everything exposed, so you would have no long-term need for leak-proofing."

**Plastics can give us an entirely new concept in plumbing," Architect Ed Fickett said. "It offers much more than simply another way to make connections. If we're going to plumb the way we have the last 50 years, the heck with it." (For more on plastic plumbing, see next page and page 114.)

**Luminous ceilings that are also acoustical are needed," said Architect John Highland. "So are kitchen cabinets with acoustical laminates. We certainly need brighter colors that will be permanent. We want outside patio floors that are stable in dimensions and have permanent color. We need flush doors that don't warp."

"We want an adhesive with some wonderful qualities," said Small Homes Council's Rudy Jones. "It must be mold resistant. It should have casein's gap-filling quality. It should be non-irritant to the worker. It has to be weather-proof. It must adhere to woods with varying moisture content, have a working time of one to two hours. Cure in four to eight hours at temperatures of 40° or above, and require only the handling pressure we get with nails or staples. It should have great strength and a rigid joint."

"Transparent plastic cocoons might save some of the 5% of bathtubs and lavatories now damaged on the job," said Dave Slipher.

Some of their ideas sound blue-sky

"Why not soft walls?" asked Architect George Nelson. "We got to playing with this idea and it could lead to a totally different wiring system." But he added: "Architects and industrial designers must have a built-in right to fail in any real experiments using plastics in houses."

"We want foams to spray on the floor so we have resilient floors," said Place. "Why can't we spray on 20 mils? And why can't we have a plate seal that will also check termites?"

"A 'sprayed plastic that can be placed as a continuous skin' was urged by Architect Paul Kirk. "It might be done on a wire shield or skin and would have no joints."

Plastics experts said that many of the things the architects and builders asked for already exist. For example...
Experts said the housing industry will soon have low-cost plastic pipe

Building professionals at the Round Table said they want flexible plastic pipes more than almost anything else—because plumbing is one of their biggest problems. Plastics manufacturers said: 1) these pipes have been developed, and 2) they should be not only cheaper to buy but also cheaper to install.

Two reasons more plastic pipe is not in use: there still plenty of code problems, and the plastics industry has not done much to promote its use in houses.

Here is what the architects and builders learned:

"Plastic pipe for cold water is already here," said William Cruse of the Society of Plastics Industry. "It is extensively used in California. In Pomona, thousands of houses have water supply lines made of cellulose acetate butyrate. California's Public Utilities Commission has redrafted its plumbing code to make this pipe easy to use. And Wisconsin has amended its code the same way, for rural areas."

"Plastic pipe for hot water supply—in the easy-to-use form builders want it and at a low price per foot or pound—has also been developed. "We have it," said the plastic people. "But," they added in the same breath, "you can't have it yet."

Here is how National Tube's Anderson described the product:

"It is or will be heat-resistant enough to carry hot water up to 180° or even 212° under pressure. A half-dozen firms are making real progress. Joining—with solvent cementing—is simple. It has been established once and for all the plastics we are using are not toxic. Health authorities will probably give you no trouble on it for carrying potable water. Soon, it will not be any more expensive than plastic pipe suitable for low-temperature water. It will sell for a lot less than copper."

When it was pointed out the building industry might provide a market roughly equal to 75% of the plastic industry's present pipe volume, he implied the price might drop even lower.

On the subject of testing, Anderson said: "In determining how long this pipe will last, data from really short-run tests are practically meaningless. The only way to test the life of these hot-water pipes is to conduct long-life tests."

Boester made this point: "We know now what plastic pipe can stand under ranges of temperature and pressure. We could use the pipe now by installing a pressure-temperature relief valve, set well below the characteristics of the chosen pipe, at the hot-water heater. For extra protection, we could install two in parallel—which is just what we've done in the Knoxville Research House" (p 114).

Various plastics experts did indicate that the pipe might be widely available within a year. Until now, it has been used without guarantees and almost wholly in experimental houses.

Plastic sewer mains in the streets are also being used in California, said Cruse. "And they have a cost advantage. This pipe is 6" in diameter. Its cost advantage is in installation, length of service and corrosion resistance."

This disadvantage of plastic lines was conceded by Anderson: "While they will take the most violent chemicals used for cleaning, you could chop right through the side of the pipe if you used mechanical cleaners to unstop clogged lines."

Said Place: "We could handle this kind of plumbing like an automobile motor. You can change sparkplugs in a car. We probably could do the same thing with plastic pipes."

FHA's Neil Connor made it clear that his agency will not insist forever that plumbing last for the life of a house. "If you can pull these pipes out easily at the end of five or ten years, and snare it back in easily, that's okay. We don't insist on a 20 or 30-year paint period, for example. There's an allowance in the valuation process for these things."

To learn the status of plastic panels and to see what experts think about plastics' acceptance turn to p 210

BOESTER: Perforated plastic pipe is excellent for handling sewage. It might solve a big problem for septic tank systems.

HAERG: Mechanical items represent 18% to 20% of the costs in a house. This is the greatest potential.

STEHL: We will have plastic pipes for hot water in a year or two and I think we'll soon have some price advantage, too—either in initial cost or in-place cost.

GI GLIOTTI: Let's deal with closets as closets and bathrooms as bathrooms.

OMORROW: Everything you need in plastics—in fact much more than you have talked about—is available.
The plan and design of this house are based on everything we've found that spells 'sell' in today's mass market.

So says its designer—Don Scholz, Toledo builder and one of the largest prefabricators in the US. Many builders and designers who recognize Scholz's market sense and his grasp of what buyers want, are quick to follow his lead.

The Mark 59, his newest big promotion house, is significant on two counts: 1) it is a departure from the pure contemporary design of his Mark 58 (H&H, Dec '57); 2) it is a return to his best-selling "California contemporary" (5,000 sales in five years)—but with important changes in plan and design.

For a close look at the changes, turn the page.

*Four models from $14,000 to $28,000 with land.
"Here is how—and why—we changed the plan"

1. "Today's buyers want a U-shaped kitchen with an outside window"

"And," says Scholz, "they no longer want their equipment on opposite walls, as in our original kitchen (left). This was an interior, double in-line kitchen—what looks like an outside window is really a shuttered pass-through to the recreation room. In our Mark 59 (right), the kitchen is U-shaped, outside window gives a view of the front entry."

2. "Today's buyers want a big combination family room and kitchen"

"In our original model the family room (left) was open to the kitchen only through an interior window. But in our Mark 59 (right) we have combined the family room and kitchen into a big comfortable living kitchen for the whole family. This lets the housewife in on family activities, but still isolates the kitchen functions in the U-shaped work space."

Contrast in Plans (with major changes numbered), shows contemporary planning of the new model: Scholz planned the Mark 59 from the inside out—adapted his structure to a better traffic pattern, better use of space, and better separation of areas. This, he noted, added to his costs because it called for a greater variety of partitions than he used in the original model.
“Today’s buyers want their laundry in a separate area”

You put the laundry in the kitchen, you reduce kitchen cabinet size and have no room for laundry storage. If you put it in recreation room—as in our original model (left) the room is neither fish nor fowl, not wholly a living area or wholly a work area. So in the Mark 59 we put the laundry off by itself (right). This left space for a laundry closet, which women like.”

“Today’s buyers want a ‘mud room’ to keep dirt out of the house”

There was no ‘mud room’ in the original house—the service once was through the garage and into the family room. Now a ‘mud room’ with its own outside door is a top planning trend. Where to put it? Your best bet is probably in the laundry as in the Mark 59 (right). What better place to shed dirt-encrusted clothes before going on into the house?”

“Today’s buyers want bigger counters in their bathrooms”

The Mark 59 interior bathroom (right), we get space for a vanity by putting fixtures on two walls instead of on one as in the original model (left). Incidentally this change also gives us space for a big mirrored medicine cabinet and adds to the feeling of roominess in a confined area. It also permits two wash bowls—standard in our four-bedroom model.”

“Today’s buyers no longer want wide-open planning”

In planning, with the kitchen open to the formal dining living areas as in our original model (left), was popular years after the war. Now it’s deader than a dodo. People want their formal dining and living area shut off from the kitchen as we have it in the Mark 59 (right). The one exception: the family room should open to the kitchen.”
"We feature colonial details in front—and open the rear for outdoor living"

“It is almost impossible to sell pure contemporary in today’s mass market,” Scholz claims. "Contemporary ideas like studio ceilings, glass gable ends, and indoor-outdoor living are more popular than ever. But colonial details outsell clean simplicity, 100 to 1."

Many architects will none the less frown on Scholz’s mixture of traditional and contemporary details. These critics argue that good design must be “all of a piece.” They pick to the traditional door next to the contemporary glass gable end of the Mark 59 (photo, right) as an example of two compatible features.

“But,” says Scholz, “this is what home buyers want. Far as I’m concerned, it’s a matter of people’s preference not designers’ dogma.”
Scholz is also helping builders more merchandising help.

He says how he is making merchandising easier for his builder-dealers:

He is making it easier for builders to furnish model houses

Scholz dealers will be able to finance purchases of furnishings from three companies (Broyhill, Bigelow-Sanford, Celanese) at about one-third of retail prices.

Furnishing cost per model will be roughly $1,500 or, if financed over 24 months, $80 a month ($95 in the West).

Builders will get a choice of three furnishing packages. Each will include furniture and carpeting for the living room, dining room, family room, and one bedroom (Scholz suggests leaving two bedrooms unfurnished to hold down costs.)

Scholz will also send out accessories (ash trays, china, pictures, etc.) "to give the house a lived-in look."

He is making it easier for builders to promote model houses

Three consumer magazines (McCall's, House & Garden, Living for Young Homemakers) will publish different Scholz models in the late spring. The plan is for each to list builder names and model-house locations. Local stores handling Broyhill furniture will tie in with promotion.

At least 15 makers of brand-name building products are expected to join Scholz in national advertising. Several plan to feature Scholz houses on network TV with local break-ins to give directions for reaching nearby models.
Trade-in and trade-up—

The 100 billion $$$$$$$ key to better homes for everybody

EDITORIAL

"The biggest help we still need from Congress and the President is a financing tool to make it easy for home owners to trade-up to better homes by trading in their present homes, just as car buyers trade in their old cars.

"That tool need not cost the taxpayers a penny, but it could easily triple the sale of better new homes.

"We cannot raise the American standard of housing through trade-up as long as the Government puts needless restrictions on the trade-in financing that make trade-in almost unworkable in housing.

So says Nels Severin, President of the National Association of Home Builders, and he is quite right.

But too few men in Congress, too few in the Administration (and too few in the housing industry, for that matter) seem to understand why trade-in and trade-up are so important; and too few seem to understand how little change in Federal legislation and Federal regulations is needed to make trade-in and trade-up easy.

Until we get these small changes, most of the millions of families who can now afford much better homes will go on living where they are. But once we get these changes, these millions of families can start trading up, each moving to a better home as he using its equity in the old house to provide a more-than-adequate down payment on a better home.

In other industries trade-in and trade-up are easy, because other industries can get close to 100% floor financing for their trade-inventories.

But the housing industry is hamstrung with unique restrictions that put lower limits on 30-day credit for a builder's trade-house inventory than on 30-year permanent mortgages. For example, FHA can insure 30-year mortgages for 97% of value, but it can insure trade-in financing for only 70.07% of value. The Federal Savings & Loans can make 90% amortized mortgages for 25 years, but only 60% short term loans on trade-ins; and the national banks, which provide nearly 100% floor financing for trade-in cars, are forbidden to put up more than 662/3% for short term loans on trade-in houses.

Very few builders and very few realtors have the working capital to put up 30% to 40% cash to handle trades. Very few can affor
to tie up in an old house three or four times the profit they hope to make on the new house. And the Federal tax collectors often make the problem worse by taxing away 52% of the new house profit before the builder can get that profit out of the house he took in trade.

We have never heard anyone defend the discriminatory restrictions on trade-in financing for houses. We do not believe anyone supports them. And we hope the Administration and Congress will take effective action to end this unfairness as soon as Congress meets.

Here are the five simple changes we need

1. Amend the national bank laws to let national banks offer 80% short term floor financing for trade-in houses, just as they can now offer 80%-or-better floor financing for used cars.

2. Let the S&L invest a limited percentage of their funds in short term unamortized 80% loans not only on separate trade-in houses but also on a builder's or realtor's revolving inventory of trade-in houses placed in a trust. This is perhaps the most essential change, for most trades will have to be financed locally and the S&Ls provide well over half of all local financing and well over half of all financing for used houses.

3. Let FHA base its trade-in financing insurance on FHA's appraisal of the house, instead of the builder's acquisition cost, which must almost always be 10% or 15% less than the re-sale price to give him a minimum margin for his selling, re-financing, and carrying costs. Otherwise, FHA trade-in financing will still make the builder put at least 29.93% of the valuation into the deal—which is far more money than most builders can afford to tie up in a trade.

4. Let FHA streamline its trade-in procedure to cut the cost of making two mortgages where one would do. To that end, just permit a simple substitution on the permanent mortgage for the trade-in house with 15% held in escrow until a buyer is found for it. (Today two separate mortgages are needed—one permanent mortgage for the buyer, one temporary mortgage for the builder for 15% less.)

5. Amend the Revenue Act so a builder will no longer have to pay the Federal tax on his new house profit until he can get his cash out of the trade-in house.

This five-point program was developed and unanimously approved by a Round Table of industry leaders sponsored by HOUSE & HOME. The five changes will not end the housing industry's shortage of mortgage money, but they will start unfreezing all the equity money needed for a housing advance beyond our fondest dreams—a housing advance so broad, so deep, so long, that it could carry the whole American economy onward and upward in its sweep, a housing advance so strong and dynamic that it could assure many years of prosperity and full employment for everyone, for . . .

Home owners have 100 billion $$$$$$$ equity frozen in their present homes

This hundred billion $$$$$$$ is far more equity money than these home owners need to live in the kind of homes they live in now. With maximum financing it is at least ten times the equity money
they would need to buy all their present homes FHA. It is twice the
equity money they would need to buy all their present homes
20% down.

This hundred billion $$$$$$ is all the equity money we need to
let every American family trade up to a far better home. It is all
the equity money we need for ten million new quality homes—
quality homes costing $17,500 or more.

But until the Federal Government makes it less difficult for home
owners to unfreeze their excess equities and re-use them to trade
up, most of the families who can now afford to buy much better
new houses and much better old houses will have to go on living
where they are. In brief:

Until we can unfreeze
this 100 billion $$$$$$

1 The home builders will have to go on seeking a large part of their sales
from first-time buyers; most of them young couples without much money;
young couples whose incomes are still too small to carry a quality house.

2 The home builders will have to pass up most of the sales they could and
should be making to second-time buyers—including most of the sales
they could and should be making to the 8 million presently under-housed
families who can now afford to pay $17,500 plus.

3 The home builders will have to sell new shelter on terms to families with
below-average incomes instead of selling new comfort and happiness and
better living on terms to families with above-average incomes (the non-
farm average is now about $5,600).

4 Other industries will continue to sell circles around the homebuilding
industry in competition for the growing consumer-dollar; housing will
continue to get a smaller and smaller share of the family budget; and
the American standard of housing will continue to lag further and further
behind the meteoric climb in the rest of the American standard of living.

Every other big durable goods industry finds its best prospects
among present owners trading up. Nearly nine new cars in ten
are sold on trade-ins to present owners who want something new
and better. That's why the auto industry has been able to upgrade
its product every year. That's why the American standard for cars
has raced ahead of the American standard for homes.

Owning a car makes it twice as easy to buy a new and better car,
but owning a house makes it twice as hard to buy a new and better
house—because we still don't have a good trade-in plan.

That is why the home builders find the present homeowner their
toughest prospect instead of their easiest sale. And that is why the
home builders are still stuck in the low-priced market, trying to sell
shelter in stripped-down models to first-time buyers instead of selling
better, easier, and happier living to second-time buyers in quality
houses packed with the new sales appeals that could and should
make yesterday's house as obsolete as yesterday's car. /END
The American Institute of Architects announces its fourth annual

HOMES FOR BETTER LIVING AWARDS

As in 1956, and 1957, and 1958, House & Home and thirteen national organizations associated with the housing industry, listed below, will cooperate with the AIA in the Awards. This year, for the first time, they will be joined by McCall's Magazine.

This year, as in the past three programs, awards will be made to the best custom-built and builder-produced houses designed by a registered architect and erected during the past three years in one section of the US.

Here are the principal conditions:

You must send in your entry slips by March 31, 1959.

Your entry must be postmarked before midnight, May 1, 1959.

The house must be designed by a registered architect (but it may be submitted by the builder, owner, or architect with the approval of the others).

And you must follow the program rules (printed in part below) which will be sent to you when you send your entry slips.

The award-winning houses will be given the widest publicity: They will be exhibited at the AIA Convention in New Orleans and at the Octagon in Washington. They will be published in House & Home. They will be publicized on radio and TV and in the national and local press.

For 1959 the area is the South.

The houses will be chosen by a distinguished jury of architects, builders, land planners and the editors of House & Home and McCall's Magazine.

Last year the jury for custom houses included: John Burchard, Dean, School of Humanities, MIT; Alexander Cochran, AIA; Percival Goodman, AIA; Olindo Grossi, AIA, dean of architecture, Pratt Institute; Mary Hamman, Modern Living Editor, LIFE Magazine; Morris Ketchum, Jr., AIA; and P. I. Prentice, Editor & Publisher, House & Home Magazine. For merchant-built houses, the jury included: Neil Connor, AIA, director of architectural standards, FHA; John Dickerman, Executive Director, NAHB; Leonard Haeger, AIA, HOUSE & HOME consultant; Carl Koch, AIA; Arthur Piper, associate editor, HOUSE & HOME; Chloethiel W. Smith, AIA.

Some of the award winning houses from earlier years are shown at the right.

Cooperating Associations:

American Bankers Association
American Institute of Decorators
American Society of Landscape Architects
Institute of Life Insurance
Mortgage Bankers Association of America
National Association of Home Builders
National Association of Mutual Savings Banks
National Association of Real Estate Boards
National Retail Lumber Dealers Association
Home Manufacturers Association
Producers' Council, Inc.
US Savings & Loan League
US Chamber of Commerce

Here are the rules in part:

The houses submitted must be built since January 1956 and located in: Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas.

Awards will be made in two major categories:

1. Houses designed specifically for an individual owner, divided according to size:
   a. Under 1,600 sq ft of living space.
   b. Between 1,600 sq ft and 2,800 sq ft of living space.
   c. Over 2,800 sq ft of living space.

2. Houses designed for a merchant builder and sold speculatively, divided into three classes:
   a. Under $15,000.
   b. $15,000 to $20,000.
   c. Over $20,000.

All notifications of entry shall be submitted on an entry slip like that printed on p 238, accompanied by a check for $10 for each house entered. Mail to "Homes for Better Living Awards," c/o American Institute of Architects, 1735 New York Ave, NW, Washington 6, DC. A separate entry slip shall be submitted for each project entered. Additional slips are available from the AIA, HOUSE & HOME, and McCall's Magazine.

All entries must comply with the regulations listed in the program. The program is also available from the sponsor and the principal participants, and will be sent automatically to anyone submitting an entry slip.

Send in your entry slip today. Use the coupon on p 207 or write to the American Institute of Architects, 1735 New York Avenue, NW, Washington, DC
BH&G's 1959 IDEA HOME will be built throughout the country by builders who want to share in the magazine’s big Idea Home promotion. For the first time since the start of the Idea Home program in 1953, BH&G will offer builders a choice of a pilot model (above) and three variations. The pilot model has 1,730 sq ft of living space: the variations, 1,915 sq ft, 1,712 sq ft, and 1,383 sq ft. Exteriors can all be varied for traditional or contemporary preferences. Each model planned around a living-working core and for outdoor living.

Here’s how to get in on a 1959 magazine house

Rodney McCay Morgan

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING'S 1959 HOUSE is a prefabricated model tied in with the “Live Better Electrically” program. Like BH&G’s Idea Home, it offers its builders a chance to benefit from national promotion. The two-level house is particularly suited to a sloping site, also has plenty of outdoor areas: the grade-floor recreation room to a terrace through sliding glass doors; the upper floor has a stone patio off the living-dining area. Other features: covered from carport to entry, storage room at back of carport.
**Better Homes & Gardens’ 1959 Idea Home Program**

Pick the plan and style you like from four scale models on display at BH&G’s NAHB show booth. You can sign up for the program there or write to BH&G, Meredith Publishing Co, Des Moines, Iowa.

What’s in it for you? BH&G will give you: 1) “Coordinator’s Promotion Guide”—a timetable on promoting the Idea House from the time you break ground to the model opening; 2) “Builder-Store Promotion Kit”—with newspaper, radio and TV releases, tent cards, merchandise stickers, tags, posters and mailers; 3) personal promotion and merchandising help at local level; 4) full-scale editorial takeout in BH&G’s September issue with names of participating builders, addresses of all Idea Homes; 5) “Decorating-Merchandising Ideas Booklet”—for stores that will work on furnishing your model.

**Parents’ 10th Annual Builders’ Competition**

You submit your own house, get promotion help if it wins. Contest’s theme: “The Best Homes for Families with Children.”

Your entry must be owner-occupied by a family with one or more children, must have been built or sold between July 1, 1958 and June 30, 1959. Judges select up to 10 Merit Award houses and, from them, two National Merit Award winners. For full details, visit Parents’ NAHB show booth, or write: Builders’ Competition for Merit Awards, Parents’ Magazine, 52 Vanderbilt Ave, New York 17.

What’s in it for you? If you win an award, you’ll get a Certificate of Merit, posters, displays, seal insignia, banners, radio copy, signs and suggested ad layouts. If your house is one of the two National Award winners, it will be published in an early 1960 issue of Parents’, and a $500 check will be sent on your behalf to any nonsectarian child welfare organization you select.

**McCall’s Home Certification Program**

You enter your house in this program, get merchandising help if it qualifies. Your entry should include some features that women delegates to McCall’s annual Congress on Better Living say they want in a house. Judges: a panel of architects and magazine editors. For entry blanks and details, visit McCall’s NAHB show booth, or write: Director, Home Certification Program, McCall’s, 230 Park Ave, New York 17.

What’s in it for you? If your house qualifies, you’ll receive: a handsome parchment certificate for posting in your model, tent cards telling about recommended features in your house, weatherproofed site and traffic signs, ad copy, and—if your house is published by McCall’s—giveaway reprints of the article.

**American Home’s “Best House for the Money” Competition**

You can enter your house in this contest if you are in one of 18 states picked by American Home because they account for 80% of all new house construction. Judges select three houses from each of the 18 states; the magazine’s readers then narrow the choice down to a final winner from each state. By means of special magazine inserts, readers vote only on houses from their home states. For full details and entry blanks, visit American Home’s NAHB show booth, or write: Hubbard Cobb, Building Editor, American Home, 300 Park Ave, New York 22.

What’s in it for you? If your house is one of the three selected from your state, you’ll be awarded a special plaque by an American Home editor at a dinner in your home town where you can cash in on publicity at local and state levels. You’ll also receive giveaway folders, road signs, counter cards. If your house is one of the 18 final winners, it will be shown in an early 1960 issue of American Home.

**Good Housekeeping’s “Live Better Electrically” Promotion**

If you want to build the prefab shown at left write to Good Housekeeping, 57th St and 8th Ave, New York 19.

What’s in it for you? You’ll be able to buy a complete furniture-decorating package—assembled by Good Housekeeping editors—at “substantial savings.” You’ll be mentioned in the magazine’s June issue when the house will be featured in color. And you’ll get a complete promotion kit personalized to your requirements in your own community.
The roof is important INSIDE this house.

Architect Mario Corbett used it for more than simple shelter against the rain and the sun.

What Corbett did with the roof gives an extra dimension to the whole interior of this rustic but highly sophisticated house. Ceilings follow the gentle slope; and, in the family room (photo opposite), Corbett heightened the dramatic effect by piercing the roof with skylights. To give scale to the high ceilings, low decks intersect each room.

The roof also ties together the rambling plan. Instead of chopping up the roof to fit every offset in the plan (below), Corbett let it sweep out to a nearly continuous eave line. This simple shape is not only better looking, it costs less to build. And it integrates indoor and outdoor living areas because it covers both in an unbroken plane.

**TERRACE** in front of the house is sheltered by the beams used to frame the roof. Fence at rear screens a private garden which opens off the master-bedroom sleeping porch.

**PLAN** is zoned into parents and children's areas, separated by and entrance hall. Beyond roofed terrace outside family room of plan to left) is a swimming pool and sheltered garden.
FAMILY ROOM is made exciting and spacious by soaring ceiling, which contrasts with horizontal redwood on walls and deck (upper left).
ENTRY opens onto front terrace. Fixed window brightens the hall, gives a glimpse of terrace and mountains beyond. Sculptured panel is recessed into heavy door.

LIVING ROOM (right), like other rooms, has sloped ceiling. Low deck, at rear, extends over fireplace and cabinets. Translucent doors at left open to large balcony overlooking distant mountains.

CENTRAL HALLWAY connects family room (foreground) and children's bedrooms with living room (at rear) and master bedroom suite. Low deck defines circulation areas, lends human scale and contrasts with high ceilings.
On the following pages you will find reviews of 284 new products —a first look at the building products market for 1959.

Some of these new products may let you make major changes in the way you build your houses. Some others are brand new improvements on familiar products you now use. Still others will do jobs for you that you have never been able to do before.

There is better packaging to help your merchandising; more complete finishing to save you labor. Across the board, you'll find better quality to help you put more livability and value into the houses you design and build.

This is the sort of information you will want in your files. Here it is collected in one 30-page package. But you may want more information about many specific products and this you can get easily by checking and mailing the coupon on page 236. To help you find what you want to know, the reviews are organized in the following sections:

- Kitchens .................................................. page 152
- Air Conditioning ........................................... 156
- Heating ....................................................... 158
- Heating Accessories ....................................... 160
- Interiors ....................................................... 162
- Doors ......................................................... 164
- Flooring ....................................................... 166
- Bathrooms ................................................... 168
- Bathrooms ................................................... 214
- Ceilings ....................................................... 216
- Exteriors ..................................................... 218

And there's more to come. In the next few months H & H will feature product areas not covered in this issue: power tools, sliding glass doors, construction equipment, electrical fittings, etc. And other product categories for which space was short this month will be reviewed again in early issues.
In kitchens for 1959 the warmth of wood is being added to the straight-lined look the appliance makers introduced two years ago. Door and drawer fronts are smooth and unbroken, hardware is hidden or inconspicuous. In high-style higher-priced cabinets like those made by St. Charles (below) or Mutschler (H&H, July '58) the clean line is given an airy off-the-floor look. In appliances, the trend is to more automatic operation, simpler controls, easier access to working parts. (See also, H&H, Dec. '58).

This new kitchen is clean lined, off-the-floor

It is made up from modern styled units in St Charles' flexible line of custom assembled kitchens. The cabinets are steel, the doors wood in your choice of woods and finishes. Special built-ins from St Charles include the “clean-up” island with its auxiliary sink, sliding shelves in base cabinets, blender and mixer unit, etc. Other St Charles kitchens are made in traditional and provincial styles. None of these kitchens a stock items; all are custom assembled to meet specific orders.

St Charles Mfg, St Charles, Ill.
For details, check No. 1 on coupon, p 2

Brammer Kitchens are introducing their new Sheer Line cabinets in two new finishes, driftwood and platinum. The lines of the cabinets are planned to match the straight lines of current appliances. Doors and drawer fronts are flush; hardware is pewter finished.

Brammer Mfg, Davenport, Iowa.
For details, check No. 5 on coupon, p 236

Beautycraft wood kitchens for 1959 have flush, warproof doors with birch fronts. Non-warp drawers have smooth working drawer slides. Cabinets are offered with a choice of hardware and finish at competitive prices.

Beautycraft Kitchens, Baltimore.
For details, check No. 2 on coupon, p 236

Scheirich kitchens are made in modular sizes, have select bird door fronts, hardwood frames and drawer fronts. Doors are ½” hollowcore. All joints are glued and nailed, many with mortise and tenon. Hinges are semiconcealed.

For details, check No. 3 on coupon, p 236

“Country Kitchen” is the name given early American styled cabinets by Major Line. Cabinets are made of native red alder in a nutmeg finish; door and drawer pulls are antique copper. Units are shop assembled, shipped in cartons, priced slightly below birch.

Major Line Prods, Hoquiam, Wash.
For details, check No. 6 on coupon, p 236

Kitchen Maid is introducing a new line of cabinets at the NAHB show. Base units will be in cinnamon fruitwood finish with brass hardware. Also available: nutmeg, cherry, birch, and walnut or enamel in six colors.

Kitchen Maid Corp, Andrews, Ind.
For details, check No. 4 on coupon, p 236

New Nevamar kitchens are designed to meet builder specifications. Dray and door fronts are plastic laminates mocha walnut. Interiors are painted in multicolor paint. The new kitchen brand named Winn-Maid, will cost 35% less than standard units.

Nevamar Kitchens, Odenton, Md.
For details, check No. 7 on coupon, p...
Nestinghouse line features engineering developments

Nestinghouse line features engineering developments

is refrigerators (left) have new color
trols to judge meat preservation; its
trols to judge meat preservation; its
angles (center) control roasting by the
imperature of the meat; its laundries
re more versatile but simpler to con-

Yorktowne's Classic cabinets have a
eW 5-coat fruitwood finish. No drawer
ulls are visible, the drawers work as
ternal sliding shelves. Doors have
ied panels, drawers are diamond cut,
ll hardware is concealed.

Colonial Products, Dallastown, Pa.
or details, check No. 9 on coupon, p 236

Long-Bell wood cabinets are made
in a 3" module to fit both old and new
itches. 1959 units will have deeper
drawers, new drawer fronts, new
ides, new metal and nylon gliding
elves, magnetic catches.

Long-Bell, Longview, Wash.
or details, check No. 12 on coupon, p 236

I-XL is showing its fruitwood kitchen
in two styles: Traditional, with exposed
hardware and fronts with moulded
edges; Centennial, with straight-lined
clean surfaces. Both have 3/4" solid core
hardwood fronts.

I-XL Furniture Co, Chicago.
for details, check No. 10 on coupon, p 236

Dwyer Products have added an enter-
tainment bar to their line of efficiency
kitchen. The new Maitre "D" includes
a 5-cu ft refrigerator, lock-up cabinet
for bottles, utensil drawer, and cutting
board.

Dwyer Prods, Michigan City, Ind.
for details, check No. 13 on coupon, p 236

Whirlpool Corp shows its electric appliance line

Whirlpool Corp shows its electric appliance line

he features: new wood-finished refrig-
ators (left) with even temperature
throughout and ultraviolet purifying
mps; new built-in dishwashers (cen-
ter) with filters in the wash stream to
keep food particles from being put back
on the dishes; a new low-boy freezer
for easy inclusion under a counter
(right). New freezers in combinations
or in separate units prevent frost-up by
circulating dry cold air which absorbs
moisture before it can freeze. Whirl-
pool also makes gas appliances.

Whirlpool Corp, St Joseph, Mich.
for details, check No. 15 on coupon, p 236
NuTone adds to its appliance lines

Among the features, electronic chimes for the intercom system that can sound the doorbell in any room, new accessories for food centers, new low cost range hoods that do not take space from kitchen cabinets, new oven hoods to vent smoke from open broilers. The new shallow range hoods mount the fan in the hood, vent through the wall or between the studs to the roof.

NuTone, Cincinnati.
For details, check No. 16 on coupon, p 236

Admiral's 1959 line includes ten new refrigerators, in sizes from 8.6 to 15.8 cu ft, prices from $269.95 to $649.95. Units are made in modular widths (24", 28", 32") to fit standard cabinet depths. Top line "Dual-Temp" models are self-defrosting; Auto-Defrost models clear both refrigerator and freezer in 10 minutes. Shelves and storage compartments have been redesigned to permit more efficient storage. Dual-Temp and Auto-Defrost models have no exterior coils, fit flush to rear wall.

Admiral Corp., Chicago.
For details, check No. 17 on coupon, p 236

Chambers Built-Ins' new undercounter dishwasher superheats the wash water, then heats the drying air to 200°F for sterilizing and quick drying. The cycle can be interrupted at any point, uses only 6.3 gallons of water. A new built-in refrigerator gets 17 cu ft of storage in a 36" width including 6.5 cu ft of freezing. Unit is 3'x7'x2', finished in stainless steel, copper or prime coated. Chambers new continuous-feed disposer has 15% more power, is guaranteed for one year.

Chambers Built-Ins, Chicago.
For details, check No. 18 on coupon, p 236

In-Sink-Erator has a new top-line Model 27 that gives both continuous feed and lock-cover operation, controlled by one cover. It is a 1/2-hp automatic-reversing model that runs in either direction, reverses automatically.

In-Sink-Erator Mfg., Racine, Wis.
For details, check No. 19 on coupon, p 236

Trade-Wind's new hoods do not take up storage space, have 3-speed blower, twin filters, two 75-w lamps, finger tip controls. 30", 36", 42", 48" sizes.

Trade-Wind, Pico Rivera, Calif.
For details, check No. 20 on coupon, p 236

Caloric appliances—built-in and freestanding gas ranges, single- and double-bowl sinks, and new ventilating hoods—are now available in coordinated colors. Double blower has a built-in filter and two glare-free lamps light range top. Hoods come in 30", 36", and 42" sizes.

Caloric, Topton, Pa.
For details, check No. 21 on coupon, p 236

New Youngstown kitchens combine the looks of wood with the dimensional stability of steel. Pictured above is sandalwood, a color chosen to blend with any color scheme. Also new, but not shown, 44" cabinet doors, which will carry the cabinet front to the normal ceiling height.

Youngstown Kitchens, Warren, Ohio.
For details, check No. 22 on coupon, p 236

New Bilt-Well kitchens from Caradco have clean modern lines with moulded vertical edges that are easy to clean. Cabinets have birch fronts; drawer fronts are dovetailed to the sides; most other joints are glued. Specify for 5-ply laminated fronts, cedar, ponderosa pine bodies and shelves.

Caradco Inc., Dubuque, Iowa.
For details, check No. 23 on coupon, p 236
Speed Queen's new units have a "lip-top" lid that makes these washers and dryers exceptionally easy to service. All that's necessary is to take out two bolts on the control panel top, lift the entire top up and over. The control panel can also be removed. These features should save lots of time and expense in callbacks.

Speed Queen, Ripon, Wis.
For details, check No. 24 on coupon, p 236

Upper ranges include a new kitchen-aider model under both the Roper and Orence brand names. These come in " and 40" models, use porcelain enameled steel heat exchangers in the water section which is thermostat controlled. The range portion has an automatic top burner, automatic oven, and smokeless broiler.

Geo D. Roper Sales, Kankakee, Ill.
For details, check No. 25 on coupon, p 236

Philco's gas dryer has a new thermostat that shuts off the unit when water the clothes reaches 5%. Gas input 24,000 Btuh for the dryer; the pilot uses 450 Btuh. Regular operating temperature is 150°F to 155°F, the right heat: dewrinkling synthetic fabrics. A xed 18 lb load will dry in 30 minutes. Suggested price: $329.95.
Philco Corp, Philadelphia.
For details, check No. 26 on coupon, p 236

Built-in two-level oven is new from Thermador. Upper oven is automatic controlled, full sized, glass doored. Lower 12" unit is also thermostat controlled, has exclusive broil shield to prevent spattering when door is left ajar. Kit fits standard 24" cabinets, comes stainless steel, copper, blue, yellow, tck, and white.
Thermador, Los Angeles.
For details, check No. 27 on coupon, p 236

Deluxe 40" range is new with Tappan. The high decorative backsplash holds a full-width fluorescent tube, the control center, and a guide to cooking times, conceals the oven vent. Oven is completely automatic.
Tappan Co, Mansfield, Ohio.
For details, check No. 30 on coupon, p 236

Top-line Frigidaires now have frost-free operation in the freezing compartment as well as the refrigerator. Frozen food packages will not stick together. 12.4 cu ft unit includes 90-lb freezer.
Frigidaire, Dayton.
For details, check No. 31 on coupon, p 236

Hotpoint's RB-602 range has a 23" wide oven, automatic rotisserie, divided surface units, automatic meal timer, automatic oven control, dripless recessed top, 2,600-w high-speed surface unit.
Hotpoint, Chicago.
For details, check No. 32 on coupon, p 236

General Electric laundry combines a washer with a choice of five wash cycles and a matching dryer to handle all fabrics. The washer can vary speed, wash water temperature, rinse temperature, spin speed, and time. The dryer varies time and temperature, also has dewrinking setting.
General Electric, Louisville.
For details, check No. 34 on coupon, p 236

on Disposo-Well sinks are specifically designed for use with waste disposers, have an 8" drain funnel directly under the faucet. Removable cutting and sink compartment so scraps on food preparation can be scraped into disposer. New this year is a single bowl version.
Lyon Stainless Prods, Detroit.
For details, check No. 28 on coupon, p 236

Easy Combomatic puts both washing and drying under the counter in one appliance. It's a big 10-lb unit only 27" wide. No venting is required: both washer and dryer have lint traps and moisture is removed through the drain by condensation. Unit mounts on slide rails, pulls out for servicing.
Easy Laundry Appliances, Chicago.
For details, check No. 33 on coupon, p 236

Deluxe 40" range is new with Tappan. The high decorative backsplash holds a full-width fluorescent tube, the control center, and a guide to cooking times, conceals the oven vent. Oven is completely automatic.
Tappan Co, Mansfield, Ohio.
For details, check No. 30 on coupon, p 236

Deluxe 40" range is new with Tappan. The high decorative backsplash holds a full-width fluorescent tube, the control center, and a guide to cooking times, conceals the oven vent. Oven is completely automatic.
Tappan Co, Mansfield, Ohio.
For details, check No. 30 on coupon, p 236
Air conditioning will make big news in 1959. This is the big new area of development in mechanical services, particularly in the development of central systems. Heat pumps are booming wherever climates are moderate and electric rates low. Where bigger heating loads are common, stack-on cooling is being incorporated into forced-air systems, some places for well below $1,000. And more and more custom installations are calling for full air-conditioning heating, cooling, humidifying, dehumidifying, and full air cleaning with electrostatic filters (see page 131 and H&H, Aug. '58).

**Carrier introduces a 2-hp heat pump**

Designed to meet the market for a smaller year-round heat-pump system, for single homes or multi-unit installations, the Carrier 64C2 Weathermaker has integral cooling capacity of 22,000 Btuh and heating output of 23,000 Btuh. Additional radiant strip heaters can be added in 10,200 Btuh units. The new unit will defrost automatically every 90 minutes if prevailing temperatures are below the frost point. Unit is 35"x30\(\frac{1}{4}\)"x21\(\frac{1}{2}\)" , weighs 320 lb.

Carrierm Corp, Syracuse.

For details, check No. 35 on coupon, p 236

---

**York heat pump works at zero or 115°F**

The York HP36 model has two separate sealed compressor systems plus a two-stage supplementary heat. These, plus staggered tubes and rippled fins, are claimed to extend service beyond the usual heat-pump operating range. The unit will cool at 36,000 Btuh rate, will heat at 48.1 Btuh at zero to 73,600 Btuh at 60°F. The indoor section can be rotated 180° so unit can work vertically or horizontally. Overall size: 29-9/16"x46"x52"; weight: 565 lb.

York Corp, York, Pa.

For details, check No. 36 on coupon, p 236

---

**Typhoon heat pumps** are made in air-to-air units to 120,000 Btuh cooling and 134,000 Btuh heating capacity, water-to-water units to 596,000 and 731,000 Btuh capacity. Typhoon claims its Prop-R-Temp household size unit will deliver 9740 Btu per 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) per kwh electricity. This unit uses no supplementary heating, is automatically defrosted. The smallest unit is claimed to give over 20,000 Btuh even at -20°F.

Typhoon Heat Pump Co, Tampa.

For details, check No. 37 on coupon, p 236

---

**Gaffers & Sattler** have added a 3-hp unit air conditioner with a 40,000 Btuh cooling capacity to their line for attic, crawl space, or gable installation. Condenser fan is 5-blade 20" propeller for high cfm delivery. Expander blower is a double squirrel cage driven by a separate \(\frac{1}{2}\)-hp motor. The compressor section is hermetically sealed. The cabinet is lined with insulation to cut down sound transmission.

Utility Appliance, Los Angeles.

For details, check No. 38 on coupon, p 236

---

**Dunham-Bush chillers,** baseboards, cabinets, and between-stud wall units make a complete hydronic cooling system, or with a wet-heat furnace can form a year-round hydronic air conditioning system. Compressors come in 2-3-5- and 7\(\frac{1}{2}\)-hp models with inner-fin condensers, chillers, super-heaters, etc.

Dunham-Bush, West Hartford, Conn.

For details, check No. 40 on coupon, p 236

---

**Luxaire add-on units** in 2-, 3-, and 5-hp sizes have just been announced by C. A. Olsen. These are split systems with new, more compact, circular cooling coils for plenum installations, flat coils for duct installation. The new condensers have centrifugal blowers, top exhaust, and oversize coils and motor-compressor units.

C. A. Olsen Mfg, Elyria, Ohio.

For details, check No. 41 on coupon, p 236

---

**New from Chrysler** for '59 are 140,000 Btuh furnaces and two n cooling sections—one 2-hp, one 5-hp for central systems; a new line of ro units, and a new electrostatic filter (p 131). 1959 room units take up o third less space, have a new humidistat control system. The new heating, cx ing, and filtering systems round out full line of residential air condition from Airtemp.

Chrysler Corp, Dayton.

For details, check No. 39 on coupon, p

---

**Williamson's new Condaire** can cooler can be mounted entirely in do it has a separate blower for cooled and for condensing. Exhaust ducts carry the warmed air out of the hot Seal-Tite connections for supply and turn lines do not transmit vibrat Now available in 2- and 3-ton mod with bigger ones to come.

Williamson Co, Cincinnati.

For details, check No. 42 on coupon, p
Complete system for $769 uninstalled is offered by Cobell Industries in Rangaire 33. The components: a 33,500 Btuh cooling unit, a 100,000 Btuh gas-fired furnace and all controls. System would use a 34"x321/4"x231/4" outside compressor and a closet-sized (183/4"x27") furnace complete with the evaporator coil all covered by a 5-year guarantee. The makers claim exceptionally quiet operation. Other Rangaire residential air cooling systems have capacities that range from two to ten tons, from 24,400 to 131,500 Btu.

Cobell Industries, Cleburne, Tex.

For details, check No. 43 on coupon, p 236

Electromode duct heaters convert central air cooling systems into year-round air conditioning systems. Two units—one 3 kw, one 5 kw—are made for minimum cfm of 200 and 325. Air is warmed by passing over a finned aluminum casting enclosing tubular resistance heaters. Finned element is 1" deep, fits a 2-1/16"x105/8" hole in the duct. A safety switch shuts off heater if airflow falls below minima and coils are in danger of overheating.

Electromode, Rochester, N.Y.

For details, check No. 44 on coupon, p 236

Moncrief blower-coil units, rated at net cooling capacities of 34,000 and 55,300 Btuh, are new from Henry Furnace Co. The units combine flat evaporator coils and a large squirrel-cage blower that can be installed in ductwork when combined with a warm-air system or, with accessory intake and exhaust plenums, work directly in open areas.

Henry Furnace Co, Medina, Ohio.

For details, check No. 45 on coupon, p 236

New Curtis split systems are air cooled for residential use, handle 30,000 to 90,000 Btu capacities. All-weather cabinets shield semi-hermetic compressors. Blowers are large capacity, slow speed centrifugal type. Condensers may be used with bonnet, duct, or remote evaporating coils.

Curtis Mfg Co, St Louis.

For details, check No. 46 on coupon, p 236

Ilg cabinet units for year-round use with chilled or hot water handle 200 to 1,400 cfm, have cooling capacities of one to five tons, heating capacities of 25,000 to 100,000 Btu. Units may be freestanding, recessed or semi-recessed.

Ilg Electric Ventilating, Chicago.

For details, check No. 47 on coupon, p 236

Chiller coils for central or zoned systems are made by Halstead & Mitchell in heights to 12" to 36", lengths of 24" to 120", one to light rows deep. Coils are seamless copper, in-line or staggered.

Halstead & Mitchell, Pittsburgh.

For details, check No. 48 on coupon, p 236

Mathes heat pumps come in remote or central models. Central models cover the 24,000 to 56,000 Btu range, remote systems go up to 230,000 Btu. Automatic controls reverse cycle under thermostat control to give you the temperature you want winter or summer. Supplementary resistance heaters are available where needed.

Mathes Co, Fort Worth.

For details, check No. 50 on coupon, p 236

Windmaker eave vent fan is an air conditioning accessory designed to reduce attic heat and lower the load on cooling systems. Fan is located in the soffit, under the eaves, blows air through attic spaces and out through attic louver or eave vents. Two models—20"x20" and 24"x24"—are available to move 1700 and 2400 cfm.

Phil Rich Fan Mfg Co, Houston.

For details, check No. 51 on coupon, p 236

Lennox shows wide range of complete systems

Stack-on units like those above come in four widths with a total of 18 oil and gas heating units, four cooling units, three heat pumps, two sections for resistance strip heaters. They can be combined in a variety of upflow, downflow, or basement models in ducted and ductless versions. New blower drive rides on cradle to reduce noise, hold belt tension; new hammock filters wrap around blower for better edge seal, fuller exposure; bigger cabinets are fiberglass lined for greater quiet.

Lennox Industries, Marshalltown, Iowa.

For details, check No. 50 on coupon, p 236
Here, too, air conditioning is making the news. Warm-air furnaces—whether gas or oil fired—are being built for add-on air cooling; heights are being kept down to take bonnet cooling coils; blowers are larger, usually two-speed to handle the higher flow needed for cooling; housings are somewhat larger and flue connections more flexible to cut noise. In hydronic heating, circulator pumps are being included to handle add-on chillers or zoned units. V-name or slotted-port burners, quieter fireboxes, and non-popping and ceramic-coated heat exchangers are all being used more.

This 17½"-wide boiler puts out nearly 100,000 Btuh

It’s one of American-Standard’s new appliance-styled gas-fired G-2 series: a line of sectional units that stand only 33½” high, 24¾” deep. With three sections the unit is only 11” wide, puts out 48,000 Btuh; with 11 sections it is 37” wide, puts out 240,000 Btuh. It is available with a high-capacity built-in water heater. The 20-gauge gray-finished steel jacket has rounded corners for easy cleaning, stands 1” off floor to deter rust. Automatic thermostat control.

American-Standard, New York City.
For details, check No. 52 on coupon, p 236

Lennox gas furnaces are engineered for add-on cooling and to go in limited spaces. Btuh input range is 80,000 to 225,000. Upflow models have quiet Sulky blower to handle cooling load when it is added. This is optional on down-flow models. New Silent-Seal flue connector moves freely in expanding and contracting to cut noise.

Lennox, Marshalltown, Iowa.
For details, check No. 55 on coupon, p 236

New Dixie-Aire furnace has extra blower capacity to handle add-on summer cooling. Gas unit is AGA approved. Three models give the following capacities: 60,000 Btu-1200 cfm, 85,000 Btu-1600 cfm, 115,000 Btu-2000 cfm. Year-round thermostat.

Peerless Corp, Indianapolis.
For details, check No. 58 on coupon, p 236
**Bryant furnaces** have a new single control that switches the unit from winter to summer use at a finger touch when cooling is added. Gas-fired Command-Aire units have Btuh inputs of 75,000 to 400,000. Heat exchangers are ceramic-lined steel. Burners are over-sized cast-iron tubes with slotted parts, fed by a new diaphragm gas valve which will not open if gas pressure falls below safe levels.

Bryant Mfg Co, Indianapolis.

For details, check No. 59 on coupon, p 236

**New Coleman furnaces** are upflow models aimed at the add-on cooling market. Units produce 80,000 to 145,000 Btuh, will fit cooling systems of two to five ton capacity. Air passages are designed to handle increased flow; blower is two-speed to handle both heating and cooling, has variable speed pulley to adapt to house size and distribution system, can change automatically from heating to cooling.

Coleman Co, Wichita.

For details, check No. 60 on coupon, p 236

**New Heil low-boy units** for gas-fired warm-air service come in economy and deluxe lines. Five deluxe models have 80,000 to 200,000 Btuh inputs. Five thrift models are in 80,000 to 120,000 Btuh range. Six high-boy models cover 80,000 to 160,000 Btuh range. All have sectional exchangers, stainless-steel ribbon burners, blowers sized for add-on cooling. AGA and UL approved.

Heil-Quaker Corp, Nashville.

For details, check No. 66 on coupon, p 236

**Mueller Climatrol** now makes oil-fired packaged boilers in flush cabinet or extended jacket styles. Flush type has exposed burner and controls, square heat exchanger, comes in 87,000 and 108,000 Btuh sizes. Other units are enclosed, have round exchangers, come in 74,000 to 243,000 Btuh sizes. Tankless water heater is optional. Units meet ASME and SBI standards.

Mueller Climatrol, Milwaukee.

For details, check No. 67 on coupon, p 236
HEATING ACCESSORIES

Air conditioning also means more and better controls—controls that raise or lower house temperatures, winter or summer, to match the change in the weather. And to supplement central-system air conditioning, more and more gas and electric in-the-wall or in-the-ceiling heaters are being offered, some of them big enough to take on the whole job for a guest house or summer cottage. Also, packaged baseboards that tie into the wiring system, useful as original or supplementary heat, are in units that need only be nailed to studs and snapped together to install.

New Thermoramic control regulates indoor temperature by means of an outdoor sensing unit, so heating system puts out more heat as outside temperature falls, cuts down as outdoor ambient rises. Thermoramic compensator can be teamed with a variety of General Controls’ indoor thermostats for winter or year-round systems.

General Controls, Glendale, Calif. For details, check No. 73 on coupon, p 236.

Control for electric heat is newest thermostat in White-Rodgers line. Thede luxe Series 1A65 has its sensing element in the exposed knob so that it reads both ambient and radiant heat. Heat range can be set from 55F to 85F or on “cold” for system shut-off. The 4¾”x2¾” unit fits any standard 2”x3” conduit box, is rated at 2,500-w, 120-v or 5,000-w, 240-v.

White-Rodgers Co, St Louis. For details, check No. 74 on coupon, p 236.

Ionix wall convectors use a glowing ceramic and coil to circulate heat and, the maker claims, to destroy airborne bacteria, mold spores, and pollen. Units range from 1,500-w to 8,000-w, are 20¼” high, 9¾” to 54¾” long.

Wesix Elec Heater, San Francisco. For details, check No. 75 on coupon, p 236.

Thermador wall heaters are now fitted with thermostat or time control. Time controlled RB101 is a 1,000-w 120-v unit that shuts off after any predetermined time up to 30 minutes, developed for motel use. RB models—a 120-v— are 1,000-w, 1,250-w, an 1,500-w and have a built-in thermostat. Priced retail between $20 and $25.

Thermador, Los Angeles. For details, check No. 76 on coupon, p 236.

Here’s an indoor-outdoor thermostat

Honeywell’s new controls adjust indoor temperatures to balance changes in outdoor temperatures. The outdoor sensing element measures the effects of sun, wind, and temperature, signals indoor unit to change its setting. A single outdoor unit can compensate up to four indoor stations for heating and air conditioning. Reset ratios of indoor units can be adjusted to suit house or owner. With Honeywell’s Indoor Electric Clock Thermostat, cost installed is about $100, with Indoor Round Thermostat (above), about $50.

Minneapolis-Honeywell, Minneapolis. For details, check No. 68 on coupon, p 236.

Penn Rimset thermostat will handle heating, cooling, or year-round air conditioning when combined with the right sub-base. If cooling is added to a heating system, the sub-base can be changed inexpensively. The bimetallic system, dial, and contacts are in the thermostat section; variables are in the sub-base.

Penn Controls, Goshen, Ind. For details, check No. 69 on coupon, p 236.

Back-to-back wall heaters generating 50,000 Btuh, heat two rooms at once, can be controlled from either room. Recessed units are gas-fired, offer four options in control systems. Single Brilliant Fire unit generates 25,000 Btuh.

Ohio Foundry & Mfg, Steubenville. For details, check No. 71 on coupon, p 236.

Infra-Safe heater uses a quartz tube resistor backed by a polished chromium reflector. The unit is shockproof and moistureproof, produces infrared rays without ultraviolet rays. The unit weighs only 7 lb, is surface mounted, lists at $29.95.

Engelhard Industries, Newark. For details, check No. 70 on coupon, p 236.

Chromalox’ new wall heater is a forced-air electric unit that is only 12”x14” overall, projects only ½”. Available for 120-v or 240-v at 750-w and 1,500-w. Built-in thermostat is combined with on-off switch. Grille and frame are chrome plated.

Edwin L. Wiegand Co, Pittsburgh. For details, check No. 72 on coupon, p 236.
Dual-Fin baseboards come in 750-w, 1,500-w, 2,000-w capacities in 36", 72", 6" lengths. The heating element is galvanized steel with galvanized baffles, can be installed either side up. Wall-mount or built-in thermostats are available.

Electrovector, Inc., Brooklyn.
For details, check No. 77 on coupon, p 236

Ventrola 3-way unit combines a 475-w heating element, a squirrel cage blower, and two incandescent lamps. Vent discharges through a regular 4" round duct. Built-in damper prevents backdrafts. Motor, fan, and heating element can be removed as one unit. Waterproof motor carries a 5-year guarantee. Suggested retail price $64.95.

For details, check No. 78 on coupon, p 236

Hot-water baseboard from International needs no plumbing—freeze-proofed water is enclosed in a finned convector, heated by an electric immersion element. From this, the maker claims cleaner, more even heat. Units are 10" high, 3¼" deep, in lengths of 49½", 61½", 85⅝", 111⅝" that put out 2,550, 3,400, 5,100, 6,800 Btuh. Similar units are also available as portable units for plug-in operation.

International Oil Burner, St. Louis.
For details, check No. 81 on coupon, p 236

Wall heaters give zoned heat

Forced-air baseboard heaters from R&M-Hunter come in 1,000-w, 1,500-w, 2,000-w, and 5,000-w models. All call for 240-v current. A low-speed blower draws room air in through single left louvers, blows it over thermostat-controlled radiant elements and out through right louvers. Unit is 13" tall, 33" long, 3½" deep. Safety switch cuts power when grille is removed.

R&M-Hunter, Memphis.
For details, check No. 83 on coupon, p 236

Emerson-Pryne People Heater gives instant heat from three standard 250-w heat lamps, light from three 60-w incandescent bulbs. Unit is surfaced-mounted to standard outlet box in 15 minutes, maker claims. Bowl is fiberglass diffuser, 5¾" below ceiling. Total depth is 10" below ceiling. Retail list: $29.95 less lamps.

Emerson-Pryne, Pomona, Calif.
For details, check No. 86 on coupon, p 236
Making news in interiors are two old materials and two new ones: 1) Wood paneling has become one of the most economical ways to finish an interior. Here (and in H&H, Oct '58) you will find new finishes, new woods, new ways to install the panels. 2) Ceramic tile now combines new designs and new laying techniques for durability and easy maintenance. 3) Vinyl plastics in reinforced sheets make walls that are impregnable to practically everything. 4) And a new liquid "tile" gives a ceramic-like finish to almost every known building material.

New low-price panels with a patented finish are being shown by General Plywood. Woods include: walnut, cherry, oriental ash, sliced white oak, ribbon-cut and rotary-cut Philippine mahogany, birch, and sliced red oak. Only finish necessary on-site is waxing and buffing.

General Plywood, Louisville.
For details, check No. 90 on coupon, p 236

Weyerhaeuser's Loc-Wall is a new system of slip-together wood paneling. Matched planks are factory-nailed into 32" panels with interlocking furting strips. Strips on one side slip under adjoining panel, then far side strips are nailed to studs. There is no face nailing. Woods available: Idaho white pine, ponderosa pine, red cedar, larch.

Weyerhaeuser Sales Co, St Paul.
For details, check No. 91 on coupon, p 236

Irish linen is the latest pattern in Bolta-Wall, General Tire's vinyl wall covering. The new pattern comes in eight pastel colors, 50" wide, in 25-yd rolls. The material is fire-, water-, acid-, alkali-resistant, also resistant to most solvents and foodstuffs.

General Tire & Rubber, Akron.
For details, check No. 92 on coupon, p 236

Tile from Japan is being sold by Apsco in 1'-square fabric-backed mosaics. Tiles come in 3/4" squares or 5/16"x1 1/16" oblongs, in mixed shades of ten colors or in random patterns. Priced at about $1.40 per sq ft for square tiles and $1.50 for oblong.

Apsco, Fort Wayne.
For details, check No. 93 on coupon, p 236

Pomona Tile has a new Fishnet pattern, designed by Dong Kingman, in its Distinguished Designer Series. Earlier contributors to the series have included: Paul McCobb, Millard Sheets, Dorothy Liebes, Saul Bass, and Paul Laszlo. Fishnet, like the earlier patterns, is available in 41/4"x41/4" modules in satin or Perma-Glaze finish.

Pomona Tile, Los Angeles.
For details, check No. 94 on coupon, p 236

Scoring gives small scale to large tile

American Olean has now 41/4"x41/4" tile scored so each tile looks like three, four, or nine smaller tile. The score lines fill with grout when the tile is laid to complete the illusion. These tile are available in 13 new crystalline glazes, but only one color is possible per tile. The same new glazes are available on the company's standard unscored wall and trim tile.

American Olean, Lansdale, Pa.
For details, check No. 87 on coupon, p 236

Inlaid plastic tile leads Miraplas Tile Co's new line. These tile have solid color inlays that extend all through the tile. They are available in a wide range of designs and subtle colors. Also new from Miraplas: a line of bathroom accessories to match the tile.

Miraplas Tile Co, Columbus.
For details, check No. 88 on coupon, p 236

Hammered metal tile is the latest wall covering from Vikon. They come in solid copper, stainless steel, brushed aluminum, or copper-glazed aluminum. Tiles are 41/4"x41/4", retail for $2 a sq ft in copper or stainless, $1.20 for enameled aluminum.

Vikon Tile Corp, Washington, N.J.
For details, check No. 89 on coupon, p 236

Pomona Tile has a new Fishnet pattern, designed by Dong Kingman, in its Distinguished Designer Series. Earlier contributors to the series have included: Paul McCobb, Millard Sheets, Dorothy Liebes, Saul Bass, and Paul Laszlo. Fishnet, like the earlier patterns, is available in 41/4"x41/4" modules in satin or Perma-Glaze finish.

Pomona Tile, Los Angeles.
For details, check No. 94 on coupon, p 236

But only one color is possible per tile. The same new glazes are available on the company's standard unscored wall and trim tile.

American Olean, Lansdale, Pa.
For details, check No. 87 on coupon, p 236

Inlaid plastic tile leads Miraplas Tile Co's new line. These tile have solid color inlays that extend all through the tile. They are available in a wide range of designs and subtle colors. Also new from Miraplas: a line of bathroom accessories to match the tile.

Miraplas Tile Co, Columbus.
For details, check No. 88 on coupon, p 236

Hammered metal tile is the latest wall covering from Vikon. They come in solid copper, stainless steel, brushed aluminum, or copper-glazed aluminum. Tiles are 41/4"x41/4", retail for $2 a sq ft in copper or stainless, $1.20 for enameled aluminum.

Vikon Tile Corp, Washington, N.J.
For details, check No. 89 on coupon, p 236

Pomona Tile has a new Fishnet pattern, designed by Dong Kingman, in its Distinguished Designer Series. Earlier contributors to the series have included: Paul McCobb, Millard Sheets, Dorothy Liebes, Saul Bass, and Paul Laszlo. Fishnet, like the earlier patterns, is available in 41/4"x41/4" modules in satin or Perma-Glaze finish.

Pomona Tile, Los Angeles.
For details, check No. 94 on coupon, p 236
Masonite Panelok has built-in racks

The hardware that joins these new panels also serves to hold a variety of racks, shelves, pictures, etc. The panels are factory-grained hardboard which lock together with a perforated spline that also serves to anchor the accessories. Also new from Masonite: Royalcote walnut-grained hardboard panels in four new color tones.

Masonite Corp, Chicago.

For details, check No. 95 on coupon, p 236

US Plywood adds new “Charter” panels

Birdseyes, pin curls, and grain variations in the wood distinguish USP’s Charter line. It now includes Charter Oak (above), Charter walnut, Charter birch, and Charter pine, in fine furniture finishes, for 55¢ to 60¢ a sq ft. Also new: Tapistron—a coated vinyl wall fabric in 11 textures and 14 colors at slightly lower cost than other USP vinyls.

US Plywood, New York City.

For details, check No. 96 on coupon, p 236

Mosaic Tile now mounts its 4½”x4½” lazed tile in groups of eight on a sheet of strong latex-impregnated paper. Swiflay mounting has large perforations so 51% of the tile will bond securely in the setting bed. The paper also bonds tightly to standard setting materials, with conventional or thin-set; it is so claimed to require less adhesive in the setting bed. Eight-tile groups are chosen as the optimum unit for easy handling by the tilesetter.

Mosaic Tile Co., Zanesville, Ohio.

For details, check No. 99 on coupon, p 236

Keller mouldings are now made to match any plastic laminate on the market. Plastics, veneers, vinyls, wood veneers, and other surfacing materials are bonded to aluminum extrusions. Matched mouldings cut the work of scribining and butting joints and eliminate edge buckling and curving.

Keller Prods, Manchester, N.H.

For details, check No. 97 on coupon, p 236

PlyWelsh mouldings can now be bought to match any plywood on the market, regardless of maker. Stock mouldings come in nine shapes and eight finishes, are automatically sanded, burnished, toned filled, sealed, plastic coated, and baked. Mouldings are shipped in sealed polyethylene bags.

Welsh Plywood Corp, Memphis.

For details, check No. 98 on coupon, p 236

Mozel “Tile” coating gives a tile-like finish to any building material: concrete block, brick, wood, asphalt, asbestos, metals, etc. Sprayed on, it covers 200 to 250 sq ft per gallon, gives a satin, dull, or glossy finish that is claimed to be maintenance free, fire resistant, fadeproof, frostproof, chalk-proof, resistant to shock and salt water. A wide color choice is offered.

Mozel Mosaic Inc, Yorklyn, Del.

For details, check No. 100 on coupon, p 236

Barclite panels enliven kitchen cabinets in this new application. These reinforced plastic sheets for use in shojis, room dividers, shower stalls, etc, are available in new hemp and gold thread patterns plus a wide range of natural materials. Above is “Autumn Wood,” a pattern using butterflies and foliage in reinforced polyester. Barclay also makes plastic overlaid hardboard panels in a wide variety of colors and in standard sheet sizes as wall covering for kitchens and baths.

Barclay Mfg Co, New York City.

For details, check No. 101 on coupon, p 236
The big news in doors comes from the precut and prehung industries: at the left below, Pease Woodwork shows how their doors can be flopped top to bottom, hand to hand, without changing hardware. At the right, Ready Hung Door Corp shows how a major design change has eliminated two annoying problems in door hanging. Also very new and very important, floor-to-ceiling doors and surface-mounted doors (see page 129). Bi-fold and by-pass door makers, who are getting more and more of the interior door business, also have new and better ways to use their product.

**This door can be hung right or left handed**

Pease's new door makes it unnecessary to stock both hands of interior doors. The two-knuckle half of the hinge is factory-attached, the three-knuckle half can be field applied to either jamb. Boring for knob-latch is halfway up the door. All hardware is included; the frame is shipped knocked-down, with or without trim. Jambs for 1/2" drywall or 3/4" plaster are available.

Pease Woodwork, Hamilton, Ohio.
For details, check No. 102 on coupon, p 236

**Wood Modernfold door** with 6" wide vertical panels is new this year. The panels have a particle-board core faced with walnut, mahogany, oak, or birch veneer. Nylon trolleys carry the door in a steel headtrack—no floor track is required. Vinyl and steel hinges join the panels. Factory finished.

New Castle Prods, New Castle, Ind.
For details, check No. 104 on coupon, p 236

**Pella folding doors** in two new woods—white ash and walnut—have been added to the present line. As with all Pella doors, spring hinging is concealed and the appearance of an all-wood door is maintained from every angle. Also available: birch, oak, pine, and Philippine mahogany.

Rolscreen Co, Pella, Iowa.
For details, check No. 105 on coupon, p 236

**Electronic door operator** by F. C. Russell stops the door automatically if it meets resistance on its way up or down. The unit requires no headroom. Door warping is minimized because unit lifts door on both sides. An automatic timer turns lights on and off. Operator works from dash of car or push button in the house or garage.

F. C. Russell, Columbiana, Ohio.
For details, check No. 107 on coupon, p 236

**Sliding mirror doors** for closets or as movable partitions are being offered by Fleet of America. Fleetline doors have 1/4" mirrors mounted on one or both sides of 1/8" Masonite (or mirror one side, paneling on the other). Mirrors are framed in silver or gold anodized aluminum in by-pass, single-pocket, or double-pocket types.

Fleet of America, Buffalo.
For details, check No. 108 on coupon, p 236

**New bifold door** by Simpson is shipped pre-assembled in protective carton. Only tool needed for installation is a screwdriver. Two-door units for 2', 2 1/4', and 3' widths; four-door units for 4', 5', and 6' widths available in Douglas fir, lauan, sen, and birch.

Simpson Logging, Seattle.
For details, check No. 103 on coupon, p 236

**Metal wardrobe door** has reversible tracks at top and bottom. Track has two different edges—a sloped edge for hard surface flooring and a beveled edge for carpeted or tiled floors. Track may be placed so either edge will face the room. Metal doors have flush faces, are shipped painted, with hardware.

Roberts Mfg, City of Industry, Calif.
For details, check No. 106 on coupon, p 236

**New Calder garage door** has one side flush instead of two to reduce weight and cost. It can be supplied plain or with windows or decorative features of any size and shape. New hardware being used by Calder this year reduces headroom required to only 9 1/2".

Calder Mfg Co, Lancaster, Pa.
For details, check No. 109 on coupon, p 236
Alsco storm-screen door is company's newest aluminum product. The 1" thick door is called the Ambassador. It has an adjustable sill sweep of vinyl; all hardware is included in the package. The door comes with evenly divided sash or with a 40"x19" glass area.

Alsco, Akron.
For details, check No. 110 on coupon, p 236

All-steel garage door has six interlocking sections. Taylor's "Instamatic" door features metal V-shaped weather strips attached to interior edges and side jambs. It is factory painted, operates on nylon rollers, and has heavy-duty springs. The door is available in all residential sizes and commercial sizes up to 10' in height.

Taylor Made Garage Doors, Detroit.
For details, check No. 111 on coupon, p 236

Sectional garage door with 1 3/4" thick sections and plywood panels is Frantz's lowest priced door. Called the "1200" series, the doors are pre-bored and hardware is attached with bolts. Hardware is zinc-plated. Frantz also has a wide variety of sectional and rigid garage doors in many face patterns, and two electric operators.

Frantz Mfg Co, Sterling, Ill.
For details, check No. 112 on coupon, p 236

Flush-face garage door has five horizontal sections faced with Masonite set in steel frames. All metal parts are galvanized to prevent rust; frames are treated for paint adherence. The Raynor "Jet" door is available with torsion or extension springs. Wood bottom rail provides for easy scribing and attachment of rubber astragal.

Raynor Mfg Co, Dixon, Ill.
For details, check No. 113 on coupon, p 236

One-piece garage door in Steel Door's lower-price range is new this year. It has nylon rollers, adjustable track hangers, and complete weather stripping. Called the Detroiter, it is guaranteed for five years against warping, swelling, paint peeling, or rusting. Standard sizes range from 7'6"x7' to an 18'x7' double door.

Steel Door Corp, Birmingham, Mich.
For details, check No. 114 on coupon, p 236

Complete Crawford line of garage doors includes new hardware packages for builders who install their own doors, as well as two new doors. One new door has one side flush; the other has translucent plastic panels that let enough daylight into the garage so window can be eliminated. The patterned plastic panels are available in three background colors.

Crawford Door Corp, Detroit.
For details, check No. 115 on coupon, p 236

Sliding glass doors

H&H will have a complete round-up of sliding glass doors in March. Meanwhile, here is a list of manufacturers that have already told us they have new products. (For details, check the number on the coupon, p 236.)

Ador Sales, Fullerton, Calif./D1
Arcadia Metal, Fullerton, Calif./D2
Capitol, Mechanicsburg, Pa./D3
Daryl Products Corp, Miami/D4
Devac, Inc, Minneapolis/D5
Fleet of America, Buffalo/D6
General Bronze, Garden City, N.Y./D7
Glamour Glass Wall-Dor, Chicago/D8
Lynart, Inc, Los Angeles/D9
Nudor Mfg, North Hollywood/D10
Peterson Window, Ferndale, Mich./D11
F. C. Russell Co, Cleveland/D12
Slide View Door, El Monte, Calif./D13
Sun Valley Ind, Sun Valley, Calif./D14
T. V. Walker, Burbank, Calif./D15

Insulated garage door with a honeycomb core is new with Barber-Colman this year. The overhead door is 1 3/4" thick, with hardboard facings and treated redwood closures. Special closing hardware positions the whole door firmly against the stops to cut air leakage. Barber-Colman also has a moderately-priced door control which opens the garage door from a button on automobile dash.

Barber-Colman, Rockford, Ill.
For details, check No. 117 on coupon, p 236

Ready Hung adopts self-aligning hinge

This new door hinge uses only two screws which are claimed by the maker to have 2 1/2 times the holding power of the six screws in a rectangular hinge. Also, the circular hinges align themselves automatically so that accidental stresses on the hinge pin are eliminated. Shorter pins add to the appearance of the company's doors. These hinges are exclusive to Ready Hung.

Ready Hung Door Corp, Fort Worth.
For details, check No. 118 on coupon, p 236

Kewanee steel door frame can be quickly installed by a carpenter. The frame installs over drywall and is available for swing doors or sliding wardrobes. Sanding or nailhole filling is not required. Rubber bumpers on jamb cushion closing door. Frame is galvanized steel. for any thickness of drywall, all common door sizes.

Kewanee Mfg Co, Kewanee, Ill.
For details, check No. 119 on coupon, p 236

Garage door opener combines operator and radio receiver in a unit the size of a portable radio. The unit is installed on the header beam above the garage door—only three lag screws are required. Radio control unit is operated from car dashboard. Approved by UL and the FCC the opener is insensitive to stray signals from ham operators or aircraft.

 Paxton Prods, Santa Monica, Calif.
 For details, check No. 120 on coupon, p 236
No part of the house is developing faster—in wood, in plastic, in ceramics. In wood the news is price: thin mosaics, blocks, and tiles can now be laid in mastic on a dry slab for 35¢ to 50¢ a sq ft.

In resilients, the news is quality: new translucent vinyls and new patterns are fine flooring in their own right, combining the look of marble, terrazzo, or mosaic with the comfort of rubber. In ceramics, the news is style: designers are turning out new shapes, colors, and textures in the most durable and easily maintained floor of all.

New patterns from Azrocks include grained designs in pastel tones. These tiles are vinyl, 9"x9", 1/16" thick. Also new are "Carpet Tones" in Azrocks' asphalt tile line. Four colors in flecked patterns resembling carpeting are now available. These new patterns have been market tested. Asphalt tile are 9"x9" and 1/8" thick.

Uvalde Rock Asphalt, San Antonio.
For details, check No. 126 on coupon, p 236

Bonafide Mills' vinyl tile has multi-colored designs etched in opal effects with gold metallic highlights. Bonny Maid Renoir tile comes in 16 patterns and companion colors. It is available in both .080" and 1/8" gauge. The Renoir line is going into distribution at the beginning of the year.

Bonafide Mills, New York City.
For details, check No. 127 on coupon, p 236

Kentile's Crystalite Glitter is metal-flecked vinyl, ¼" gauge, in 9"x9", 12"x12", 9"x18", 18"x18", 24"x36", 36"x36", and 37"x37". These same sizes are available in marbleized Crystalite. In Kentile's Metallic Chip series (solid vinyl, .080 ga, 9"x9") five new colors are available. Also new: eight rubber, 19 vinyl asbestos colors.

Kentile, Brooklyn.
For details, check No. 121 on coupon, p 236

Armstrong's Tessera—the new flooring above—is made of tone-on-tone vinyl chips imbedded in a vinyl grout on Hydrocord moistureproof backing. The slightly embossed surface does not show scratches or subfloor irregularities. Seven color combinations are available.

Tessera is .090" thick, comes in sheets 6' wide. Also new from Armstrong: vinyl sheet and tile with metallic accents; ripple-finished standard gauge linoleum.

For details, check No. 121 on coupon, p 236

Matico marbleized tile comes in 18 new colors. This tile comes in ½" and .080" gauge. Matico is also adding a new color every month to their vinyl-asbestos line. The company also has a complete line of asphalt and rubber flooring, plastic wall tile.

Mastic Tile Corp, Newburgh, N.Y.
For details, check No. 123 on coupon, p 236

Dodge Cork has five new patterns in Vinyl-Cork. Seville is large pieces of natural cork on cork composition base. Three different color combinations are available. Desertone tile has gold chips mixed with cork, EmeraldTone mixes iridescent green chips with cork. All have a laminated Velon surface.

Dodge Cork Co, Lancaster, Pa.
For details, check No. 124 on coupon, p 236

Translucent vinyl gives General Tire's new Cirrus pattern a three-dimensional look. It is made in 1/8" and .080" gauge, 9"x9" and 12"x12" tiles, and in nine basic color tones plus two metals. Also available in Bolta-Floor: solids, terrazzo, marbleized, and custom-cut vinyl; Tuflex rubber tile. All in standard or custom sizes.

General Tire & Rubber, Akron.
For details, check No. 128 on coupon, p 236

Latest vinyl sheet copies old Italian style

Armstrong's Tessera—the new flooring above—is made of tone-on-tone vinyl chips imbedded in a vinyl grout on Hydrocord moistureproof backing. The slightly embossed surface does not show scratches or subfloor irregularities. Seven color combinations are available.

Kentile's Crystalite Glitter is metal-flecked vinyl, ¼" gauge, in 9"x9", 12"x12", 9"x18", 18"x18", 24"x36", 36"x36", and 37"x37". These same sizes are available in marbleized Crystalite. In Kentile's Metallic Chip series (solid vinyl, .080 ga, 9"x9") five new colors are available. Also new: eight rubber, 19 vinyl asbestos colors.

Kentile, Brooklyn.
For details, check No. 121 on coupon, p 236

Dodge Cork has five new patterns in Vinyl-Cork. Seville is large pieces of natural cork on cork composition base. Three different color combinations are available. Desertone tile has gold chips mixed with cork, EmeraldTone mixes iridescent green chips with cork. All have a laminated Velon surface.

Dodge Cork Co, Lancaster, Pa.
For details, check No. 124 on coupon, p 236

Translucent vinyl gives General Tire's new Cirrus pattern a three-dimensional look. It is made in 1/8" and .080" gauge, 9"x9" and 12"x12" tiles, and in nine basic color tones plus two metals. Also available in Bota-Floor: solids, terrazzo, marbleized, and custom-cut vinyl; Tuflex rubber tile. All in standard or custom sizes.

General Tire & Rubber, Akron.
For details, check No. 128 on coupon, p 236

Fibreboard Paper, San Francisco.
For details, check No. 125 on coupon, p 236

For details, check No. 122 on coupon, p 236

For details, check No. 124 on coupon, p 236

6'-wide sheet vinyl is a new product of Pabco. A new vinyl formula is said to help it resist scratching and subfloor "showthrough," and be less slippery than earlier vinyl floorings. Because it is more flexible, Pabco says it can be laid more easily. The new "Vyon" comes in casual and classic styles in a total of eight patterns, is made in standard gauge on felt backing.

Fibreboard Paper, San Francisco.
For details, check No. 125 on coupon, p 236
Failless strip flooring has been under est by Horner Flooring Co since early 1958. The maple flooring is made in panels four boards wide, 4' or 8' long, in either 25/32" or 33/32" thickness. Screeds fasten directly to the subfloor. Particle board or asphalt treated cork fills between screeds.

Horner Flooring, Dollar Bay, Mich.
For details, check No. 129 on coupon, p 236

Hardwood flooring is made up in 9"x19" units from 4¾"x4¾" parquet locks, 5/16" thick. Units are laid in a special mastic on a dry slab or plywood subfloor, the paper topping is removed, and the floor is finished. Shown above is “Italian Micro-saic”, a random pattern of various hardwoods that compete in price with vinyl and rubber tile. Regular oak mosaic can be laid even cheaper, says the manufacturer.

Miller Brothers, Johnson City, Tenn.
For details, check No. 135 on coupon, p 236

Here's a wood floor at a resilient-floor price

Mosaic wood flooring is shipped in sheets 18"x18". The sheets are laid in a special mastic on a dry slab or plywood subfloor, the paper topping is removed, and the floor is finished. Shown above is "Italian Micro-saic", a random pattern of various hardwoods that compete in price with vinyl and rubber tile. Regular oak mosaic can be laid even cheaper, says the manufacturer.

Miller Brothers, Johnson City, Tenn.
For details, check No. 135 on coupon, p 236

New bright colors inAmtico tile

Care-Free vinyl tile, Amtico's germproof tile first introduced in 1958, now comes in 16 colors and three patterns - Carousel, wood grain, and cork. Besides inhibiting surface bacteria, the tile is rot- and mildew-proof. The company also claims easy installation. Though solid vinyl, the tile is priced to compete with big-volume resilient floorings.

American Biltrite Rubber, Trenton.
For details, check No. 138 on coupon, p 236

Triangular ceramic tile opens new design possibilities for an old material. A new extra-service finish makes possible its use on floors, and it will soon be available in regular finishes for use on walls. Many colors are available to lend great variety to floor design.

Gladding, McBean, Los Angeles.
For details, check No. 137 on coupon, p 236
In 1959, quality is the keynote. Fixtures are styled better, made better, priced better, and—through the Privazone promotion—sold better. (See p 123 and H&H Mar '58, p 188.) Also notable are small knobbled fittings that look neat, save wear; more use of quality metals—brass, Monel, stainless steel—and more use of quality plastics—nylon, Teflon, polyethylene.

Here is a twin-bowl lavatory to drop in a countertop

Universal-Rundle's new Dulavoir lavatory gives you two 16"x11" basins in a 45"x17" overall countertop model. Fittings are all brass, chrome-plated, in either 4" center or 8" combination style. Finish trim is stainless steel mounting frame, available from U-R or other suppliers. Also new from U-R:

- 38"x39" Mayfair tub, Como one-piece closet, Camille lavatory with Uni-Dial mixing faucet. A new anti-sweat tank will be shown for the first time at the NAHB show.

Universal-Rundle, New Castle, Pa.
For details, check No. 139 on coupon, p 236

Ingersoll-Humphries has added two new lavatories to its fixture line: Carlton, a 19"x17" cast-iron ledge-back and Capital, a 19"x17" china shelf-back. The Duquesne, too's original 19"x17" china ledge-back is now available in a 20"x18" size. All come in white and six pastel colors. Also new, Allegheny, a 4½" long 14" high cast-iron recess bathtub, which the makers claim offers extra roominess in a short length. Announced earlier, the Kent, a cast-iron sunken tub in 4½", 5", and 5½" lengths.

Ingersoll-Humphries, Mansfield, Ohio.
For details, check No. 140 on coupon, p 236

Eljer lavatory is designed to be built in, fittings are mounted on a raised slanted back. Alicia model is 20"x18", rim to rim, with a 15"x10½" basin. Overflow is concealed at front.

Eljer, Pittsburgh.
For details, check No. 141 on coupon, p 236

Richmond's line has four new lavatories: Richelieu—a wall-hung shelf-back model in four sizes (18"x15", 19"x17", 20"x18", 24"x20"); Futur— destroying design shelf-back with slant ledge, also in four sizes (30"x22", 26"x22", 22"x19", 20"x18"); Summit—a flat-top model in two sizes (20"x18", 24"x20"); and Trimline—a wall-hung flat-back in three sizes (18"x15", 20"x18", 24"x20"). All are vitreous china; all come in white and seven colors. Also new, single compartment laundry tub with 20-gal capacity in white earthenware.

Richmond Plumbing Fixtures, Mayschunga, NJ.
For details, check No. 142 on coupon, p 236

News from Gerber is an economy-priced ledge-back china lavatory—the Lexington—that's big (22"x18"), has concealed overflow, anti-splash rim, two soap dishes, roomy ledge. Also new, the Washington siphon-jet close-coupled model with an elongated bowl. Trapway is 2½". Available in white and six colors. Gerber fittings are all-brass, are designed to fit any wall depth by simply sliding the escutcheon ring.

Gerber Plumbing Fixtures, Chicago.
For details, check No. 143 on coupon, p 236

Two-tone Case lavatory offers over 1,000 color combinations between the basin and slab from 48 decorator colors, black, and white. Basin and slab join in a leakproof mastic groove, secured by special lug. Front apron is concave. Lavatory is 22"x20" overall size, basin is 15"x12". All fittings are chromium plated.

Case Mfg Corp, Buffalo.
For details, check No. 145 on coupon, p 236
Fascolite enclosures now are made with natural ferns, flowers, fabrics, etc, embedded in the shatterproof acrylic panels. Aluminum frames for enclosures and shower doors are anodized to prevent corrosion, go in place quickly and cheaply. Doors lift out for cleaning.

Wasco Products, Cambridge, Mass.
For details, check No. 146 on coupon, p 236

Brass bath accessories have been added to Donner's top-bracket Royal Chrome line. The line includes a wide variety of towel bars, soap dishes, grab bars, glass holders, robe hooks, towel rings, etc, for either flush or recessed mounting.

Donner Mfg Co, Sylmar, Calif.
For details, check No. 147 on coupon, p 236

Wall-mounted cabinet from Lau Blower has concealed lights that shine down on the face, up at the room. Sliding mirror doors move in plastic channels, slant upward to give wider top shelves. Cabinets come 32" and 44" wide, in white and four colors.

Lau Blower Co, Dayton.
For details, check No. 148 on coupon, p 236

Nylon shower head for use in hard-water areas will not "lime-up" or corrode, is claimed not to wear out or need maintenance. DuPont Zytel head will withstand 250F water at low pressures, 170F at pressures to 7,600 psi.

Nylon-Maid, Inc, Glendora, Calif.
For details, check No. 152 on coupon, p 236

Stainless-steel closet base provides a nonabsorbent base for use with resilient flooring or carpeting. It is complete with brass closet bolts and stainless-steel fastening screws. Closet rings fit 3" and 4" copper or 4" cast-iron or lead soil pipes. A template outlines exact recess when floor is laid.

Hollaender Mfg Co, Cincinnati.
For details, check No. 154 on coupon, p 236

Low-price tub enclosure, the Venus model, is made to fit any 5' recessed tub. Venus is glazed with 7/32" rolled glass; the aluminum frame has a bright finish. At $89.90 list, this model completes a line headed by the Permalum model and including the medium-priced ShowerGlass model.

Shower Door Co of Amer, Atlanta.
For details, check No. 156 on coupon, p 236

Locked compartment keeps dangerous drugs out of reach of children's hands in this new Lawson medicine cabinet. Unit needs 14"x24½"x3½" wall opening, has 16"x26" mirror, two fluorescent lamps. Glide-Lok door stop is quiet and sure.

F. H. Lawson Co, Cincinnati.
For details, check No. 157 on coupon, p 236
NEW GENERAL ELECTRIC BUILT-IN THINLINE

Solves more builder problems than any other air conditioning system

Designed specifically for home builders. The new Built-in Thinline's aluminum case is exactly as high as two building blocks with mortar, six courses of standard brick, or five courses of jumbo brick. Case fits between a standard two-stud width. Unit actually becomes part of the wall.

Problem SOLVED!

Cuts on-site costs—Your workmen build case into the wall during construction—slide the unit into place when the building is finished. No ductwork or plumbing needed.

Problem SOLVED!

Preserves beauty of home—Inside panel can be painted or papered to match interior. It blends with room decor! Outside grille can be painted to match exterior.

Problem SOLVED!

Flexible—You can now air condition as little or as much as you need to assure a quick, profitable sale.

Problem SOLVED!

Economical—Saves you labor cost in installation, the material cost of ductwork and plumbing. This means the new General Electric Built-in Thinline system costs less than most central systems.

Problem SOLVED!

Powerful, but quiet!—One model, packing up to 10,000 BTU's, is enough to cool the large rooms in an average-sized house. A second complementary model, with extremely low noise level, is ideal for bedroom use.

Problem SOLVED!

Buyer acceptance—It's assured! Because your customers know the General Electric name. They know they're getting dependability and advanced design.

Problem SOLVED!

See your General Electric representative, or

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET

Get the whole story. How you can save air conditioning dollars—and still give your home buyers the latest and best in home cooling.

Progress Is Our Most Important Product

GENERAL ELECTRIC

USE THIS HANDY COUPON TODAY!

General Electric Company, Dept. 2A,
Appliance Park, Louisville, Kentucky

Please send me my free copy of "Building and Air Conditioning with General Electric." □ Also send name of local distributor. □

Your Name__________________________
Firm Name__________________________
Street_______________________________
City_________________Zone_ State_____
Builder___________________________
Architect__________________________
Other______________________________

□
Why not put sit-down work space in your kitchens?

That’s what two builders have done in the kitchens shown here. Their reason: women want to get off their feet while doing kitchen chores.

In the kitchen above, Dwight Haugen of Portland, Ore., left out cabinets under part of the counter. So a housewife can use the counter as a desk.

In the kitchen at left, Dave Edmunds of Clearwater, Fla., omitted cabinets under half of his double sink. So a housewife can be seated while peeling vegetables, rinsing dishes and loading the adjoining dishwasher.

Both builders used chairs as props to emphasize the sit-down feature to model-house visitors.
Time was when building a saleable house was largely a matter of pleasing design, quality construction and convenient location at a reasonable price.

You, the builder, competing for today's home buyer's dollar must consider additional features to attract the customer's interest and to provide yourself with that "extra selling edge."

The question is—what can you add that will not raise your selling price too high?

There is one answer you may have overlooked... feature a sales appealing, handsome, home-enhancing quality garage door. Fact is, you should if the garage faces the street.

A strikingly designed, distinctively styled, perhaps even tastefully "customized" Crawford garage door can materially add to the architectural beauty of your home and its customer appeal—with little additional cost.

Point is, a Crawford door, with its luxury-look, individuality and ease of operation, provides the "extra selling edge" you've been looking for. And if you'd like an additional "tie-breaker" you might consider a Delco-matic garage door operator. Ask your Crawford Distributor about it when you call him.
Weiser's two-tone lock colors enable the builder to develop a more distinctive custom appearance through third dimension lock color.

By two-color contrast, Weiser Locks add a new dimension to each door.
Which is the most economical air conditioning for your houses

There's no one best way—so much depends upon the size of houses, their architecture, the cost and availability of fuel and many other factors. That's why it's wise to consult your Carrier dealer before you draw your plans. He handles the largest line of air conditioning in the industry. (Four of the many products are described on these pages.) So his only interest is to recommend the type that short-cuts cost without sacrificing performance.

And this expert technical assistance is only the beginning. Your Carrier dealer can provide the kind of tested promotional support that has made “Carrier Weathermaker Homes” the most-wanted house in America. He can help you merchandise the air conditioning you install with everything from brochures to billboards. He can help you to bring the crowds to your sample houses.

So make a date to see the Carrier dealer listed in the Yellow Pages of your Classified Telephone Directory before another day goes by. Work with him to get the most from your air conditioning investment.

Carrier Corporation, Syracuse, New York.
the most efficient heat pump on the market today! It's the Carrier Heat Pump system that offers low first cost, low operation costs and low operating costs.

Exclusive "Climate Balance" gives maximum efficiency over the year-round temperature range. Indoor Section consists of air-circulation fans, heating-cooling coil, filters and an auxiliary electric heater. It may be located in a variety of places (see below). Outdoor Section contains air-cooled condenser, refrigerant compressor and electric controls.

Pump Weathermaker in basement or crawl space. Two-design permits location of Indoor Section under floor joists, ress indoor living space (enough to provide a generous closet). The condensing section is located outdoors to site the need for ductwork to bring in outside condensing air.

Heat Pump Weathermaker in attic or utility room. For slab construction, Indoor Section may be tucked away in attic. No gas pipes, oil lines, fuel tanks, chimneys or vents needed since only electricity is used as fuel. No water used for summer cooling. Capacities: heating—51,400 to 123,500 Btu/hr—cooling—2.5 to 4.7 tons.

Stop by the Carrier Booths (401, 402, 403) at the National Association of Home Builders Exposition, Hotel Sherman, Chicago, January 18th through 22nd. See an demonstration.
KITCHEN Classic by YORKTOWNE
Presenting America’s newest and most distinctive kitchen...

the Classic by YORKTOWNE

Magnificent new cabinet styling* with the newest and richest of finishes will focus greater interest on the homes you build.

These new Classic Kitchens will sell the homes you build! Here are lovely hardwood cabinets in step with modern styling trends. See the beautiful diamond-cut drawers, raised panel doors, and charming new “life-time” finish in beautiful rose champagne fruitwood.

Note the smooth, easy-to-keep clean surfaces with no dust-catching hardware showing anywhere. Classic Kitchens are classics in construction, too. Built like fine furniture from finest kiln-dried hardwoods, they’ll last for generations.

And remember, Classic Kitchens are now offered in 150 different styles and sizes to fit the space and price requirements of the homes you build. New illustrated brochure gives full details. Write for your file copy now!

*So new and so distinctive we have patents pending and we’ll defend our design rights, too...we’ve suffered from style piracy before.

new features that mean greater sales appeal

Surveys show that housewives are enthusiastic about the extra features and super conveniences of the new CLASSIC Kitchens. Never have beauty and function been so smartly combined. See, for example, the roll-out work tables, wall oven cabinets, revolving corner shelves, extra drawers in every base cabinet, hidden bread boxes and cutting boards...and scores of other home selling ideas.

immediately available...everywhere!

New CLASSIC Kitchens as well as famous Yorktowne Kitchens, in hand-rubbed genuine birch, are all available from Yorktowne distributors in 60 major cities. So, go ahead with your plans, we’ll have your cabinets ready to meet them.

fully guaranteed

All CLASSIC and Yorktowne Genuine Birch Kitchens are covered by written guarantees protecting you against any flaws in material or workmanship...for a period of five years from date of installation.

Of course...we are still building America’s most popular kitchen

Yorktowne KITCHENS

They are available in more than 150 sizes from warehouse stocks located in more than 60 centers.

Manufactured by
New Built-In Sales Appeal

And...

for your extra-value homes


Plus...

the sales appeal of a Disposall®

A specially budget-priced, high-quality, continuous-feed model that features really fast, easy, one-man installation! Model FC-15.
General Electric Dishwasher
designed and priced right for you!

Model SU-60 Automatic Dishwasher—This "Princess" 24-inch budget-priced, quality-built dishwasher gives you General Electric's brand preference and consumer appeal with truly modern kitchen convenience.

You get sales appeal, extra value, visible quality and the competitive plus which help sell your homes faster. It's available in 5 colors, 5 woods, brushed chrome and antique copper. Features famous Flushaway Drain, built-in pump, custom washing performance.

And, you get world-famous General Electric dependability and service.

Look at This Easy, Fast Installation

Saves Time And Work—Entire tub rolls right out of cabinet—and out of your way—while you make electrical and plumbing connections. (Four wood wedges let you shim and level cabinet while in place.)

Sanitary Drain Air Gap—Eliminates need for prior roughing in, provides maximum sanitation, uses one drain for both dishwasher and sink. (Optional sanitary drain also available which utilizes existing sink.)

We want to help you sell!

Besides budget-priced, high-quality models with easy installation and big sales appeal—we're ready to back you with a complete package of merchandising tools designed to help you really reap the benefits of nationally advertised General Electric Dishwashers and Disposals.

For all of the profitable details get in touch with your General Electric representative or mail the coupon below today!

Watch for the big news!

Coming soon! A new 24-inch custom model dishwasher... the biggest and most exciting advance in automatic dishwashing in years. It'll be mighty important to homemakers, home buyers, and to you as an alert home builder.

Yes...

We'd like more detailed information about the new General Electric Dishwashers and Disposals—and the promotion help which goes with them. No obligation, of course.
Check the profit advantages
in Transite sewer mains
for your next development!

\textbf{Higher appraisals}
\textbf{Greater unit profit}
\textbf{Faster, easier selling}

Sweeping the nation's building industry is a new and profitable trend—builder-installed sewer mains for new developments!

Few innovations have offered builders so much practical help in increasing profits and reducing selling time.

Take your next development, for example. With its own sewer mains—you'll have higher appraisals... greater profit on every home you build. You'll sell faster, too, because buyers are eager to pay the nominal premium for this lifetime convenience.

With all these advantages—Transite® Sewer Pipe is easy to install. Lightweight in long, 13' lengths—Transite handles easily above and below ground... with special equipment needed only in the largest sizes. And the familiar Ring-Tite Coupling assembles quickly, surely... giving a tight seal to every coupling in the line.

Next time you see a profit opportunity in sewer mains for your homes call in your Johns-Manville representative. Meanwhile, let us send you illustrated brochures TR-165A and "What you need to know about Sewage." Write Johns-Manville, Box 14HH, New York 16, N. Y. In Canada, Port Credit, Ontario.

For the extra economy of an all Transite Sewer system, specify Transite Building Sewer Pipe for house to sewer connections.

\textbf{JOHNS-MANVILLE}

\textbf{Distinguished Styling}
Style is the keynote of modern kitchen design—and Trade-Wind provides the most striking hood designs with which to equip the kitchen.

\textbf{Customer Convenience}
Space Saver designs free the entire cabinet for storage; the sliding Touch-Bar simplifies control; real copper and stainless are especially finished for lifetime service.

\textbf{Certified Performance}
Every Trade-Wind Ventilating Hood and Ventilator is guaranteed to provide top capacity performance.

You'll Get \textbf{EVEN MORE} in '59 with Trade-Wind
Announcing a **NEW**
triple profit package
for the builder!

More and more prospective homeowners are looking for ceiling tile in the homes they plan to buy.

In tune with this trend we are pleased to announce the addition of a new perforated ceiling tile to the Certain-teed line of building products. Made of tough wood fibers, Certain-teed ceiling tile is designed for lasting beauty — durability — and economical installation.

Another new product in the Certain-teed line for '59 is an excellent quality low cost interior building board that has a superior finish... this, too, is made for quick, economical installation insuring better builder profits.

All over America Certain-teed color-tuned roofs are going up on more and more homes because builders know they're in tune with the demand of homeowners for the RIGHT COLORS. Only Certain-teed can offer you the new "Color-Tuned Roofing Systems" researched and designed by famous color authority Beatrice West. For the newest products in tune with the times and designed for profit — look to Certain-teed.

See the Certain-teed line for '59 at the NAHB convention — Chicago — Hotel Sherman—Booth 469—January 18-22.
now...a whole-house fit your present plans
home sales in Chicago ...
...Miami — all over

No matter what you’re building or where, the most dramatic sales feature in homebuilding today will cost you little more than you’re spending for heating alone...will add thousands of dollars in extra value...and extra sales appeal

Chicago — 102 Fedders Adaptonatic Heat Pumps going into Leon Gervasio’s Lombard Lilac Gardens and Norman Schlossberg’s Merideth Homes ... Atlanta — Fedders Heat Pump featured in C. J. League and W. L. Jackson’s 100-home River Springs For sub-division ... Lima, Ohio — Buyers select Fedders Heat Pump at first 30 homes sold (at $1,100 premium) in Dick Tettman’s 201-home sub-division ... Miami — Fleetwood Manor, 500-home development featuring Fedders central heat pump, sold out in days

From all over America, the evidence is piling in: something happened that makes everything you have read or heard about heat pump air conditioner out of date. It is no longer restricted to warmer climates, no longer reserved for custom-built homes.

The Fedders 3 HP Adaptonatic Heat Pump provides air conditioning in summer...the world’s cleanest, most modern automatic heating in winter. And it’s priced far below any combination of separate cooling and heating equipment available — costs only little more than a conventional heating system alone.
heat pump that will
and prices is sparking
Lima...Atlanta...
the U.S.

3 HP Adapto111atic Heat Pump incorporates
pressurized condenser air system that permits
installation in any interior location in existing
house plans. Measures only 42” x 36¼” x 21”.

If you've thought of complete heat pump installations as costing
500 to $3,000, slash that figure by better than 50%. If you've
agined they require skilled, high-priced mechanics, just call your
regular contractor. The all-in-one Fedders Adapto11atic Heat Pump
smaller and lighter, goes in faster than flame-fuel heating plants.
Factory assembled and tested, completely pre-wired when it's de-
dered to your building site. All accessories and controls are included.
Now for slightly more than you'd spend for an ordinary heating
system, you can air condition your new homes summer and winter . . .
It add more than $1,000 in extra market value. This is the big-
ture on which to hang your merchandising and sales efforts, the
st dramatic advance in homebuilding today.

Local electric power companies and cooperatives all over the U. S.,
which have tested and recommended the Fedders Adapto11atic Heat
mp, stand ready to help you promote and merchandise in sub-
tial and effective ways as part of their all-out LBE Gold Medallion
me program.

Fedders provides attractive merchandising displays, consumer liter-
re, ad mats that help you capitalize on the home comfort system
he future. Moreover, Fedders has a special plan to help develop-
it builders test the sales power of the Adapto11atic Heat Pump
odel homes at extremely low cost. Call your wholesale distributor
ail the coupon direct to Fedders today.
"Twindow Insulating Glass increases toward the
This enterprising contractor has been building homes in this attractive Davenport suburb for ten years. At present he is developing Highland Park which features $50,000 homes on large, well-landscaped lots. All of the houses are custom built to owner specifications and—like this one shown here—have TWINDOW Insulating Glass in every window!

"I have found that the advantages and savings from the use of TWINDOW are equally important to the people who will buy homes in Highland Park as well as those who are interested in the moderately priced houses in our other development," explains Mr. Dohrn.

"We believe—and prove to our prospects—that TWINDOW will more than pay for itself in fuel savings and will make a more livable and comfortable home. We point out that TWINDOW eliminates the need and trouble of putting up and taking down storm windows. After we explain these advantages we quickly note a much higher interest by the customer.

"It looks to us that very soon single glass in windows will be a thing of the past."

If TWINDOW Insulating Units make one builder’s selling job easier, they can work for you, too. Why not get more information about TWINDOW? Find out about its sales-appealing qualities, the ease with which it can be handled and installed. All of this is explained in our handsome TWINDOW booklet. Write today for your free copy! Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, Room 9114, 632 Fort Duquesne Blvd., Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania.

**TWO TYPES OF TWINDOW**

**TWINDOW—METAL EDGE.** This type is ideal for large windows and where maximum insulation is needed. It's made up of two panes of 3/4" clear vision Plate Glass, with a 1/2" sealed air space between. Its stainless steel frame, a TWINDOW feature, eliminates bare edges... makes handling safe, quick and easy.

**TWINDOW—GLASS EDGE.** This type is just the thing for modern window wall construction. Having exceptional insulating properties, it is constructed of two panes of 3/4" PENVERN® — the quality window glass—with a 1/8" air space between. TWINDOW—glass edge units are available in popular sizes for a variety of window styles.
MORE SOLID VALUE THAN ANY OTHER BUILT-IN!

NEW Welnbilt In RANGES GAS AND ELECTRIC

NEWLY DESIGNED WITH FEATURES AND GLAMOR STYLING NO WOMAN CAN RESIST... AND SENSATIONALLY PRICED!

Decorator Colors — Stainless Steel! Mellow Coppertone! Sunshine Yellow! Candy Pink!

Glamor Styling — Clean, modern design to complement every kitchen decor.

Choice of Surface Units — 2 burner units, or space-saving 4 burner clusters.

Automatic Clock-Controlled Oven (Electric) — Automatic care-free cooking for extra hours of leisure time.

Electric Clock and 4 Hour Timer — Times recipes to perfection.

Easy to Clean — Porcelain enamel or stainless steel finishes wipe clean with a damp sponge. Porcelain lined oven and Broiler.

Thermostatically Controlled Oven — Foolproof thermostat controls maintain constant temperature as "dialed" for perfect baking.

Smokeless Broiling — Broils with door closed, on both gas and electric models.

FRANCHISES AVAILABLE IN SOME TERRITORIES—CONTACT:

WELBILT CORPORATION, WELBILT SQ., MASPETH 78, N.Y., EVERGREEN 6-4300

LOW-COST COMFORT ZONING ADDS SALES VALUE TO YOUR HOMES

A zoned B&G Hydro-Flo Heating System endows your homes with that touch of distinction which only a hydronic* forced hot water system can give.

Zoning a B&G Hydro-Flo System is the simple, low-cost way to have several different temperatures in the home. Only one boiler is needed to supply heat to as many zones as desired. For example, a sunny, draftless 72° in the living room—an invigorating 68° in the recreation room—and a cool 65° in the bedrooms.

The B&G Hydro-Flo System provides radiant heat, smoothly controlled to meet every variation in outdoor temperature. That's why this system uses so little fuel—none is wasted by over-heating. It also provides ample hot faucet water—winter and summer—heated by the same boiler that heats the house.

THE B&G BOOSTER...heart of the system

This electric pump, under thermostatic control, circulates hot water from the boiler through the heating system. Quiet operation and long-lived dependability are its outstanding characteristics. Nearly 3,000,000 have been installed to date!

The Booster and auxiliary B&G Hydro-Flo equipment can be installed on any hot water heating boiler. A majority of boiler manufacturers include Hydro-Flo units as standard equipment on their "package" boilers.
Campus buildings are getting greater reinforcement at lower cost

Architects accept Keywall masonry joint reinforcement for building projects at colleges and universities. Look at these new classroom buildings and residence halls at four leading universities. Masonry joints on these buildings are being reinforced with Keywall for added strength, greater crack resistance.

The ability of Keywall to increase lateral strength and reduce shrinkage cracks in masonry has been demonstrated on job after job. Recent tests confirm this superior quality. Architects know they're getting effective reinforcement at a savings.

Masons like Keywall . . . they use it as specified. They find it easy to handle and easy to adapt to a wide range of applications. Keywall can be lapped at corners without adding thickness to joints. Full embedment and a complete bond are assured.

Galvanized Keywall can be stored anywhere without rusting. No wonder Keywall wins wide acceptance among builders and architects!

Keywall is made for the following wall thicknesses: 4", 6", 8", 10" and 12".

KEYSTONE STEEL & WIRE CO.

PEORIA 7, ILLINOIS

Keywall • Keycorner • Keymesh® • Keystrip • Welded Wire Fabric
Hotpoint automatic 30-inch stack-on surface section Model RM702 and Bi-level double oven Model RLG702.

Hotpoint Customline Appliances are available in stainless finishes: Satin-Copper, Turquoise, Coral Pink, Sunburst Yellow, Copper Brown, and Classic White.

Hotpoint deluxe single oven Model RJG302 and 30-inch drop-in surface section Model RN11.
when you build in
HOTPOINT
you build in
PUBLIC
PREFERENCE

Only Hotpoint offers builders such dramatic proof of public preference, for only Hotpoint has made over 5 million electric ranges.

Hotpoint built-in ranges offer the same product leadership—in quality, in features and in styling—that has made this unprecedented sales record possible.

And, Hotpoint keeps building public preference for built-in ranges with powerful, full-color ads in Life and other leading magazines. It's advertising directed to your prospects to help sell Hotpoint-equipped homes.

With Hotpoint built-in ranges, you also enjoy many other important advantages. Hotpoint offers a complete built-in line, with ovens and surface cooking sections to fit every kitchen plan and budget. Hotpoint built-ins are designed to save space and installation costs, too. And, Hotpoint's new interchangeable oven door panels give your customers complete decorating freedom—colors can be changed easily in minutes.

Remember, home buyers look for quality, and Hotpoint built-ins reflect quality throughout the home. Put the sales power of Hotpoint's public preference in your homes now!

when you build in Hotpoint, you build in Public Preference

Hotpoint

A Division of General Electric Company, Chicago 44, Illinois

ELECTRIC RANGES · REFRIGERATORS · AUTOMATIC WASHERS · CLOTHES DRYERS · CUSTOMLINE DISHWASHERS · DISPOSALLS® · WATER HEATERS · FOOD FREEZERS · AIR CONDITIONERS
Hotpoint Spotless Supreme Dishwasher Model DE-1, with Double-Deck Water Action.

New Improved Hotpoint DISPOSALL® Food Waste Disposer

Now, famous Hotpoint super-hard cutting teeth plus newly designed grinding ring and flywheel dispose of food waste faster. Swing-free hammers virtually end jams. And the Hotpoint Disposall is easy to install because plumbers helped design it.
A HOTPOINT DISHWASHER SAYS QUALITY ALL THROUGH THE HOME

Hotpoint Dishwasher, you add elegance and quality to any or product leadership is without equal. Hotpoint developed dishwasher, and, since then, has been first with advancement in dishwasher design.

Hotpoint's new Double-Deck Water Action. Only Hotpoint each rack that washes everything—glasses, dishes, silver, Spotless rinsing, dual filtering and a separate utensil cycle.

Hotpoint continually builds its reputation for product leadership through dramatic full-color advertising in LIFE and other leading magazines. This powerful pre-selling builds public preference that means more sales for you.

The Hotpoint Dishwasher line has been designed expressly to meet builders' needs. Four models enable you to enjoy the sales power of Hotpoint quality whether you're building $10,000 or $100,000 homes. Your choice of 7 finishes and provision for natural wood. And, you save on installation—all plumbing and electrical connections can be made from the front.

Plan now for more sales—build in quality your prospects trust . . . with a Hotpoint Dishwasher.

when you build in Hotpoint, you build in Public Preference

Hotpoint

A Division of General Electric Company, Chicago 44, Illinois

ELECTRIC RANGES · REFRIGERATORS · AUTOMATIC WASHERS · CLOTHES DRYERS · CUSTOMLINE DISHWASHERS · DISPOSALS® · WATER HEATERS · FOOD FREEZERS · AIR CONDITIONERS
John H. Martin of John H. Martin & Sons, home builder of Kansas City, Kansas, builds many homes each year in the $14,000 to $20,000 price range. He is considered by his contemporaries as one of the area's leading home builders. Mr. Martin says:

"Over 5,000 people visited my model home in one week during Kansas City's Parade of Homes. I was amazed at the interest shown in the Kitcheneer...it really stole the show! The Kitcheneer will be a standard feature of all my new homes from now on."

The New Kitcheneering Unit fits snugly on the undersurface of any metal or wooden kitchen cabinet...a decorator-designed appliance-unit crafted with the kitchen-beautiful in mind.

Visit Booths 352-353
NATIONAL HOME BUILDERS SHOW
CONRAD HILTON HOTEL, CHICAGO

KITCHENEERING COMPANY OF AMERICA • KANSAS CITY 29, MISSOURI

NOW YOU CAN GIVE YOUR CUSTOMERS
PETEON QUALITY IN DOORS, TOO!

It's a DAISY!

this new aluminum sliding glass door
by Peterson, a great name in aluminum windows

The new Daisy door by Peterson is supplied in heights of 6'10" and 8", in 6' to 20' widths and special sizes, too; and with glazing in a wide variety of glass from 1/4" sheet glass to 1" sealed units. And its exclusive adjustable track at the threshold assures level installation on every job.

with PROWLER-PROOF VENTILATION

An important selling point of the Daisy is prowler-proof ventilation. It locks firmly and solidly in "closed" and three "open" positions. Daisy doors to 10' can be shipped assembled. Larger sizes shipped KD. For customer convenience, single glazed doors can be converted later to double glazed, by merely buying a new lite and changing glazing strips—no need to buy complete panels. Send coupon below for full details of this new nationally advertised, popular priced door.

Daisy Doors, a product of
Peterson Window Corp.

730 10 LIVERNOIS
FERNDALE 20, MICHIGAN
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HOLDS NAILS BETTER! Tests prove that RIGIDWALL Insulating Sheathing holds nails 47% better in dry board and 91% better in wet board than the FHA requires for direct nailing of siding shingles to sheathing. That's the extra measure of solidity you get only with RIGIDWALL!

23% STRONGER BY TEST! Racking tests prove that RIGIDWALL is 23% stronger, on the average, than required by FHA for application without corner bracing. Wet strength is actually 44% greater than required. Here again, you get an extra measure of strength with RIGIDWALL!

SCORES CLEAN ... BREAKS EVEN
Because of its extra rigidity, RIGIDWALL Sheathing handles more easily...gives you less waste. Extra strength also means fewer ruined boards from smashed corners and edges—and ultimately stronger finished construction.

MADE BY THE CHEM-FI PROCESS
This is the unique Barrett process that brings the fiber strength of natural wood to insulating board. Microphotograph A is ordinary board, with fine powder-like particles throughout. Microphotograph B is Barrett RIGIDWALL, with long reinforcing fibers for extra strength!

The greatest improvement in insulating sheathing since its introduction. For samples and full information, call your Barrett representative or write us direct.
Research develops low-cost domes of 2x4s and plywood

Using work-a-day materials and a simple erection system (see below), a research team at Pease Woodwork, Hamilton, Ohio has produced a geodesic dome that costs less than $1.50 a sq ft in place.

The basic package for a 26'-dia clear-span dome will sell for $596, can be erected by two men in a day. Pease expects to sell its early models for farm buildings, storage sheds, and the like (see H&H, Dec, p 95). Although Pease has no present plans to use the new structures for houses, the domes do have an important message for homebuilding. The message: it costs less to use traditional materials in a highly engineered dome—a tremendously strong shape that must be built with 1/100" tolerances—than to use those same materials in a simple rectangle—a basically weak shape that needs bracing and can be built with 1/4" tolerances.

The 2x4-framed plywood triangles (about 8' on a side) used in the dome can be disassembled, re-erected. Windows, ventilators, heating can be installed several ways.

Here is how the wood geodesic dome goes together in less than a day:

1. Sole plate sections for ten-sided dome are mitered, dropped down over pre-set anchor bolts. Plate has been pressure-treated with preservative.
2. Base triangles are set in place over anchor bolts. Fastening (with ratchet wrench) secures both plate and triangle to foundation.
3. Adjacent panels are bolted together. Four pairs of base triangles, plus door assemblies, complete base of dome. Holes are for ventilators.
4. Detail shows how chamfered 2x edge members of triangles meet just the proper angle. Pressure-sensitive aluminum tape seals panel joint.
5. Above base triangles, only two other shapes are required: equilateral triangles (6 needed) and isosceles triangles (24). Windows are preinstalled.
6. Temporary bracing is needed as erection approaches dome closure. Mid-bracing 2x4s in triangles stop short of corners to leave bolting room.
7. Finished dome has eave strip from door head to base to take off rain.
NEW THUNDERBIRD
by Inland Homes

Startling New Value
Widen your market with the quality-packed Thunderbird Series, designed to sell for $8150 plus lot.
Find out TODAY. Visit, phone, or write P. R. Thompson, Vice President, Sales—Phone PRospect 3-7550, Piqua, Ohio.

12 Colonial, Contemporary, French Provincial, and Ranch designs. All architect-designed.
Over 1,000 sq. ft. with big living room, kitchen, dining space, and 3 bedrooms.
2" x 4" construction throughout.
Cedar shakes are factory applied and double-coursed. Horizontal siding also available, or sheathing only for brick.

INLAND HOMES CORPORATION • Plants in Piqua, Ohio and Hanover, Pa.
See us at the NAHB Show—space 931—Coliseum
Research points the way to basically new appliances for the 1960s

The experimental models shown on this page are examples of new appliances based on new engineering principles; they use heat pumps, thermo-electric heating/cooling, more efficient methods of gas combustion.

None of these appliances is on the market. Some may never be (though all except the unit at the right are actual working models). But they all give you a glimpse of the kind of ideas now being worked out in the laboratories of most of the major appliance makers.

An official of one major manufacturer sums up this way: "Our future in the industry will be determined by engineering principles."

**Complete gas center**, designed to fit compactly into a single kitchen cabinet, is engineered to heat and cool the entire house, filter the air, and provide refrigeration for several food-cooling units. Both heating and cooling would be gas-operated. RCA Whirlpool.

**Heat-pump drier** is said to dry as fast as a 220-volt drier, though it operates on 110 volts and would use only half as much power. No vent is needed because heat is picked up by an accumulator (evaporator) coil and is reused. General Electric.

**Thermo-electric food cart** combines refrigerator and warming oven both operated by a single heating/cooling unit with no moving parts (for details, see H&R, Sept '58, p 164). This is first of several appliances to be based on this new principle. Westinghouse.

**Gridless gas burner** has flush top ceramic glass (originally developed for rocket nose cones) which can be used for cooking with or without pots. Flat surface is made possible by new burner that mixes air and gas before combustion. RCA Whirlpool.

continued on p 1
The ageless beauty of two ancient Chinese symbols inspires two new Schlage escutcheon designs, the Ming and the Shou. They are crafted to complement the increasingly popular Oriental-modern decorating trends of today — another contribution to lock beauty from Schlage.

See these two additions to Schlage's beauty-line at the N·A·H·B CONVENTION BOOTH 127

SCHLAGE LOCK COMPANY
San Francisco • New York • Vancouver, B.C.
Kneewall trusses save time, work, and material

In their story-and-a-half houses, Ford Homes (McDonough, N.Y.) uses longitudinal trusses as kneewalls. This lets them use 2x4s for rafters and ceiling joists, and lets them frame in the upper story in only a few hours.

Here is how the system works: 1) When first-floor walls are erected, ceiling panels (drywall fastened to 2x4s) are put in place resting on a central bearing wall and the outside wall. 2) The kneewall trusses are set in position and fastened to the ceiling panels with steel angles (the truss now supports the center of ceiling panel). 3) The roof panels (sheathing fastened to 2x4s) are placed, nailed.

Without the kneewall trusses, the panel framing members would have to be 2x6s and 2x10s, and the big panels would be a lot heavier and harder to handle. Trusses usually come in two sections, so inner ends adjoining sections must rest on a transverse bearing wall.

New idea for laying pipe

To push pipe under existing driveways and sidewalks, an Evanston, Ill, contractor uses a backhoe.

He first digs a trench leading to, and away from, the driveway (in photo, backhoe is on driveway). A length of pipe is capped, laid in the trench, and rammed through to the other side. When pipe emerges on other side, it is uncapped and connected.

Suspended soffit cuts costs

This detail by Fox & Jacobs, Dal eliminates the horizontal 2x4 look frequently used as nailers for soffit and the frieze board frequently used to hide the top of brick veneer. A fascia has a dado cut to take outer edge of soffit; inner edge is held up by 1" nailed to rafter tails.
Throughout the United States genuine Dur-O-wal Steel Reinforcing is being used in the mortar bed to provide lasting protection for the classic beauty of masonry construction.

You can provide timeless protection for the flawless beauty of masonry with time-tested Dur-O-wal. This high-tensile steel re-inforcing is trussed designed and custom fabricated to give masonry walls a backbone of steel.

Specifications and Research data available on request.
Giant home show spurs sales in Mackle's newest Florida community

Inside the 10-acre fenced area above, the Mackle Co has set up what it calls “the biggest home show ever staged by a single company.”

Aim of the “Exposition of Homes” to help sell the 900 houses at Mackle Pompano Beach Highlands. Results: 280 sales in the first 30 days.

The exposition’s theme—“Conquest of Space”—dramatizes Mackle’s claim that “every inch of space in these homes is usable working space.” Visitors enter through a 70' simulated rocket (left foreground above). From a platform in the rocket they see the whole area—10 models priced from $9,385 to $14,900, 50 display booths of manufacturers’ brand-name products, a playground, refreshment booths, and picnic grounds.

A $60,000 local advertising campaign—using radio, TV, and newspapers—promoted the show’s opening. First day’s turnout: over 61,000.

How salesmen’s uniforms promote builders’ houses

In Atlanta, Kinne Sutton (at left in left photo), general manager of Tekcraft Corp, and his salesmen wear blue blazers with the Tekcraft trademark on the breast pocket. Tekcraft ads urge people to “see the man in the blue blazer . . . for your best buy.”

In Kansas City, Fred Olsen (center in right photo) and his salesmen wear jockey uniforms to promote his Bel Air subdivision, where models are named for famous race courses.

Rear overhead door is a popular feature of this garage, says Builder Ray Wilson, Muncie, Ind. Reason: it turns the garage into a breezeway, making possible a shaded sitting area hidden from the street. Overhead Door Co. has picked up the idea, now offering screened-in sash in place of garage door panels.
From other builders: sales ideas you can use

"Leave off bathroom doors in your models. That's how we get around the touchy problem of asking visitors not to use the bathrooms or of buying plywood cutouts to fit over the toilets. We leave hinges and pins on the door frames, so it's obvious the house isn't sold without bathroom doors"—Jack Worthman, Ft Wayne.

"Tie in giveaways with the names of your models. We named three models after roses (American Beauty, Sweetbriar, Picardy), then ran ads offering an American Beauty rose to every woman visitor during opening week. Cost was 5¢ a rose and well worth it."
—Myron B. Sloane, Elkins Park, Pa.

"Send a magazine subscription as a post-sales gift to home buyers—preferably a shelter magazine. We send a year's subscription to Sunset, 'the magazine of western living'. Sunset supplies gift cards and envelopes on which we print our name and trademark. A gift like this makes a more lasting impression than flowers, champagne, and the like. It's more helpful to the homeowner. And it costs less ($1.50 a house)."—Dave Slipher, Webb & Snapp, New York City.

"Offer floor-covering options. In our development near New Orleans, we provide vinyl-asbestos flooring with a 1,300 sq ft model that sells for $19,750. But in the bedrooms, living room, and dining room (about 800 sq ft), we offer buyers oak block floors for $76 extra, wall-to-wall carpeting for $520 more. Square-foot, in-place costs of our flooring materials are 35¢ for vinyl-asbestos, 47¢ for oak block, $1 for carpeting"—Dave Slipher, Webb & Snapp, New York City.

"Substitute a den for the garage in one of your model houses. We charge $400 for the finished den (or playroom), and stop the driveway about 20' from the street. Of our last 10 buyers, 43 chose the finished room instead of the garage."—Bob Fox, Plymouth Meeting, Pa.

"Sell shrubs at bargain prices if you want your homeowners to make our development more attractive. Twice a week we send out handbills advertising plantings at one-third off. Then we park truckloads of shrubs and flowers at street intersections wherever homes are already well landscaped—the sight of attractively planted lots gives people an idea of what they can do with their own places. Why not simply provide landscape plans? Because they'd cost us as much as a discount sale, and many people can't read them"—Al Balch, Seattle.

On reclaimed land: every house has a lake-front site

If you're ignoring close-in land because it's low and hard to drain, look what the developers of Sherwood Lake did with marshland just an hour's drive from downtown Detroit.

Using drag lines to dig out bays and inlets and installing big (48") Armco pipe as permanent drains, Lake Shore Development Co turned a sparsely settled area of summer cottages into a year-round luxury colony of $30,000 to $40,000 houses. Now lots—all with lake frontage—are selling for up to $10,000.

Here's a little house with five large-house features

As the numbered plan shows, this manufactured house has: 1) big closets (almost twice the new MPS requirements), 2) two dining areas, 3) a kitchen that's screened from the living room, 4) a laundry in a light area in the kitchen, 5) a back door that opens into a storage area, not into the kitchen.

The house sells for as low as $6,900 without lot. It is being produced by Harnischfeger Homes, Port Washington, Wis., designed by L. Morgan Yost.
Here are four ways to cut the cost of moving materials

All four simplify materials handling for Fox & Jacobs, Dallas.

1. The trailer (upper left) moves pre-cut studs and pre-assembled headers from F&J's yard to building sites. A rack between the wheels is used to carry other lumber.

2. The International fork-lift tractor (upper right) covers rugged ground around houses that would stymie a fork-lift truck. It can carry 100 sheets of plywood, hoist 20 squares of shingles to a roof at once.

3. The pallet rack (lower left) is loaded in the yard, delivered to the site by truck or trailer, and fork-lifted to the house slab, where it stays until empty.

4. The "junk wagon" (lower right) is parked between houses where workmen can throw debris, like broken bricks and bits of dry-wall, into it instead of on the ground. So less time is spent later in policing up the site.

Now erection equipment comes with prefab package

The new crane in action at left is mounted behind the cab of a tractor-trailer that delivers manufactured-house packages to builder-dealers.

General Homes, Ft Wayne, uses the crane to solve this builder problem: either he has to round up a large crew to handle heavy components, or he has to coordinate the arrival of powered handling equipment with the arrival of the house package.

General rents the tractor-mounted crane to builders at $30 for the first hour and $5 for each additional hour on the same day. Using it to unload and position wall panels, trusses, and bundles of shingles and sheathing, three men can erect a house in four hours, General says.

The 35' crane (made by Teale Mfg) jack-knifes down to 8' when not in use. It is powered by the tractor.
Your new building must have beauty and dignity ... something substantial, enduring and eye-appealing. At the same time, it must stay within strict budget limitations. To meet all these requirements, use Vibrapac Block — the popular, versatile building material.

Vibrapac Block ... in the creative hands of capable architects and builders ... has become, in effect, a new building material. It is available in a variety of patterns and modular sizes that enable architects and builders to create a myriad of beautiful effects ... basket weaves ... ashlar patterns ... running bond ... vertical stacking, etc.

And Vibrapac Block is a low cost building material. Data compiled by the U. S. Dept. of Commerce (see table at right) emphasizes the economy of concrete block masonry. In addition, the ease and speed with which Vibrapac Block can be laid, provide marked savings in time, labor and materials.

Yes, Vibrapac Block gives you beauty and permanence at an amazingly low cost. Why not learn more about this modern building material? Your nearby Vibrapac Block plant will gladly give you all the facts.

**BESSER Company**

DEPT. 175 • ALPENA, MICHIGAN, U. S. A.

First in Concrete Block Machines
“From custom houses like this, you can borrow ideas . . .

So says Tampa’s Matt Jetton who built both the houses shown above.

He adds: “If you keep your eye on what appeals most to custom-house clients you can often find out what people in your built-for-sale market will accept.”

From their custom house, Jetton and Designer Betty Wild got these 10 ideas that spurred the sales of his built-for-sale model: 1) contemporary styling, 2) a masonry exterior, 3) split levels to fit a gentle slope, 4) a double carport, 5) plenty of floor-to-ceiling glass, 6) deep overhangs to fend off the sun, 7) a covered terrace, 8) a double-in-line kitchen, 9) skylights in the kitchen and baths, 10) walk-in closets.

But the two houses are far from identical. The custom house has a flat roof and an open plan. The ready-built model has a low-pitched roof and a relatively closed plan—a storage wall screens the dining area from the living room and the front entry; the kitchen is closed off from the living room, and can also be closed from the dining area by sliding doors.

The custom house has two bedrooms, cost $19,700 with land. The ready-built has three bedrooms, is priced at $22,900 with land.

Continued on p 21

KITCHEN of built-for-sale house can be shielded from dining area by sliding doors.
This sticker is a profit builder.

It reminds home buyers that the windows in the home they are about to buy are equipped with the finest metal weatherstrip and sash balance available... Zegers Dura-seal. This "Advertised in LIFE" sticker helps you sell the quality features in the home you have built. Dura-seal is the only product of its kind backed by national advertising. Let this sticker work for you! Contact your lumber dealer—he will show you an actual sample and explain the many Dura-seal benefits. Zegers, Incorporated, 8090 South Chicago Avenue, Chicago 17, Illinois

Send for this free booklet, "Today—Quality Sells The Home Buyer." It tells all about Dura-seal and the entire promotion program back of it.
Quick quiz: Can you pick the billboard that pulled more prospects?

The one at the right, says Jackson, Miss., Builder Bill Underwood, who tried them both. Why? Because it has less copy, fewer ideas, and more legible lettering. Its sole mission: to call attention to Underwood's over-all operation in six different neighborhoods—not to present details like price, features and community facilities.

Says Underwood, chairman of NAHB's Merchandising Committee: "You've got to keep a billboard simple if you expect people to read it at a glance from passing cars."

Would this teaser work for you?

It worked for Seattle Builders Bell & Valdez—helped them boost their 1958 fall sales by a third over the same period in 1957.

Three weeks before the opening of their new Trendsetter Lane community, B&V started stirring up talk with their "TL is coming" campaign. They used billboards (above left) plus some eye-catching stunts (below and right). On opening day newspaper ads and billboards (above right) finally let the public in on TL's identity.

Too much razzle-dazzle? The builders doubt it: "We got the crowds out, and the more people you expose, the more you sell." They sold 96 houses averaging $16,450.

"TL" PARASOLS were twirled by twin models who gave football schedules to shoppers. "TL" TEASER ADS were carried by 125 service trucks of a local utility. "TL" BALLOON WITH TRAILER hovered over downtown area, stirred up lots of ta...
HOMES FOR BETTER LIVING AWARDS

for architects, builders, and homeowners in the South

Awards will be made in two major categories:

1. Houses designed specifically for an individual owner, divided into three classes according to size:
   a. Under 1,600 sq ft of living space.
   b. Between 1,600 sq ft and 2,800 sq ft of living space.
   c. Over 2,800 sq ft of living space.

2. Houses designed for a merchant builder and sold speculatively, divided into three classes according to sales price:
   a. Under $15,000
   b. $15,000 to $20,000
   c. Over $20,000

ENTRY SLIP

To the Committee for the Homes for Better Living Awards
American Institute of Architects
1735 New York Avenue N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

HOMES FOR BETTER LIVING AWARD

CATEGORY & CLASS OF HOME

LOCATION

OWNER

ARCHITECT

BUILDER

SUBMITTED BY

ADDRESS

Enclosed is ...(check) ...(money order) in the amount of $ ... covering the above entry

This slip and entry fee must be in the hands of the committee by March 31, 1959.

---

NATIONAL LOCKset®

brilliant knob designs and decorative escutcheons

bring exquisite beauty to every door, every room

Smartly styled in the modern mode, NATIONAL LOCKset enhances the beauty of interior and exterior doors alike. NATIONAL LOCKset offers you a complete selection of knob and decorative escutcheon designs ... in all popular finishes. Special length latch bolts permit extended and center-door lockset mounting for striking and original effects. NATIONAL LOCKset is panic-proof, secure and dependable in performance. Specify it with confidence ... install it with pride.

HARDWARE FOR THE DISTINCTIVE HOME

National Lock manufactures a variety of Medalist hardware items ... sold by leading hardware and building material merchants everywhere.
the PACER
Suggested Retail Price $54 95
Highly styled! Promotionally priced! Two towel bars, nylon bearings and hamme red frosted glass makes this an outstanding retail value. For 4 1/2 or 5 foot recessed tubs.

TRIPLEX
Suggested Retail Price $94 95
Ideal enclosure for bathing children. Three sliding panels afford more room. Make cleaning easier. Features two towel bars. For 4 1/2 or 5 foot recessed tubs.

SHOWERITE STANDARD
Suggested Retail Price $69 95
Consistently the best selling bathtub enclosure in America! Choice of hammered frosted or fluted glass. Contains two towel bars, nylon bearings. For 4 1/2 or 5 foot recessed tubs.
"Oh, yes!", she'll say. "These are PELLA ... the windows Marge has in her new home ... the ones with ROLSCREENS."

Homebuyers know PELLA CASEMENTS, and their "Living Difference" made by ROLSCREENS, the original inside screens that roll up and down, and self-storing, Dual Glazing storm panels.

Show your prospects PELLA WOOD CASEMENTS, and you automatically tell them: "This home has everything you're looking for." Factory-assembled PELLA WOOD CASEMENTS are available in 18 ventilating sizes with up to 24" x 68" glass. Use PELLA CASEMENTS. Find out how they strengthen the sales story of the homes you build. Distributors throughout U.S. and Canada.

... See them at NAHB show — booth 18-19 Conrad Hilton

REMOVABLE MUNTIN BARS
Removable muntin bars snap in, snap out, for easy cleaning. Available for all PELLA WINDOWS.
Experts pointed out that plastic sandwich panels for walls and roofs are already developed

The plastics industry, and more than a few designers and builders, have been experimenting with plastic panels for 15 years. Many of these panels have stood up well under test, and some—including Kopper's new styrene panel used in one of this year's Research Houses (see p 116)—have won FHA acceptance. So it may seem surprising that they are not widely used, or even widely tested.

One reason they are not more widely used is that the plastics industry has not talked much about them. But here is what experts said at the Round Table about panels:

Dow Chemical's Goggin pointed out that "Some installations made in houses back in 1944 are working well today. These styrene foam panels were used for perimeter insulation and as a moisture barrier. Termites don't seem to enjoy them much... Panels with styrene foam inside and plywood outside have presented a problem at the joints but this is about solved."

But, said NAHB's Johnson, "The panels themselves are not enough. The problem is more complicated. A sandwich panel must be part of a system. So the cost of a panel is less important than the cost of the system, which includes the cost of joining the panels together."

Here is what experts said about joining panels:

Said Maher: "No builder has asked for an adhesive [for joining panels] that does not exist or we cannot make, though perhaps they aren't in the cost range you are willing to pay or as easy to apply as you might like. Frankly, we shudder at the thought of buckets of adhesive finding their way onto a muddy vacant lot where a semi-skilled man will use them. You can have these adhesives, probably within a year, if you are willing to use our products under controlled conditions, and if you are ready to re-design or re-engineer some of your components to take advantage of our products."

"Sealings can be brushed, sprayed, flowed into place. They come in the form of ribbon or tape that can be dyed and clamped into place anywhere. They rely on compression for sealing. These products can withstand water, solvents, temperatures to 400°. They have been developed for other industries and they can be modified for houses. "We are ready to take on any buyer who wants a thicker, or thinner, faster, or slower, or lighter, or darker product than we have made before,"

Asked Bartling: "Could builders get these sandwich panels with coatings on the contact edges which would be di and non-sticking, delivered at the site so that workmen would merely add water or other solvent to activate the adhesive?"

Replied Maher: "It is practical. It is being done in other industries. "Another point: Builders almost universally want to make buck joints. Buck joint is a miserable joint. If you must use it, use a key lock and less ahesive. This will increase your spec. That is what we mean when we say you come part way and we'll carry part way."

Explained Dow Chemical's Goggin:

"Foam styrene is supplied in forms like wood and is sold on a board foot basis. It can laminate to plywood, metal, concrete, and other materials. It is rigid. It cannot be foamed on the site easily. But new forms are developed for foaming in place which will act as their own adhesive."

"Urethane, a newer plastic, costs about twice as much per pound as styrene but can be foamed in place at the site and has a lower shipping cost. The K factor of urethane and styrene are both about the same, about .25-.30."

Said American Houses' White: "Fiscal evaluators can work on this formula: $ per bd ft of urethane foam must compared with the cost per bd ft styrene plus two glue lines."

Here is how experts explained the differences between foam styrene and urethane

Continued on
OPEN... THEN HELP CLOSE THE SALE WITH THIS NAME

If you want to add a well recognized MARK OF QUALITY to your homes . . . do it with PELLA MULTI-PURPOSE WOOD WINDOWS. Then you can sell the “living difference” that these windows make in a home.

Let prospects open and close the ventilating sash of PELLA M-P and TWINLITE WOOD WINDOWS with the exclusive, new GLIDE-LOCK® underscreen operator. Demonstrate PELLA'S REMOVABLE MUNTIN BAR feature and how outside glass can be cleaned from inside. Point out the time and work saved by inside self-storing storms and screens.

Use nationally advertised PELLA M-P and TWINLITE WINDOWS on one or more of your next jobs. See how they strengthen your sales story. For nearest PELLA distributor, see the classified telephone directory . . . or mail coupon.

ROLSCREEN COMPANY, Dept. KB-2, Pella, Iowa
Please send literature on PELLA M-P and TWINLITE WINDOWS.

NAME

FIRM NAME

ADDRESS

CITY & ZONE

STATE
The traditional bugaboos about using plastics in houses can be overcome, many participants felt

"The plastics industry cannot just develop these products," said Home Manufacturer Don Scholz. "It has got to sell them . . . especially to the code people who control whether or not they can be used."

The Round Table did not delve deeply into the important code problem. But it did clear up one phase of the code problem by dispelling the fire-hazard bugaboo. And it did discuss the problem of selling the consumer on more use of plastic in housing, and it did discuss the present stand of the FHA.

"Plastics properly used create no additional fire hazards in houses"

This statement by SPI's Cruse was endorsed by all of the experts at the Round Table who discussed the question of fire.

Said Monsanto's Gigliotti: "The plastic industry's position is simple—plastics must be rated on the same basis as any other material in building codes. Many plastics are used because of their fire resistance. . . . Styrene foam block would melt before it would burn. As for smoke, this is really only a fireman's concern."

"Our rule of thumb," said William Demarest of Manufacturing Chemists Assn, "is that plastics present no greater problems in fires than wood."

"You won't get any more acrid fumes from plastics than from carpets, drapes, furniture or other furnishings in a house," said MIT's Professor Dietz.

Here's what two builders who are testing plastics think about consumer acceptance

Said Martin Bartling (who built the Knoxville Research House which uses plastic pipe):

"I am sure if the plastics companies come up with prices attractive enough, you will see that they have the greatest future. I think this is true despite the fact that plastics still have a bad name in the public's mind due partly to wartime substitutes."

Said Andy Place (who built the South Bend Research House which uses plastic wall and roof panels):

"The more plastics we can get in finished forms that show in the house, the more we will be able to sell to the buyers. We have found our buyers will pay a lot more for things if they can see them in finished form. But I wonder if they are going to pay for something buried in the wall. Just try to buy your wife a diamond pendant that falls way down inside her dress."

Here is how Neil Connor summed up FHA's position

"Many of the plastics mentioned are used in quantity in some houses now. Some of those mentioned have never been submitted to FHA. Here is a quick summing-up of acceptance of plastics in various product categories:

"Plumbing: plastic laundry trays are accepted, but we are going slow on plumbing in general, waiting for the National Plumbing Code.

"Structural roof panels: we have had one submission which we are considering.

Structural walls: no submissions to FHA yet.

"Space frames: no submissions to FHA yet.

"Flashings: we have accepted some on the basis of tests. We hope the industry will help us with further tests.

"Waterproofings: accepted as membranes, but we have done nothing yet on spray films.

"Thermal insulation: some is accepted for slab perimeter insulation.

"Vapor barriers: polyethylene, PVC, and some others are accepted and still others are being tested.

"Finishes: plastic finishes are standard.

"Mechanical light and wiring: plastics are used extensively.

"Hardware: there is no question about wide use of plastics."
Double weatherstripping with Schlegel Woven Pile in a typical double-hung window frame.

For protection that's silent, smooth, and sure.

**Schlegel**

WOVEN PILE WEATHERSTRIPPING

---

**IMPROVE YOUR FIREPLACE!**

**Thermo-Rite FIREPLACE ENCLOSURE**

**HEAT TEMPERED GLASS DOORS! BURN WOOD, COAL OR GAS!**

- Radiates heat evenly
- No loss of room heat
- Lowers fuel bills
- No sparks
- You control fire
- No drafts
- New beauty and safety
- Sizes to fit any fireplace
- Tempered glass guaranteed for one year
- Write for free color booklet...

**THERMO-RITE Manufacturing Co.**
Akron 9, Ohio, Dept. H-159
In Canada—134 Hartzel, St. Catharines, Ont.

---

**It makes bad air FRESH again!**

**Ductless Hood®**

Enjoy the healthful comfort of purified air by merely the turn of a switch. Motor blower recirculates kitchen air every ten minutes. Activated charcoal and grease filters give complete efficiency in removing grease, odors, smoke, dust and pollen. Sizes and colors for every decor.

ELIMINATES EXPENSIVE INSTALLATION OF DUCTS, VENTS AND OUTSIDE LOUVRES!

The Ductless Hood is also featured in the OVENMASTER series—an air purifier for built-in ovens. Makes the kitchen complete!

NEW!... for other rooms: Clear out smoke and dust with the built-in Ductless Air Purifier®

See your local distributor, or write:
THE DUCTLESS HOOD CO., INC.
601 Plandome Road, Manhasset, N. Y.

Visit us at Booth 896... NAAHB, Chicago Coliseum
The chief news in windows is easy installation. New bows, built to catch the traditional market, are installed in-a-piece or adapt to any depth or curvature. Popular new wood and metal sliders go in easily, call for less hardware. Structural windows are built into the house with the framing, in wood (see page 118) or metal. More and more windows are made with lift-out sash, giving easy access all around until the house is finished and making window cleaning safer and simple.

Now you can buy a load-bearing bow window

The Fabrow window shown above is available in 28 variations. All are three lights high, will take single, double, plate, or insulating glass. The unit is made of kiln-dried Douglas fir, is available knocked down or assembled and glazed. Fabrow also has a new economy single-hung window in 18 sizes.

Fabrow Mfg., Toledo.
For details, check No. 158 on coupon, p 236

Curtis' bow window has a universal mullion that permits any combination of stock Curtis windows to be combined in any pattern or curvature desired. The new bow is in the same price range as a usual flat window wall, Curtis reports. Units are shipped in-the-white, pre-glazed with single or double glass.

Curtis Co., Clinton, Iowa.
For details, check No. 159 on coupon, p 236

Lee Millwork's bow window comes in ten stock sizes to fit standard window openings. Construction is all of wood. Lights can be single or double glazed, or have awning sash. Hinges are installed, all hardware is included.

Lee Millwork Corp., Fair Lawn, N.J.
For details, check No. 160 on coupon, p 236

Wisco double-hung and sliding aluminum windows, have an optional triple-track storm-screen that permits easy future installation of storm sash. Both types have integral fins.

Wisco Inc., Detroit.
For details, check No. 161 on coupon, p 236

New aluminum windows by Truscon can be adapted to every type of construction—frame, masonry, veneer—by attaching fins or anchors. In single or double hung types, windows have full wool-pile weatherstripping. Either "O" dimension non-adjustable Mullions or adjustable Mullions are available.

Republic Steel, Youngstown, Ohio.
For details, check No. 162 on coupon, p 236

Two-in-one window is a unique new product of US Window. Besides its normal balanced double-hung action, each sash tilts on its horizontal axis to make washing easier and give awning style ventilation control. Sash can also be entirely lifted out by hand. Friction and sticking has been cut by eliminating metal-to-metal contact; the sash rides in vinyl tracks. Frame and sash are heavy-gauge aluminum.

US Window Corp., Indianapolis.
For details, check No. 163 on coupon, p 236

Single-hung aluminum window, a new one for Cupples, features removable sash. It has an integral nail fin with nailing grooves. Hardware for screens is integral, sash guides are on nylon, and operation is unusually quiet says Cupples. Windows can be grouped with slender Mullions; they come glazed or unglazed.

Cupples Products Corp., St Louis.
For details, check No. 164 on coupon, p 236

Winter Seal is showing a horizontal sliding window built of extruded tubular aluminum. The Slide Master "50C windows are double glazed. Both sash and screen insert are easily removable for cleaning or re-glazing. Hardware nylon. There is no metal-to-metal contact in the unit.

Winter Seal Corp., Detroit.
For details, check No. 165 on coupon, p 236
**Peterson** has a new sliding aluminum window and a new method of weatherstripping. The new window, the "Pen-in," has vinyl muntin bars between prime and storm lights, giving the window a traditional look without breaking the glass into hard-to-wash nes. The windows are available in nt heights to 5'. For weather stripping the new Peterson window has a plastic insert at the meeting rail.

Peterson Window, Ferndale, Mich.

For details, check No. 166 on coupon, p 236

---

**Long-Bell** now has a complete line of wood window units. The new Long-Bell metal slide is a double-hung unit completely weatherstripped. Sizes 16" to 48" high are available. Sash is removable. Long-Bell's 4-way can be used as an awning, hopper, casement, or stationary sash, with sill drainage in any of these positions. Long-Bell also has a double awning unit whose sash tips for cleaning from inside.

Long-Bell, Longview, Wash.

For details, check No. 167 on coupon, p 236

---

**Ulaco** has a new economy series of aluminum awning windows. The Series 95 windows have a compact operator, 1/8" deep frame members, and 3/4" ventilator sections. As in other Ulaco windows, ventilators make two all-around weathering contacts. Screen and storm sash for ventilating panes fit flush on the inside face of the window. A wide range of sizes and accessories are available in the line.

Southern Sash, Sheffield, Ala.

For details, check No. 168 on coupon, p 236

---

**O-W** has new removable wood windows.

Both sliding and double-hung windows are offered in O-W's age of standard styles and sizes. Special sizes are made up rally. Some styles can be double-glazed. Windows are de­der sealed and toxic-treated, ready for painting.


For details, check No. 169 on coupon, p 236

---

**Inland Steel** has added basement and lite windows to its Milcor line. Base­nt windows are available in alumi­nium or steel, with top or bottom open ­t, in three sizes. The utility windows : also in aluminum or steel, require le maintenance. Three models.

Inland Steel Products, Milwaukee.

For details, check No. 171 on coupon, p 236

---

**Ceco's** new series 80 line of aluminum single-hung windows is aimed at : economy market. It has Siplex bal­zes, wool pile weatherstripping, and egal nailing fins.

Ceco Steel Products Corp, Chicago.

For details, check No. 172 on coupon, p 236

---

**Lustragray** window glass contains a gray tint that is claimed to cut glare about 50% and significantly reduce heat transmission. It also gives privacy from outside while giving a clear view from within. Lustragray comes 3/16", 7/32", and 1/4" thick in sheets up to 6'x10'.

American-St Gobain Corp, Pittsburgh.

For details, check No. 177 on coupon, p 236

---

**Ulaco** has a new economy series of aluminum awning windows. The Series 95 windows have a compact operator, 1/8" deep frame members, and 3/4" ventilator sections. As in other Ulaco windows, ventilators make two all­around weathering contacts. Sash and storm sash for ventilating panes fit flush on the inside face of the window. A wide range of sizes and accessories are available in the line.

Southern Sash, Sheffield, Ala.

For details, check No. 168 on coupon, p 236

---

**Brightness control glass** called "Graylite" is new with Pittsburgh Plate. By cutting glare from sunlight, the need for blinds or shading devices is reduced. Graylite comes ¼" and 7/32" thick, in stock sheet sizes up to 60"x84".

Pittsburgh Plate Glass, Pittsburgh.

For details, check No. 175 on coupon, p 236

---

**GlasSeal Thermopane** has been added to L-O-F's insulating glass line. The new units are made of DSA window glass with a 3/16" insulating air space. They are available in 65 standard sizes, ranging up to a 38"x62" sheet.

Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass, Toledo.

For details, check No. 176 on coupon, p 236

---

**Insulated aluminum window** is being offered by Textron. Since it is double glazed, storm sash is not needed. A Fiberglas screen gives insect control. The window comes in single- and double-hung, horizontal slide, and fixed sash models. It is fully weatherstripped to prevent metal-to-metal contact.

Textron Metals Co, Girard, Ohio.

For details, check No. 174 on coupon, p 236

---

**Lustragray window glass** contains a gray tint that is claimed to cut glare about 50% and significantly reduce heat transmission. It also gives privacy from outside while giving a clear view from within. Lustragray comes 3/16", 7/32", and 1/4" thick in sheets up to 6'x10'.
There are two big trends: more acoustical treatment and more luminous ceilings. Manufacturers are bringing out more decorative, less expensive wood-fiber tiles that can be flameproofed to meet Class C requirements, and where the ceiling must be fireproof, they are offering better looking fissured or perforated mineral tiles. Where ceilings are also light sources and ventilating media, plastic and metal eggcrates shield lamps and vents from the eye; roll and sheet plastics diffuse high-level illumination in bath or kitchen; and some ceilings are both luminous and acoustical.

**New acoustical tiles can help solve your noise problems**

**Full Armstrong line** of acoustical materials includes metal pan, mineral wool, and wood fiber types. Three new Armstrong offerings are Golden and Silver Travertone, a fissured mineral tile with inlaid metallic files; Minatone, a mineral tile with small random perforations; Classic Cushiontone, a wood-fiber tile with tiny perforations. Tiles are standard 12"x12".

Armstrong Cork, Lancaster, Pa.
For details, check No. 178 on coupon, p 236

**Nu-Wood's Micro-Perf**, a new acoustical tile, has perforations so small they are almost invisible. Micro-Perf combines needle holes and a fissured pattern, available in gray or beige. Also available from this company: regular and random perforated, matte finish, and fissured tiles. They can be applied to the furring strips with adhesive, clips, nails, staples or screws.

Wood Conversion Co, St Paul.
For details, check No. 180 on coupon, p 236

**Kaiser's Fir-Tex tiles** in a choice of two acoustical patterns will round out the company's line this year. One pattern is uniformly drilled, the other has random spacing of varying diameter holes. The tiles come in a wide range of sizes and thicknesses, from 12"x12"x1/4" to 24"x48"x1". Joints can be butt or t&g. The tiles have white washable finishes, can be flame retarded.

Kaiser Gypsum, Oakland, Calif.
For details, check No. 179 on coupon, p 236

**Celotex adds two tiles** to its full line of acoustical materials. Travertine is a fissured tile with a marble pattern overprinted on a linen-textured base; Beige Brocade is a sculptured white tile with an overprint of beige fabric. Both are 12"x12", have interlocking joints to conceal fasteners. Other Celotex lines include Hush-Tone perforated, True-White linen and sculptured.

Celotex Corp, Chicago.
For details, check No 181 on coupon, p 236

**Baldwin-Hill acoustical line** now includes two new wood-fiber tiles. One new Claritone tile is regular perforate the other has a random pattern. They come 1/4", 3/8", or 1" thick in 12"x12" and 12"x24", and 24"x24" sizes. They are finished with bevel butt or t&g joints, for adhesive staple, nail, screw fastening, or kerfed and rabbeted for mechanical suspension.

Baldwin-Hill Co, Trenton.
For details, check No. 182 on coupon, p 236

**Wall and ceiling panels** called Decorboard are the newest product from John Manville. The wood-fiber board, available as 12"x12" tiles or 1x8' plank is finished in a variety of pastel colors, gold, silver, and white. The tile and plank are flame-retardant treated. They may be fastened to 1x3 furring strips with nails or staples with J-M's spec tonguing system.

Johns-Manville, New York City.
For details, check No. 183 on coupon, p 236
Vinylux luminous ceiling is made of light-weight corrugated plastic sheets hung on inverted aluminum T-bars. It conceals mechanical services but gives easy access to them (plastic is simply rolled back out of the way). Perforated panels are available where some acoustic treatment is needed. Standard width is 35 3/4”; lengths 10’, 25’, 50’, 100’.

Sealview Plastics, West Conshohochen, Pa. For details, check No. 184 on coupon, p 236

Glaroizing light panel designed to reduce glare in room is now going into production. Made of color-stable resin reinforced with Fiberglas flake (a new Owens-Corning product) the new panels are still considered too costly for wide use in homes, but the manufacturer hopes greater production will ring the price down. Current production is in flat sheets up to 24”x48”.

Owens-Corning Fiberglas, Toledo. For details, check No. 185 on coupon, p 236

Luminous ceiling louver by Columbia comes in wide variety of standard colors or any custom color. Openings the louver are ½”x½”x½”; panels are made from .025” aluminum, come up to 48” long, up to 24” wide. Lighting fixtures are mounted above it.

Columbia Electric & Mfg, Spokane. For details, check No. 186 on coupon, p 236

Luminous acoustical ceiling, originally designed for commercial use, is finding its way into homes. Perforated baffles filled with sound-deadening material are fastened to the channels that support the corrugated plastic ceiling. Noise reduction coefficients up to 40% are possible. The corrugated vinyl has a standard 35 3/4” width for nger spacing of 36”. Flat acrylic panels and modular 2’x2’ and 3’x3’ panels are also available.

Luminous Ceilings Inc, Chicago. For details, check No. 187 on coupon, p 236

Insulite line includes Acoustilite s in sizes 12”x12” and 12”x24” in regular lapped and random drilled faces, and xylene tiles 12”x12”, 12”x24”, and 16” (½” or ¼” thick). In both edge treatments include t&g. butt, 1 painted bevel.

Insulite, Minneapolis. For details, check No. 188 on coupon, p 236

Tional Gypsum has two new insusceptible acoustical tiles. Sculptured acoustic is mineral wool in a cement binder, 3/4” thick in 12”x12” tile.ousticro is mineral fibers felted with cement binder. Textured, striated, or dom perforated surface finishes.

Tional Gypsum, Buffalo. For details, check No. 189 on coupon, p 236

Ceiling coffers fit a 2’x2’ module

This packaged luminous ceiling is shipped in two component parts: a metal channel containing all wiring and a coffered plastic diffuser. There are two standard packages—one 4’x6’ with six diffusers (shown) and the other 4’x4’ with four. Metal frame is finished in baked white enamel, diffusers are vinyl. Plastic side panels are available as an accessory.

John C. Virden Co. Cleveland. For details, check No. 190 on coupon, p 236

Plastic eggcrate diffuses light and air

Air can rise through it to a vent fan; light from fixtures above it is tinted and diffused; sound waves striking it are broken up. Louvers are made of heat-resistant plastic with low thermal expansion. Panel grid is ½”x½”x½”.

Sinko Mfg & Tool Co, Chicago. For details, check No. 191 on coupon, p 236

This acoustical ceiling is a roof deck

Acoustical treatments are available in a four-in-one deck that serves as roof, insulation, and ceiling finish. Shown above is the standard drilled pattern; also available, a fissured pattern. These deckings consist of ½” layers of asphalt-impregnated insulating board laminated with a water-resistant adhesive. Standard deck planks come 2’x8’, and 1½”, 2”, or 3” thick.

Simpson Logging Co, Shelton Wash. For details, check No. 192 on coupon, p 236
EXTERIORS

From roof to sill new products are making possible better houses for less money. Now terne plate and galvanized steel are competing with aluminum (H&H, May '58) for the metal roof market. Asphalt roofing is licking the wind problem with new lock-tab and seal-tab shingles. More and more aluminum is going into enameled siding. More wood siding is coming presealed, plastic overlaid prefinished. New and stronger wallboards give better one-product sheathing than conventional materials. And mill ends are combined into panels that do a better job than longer lengths of lumber.

New bevel siding is plastic overlaid, solid backed

Laminated bevel siding with a phenolic resin surface, a two-ply core, and solid beveled backing is new from Georgia Pacific. The plastic surface acts as a vapor barrier and prime coat. The laminated core prevents splitting near the edge. The solid backing provides solid nailing. Back grooves offer an escape for condensation. All surfaces are factory-sealed with preservative.

**Celotex sheathing** now gives superior nailholding for direct nailing of asbestos and wood shingles. The new sheathing exceeds FHA requirements for nailability. It also has been approved for application to the frame without corner bracing. Strong-Wall sheathing is 1/2" thick, and is available in 4'x8' and 4'x9' sheets.

Celotex Corp., Chicago.
For details, check No. 194 on coupon, p 236

**Sandwich flashing** is aluminum asphalt-bonded to creped kraft paper, reinforced with glass fibers. Chase Alum-O-Top is available in 2- and 4-mil grades. The 4-mil grade meets FHA and VA requirements for concealed flashing and dampproofing. Standard widths from 4" to 48" in 120' rolls are available.

Chase Brass & Copper, Waterbury, Conn.
For details, check No. 196 on coupon, p 236

**L.O.F. glass insulation** has a new stapling tab this year. The new tab is formed of two thicknesses of paper and one of foil to assure better moisture seal and make installation faster. This insulation is foil-faced on the interior side, open on the exterior.

L.O.F. Glass Fibers Co., Toledo.
For details, check No. 197 on coupon, p 236

The new siding is available in 12" and 16" widths, 8' long, is packed six to eight pieces per carton.

Georgia-Pacific, Portland, Ore.
For details, check No. 193 on coupon, p 2

**Simpson's overlaid plywood** takes paint better, holds it longer, needs fewer coats to cover, the maker reports. It requires no sanding, scaling, or patching, is available with media and high density surfaces. Medium density is recommended for siding, high density for concrete forms. The high density type is exterior grade fir plywood which has plastic laminated both faces in order to give the concrete a smooth finish.

Simpson Logging Co., Shelton, Wash.
For details, check No. 195 on coupon, p 2

**Co-Val plywood** now comes treated with Plyform sealer to cut fiber staining, hide grain pattern, and prevent showthrough. The new sealer will applied to any grade on order. Pan are ready for finish painting as deliver.

Coquille Valley Lumber, Milwaukie, Ore.
For details, check No. 198 on coupon, p 2
Vinyl-coated aluminum is used for Hastings' new siding. Because it is coated on both sides, no painting is necessary. The siding is of the lock-up type, has concealed weep holes, along the clapboard edge elongated nail holes, and pre-notched ends. Corners have a tight interlocking feature. A wide range of baked-on colors is available.

For details, check No. 199 on coupon, p 236

Carey asphalt shingles are now fire resistant. Fire-Chex shingles are made of asbestos fiber in asphalt and have a Class "A" fire rating. They measure 12''x36'' and weigh 325 lb per square. The new shingles have two tabs, each 17¾'' wide with a 5'' exposure, come in 11 colors. Carey's Sta-Seal adhesive is factory applied. A heavier (400 lb per sq) shingle is also available.

Philip Carey Mfg Co, Cincinnati.
For details, check No. 200 on coupon, p 236

Lock-on asphalt shingle by Certain-Teed is latest one on the market. Two small tabs at the bottom of each Lok-On shingle are tucked under the edges of adjoining shingles. Each Lok-On is then pulled up tight and nailed in place. They are available in ten colors. Also new from Certain-Teed, an insulating sheathing made of asphalt coated wood fibers. The 2'x8' boards have 15° edges.

Certain-Teed, Ardmore, Pa.
For details, check No. 201 on coupon, p 236

Roofs of terne plate revive a 200-yr old product in a new design. Tin-and-cold-plated steel as roofing is permanent, lightweight, strong, and has a low expansion. New uses include Bermuda roof (above), ribbed or batten roofs, standing or flat locked seam roofs.

Follansbee Steel, Follansbee, W. Va.
For details, check No. 202 on coupon, p 236

Here's a decorative steel shingle

This self-ventilating roofing is 28-gauge galvanized steel stamped to resemble tile. It is coated with a mastic and ceramic granules, in any combination of 35 colors, after it is installed. In-place cost is claimed by the maker to compare with that of asphalt shingles. It weighs 120 lbs per sq, is nailed at the top of each sheet, held at the bottom with a metal clip.

McDowell Mfg Co, Pittsburgh.
For details, check No. 203 on coupon, p 236

Juminum soffit vent comes in strips long, 2½'' wide, has stamped, louvered openings in banks of six the length of the strip. Strip vent has a special nailing section, goes in place ke any other soffit material.

Leigh Building Products, Coopersville, Mich.
For details, check No. 205 on coupon, p 236

Barretts' new roof board is sized to help seal the surface against pitch absorption. Because pitch is absorbed only at the surface, the rest of the board retains its insulating value. And less pitch is used on hot-mopped applications because it does not soak into the board. The new sized board is priced the same as Barrett's standard line.

Barrett, New York City.
For details, check No. 206 on coupon, p 236

Pre-primed Flexboard is ready for finish painting as soon as battens are applied. The asbestos-cement boards come in ½'' and 3/16'' sheets in sizes from 4' x 8' to 4' x 12'. Both thicknesses meet FHA specifications when applied over a continuous sheathing.

Johns-Manville, New York City.
For details, check No. 207 on coupon, p 236
This fireplace installs in four hours

Completely factory-built, the Vitroliner Open-Hearth has its own chimney, can be installed with no footings—flush against a wall—with unskilled labor. It is finished in black with brass trim and fire screen. A 2” firebrick lining protects the back of the firebox. It will burn coal, charcoal, and logs 30” long.

Condensation Engineering Corp, Chicago.

For details, check No. 208 on coupon, p 236

New Heatform fireplace projects 13” into the room. Hood is treated with heat-resistant paint and can be painted any color desired. Warm air is discharged through a grille in top of hood. Fireplace is shipped complete with firebox, hood, damper hardware, and grate.

Superior Fireplace, Fullerton, Calif.

For details, check No. 210 on coupon, p 236

New Lightolier fixtures have vivid color accents. “Gemfire” collection includes six different ceiling bowls, some inverted. There are matching wall bracket lights for all six. “Holiday” collection fixtures have opal glass globes set in colorful wire and mesh cages. An adjustable pendant model and two shallow models are available.

Lightolier, Jersey City, N.J.

For details, check No. 212 on coupon, p 236

110-volt barbeque-broiler is new in Stanthony’s line. The unit is a “drop-in” type, fits any standard 18” base cabinet without special wiring or insulation. It cooks with an electric element and ceramic coals, includes a rotisserie. The grill can be raised, lowered, or tilted to remove grease. A hardboard top covers the unit when it is not in use.

Stanthony Corp, Los Angeles.

For details, check No. 211 on coupon, p 236

New Markstone eyeball light for recessed ceiling installation is available in plain and louvered styles. It uses a 75-w lamp, can tilt 45° and swivel to any direction. The “Satel-Lite” comes un-wired or wired, adjusts to any thickness of ceiling.

Markstone Mfg Co, Chicago.

For details, check No. 213 on coupon, p 236

How about a built-in charcoal oven?

Hasty-Bake has three different built-in units like the one above—all are new this year. Inside the stainless steel hood are two cooking levels and an electric rotisserie (an optional extra on the less expensive models). Firebox height can be adjusted with a crank operator.

Hasty-Bake Mfg Co, Tulsa.

For details, check No. 209 on coupon, p 236

New Moe lighting fixtures include a three-light drop cluster with satin opal glass. It is 4½” in diameter, 15” long, with polished brass trim. Fashion-Favored Series also includes a matching pendant and three pulldowns.

Thomas Industries, Louisville.

For details, check No. 213 on coupon, p 236

Plastic glazing panes are newest product of Filon, West Coast manufacturer of reinforced plastic materials. The new shatterproof panes are available in clear or translucent plastic. Colors are green, jade, frost, clear.

Filon Plastics, El Segundo, Calif.

For details, check No. 214 on coupon, p 236

Ventilating skylight that fits all standard roof pitches comes from Wasco makes interior space usable for bath rooms. The Daylite Ventdome has a aluminum frame, a shatter-resistat acrylic dome (clear or translucent) and powered ventilation from its 8” 110-fan. Self-closing aluminum louvers prevent drafts when fan is not in use.

Wasco Products, Cambridge, Mass.

For details, check No. 216 on coupon, p 236
**Powerful vent fan** moves 1,100 cfm, can exhaust up to three separate in­
takes, has been used successfully with
62' of duct with five elbows and three
intakes. The Kitchen-Aire unit mounts
outside the house on wall or roof, con­
nects by duct to kitchen, bath, etc.
Stewart Industries, Indianapolis.
For details, check No. 217 on coupon, p 236

**Continuous skylights** in widths up to
12' are now available from Van Noor­
den. The new units are glazed with
translucent or clear corrugated plastic,
mounted in aluminum frames, with or
without curbs. Ceiling panels to close
the well are also available.
E. Van Noorden Co, Boston.
For details, check No. 220 on coupon, p 236

**Automatic stairway** by Precision is
powered by a ½ hp electric motor.
Pushbuttons at top and bottom of stairs
operate it. Treads are 1"x8"x2½",
covered with rubber. Stringers are
1½"x5½". Door panel is insulated.
Rough ceiling opening required: 30"x72".
Made for ceiling heights from
7½" to 12'.
Precision Parts Corp, Nashville.
For details, check No. 221 on coupon, p 236

**Intercom with door chimes** has been
introduced by Music & Sound in a sys­
tem that has a master unit and five
satellite speakers. The door speaker has
a two-way voice unit and door bell
chime system works at all times.
Music & Sound Inc, Dallas.
For details, check No. 222 on coupon, p 236

**The Bell System** has a device for
"some time in 1959" to allow commu­
ication between one or more tele­
phones within a house and from any
phone to speakers at front or back
doors. Each extension phone can be
equipped with speakers to permit
"hands-free" operation. Also, Bell's new
system will allow transfer of calls to
another extension and holding of out­
side calls while talking to another inside
phone.
Bell Telephone, New York City.
For details, check No. 223 on coupon, p 236

**Factory-made built-ins** come from
Austin Industries, who also make Knoll­
Drake plastic drawers. Shown above is
a complete storage wall with hanging
space, drawers, cabinets, and lavatory.
Austin has had long experience in mak­
ing built-ins for schools and motels.
can turn out almost any kind and size.
Austin Industries, Austin, Tex.
For details, check No. 225 on coupon, p 236

**Four-station intercom** by Musicall
offers AM-FM radio with 7 tubes in
the master unit plus phono jack for
playing hi-fi records. Three additional
5" remote speakers may be added. Any
remote station may monitor any other
station. Speakers have volume controls.
Musicall Corp, Los Angeles.
For details, check No. 226 on coupon, p 236

---

**Antennas can be kept out of sight with new amplifier system**

To unsightly antennas mar the looks
of Builder Fred Dubin's new houses
outside Philadelphia. Reason: they are
sprung with Jerrold's new home an­
tenna system which magnifies both
V and FM signals so that aerials can be
hidden in attics. Adapted from the
company's master antenna system for
apartment houses, the home system
provides high-fidelity reception from
one antenna to any number of TV and
FM sets. Installation is simple: the
amplifier can be mounted within walls
or in attics, basement or utility rooms.
Antenna leads can run along base­
boards, and press-on plugs can be lo­
cated in any room and require no
soldering or wire stripping. (The sys­
tem also provides better long-distance
reception if aerials are put on roofs
of houses far from stations.) Cost of
system: $67.75.
Jerrold Electronics, Phila­
delphia.
For details, check No. 227 on coupon, p 236
tioned Home Program of Owens-Corning Fiberglas is the best cooperative merchandising program for the builder that we have encountered in all our experience. People who visit our models are already familiar with the program from excellent advertising in national magazines. We feel that our increased sales this year have been largely due to this fine program.”

Maryland, say: “The buying public is becoming more aware of the economy of heating resulting from Full Insulation. The Comfort-Conditioned Home Program is the perfect answer. We’ve had model home traffic of 50,000 this year and a large percentage came out solely because of our Comfort-Conditioned Home ads. Our salesmen are all sold on this program.”

Message for promotion-minded home builders only:

YOU BELONG IN AMERICA’S NO. 1

Here are the facts... Judge for yourself!

1 This new merchandising idea—planned to help builders sell their way out of the 1957 housing slump—was thoroughly tested coast-to-coast in 1958 by 625 builders planning over 40,000 homes—far more than the original goal.

2 Actual sales results reported by these builders demonstrate that people do want comfort, convenience and economy as basic features. (See examples above.)

3 Participating builders say that Full Insulation and Full House power—the two essentials of a Comfort-Conditioned Home—a solid-as-a-rock sales features that register as signs of quality construction. The program works best as a unifying selling them

4 Builders report that month-after-month advertising in LIFE and Owens-Corning Fiberglas is building growing recognition among customers that the Comfort-Conditioned Home site sign is symbol of quality. Heavy LIFE advertising will continue as the focus of this Comfort-Conditioned Home Program in 1959.
*Builder Dale Bellamah* of Albuquerque, New Mexico, says: "Our salesmen have found that this program is a terrific ice breaker. We display the LIFE ads in all our model homes. And we have a full-scale mock-up of wall construction with the insulation in place (shown below). Then as a clincher, we show a prospect through a home which has the Fiberglass insulation in place. It's a real 'Cadillac' demonstration, I'll tell you."

*Builder Norman Bekemeyer* of Wichita, Kansas, says: "The Comfort-Conditioned Home Program has definitely been a major factor in our sales. The comfort theme is ideally suited for tying in all parts of the house under one promotion banner. In fact, we have promotional tie-ins with five different companies, all under the Comfort-Conditioned Home theme."

---

**Home-Selling Success!**

Home buying interest is sparked by model homes complete with such added or optional Comfort Conditioning features as modern kitchen appliances, Fiberglass* screened patios, Fiberglass acoustical ceilings and Fiberglass curtains and draperies.

The Comfort-Conditioned Home Program for 1959 is built on the foundation of success in '58. That's why its overwhelming success in this second year is virtually guaranteed. Drop us a letter or postcard and we'll be glad to give you complete details. Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., Marblehead, Ohio.

**Nothing succeeds like America's no. 1 selling success**

---

*Owens-Corning Fiberglas*
"I think the only effective photograph that can be made of architecture is three dimensional"

"In the kind of architecture I represent, it's the third dimension—depth—that gives it quality and effect. And stereo photography is the only way you can get that third dimension," says world-famous architect Frank Lloyd Wright.

"Now it is possible to get a photograph of a building that gives you a feeling of being in that building."

Realism of Realist stereo—a strong sales aid. Regardless of what phase of construction you are in, Realist stereo can be a valuable sales tool.

The natural colors and depth of Realist stereo slides show buildings, remodeling or decorating handiwork with life-like realism—hold the undivided attention of prospective client or buyer.

A Realist stereo camera and hand viewer are all the equipment you need to put this effective sales aid to work for you.

To learn how Realist stereo can help you sell faster and with greater ease, fill in and mail the coupon below, today.

Air-tight door-stops, composed of aluminum sections with flexible vinyl inserts have been introduced by Air-Tite. The vinyl provides a continuous seal inervious to weather or climatic change; eliminates drafts and loud door-slammin. Contoured jamb sections are 7' long, toe sections are 3' wide for exterior entrance and are coped at the end to make rig left-hand jambs. This set for outs doors retails for $6.60. Another for storm doors, casement windows, etc sells for $3.92.

Air-Tite Products Inc, South Bend, In

For details, check No. 228 on coupon, p 2

Olive knuckle hinges introduced Soss combine the attractiveness of oil knuckle design and the low-cost, easy installation features of butt hinges. beautifully mounted on the new hinges can be moved when open without taking out pin or screws, yet when closed cannot be moved and so are burglar-proof. Hi pins rotate in a nylon brushing, elimina need for oiling. They are available right- or left-hand door openings for 1 3/8" or 1 3/4" doors.

Soss Mfg Co, Detroit

For details, check No. 229 on coupon, p 3

Door safety hinge offered by Griffin protects outward swinging doors ag tampering and removal by use of a hardened steel ball that locks the pin in position when door is closed. The ball, manently set in the barrel, automati resets when door is closed even if has a tendency to rise when the opens. The hinge butt is available standard finishes and on all ball-buts and template hinges 4" and la Griffin Mfg Co, Erie, Pa.

For details, check No. 230 on coupon, p 4

Realist, Inc.—Dept. HH
2051 N. 19th St., Milwaukee 5, Wisc.

Please send me free copy of Realist stereo 3D booklet
Name___________________________
Address_________________________
City___________________________ Zone____ State____

Realist F:35 Stereo Camera $129

Everything in stereocamera, viewers, slide mounting, etc.
A subsidiary of the David White Instrument Company.

Photograph by Kerth
escutcheons are two of several
by Weiser. These designs are
from solid brass or bronze and
le in a variety of finishes. The
ons fit any 5" backset lock. In-
on is quick, consists merely of
escutcheon to door permanently
ten ing the lock to the door.
er Co, South Gate, Calif.
ais, check No. 231 on coupon, p 236

Extension flush bolts in
larger sizes—face plates 6¾" x
1" and 6¾" x 1½"—have been
added to Ives' line. Available
with both wood and machine
crews, the bolts have a de-
ayed action and provide a 40°
nger-grip space before the
ather-touch lever snaps the
bolt flush automatically. Both
bolts have ½" square heads.
ads are backset ¾".
H. B. Ives Co, New Haven.
For details, check No. 232
on coupon, p 236

n sliding doors are possible
new hanger device designed by
ack for by-passing door installa-
A new system of hanger plate
ments permits the door to be
out easily for cleaning and other
without disturbing the adjust-
the hanger track or removing
ide at floor.
track Corp, Elkhart, Ind.
ils, check No. 233 on coupon, p 236

slides on nylon rollers have
duced by Amerock in standard
18", 20", 22" and 24". Graphite-
ollys provide quiet action, permit
arry 50-lb load over zinc-plated
ck. A stop prevents the drawer
ng out. Each slide is fastened
four screws and is self-aligning.
ing is standard, but an attach-
mits end mounting.
ck Corp, Rockford, Ill.
ls, check No. 234 on coupon, p 236

Your gas installations
can't boomerang...
with this seal!

Gas vent failures can “boomerang” back
to harm your quality reputation as a builder
... when polluted, stale air and condensation damage appear in the homes you've sold.

The Metalbestos “Safety Seal” is your protection against gas vent failures and cus-
tomer complaints... because it means that an all-Metalbestos vent has been installed
 according to the scientifically developed Metalbestos “Safety System” Gas Vent Tables.

Learn why the new Metalbestos “Safety System” lowers vent installation cost... meets
every gas vent problem. Write Dept. D-1.

Stocked by principal distributors in major cities. Factory warehouses in Akron,
Atlanta, Dallas, Des Moines, Chicago, New Orleans, Los Angeles, Woodbridge, N. J.

METALBESTOS DIVISION
WILLIAM WALLACE COMPANY • BELMONT, CALIF.
**THIS IS THE PANEL OF EXPERTS**

- Builders, decorators, architects stand behind Barclite...the amazing fiberglass panel that's so easy to handle.

Delicately-patterned translucent fiberglass lends itself to any number of decorative treatments that add custom-design appeal on even your smallest budget. Barclite Decorative Panels are lightweight and so flexible they install with ordinary hand tools in a flash! Unbelievably low in cost, Barclite is used hundreds of ways...as room dividers, sliding doors, dropped ceilings, skylights...in homes, offices, restaurants, stores, beauty shops—anywhere!

See Barclite at your nearest lumber dealer or write for free color literature and samples of this unique new product.

**BARCLITE CORPORATION OF AMERICA**, Dept. HH-1, Barclay Building, New York 51, N. Y.

*AN AFFILIATE OF BARCLAY MANUFACTURING CO., INC.*
Shelf brackets

Shelving offered by Home t fit almost any clothes or wardrobes from 23 1/2" to 84 1/2" wide.

Precision-made telescoping metal can be loaded to 30 lbs. A template for the shelf system comes with or without clothes hanger bars.

They come in five minutes, they to cut labor costs 80%.

Comfort Mfg Co, Peoria, Ill. check No. 238 on coupon, p 236

Rod bracket

A dual purpose metal bracket that sports a closet shelf and provides rod. The embossed steel bracket 10" high, 11" wide, and will supplies 14" deep. They are packed in 18-lb carton with screws needed.

Kees Mfg Co, Beatrice, Neb. check No. 239 on coupon, p 235

Coated screening

Coated screening by New York Wire Cloth Co, York, Pa. is reportedly strongly resistant or other corrosion that may insect screening. A vinyl applied to aluminum core wires weaving. The transparent plastic change the color of the alumi- lided advantage: Vinalume screens collect static electricity, thus littlelects on the screen. A 2'-wide, section weighs only 5 lb. Other are available.

York Wire Cloth Co, York, Pa. check No. 241 on coupon, p 236

The new McQuay Package Chimney is the finest. It tests better because it is built better—by McQuay, with more than a third of a century of heating experience—and is easier and faster to install. Compare McQuay quality, compare erection time and costs, compare McQuay advantages. Then you'll see why the new McQuay Package Chimney excels in every way. See your jobber or write McQuay, Inc., 1608 Broadway Street N.E., Minneapolis 13, Minnesota.

AIR CONDITIONING • HEATING • REFRIGERATION
4 Ways you can
SELL MORE HOMES
using Shake-a-Ply® cedar siding

FAST APPLICATION—It takes only about 12 man-hours to apply 1000 sq. ft. of Shake-a-Ply. The easy-to-handle panels can be sawed in any direction or nailed anywhere without splitting or checking. No special nailing strips or backing necessary.

MITRED CORNERS, made from Shake-a-Ply panels, save the cost of fitting corner joints, and help establish correct spacing and chalk line for panels. Like Shake-a-Ply panels, they are machine-made to square, uniform dimensions.

NO PAINT FAILURE with Shake-a-Ply because its resin-coated moisture barrier prevents formation of blisters. Shake-a-Ply comes either natural or brush-painted at the factory in primer or 12 colors.

MORE "VISIBLE" QUALITY because the home buyer can actually see and touch the cedar shakes. Shake-a-Ply has an expensive quality look, but the installed cost of these factory assembled units is less than any other wood siding.

Shake-a-Ply panels are 8 feet long by nominal 18 inches wide. They are made like plywood, using No. 1 clear machine-grooved Certigrade Western Red cedar shakes and cedar shingle undercoursing, with a cross-binder of veneer core coated with waterproof resin.

WRITE TODAY for samples, full information on cutting siding costs, and the name of our nearest distributor.

THE Shake-a-Ply CO.
P. O. Box 7, North Portland, Oregon

Two appliance mountings for kitchen items as can openers, coffee meat grinders and juicers have been to the Kitcheneer line. The under cabinet units include one in satin aluminum enamel with chrome trim which fits either wood or metal cabinets, in any of four positions, and comes in plated chrome or copper.

Dishmaster has made the first changes in its faucet dishwasher years. The water-operated appliance holds enough detergent for two dishwashing. One model mounts on the deck of any size sink, another on the wall behind the sink. A price: $4.95. The other, priced at fits either wood or metal cabinets, is in any of four positions, and comes in plated chrome or copper.

Kitcheneering Co of America, Kansas City, Mo.
For details, check No. 242 on coupon.

Dumbwaiter by Flinchbaugh/Murray, the newest addition to household appliances. It is pushbutton controlled to houses with two or three levels. $580 Butler Jr. fits into the base cabinet in kitchens (it is 33" wide and 24" or at any other level. It can lift 2 at 25' a minute, has safety control. Suggested uses: to carry linen to and from laundry, refreshments to recreation rooms, food from level to kitchen above.

Flinchbaugh/Murray Corp, York.
For details, check No. 244 on coupon.
nylon anchor by Partridge really can "secure everything to any-

The anchor of tough nylon comes in expansion pin inserted, and in-
on merely requires a tap on the anchor to expand firmly against

L nylon makes anchors impervious to atmospheric

e joist hangers for 2x6 to 2x14

joist hangers for 2x6 to 2x14 oasts have been developed by Teco

speeded up by Teconate ledger stripping, joint notch-

natural pipe fittings have been

by Hollaender to its Speed-Rail line

eile, check No. 245 on coupon, p 236

Architect-Owner Says:

"Happy I Chose

Wm. F. Bernbrock, residence,
Moline, Ill.,
architect and owner
used 22 Rilco laminated
wood beams 5' o.c.

... the simple, framing of the roof, the saving in time of erection, and the appearance of the beams ... all worked to our advantage. Because of the many favorable comments I have received on our home, particularly the exposed laminated beams. I am happy that I chose RILCO" says architect and owner William F. Bernbrock.

RILCO speeds completion, saves time and money ... all of the 22 beams were set by a truck crane in one and one-half days—most people observing the work could not help but comment on the speed with which the area was covered." Area covered was 3,800 square feet, beams were from 10' to 50' 6" long.

RILCO members require little if any maintenance — resist warping, splitting, cracking and withstand great temporary overloads without permanent damage. Their beauty increases with age.

Complete freedom of design, plus precision engineering of the finished wood members for easy, economical construction are important reasons for the constantly increasing preference for RILCO. For homes, churches, schools, industrial and commercial building—RILCO is your assurance of building better for less. For more information write your nearest RILCO office.

See our exhibit at the NAHB Show
Space #537, Sherman Hotel

RILCO LAMINATED PRODUCTS, INC.
W 843 First National Bank Building
Saint Paul 1, Minnesota

District offices: Newark, N. J. • Fort Wayne, Ind. • Tacoma, Wash.
Mr. Builder...for 1 home or 10,000
THERE'S A YEOMANS LOW-COST
SEWAGE TREATMENT SYSTEM

For SINGLE Homes
CAVITETTE®
Miniature "City Type" System

For 10 or MORE Homes
CAVITATOR®
Full Scale "City Type" Plant

Easier to Finance at Prime Rates
Because They Are Fully Approved

1. Banishes septic tanks.
2. Eliminates health hazards.
3. Opens up low-cost land.
4. Qualifies for federally insured home loans.
5. Increases loan value of homes.
6. No unpleasant odors, no clogging, no backup.
7. Handles waste from garbage disposers, detergents from automatic washers, ALL modern home appliances.
8. New selling feature for countryside homes gives faster turnover at better price.
9. Service policy with dealers prevents call backs.
10. Operates in all climates.
11. Installs fast.
12. Models for all home sizes.
13. Completely warranted by manufacturer and installer.

YEOMANS
Specialists for 60 Years in Sewage Handling
2003-8 N. Ruby Street, Melrose Park, Illinois

Cavitette® and Cavitator® are registered Yeomans trademarks

ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ON HOME SEWAGE DISPOSAL

Published especially for builders, this fast-reading booklet gives the solution to any problem you might meet in home sewage disposal. Covers single-home systems, central plants, temporary facilities, connection to municipal lines, different types of terrain, lift stations, and health considerations for one to 1500 homes. Not technical! Forty pages, full of helpful illustrations. Fill out this coupon for your free copy of "The Homebuilder's Guide to Effective Sewage Disposal."

Yeomans Brothers Co.
2003-8 N. Ruby St., Melrose Park, Ill.
(Suburb of Chicago)

Name ____________________________ Title or Business ____________________________

Company ____________________________ Street ____________________________

City ____________________________ Zone _______ State _______

No. of Homes Planned ____________________________

TG-5805

Splash block made of galvanized has been introduced by New Monarch. Zinc coating assures corrosion resistance and long life. Advantages claimed: 10-lb steel blocks will not chip and as concrete block may, and are moved to permit weeding or mowing without harm to block fit well with commonly used galvanized gutters and downspouts.

New Monarch Machine & Stamping Co., Des Moines.

For details, check No. 247 on coupon.

Aluminum draperies loomed in like colorful yarns and threads are available from Hunter Douglas as room dividers, or as shades (cord-and-pulley or spring type). The aluminum reeds are made of a special alloy with a baked enamel finish and will not fade, warp, split or rot. Six colors are offered.

Hunter Douglas Aluminum Corp, Pasadena, Calif.

For details, check No. 249 on coupon.

Welded pipe fittings made of Grade B seamless carbon steel tubing are now available from Nibco. They are designed for normal 150-lb use but withstand 7,500 psi before cracking. Line includes straight and reducing 45° and 90° elbows and 2" through 12" concentric reducers. Rough-in dimensions are the same as nominal sizes, tee is 3" center to center.

Nibco Inc, Elkhart, Ind.

For details, check No. 250 on coupon.
Crane water heaters are gas-glass-lined, and come in 30-, 40-, 50-gallon sizes. Circular burner has d ports to get efficient flame shape; r combustion is fed from the top to out drafts, keep in heat. Pilot light / shits off gas if pilot goes out. Can lapted to all kinds of gas. 15 year ntee.

C. Little Burner Co, Chicago.
Details, check No. 251 on coupon, p 236

water-heater line is now being d by H. C. Little, makers of Safi-gas space heaters. The new water s have efficient heat transfer from Texit flue and internal baffling which heat to sides of flue chamber. sized and glass-lined tanks of 20 to allon capacity are included in the line.

C. Little Burner Co, San Rafael, Details, check No. 252 on coupon, p 236

ind water heaters are oil-fired, ined, 30-gal capacity. Rapid recove rite is claimed to allow efficient use all tank. Furnace type burner uses sold fuel oil, operates automatically electric ignition, is ul approved. r is out front, accessible for easy ng.

land Furnace Co, Holland, Mich. Details, check No. 253 on coupon, p 236

fire-retardant called Snuf-flame make any paint less flammable. The it reportedly gives any coating it is with a flame-spread rating as low rating never before achieved by any fire-retardant," the maker claims. It ot affect paint color, ease of appli cion, or life of finish coats. /END ne Control Products Co, Kansas Mo.

Details, check No. 254 on coupon, p 236

ONLY Fleetlite Sliding Glass Doors HAVE PASSED THIS TEST!
100 mph. winds and heavy rains stopped by water barrier threshold

Before you select a sliding glass door, ask the question, "will it protect costly rugs and hard- wood floors from water damage in pouring rain and high winds?" The answer is YES when you specify Fleetlite. These doors give protection in a man-made hurricane of 100 mph. with a 2' per hour downpour. No other door has ever passed this test. The Fleetlite exclusive "water barrier" double threshold and double weather seal block winds and water... pro vide automatic drainage so water cannot build up from the outside. Fleetlite Sliding Glass Doors are quickly installed, easily adjusted and are maintenance free. Write today for literature and complete information.

FLEET OF AMERICA, INC. Dept. HH-19, 15 Walden Ave., Buffalo, N.Y.

Above: Cross section of Fleetlite double threshold that blocks wind and water.
Below: FleetLite flat threshold is recommended only for interior sliding door installations where weather is no problem.
NEW

Giant 18-inch ovens designed to fit in the standard 24-inch oven cabinets.

NEW

The only 18-inch gas oven without the vent opening in the instrument panel.

NEW

Big electric double oven...giant 18-inch oven with an economy-size 16-inch oven underneath!

NEW

21-inch gas or electric...space-saving units!

NEW

16-inch gas or electric 2-burner drop-in units.

Win a Free Trip for Two to NASSAU

Get details at our 2 booths at the NAHB Show — No. 780 at the Coliseum and No. 239 at the Hilton.

The NEW

Modern Maid INTERCHANGEABLE GAS and ELECTRIC BUILT-INS

For 1959 are All New!

NEW

Sliding glass door guide

Miller's catalog on two aluminum lines of single- and double-glazed doors includes a half-size detail sheet (which is perforated to permit easy removal for architectural tracing) containing specifying data.

Miller Sliding Glass Door Co, Burbank, Calif.
For copy, check No. 255 on coupon, p 236

Specs for sliding glass doors

An 8-page catalog by Slide-View lists features, drawing and specifications of its seven lines of aluminum and steel sliding glass doors with both single and double glazing. Full-color illustrations.

Slide-View Door & Window Co, El Monte, Calif.
For copy, check No. 256 on coupon, p 236

Removable windows described

A 4-page two-color brochure by Silcrest gives the specifications, installation details, and rough openings for 24 sizes of its Slideby removable window units (five are Lu-Re-Co sizes).

Silcrest Co, Wausau, Wis.
For copy, check No. 257 on coupon, p 236

Wood windows cataloged

Curtis has issued a 40-page two-color catalog listing the advantages and specifications of its several lines of wood windows. There are photographs, detail drawings and complete descriptions of the type of wood, weather stripping, glazing, hardware, and other features offered.

Curtis Companies, Clinton, Iowa.
For copy, check No. 258 on coupon, p 236

Screens and storm sash guide

American Screen has issued a 4-page bulletin describing its aluminum screen and storm sash components, as well as related items like patio, pool, and porch enclosures, screen doors, and hardware.

American Screen Prods, Northlake, Ill.
For copy, check No. 259 on coupon, p 236

Specs for aluminum windows

Textron has published a 16-page catalog with full installation details for its many fixed, double- and single-hung, and sliding aluminum windows, both single and double glazed.

Textron Metals Co, Girard, Ohio.
For copy, check No. 260 on coupon, p 236

Comic book on wood windows

An amusing 16-page full-color booklet on removable wood windows has been produced by R.O.W. using comic strip panels to explain the advantages of its new line of removable windows.

For copy, check No. 261 on coupon, p 236

STANLEY HARDWARE presents a COMPLETE line of WALL and CEILING VENTILATORS featuring

MODEL 920

... An Amazing MULTI-POSITION VENTILATOR with the AUTOMATIC Weatherlock SHUTTER!

Solves any installation problem that arises.

Now it is possible to correctly locate a fan for maximum efficiency.

Easily installs in Walls, Ceilings, Soffits or Cabinets
UL and CSA approved

MILLER'S CATALOG on sliding glass doors

A 4-page two-color brochure by Silcrest gives the specifications, installation details, and rough openings for 24 sizes of its Slideby removable window units (five are Lu-Re-Co sizes).

Silcrest Co, Wausau, Wis.
For copy, check No. 255 on coupon, p 236

WIN A FREE TRIP for TWO to NASSAU

Get details at our 2 booths at the NAHB Show — No. 780 at the Coliseum and No. 239 at the Hilton.

TENNESSEE STOVE WORKS
CHATTANOOGA 1, TENNESSEE

NEW

GAS and ELECTRIC BUILT-INS

For 1959 are All New!
Publications

minimum screens and grilles

4-page brochure explains how any architect's design for “carved” aluminum screens and grilles—for sun control, room dividers, patio walls, etc.—can be produced in exact sizes and colors ordered. Zorion lists size ranges, shows some samples offered.
Zorion Kurtzon Inc, Chicago. Copy, check No. 262 on coupon, p 236

nibing fittings cataloged

1 Brass has published a 44-page catalog of its complete line of bath, shower, lavatory valves, drains and fittings, dry tray faucets, etc.
1yal Brass Mfg Co, Cleveland. Copy, check No. 263 on coupon, p 236

lated plastics guide

Levey & Loetscher has issued a new catalog showing its high-pressure laminated plastics II-color, with additional information on adhesives, finishes, types (as sheets, panels, and fabricated parts), uses, and locations.
Levey & Loetscher, Dubuque, Iowa. Copy, check No. 264 on coupon, p 236

lated plastics guide

1 Brass has issued a full-color, 8-page catalogue illustrating both its vinyl and rubber flooring lines. All 180 designs and colors in the lines are shown, and all pertinent specifications are given.
American Biltrite Rubber. Trenton N.J. Copy, check No. 265 on coupon, p 236

film on redwood

Simpson has prepared a 20-minute color film, has been prepared for trade and consumer showings by Simpson, to show how redwood is logged and graded for uses.
Simpson Redwood Co, Arcata, Calif. Copy, write direct to manufacturer.

uses for redwood

Redwood Assn has prepared two color booklets for builders and homeowners. “The Sign of Fine Redwood” describes properties, uses, yard patterns, finishes, and specifications. “Redwood Siding” presents several ideas.
Redwood Assn, San Francisco. Copy, check No. 266 on coupon, p 236

gus roof insulation guide

1-color, 8-page brochure describing illustrating Fiberglas roof insulation has been published by Owens-Corning. The brochure gives considerable data on the efficiency of different types of decks.
Owens-Corning, Toledo. Copy, check No. 267 on coupon, p 236

to power tools

1-power tools are described in a 12-page guide prepared by Cable. Saws, sanders, drills, round garden equipment are pictured with specifications listed.
Cable Machine, Syracuse, N.Y. Copy, check No. 268 on coupon, p 236

HYDROGUARD®

Thermostatic TUB-SHOWER

CONTROL

Your
Mark of Distinction
IN CUSTOM BATHS

A single, smartly styled control sets the Hydroguard tub-shower combination apart from all others. Conveniently located at the entrance side of the tub and so simple to operate—Hydroguard is the symbol of bathing comfort. A twist of the dial brings the desired water temperature . . . never too hot, because of the safety limit . . . always the same, because of the thermostatic control. The Hydroguard bath is completely independent of other running water, hot or cold. It never varies from the “just right”, relaxing and safe temperature selected by the bather.

When that selective family asks about bath accessories, make sure you tell them about Hydroguard—the safest choice for custom style and comfort. Get complete details. Fill out and mail coupon.

Powers
SPECIALISTS IN
THERMOSTATIC CONTROL
SINCE 1891

The Powers Regulator Company
Dept. 159, Skokie 20, Illinois
I would like specific information about the Hydroguard Thermostatic Tub-Shower Control.

Name
Title
Address
Guide to flexible connectors

Bronze metal flexible connectors can be used to solve all kinds of fitting problems, as shown in Cobra's new 16-page catalog. It lists hundreds of types and sizes for use in wet heat systems, water pumping, gas connections, kitchen and laundry appliance connections, etc.

Cobra Metal Hose Co, Chicago.
For copy, check No. 269 on coupon, p. 236

Colored range hoods

Emerson-Pryne has published a full-color 8-page booklet showing how its stainless steel "color coordinated" hoods match colored appliances of major manufacturers. Specifications are given for all its hoods and accessories.

Emerson-Pryne Co, Pomona, Calif.
For copy, check No. 270 on coupon, p. 236

Specs on steel sinks

Well over 100 stainless steel sinks and drainboards are pictured and diagrammed in Zeigler-Harris' new catalog.

Zeigler-Harris & Co, Burbank, Calif.
For copy, check No. 271 on coupon, p. 236

Facts on Lp-gas appliances

Here's a 24-page booklet describing appliances using Lp-gas. Among them are ranges, water heaters, dryers, furnaces, incinerators, and refrigerators. A reference map shows what size Lp-gas tank is needed for homes in all geographical zones.

National Lp-Gas Council, Chicago.
For copy, check No. 272 on coupon, p. 236

Lightolier's builder fixtures

Latest catalog from Lightolier features moderately priced lighting fixtures that offer up-to-date styling for all parts of your house. Catalog includes: door lights, hall lights, living area drop lights, bubble lights, close-to-ceiling fixtures, and flush-mounted bath and kitchen fixtures.

Lightolier, Jersey City.
For copy, check No. 273 on coupon, p. 236

A full line for home lighting

Seventy-two full-color pages on all sorts of lighting fixtures for the home are contained in Progress' current catalog. Illustrations and sizes are given for wall and ceiling fixtures, outdoor lanterns and lamp posts, door chimes, push buttons, range hoods, fans, bed lamps, etc.

Progress Mfg Co, Philadelphia.
For copy, check No. 274 on coupon, p. 236

Guide to lanterns

Artolier has prepared an 8-page brochure picturing its line of post, coach, scroll, bracket, and ceiling lanterns for indoor or outdoor locations. Sizes, finishes, and construction details are indicated.

Artolier Corp, Lodi, N.J.
For copy, check No. 275 on coupon, p. 236

Ceramic tile adhesive described

A 4-page illustrated catalog by 3M gives performance data and properties of its water-dispersed ceramic tile adhesive, CTA-50, used for wall-tile installation.

Minnesota Mining & Mfg, Detroit.
For copy, check No. 276 on coupon, p. 236
Easier Ways to Better Fireplaces

**Majestic CIRCULATOR FIREPLACE**

- Proportioned to guard against smoking
- Circulates heat that other fireplaces waste

Includes damper, downdraft shelf, smoke dome, firebox and heat-boosting "Radiant Blades." Fits inside masonry. Heat is circulated through rooms by optionally placed Circulator grilles. Majestic Circulator fans convert to forced air circulation.

Unit has welded-in damper frame and strong, warp-proof formed steel damper valve. Adjustable angle seals close gaps at front.

**Majestic SMOKE DOME**

For all multi-opening fireplaces.

Pre-proportioned to save time and guesswork. Flexibility of placement in line avoids draft-reducing bends. Solid, seam-welded construction. Unbreakable steel valve plate.

**Majestic Cast Iron & Steel DAMPERS**

Rugged and dependable. Available in steel or cast iron in all sizes. Can be ordered with rotary face or poker-type control.

---

**Publications**

**Basics of priming coats**

Eagle-Picher researchers have prepared an illustrated 16-page report, "A Paint Job Is As Good As Its Primer," to show how various paint failures can be avoided by using adequate primer coats.

Eagle-Picher Co., Cincinnati.

For copy, check No. 277 on coupon, p 236

**Elastic plastic flashing**

Advantages and specifications of Saraloy 400, a new elastic thermoplastic sheet flashing material is described in a Dow brochure. It can be used for fasciae, vent stacks, roof drains, pipe entries, chimneys, and other applications.

For copy, check No. 278 on coupon, p 236

**Coating for masonry walls**

Exterior masonry walls can be coated above grade for better protection and coloring. Advantages of Sonneborn's "Hydrocide Colorecoat" are explained—and ten textures offered are shown on color chips—in a new 4-page brochure.

L. Sonneborn Sons, New York City.

For copy, check No. 279 on coupon, p 236

**Storage and remodeling books**

*Sunset* has put together two thick 8"x11" books checkful of good ideas taken from past issues of the magazines. "Ideas for Storage in Your Home" contains 350 photos and many detailed drawings, along with a simple explanatory copy. "Ideas for Remodeling Your Home" is even larger. The first sells for $1.75, the latter for $1.95.

Lane Publishing Co., Menlo Park, Calif.

For copies, write direct to publisher.

"How to build an extra room"

That is the title of a new 24-page booklet by Johns-Manville which tells how to change attic space or a basement into pleasant living space, how to install ceiling panels, etc. Photos and drawings make it seem a snap to do. 25c.

Johns-Manville, 22 E 40 St, New York City 16.

For copy, write direct to publisher.

**Facts on watertight concrete**

A summary of requirements for watertight concrete and a discussion of how Pozzolath water-reducing agent increases concrete's resistance to water are reported in a 6-page brochure by Master Builders. There is also technical information on grouting, concrete work below grade, and non-shrink metallic aggregate mortar.

Master Builders Co., Cleveland.

For copy, check No. 280 on coupon, p 236

**Acoustics criteria listed**

The 1959 edition of "Sound Absorption Coefficients of Architectural Acoustical Materials" has been published by Acoustical Materials Assn. It lists the materials by type and trade name and gives the size, weight, thickness, mounting requirements, flame resistance, and light reflection qualities of each.

Acoustical Materials Assn, New York City.

For copy, check No. 281 on coupon, p 236

---

**Now!**

**SELL MORE HOMES FASTER WITH VACU-FLÔ®**

The World's Newest Built-in Utility for Keeping Homes Dust Free!

- no bag or filter to choke off vacuum power
- no machine to lug, no cord to tug
- easily installed in new or existing homes
- vents dust-laden blue air outside

Every year more and more builders feature built-in VACU-FLÔ cleaning systems to attract discriminating buyers. VACU-FLÔ collects dirt in receptacle attached to power unit located in basement, garage or utility room... and vents germ-laden exhaust outside as you now vent cooking odors, dryer vapors, sewer gases and chimney fumes. VACU-FLÔ makes dry and wet cleaning easier... including garage, car, basement, work shop and patio. Patent Applied For.

Ask about WETVAC accessory for picking up spilled liquids, water and mud from floors and rugs, plumbing leaks, and for clearing toilet and drains.


Please send complete details on VACU-FLÔ.

Please show how to attract buyers by promoting homes prepared for VACU-FLÔ.

Ind._______

Firm_______

Street_______

City _______

Zone _______

State _______

See our N.A.B.H. exhibit, Booth 472

---

See our N.A.B.H. exhibit, Booth 472
Rust rates, city by city

Comparative rates at which rust corrodes standard uncoated steel have been published by Rust-Oleum Corp covering all 523 US cities with 10,000 or more population. The material is available either in list or national map form.

Rust-Oleum Corp, Evanston, Ill.
For copy, check No. 282 on coupon below.

Slide film on plywood

A 20-minute full-color slide film telling how plywood is made and showing some specialty grades has been prepared by builder, architect, lumber dealer, and other group showings by Simpson. Showing is made on request for a viewing date.

Simpson Logging Co, Shelton, Wash.
For showing, write direct to manufacturer.

Want more information?

The numbers below are keyed to the items described on the New Products and Publications pages. Check the ones that interest you and mail the coupon to:

House & Home
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IMPORTANT:

House & Home's servicing of this coupon expires Apr, 1959. In addressing direct inquiries, please mention House & Home and the issue in which you saw the product or publication.

I wish to enter a subscription to House & Home for

[ ] 1 year, $6 [ ] 2 years, $10

Please mail this form with your check to:

House & Home
Room 1021A, 9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y.

[ ] New [ ] Renewal
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Now... capture the Under $10,000 Market
with the All New 1959 Wadsworth Horizon House—Packed with Profit!

CHECK THESE OUTSTANDING SELLING FEATURES:
✓ Selling price, including your lot, under $10,000
✓ All elevations available with or without carport
✓ Designed for quick, low-cost field erection
✓ Complete package quickly delivered to you
✓ Meets all new FHA requirements
✓ Choice of 3 handsome exterior designs
✓ 26 x 36 feet of efficient design

FIND OUT HOW WE CAN HELP YOU WITH
A COMPLETE FINANCING PROGRAM

WADSWORTH HOMES, INC.
2949 Chrysler Road
Kansas City 15, Kansas

SEND TODAY FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

WADSWORTH HOMES INC.
Dept. C
2949 Chrysler Road,
Kansas City 15, Kansas
Please send complete information on the
new 1959 Economy Horizon.

SEND TODAY FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

WADSWORTH HOMES INC.
Dept. C
2949 Chrysler Road,
Kansas City 15, Kansas
Please send complete information on the
new 1959 Economy Horizon.

10-Man Hours to Set-Up Foundation
with SYMONS LO-WALL FORMS

In its new housing development, Contractors and Builders,
uses Symons Lo-Wall Forms and three specialized crews to
job moving. One three-man crew erects, two or three
pour and two men strip. It takes 10 man-hours for form
ion, 1½ man-hours for pouring, and only three man-hours
rip and move the forms. Foundations vary from 33 x 49
to 29 x 57 feet.

Symons CLAMP AND MFG. CO.

10-Man Hours to Set-Up Foundation
with SYMONS LO-WALL FORMS

In its new housing development, Contractors and Builders,
uses Symons Lo-Wall Forms and three specialized crews to
job moving. One three-man crew erects, two or three
pour and two men strip. It takes 10 man-hours for form
ion, 1½ man-hours for pouring, and only three man-hours
rip and move the forms. Foundations vary from 33 x 49
to 29 x 57 feet.

Symons CLAMP AND MFG. CO.

10-Man Hours to Set-Up Foundation
with SYMONS LO-WALL FORMS

In its new housing development, Contractors and Builders,
uses Symons Lo-Wall Forms and three specialized crews to
job moving. One three-man crew erects, two or three
pour and two men strip. It takes 10 man-hours for form
ion, 1½ man-hours for pouring, and only three man-hours
rip and move the forms. Foundations vary from 33 x 49
to 29 x 57 feet.

Symons CLAMP AND MFG. CO.
HERE ARE JUST 5 OF THE MANY WINDOW TREATMENTS OFFERED BY CE

Aluminum and Steel Residence Casements
For certain design effects, consider Ceco Aluminum Residence Casements—Series 825 with integral fin-trim for frame and venner construction or Series 800 (Z-bar style) for masonry. If steel windows are indicated, use Ceco Steel Residence Casements (Z-bar style) for either masonry or frame construction.

Aluminum Horizontally Sliding Windows
You achieve the wide-wide look with Ceco Aluminum Sliding Windows, Series 700. Easy to install with integral fin-trim. Good appearance, yet economical. Here is true versatility. Many interesting mullioned arrangements and panel systems can be designed.

Aluminum Awning Windows
Ceco Aluminum Awning Windows are handsome and then some. Engineered and made to meet high standards. Truly weather-tight. All sides of the vents lock firmly against the weatherstrip frames. Full controlled ventilation.

Aluminum and Steel Window-Walls
Whatever your design dictates—aluminum or steel—Ceco W Walls are available either way for ranch type homes and other dential designs, where large areas and architectural patterns demand them. Window-Walls are available with sliding inserts, too. Ceco Windows are offered for use with Window-Walls.
SEE THE WINDOW HITS OF THE NAHB SHOW

CECO'S New Craft-Made—Custom Quality—
Expertly Engineered Residential Windows
Meet Customer Demands

P.S. PRICED SENSIBLY

It takes a company with vast engineering and research resources to offer truly custom quality windows at production line manufacturing costs. And that's what Ceco gives you in its 3 great aluminum windows . . . Series 60 Double-Hung with channel frame; Series 70 Double-Hung with fin-trim frame and Series 80 Single-Hung with fin-trim frame. Here you get whisper silent performance combined with precision weathertightness and smooth fingertip operation. Reason: Sash are countered with even-tensioned spiral balances and are cushioned with pre-tested silicone-treated wood pile weatherstripping. Small wonder home owners everywhere quickly see the custom quality these windows really provide. You as a builder will appreciate the easy installation. Series 70 and 80 have the labor saving fin and trim integrally extruded into the frame. In Series 60 with channel frame, fast and positive anchorage is assured. No matter what your need, see Ceco, manufacturers of the most complete line of steel and aluminum windows in the USA . . . better engineered, better made and yes—P.S.—priced sensibly. Ceco Steel Products Corporation—offices, warehouses and fabricating plants in principal cities—general offices: 5601 W. 26th St., Chicago 50, Ill.

IN CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS CECO ENGINEERING MAKES THE BIG DIFFERENCE
Windows, Screens, Doors / Curtainwalls / Roofing Products / Cecoframe Buildings / Steel Joists
Steelforms / Rebars / Metal Lath

CECO STEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
5601 West 26th Street, Chicago 50, III.

☐ Please send me complete information about Series 60, 70 and 80 Aluminum Windows.
☐ Please send me complete information about _______ Windows.

Name _______________________
Position _______________________
Firm _______________________
Address _______________________
City ______________________ Zone ______ State ______

H&H
This advertisers index published by HOUSE & HOME is an editorial service to its readers. HOUSE & HOME does not assume responsibility to advertisers for errors or omissions in preparation of these listings.
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